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Virtue ethics is used to reflect on this problem and open up new ways of
thinking. A virtuous agent not only respects the rights and interests of others,
but also has a broader duty to act in the most careful, just and temperate way.
This applies to citizens, to companies such as Apple, Google and Facebook
and to governmental organizations that are involved with large scale data
processing alike.

Bart van der Sloot

Privacy as Virtue

The author develops a three-layered model for privacy regulation in the Big
Data era. The first layer consists of minimum obligations that are independent
of individual interests and rights. Virtuous agents have to respect the procedural
pre-conditions for the exercise of power. The second layer echoes the current
paradigm, the respect for individual rights and interests. While the third layer is
the obligation of aspiration: a virtuous agent designs the data process in such
a way that human flourishing, equality and individual freedom are promoted.

Bart van der Sloot

Privacy as Virtue discusses whether a rights-based approach to privacy
regulation still suffices to address the challenges triggered by new data
processing techniques such as Big Data and mass surveillance. A rightsbased approach generally grants subjective rights to individuals to protect their
personal interests. However, large-scale data processing techniques often
transcend the individual and their interests.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There seems to be an increasingly wide chasm between technological developments
and the juridical paradigm. The juridical paradigm is focused on individual, subjective
rights and personal interests, while new technological applications such as Big Data
and mass surveillance do not revolve around the individual per se. The individual and
individual interests are only incidental to these types of data analytics. These processes
thrive on data sets about large groups of unidentified persons, from which statistical
correlations and patterns are distilled. They can serve as a basis for data controllers
to develop general policies and make decisions which have a significant impact on
society.1
This book will show that the legal privacy paradigm did not always focus on
subjective rights and individual interests to the extent that it currently does. Rather, the
focus was on duties of care for data controllers and states not to abuse their power, and
on protecting general, societal interests. The turn to subjective rights and individual
interests, a turn which is by no means exclusive to privacy and data protection, was
seen as a sign of progress. Individuals could invoke rights themselves before a court of
law if they were under the impression that their interests had been harmed. The shift
from general obligations for data controllers to subjective rights for natural persons,
and from a focus on general, societal interests to a focus on personal interests, was
aimed at strengthening the position of the individual. The paradox, however, is that it
is precisely due to the focus on subjective rights and personal interests that the position
of the individual and her interests are no longer adequately protected in the current
technological paradigm. That is why this book will argue for a renewed emphasis on
duties of care and general, societal interests, and develop an additional approach to
privacy regulation by turning to virtue ethics.
The first signs of such a shift may already be witnessed in recent developments in
the various juridical privacy and data protection frameworks. This book will signal and
explain those trends. Furthermore, it will develop a normative framework for this shift
and the additional approach to privacy and data protection regulation that arises from
that shift. This will be done by turning to virtue ethics, for which building blocks will
be found by studying the work of Lon L. Fuller. A virtue ethical approach to privacy and
1

Th is introduction is based in part on: B. van der Sloot, ‘Do groups have a right to privacy and should
they?’, in: L. Taylor, L. Floridi & B. van der Sloot (eds.), ‘Group Privacy: New Challenges of Data
Technologies’, Springer, Dordrecht, 2017.
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data protection regulation complements the current legal paradigm in two ways. First,
it focuses on rule of law principles – safeguards against the abuse of power that need
to be respected even if no individual rights or personal interests are at stake. Second,
it specifies duties of care for data controllers – goals and aspirations which they must
strive to achieve, but which do not correlate directly with subjective, individual rights.
Just as a doctor is not merely under the legal duty to avoid medical errors, but also to
aspire to be a good doctor, and a parent is not merely under a legal obligation to avoid
physical or mental harm to its child, so the state may be under the legal obligation not
merely to prevent harm or to refrain from abusing its powers, but also to be a good
state – a state that uses its powers in the best way. In this binary way, the gap between
the current legal paradigm, with its goal of protecting subjective rights and individual
interests, and the current technological paradigm, which paradoxically ensures that
this focus no longer suffices to protect the individual and her interests, can be closed.
The right to privacy is perhaps the legal concept where this divide is most visible.
In short, the current privacy paradigm grants a natural person a subjective right
to claim her right to privacy. This right protects her legitimate interests to human
dignity, personal autonomy or individual freedom. In concrete cases, these private
interests are balanced against the common interest to which the privacy violation is
said to be instrumental, for example national security. This focus on individual rights
and individual interests of natural persons no longer holds in an age of Big Data, or
whatever other term is used to capture the capacity to collect, store, analyze and use
massive amounts of data for all kinds of purposes. Of course, subjective rights and
individual interests will always remain of (the greatest) importance – if nude pictures
leak, if a person is spied upon for years, if her house is entered by her neighbors without
permission, if she is denied a loan or a health insurance on the basis of her race – a
person should always have a subjective right to protect her individual interests. The
current legal paradigm is relatively fit for addressing these types of problems, although
it may require some dusting here and there. What is essential to the new technological
developments is, however, that they do not revolve around the individual and her
specific interests as such.
Big Data may be defined as gathering massive amounts of data about an undefined
number of people without a pre-established goal or purpose. These data are then
processed on an aggregated or group level through the use of statistical correlations.
The essence is thus that the individual element is mostly lost. Data are not gathered
about a specific person or group (for example those suspected of having committed
a particular crime). Rather, they are gathered about an undefined number of people
during an undefined period of time, often without a pre-established reason. The
potential value of the gathered data becomes clear only after they are subjected to
analysis by computer algorithms, not beforehand. These data, even if they are originally
linked to specific persons, are subsequently mainly processed on an aggregated level by
finding statistical correlations. It may appear that the data string ‘Muslim + vacation
to Yemen + visit to website X’ signals an increased risk of a person being a terrorist.

2
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The data are not based on personal data of specific individuals, but processed on an
aggregated level. The profi les revolve around groups and categories.2 (Note: if a specific
individual is discriminated against on the basis of a general profile, this has an impact
on her individual interests and subjective rights – but the problem of the creation of the
profi le itself and the fact that policies are based on such profi les remains unaddressed.
This becomes even more urgent when these profi les are not based on sensitive data nor
lead to severe restrictions, but are based on general data, zipcodes for example, and are
used to develop social and economic policies. Th is might be problematic because people
are judged and treated on pre-established profi les and pre-established character traits,
but the harm to the specific individual is difficult to demonstrate).
Under these circumstances, it becomes more and more difficult for an individual
to establish specific personal interests and personal harms. It should be acknowledged
that in the field of privacy, the notion of harm has always been problematic as it is often
difficult to substantiate the harm done by a particular violation. For example, what
harm follows from entering a home when no property is stolen, or from eavesdropping
on a telephone conversation when no private information is disclosed to third parties?
Even so, the more conventional privacy violations (house searches, telephone taps, etc.)
are clearly demarcated in time, place and person and the effects are therefore relatively
easy to define. In the current technological environment, however, the individual is
often simply unaware that her personal data are gathered by either her fellow citizens
(e.g. through the use of their smartphones), by companies (e.g. by tracking cookies) or
by governments (e.g. through covert surveillance). Obviously, people unaware of the
fact that their data are gathered will not invoke their right to privacy in court.
But even if a person would be aware of these data collections, given the fact that data
gathering and processing is currently so widespread and omnipresent, and will become
even more so in the future, it will quite likely be impossible for her to keep track of every
data processing which includes (or might include) her data, to assess whether the data
controller abides by the legal standards applicable, and if not, to file a legal complaint.
And if an individual does go to court to defend her rights, she has to demonstrate a
personal interest, i.e. personal harm, which is a particularly problematic notion in Big
Data processes. For example, what concrete harm has the data gathering by the NSA
done to an ordinary American or European citizen?
Finally, Big Data processing can also undermine the standard way in which a court
usually deals with cases in substance, namely by balancing the different interests at
stake. In a concrete matter, the societal interests served with the data gathering, for
example wire-tapping a person’s telephone because she is suspected of committing a
murder, is weighed against the harm the data gathering does to her personal autonomy,
freedom or dignity. However, the balancing of interests becomes increasingly difficult in
the age of Big Data, not only because the individual interest involved with a particular
2

WRR, ‘Big Data in een vrije en veilige samenleving’, Amsterdam University Press, Amsterdam, 2016.
B. van der Sloot, D. Broeders & E. Schrijvers (eds.), ‘Exploring the boundaries of Big Data’, Amsterdam
University Press, Amsterdam, 2016.
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case is difficult to substantiate, but also because the societal interest at the other end is
also increasingly difficult to specify. For example, it is mostly unclear to what extent
the large data collections by intelligence services have actually prevented or forestalled
concrete terrorist attacks. This assessment becomes even more problematic if conducted
at an individual level, i.e. how the gathering and processing of personal data of a specific
complainant has benefitted society or societal interests.
In these types of cases, the problem is not that any particular person has been
affected, or that her specific interests have been harmed, but that large groups or
society as a whole are affected and that their interests are undermined. For example,
the problem with the NSA revelations or with hanging CCTV cameras on the corner of
every street is not that specific individuals are affected, but rather that such initiatives
trigger the structural question of how power is used (or perhaps better, abused). These
large data gathering systems and mass surveillance activities by states undermine trust
in governmental institutions and, perhaps more importantly, undermine the basic
preconditions for the legitimate use of power: the rule of law. Using the state’s power to
surveil so many people, at so many places, over so many years and without a clear and
concrete reason, simply verges on the abuse of power. Principles prohibiting the abuse
of power, in contrast to individual rights, are not conceived as relative interests which
can be weighed and balanced against other interests, but rather must be seen as absolute
interests, minimum conditions which may never be trespassed and which cannot be
limited with reference to, for example, a national security interest. (Note: these types of
duties do not correlate with specific rights of others; these duties correlate with having
a certain type of power and/or freedom which may be exercised only in a careful and
responsible manner).
As stated above, the right to privacy is perhaps the right where the tension between
the technological developments and the current legal paradigm is most visible. But other
rights face a similar problem, perhaps most prominently the right to data protection.
This right too is (increasingly) based on the idea of individual rights to control data
(through doctrines such as informed consent, the right to be forgotten and the right to
data portability) and to seek legal remedy by invoking subjective rights. And similar to
privacy, data protection increasingly aims at protecting individual interests; the scope of
data protection instruments is determined by the term ‘personal data’, which is defined
as any data that can be used to identify a person. But here too, the problem is that the
data that are processed in Big Data initiatives often do not directly identify a person, but
are gathered, assessed and used on a general, aggregated or group level. For example,
they may be used to adopt policies on the basis of zip codes, income levels, or any other
general criterion. Thus, these data do not directly identify a person, and consequently
fall outside the scope of the data protection regulations, even though they may affect
the data subject as being part of a specific group. (Please note: of course one could focus
on the initial moment, when personal data are gathered and not yet aggregated, but this
may only concern the split second which it takes to aggregate data. The same goes for
the moment at which group profiles are applied and used to affect a specific person (if

4
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this can be determined). The use of dataonly concerns the very end of the data process.
By focusing on the individual, her interests and her rights, one loses from sight the
larger part of the data processing scheme and the general issues concerned with it).
Aanlysed through the use of algorithms, merged databases,
statistical correlations, group profiles, general policies, etc.

Applied in practice
Aggregated

Personal data

Effect on individual

Trends such as Big Data analytics and mass surveillance have an effect on other human
rights too, for example the right to be free from discrimination. Of there may be a
direct effect on the level of the individual. If a person is denied a loan because a bank
has calculated that her neighborhood correlates with an increased risk of default, this
clearly affects her (especially if done through the technique known as red-lining3).
The same goes for a health insurer who demands a higher monthly payment because
a person is part of a group (for example lower educated, male, living in a low income
neighborhood) which is more likely to have an unhealthy lifestyle. It also applies to
states, secret service agencies or police authorities who decide to follow a person on the
basis of the fact that she is a Muslim, traveled to Yemen recently and visits a mosque
now and then. As has been said, the effect on the individual was, is and will remain
of the greatest importance. But the current legal paradigm is relatively well-suited to
address these kinds of problems, because it grants people an individual right not to be
discriminated against and to go to court if their specific interests have been harmed.
But the more general problem is difficult to address through the existing paradigm.
The increased importance of group profi les, statistical correlations and data patterns
raises concerns of an increased division between the rich and the poor, as these types of
systems tend to benefit those in ‘good’ groups, while avoiding or limiting the claims of
‘bad’ groups (this is also called the ‘Matthew effect’). This negative effect can of course
be brought down to the level of the individual, but in reality the problem is societal. It
concerns the general issue of a stratified society, which may be detrimental not only to
individual persons but to society as a whole. (It may also create societal unrest. This also
brings up the following problem: is this still a legal issue, or is it in reality a political/
ethical dilemma?).
To provide a final example, freedom rights such as the freedom of expression,
the freedom of religion, the freedom of assembly and the freedom of movement, are
3

B. Custers, T. Calders, B. Schermer & T. Zarsky (eds.), ‘Discrimination and Privacy in the Information
Society. Data Mining and Profi ling in Large Databases’, Springer, Heidelberg, 2012.
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formulated at the individual level, while the restriction on the freedom and autonomy
of citizens is increasingly taking place on a group and general level. This is the case,
for example, with city planning based on Big Data processes (‘smart cities’), which
affects the environment in which people live without them being aware that certain
tacit choices are made to affect their behavior. This relates to the debate about nudging;
the state often has legitimate reasons to persuade people towards certain behaviors –
to live healthily, for example – and it has always done so, inter alia through taxes on
cigarettes, alcohol, etc. But it is becoming increasingly unclear for citizens/consumers
which of their choices are actually affected and in what way. For example, there are now
plans to incorporate models predicting public health risks into city design; if a certain
neighborhood is expected to see an increased risk of obesity in twenty years’ time,
squares can be designed so as to motivate people to walk rather than to take the car,
and stairs can be given a more prominent and convenient location than elevators, etc.
Here again, it is very difficult to point to a specific individual interest being at stake, a
specific form of autonomy being undermined – what harm does it do when a person is
motivated to take the stairs rather than the elevator? Likewise, the same question can be
asked with regard to the fact that some cities are experimenting with spraying tangerine
scents in streets to reduce aggressive behaviour at night. But these examples do point to
a more general concern and interest: we seem to be moving towards a world in which
citizens are constantly and systemically nudged, not only by states and governmental
institutions, but also by businesses and perhaps in future even by fellow citizens. This
creates a society in which the very idea of individual autonomy will have a substantially
different meaning.
To summarize, there is a constant tension between the level on which the violation
takes places and the level at which the legal remedies are provided. The potential
violation takes place at a general and group level and while it can be connected to
individual concerns, this is increasingly besides the point. Individual interests are
only incidentally connected to the problems at the heart of current developments. The
legal paradigm could maintain its focus on individual rights and personal interests
to address cases in which these are at stake. However, if it wants to address the more
general concerns that are increasingly at stake in these types of processes, an additional
approach is necessary.
Turning to virtue ethics can prove helpful. Virtue ethics does not look to the
‘patient’ (the one being acted upon, the one bearing the consequences of the acts, such
as the data subject) but to the ‘agent’ (the actor, such as the data controller). It lays
down obligations on the agents and these obligations do not (necessarily) correlate
with the rights of the patients. Therefore, the focus on individual interests and harm
and on subjective rights is complemented with duties that an agent has to comply with
irrespective of others’ rights to compel her to do so. This means, for example, that rules
can be developed for handling nonpersonal data, metadata and statistical data. Also,
rules can be developed on the abuse of power by data controllers in order to affirm
the principles of the rule of law. In addition to such minimum requirements, virtue
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ethics also involves on aspirations and goals: those aims that an agent must attempt to
achieve. Accordingly, the regulation of privacy and data protection could not only aim
at preventing abuse of power by states and companies, but also at stimulating the good
use of power in relation to data processing. These are rules that build on open norms
and ethical principles, rather than on black letter law principles.
This book will focus primarily on privacy, to a lesser extent on data protection, and
only marginally on other individual rights such as the freedom from discrimination.
Still, it has to be stressed that these interests are increasingly intertwined and difficult to
separate from each other, so that a discussion of privacy interests necessarily includes a
discussion of other interests. It must also be underlined that this book will treat privacy
and data protection as two separate doctrines, with one of the main differences lying
in the material scope (as will be explained in more detail in Chapter II of this book).
Furthermore, this book will take as prime example the infringement of privacy for the
promotion of public order and national security and the relationship between the state
and citizens, but will occasionally also discuss other matters including the relationship
between businesses and consumers.
It should also be underlined that this book will focus on the legal situation in
Europe, while much of the relevant scholarly literature is American. In Europe, it is
important to distinguish between two European institutions: the European Union (EU)
and the Council of Europe (CoE). With regard to privacy, the case law on Article 8 of
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) of the CoE will be central to the
discussion. With regard to data protection, the EU’s Data Protection Directive and the
General Data Protection Regulation, which will replace the Directive, will function
as the primary (though not exclusive) points of reference. It has to be stressed that
the Directive is to a large extent inspired by the CoE’s Convention for the Protection
of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data and that the
ECtHR often refers to the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights when delivering its
decisions.4 Consequently, the instruments of both organizations are increasingly
intertwined and interrelated and can (and perhaps need to) be studied in connection
to each other. Finally, it is important to note that this book does not aim at giving a
final interpretation of these instruments nor at an in depth discussion of specific legal
cases or instruments. Rather, it takes a bird’s eye view and points to general trends in
the jurisprudential and legislative development. That is why this book often refers to
human rights, fundamental rights, Directives, non-binding Conventions and case law
of various courts on an ad hoc basis – they serve as examples of a general trend rather
than as objects of study in their own right.
In essence, this book will argue that the right to privacy is currently based on the
individual and her interests in a threefold manner: (1) It provides the individual with
a right to submit a complaint about a violation of her privacy. (2) It provides her with
protection of her personal interests, related to human dignity, personal autonomy and
4

See for example: ECtHR, Christine Goodwin v. the United Kingdom, application no. 28957/95, 11 July
2002. ECtHR, I. v. the United Kingdom, application no. 25680/94, 11 July 2002.
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individual freedom. (3) In concrete cases, a privacy infringement will be judged on its
legitimacy by balancing the individual with a societal interest, for example national
security. It is important to add a fourth component, namely (4) the focus on juridical
and legal solutions instead of, for instance, soft law or codes of conduct.
The new developments of Big Data leads to the following outcome: (1) it is
increasingly difficult to demonstrate personal damage and to claim an individual
right, (2) the value at stake in these types of processes often transcend the individual,
(3) the balance of different interests no longer provides an adequate test to determine
the outcome of cases, as both the individual and the societal interest involved are
particularly vague and (4) it is increasingly difficult to regulate Big Data processes
and their consequences through legal and juridical doctrines. This book will suggest a
possible solution for overcoming this discrepancy by turning to virtue ethics.
This book has the following structure. Chapter II will discuss in more detail the
transition from the original to the current privacy paradigm. Chapter III will discuss
on which points the current privacy paradigm fails when applied to Big Data processes
and analyses what alternatives have already been adopted and proposed to overcome
the challenges signaled. Chapter IV will develop a virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation and explain how this approach might help to overcome the problems the
current privacy paradigm faces. Chapter V will discuss in more detail how such an
ethical paradigm could be implemented in the legal realm and on which points it would
have an additional value over the current privacy paradigm. Finally, the conclusion will
provide a wrap-up of the arguments previously made, further redefine the principles of
privacy as virtue and make suggestions for further research.
In further detail, the chapters will be structured as follows. Chapter II will take an
extensive look at the privacy paradigm under the European Convention on Human
Rights, Article 8 ECHR and the data protection rules in Europe. It will argue that under
both regimes, four shifts can be seen. First, that privacy/data protection has changed
from a duty of the government/data controller to a right of the individual/data subject.
Second, that the original privacy/data protection paradigm primarily focused on societal
interests, while the current paradigm primarily focuses on individual interests. Third,
that this affects the way in which courts address privacy/data protection violations.
Originally, the question was simply whether certain infringements were necessary or
not. Now, the trend is to balance different societal and individual interests against each
other. Fourth, that there has been a trend of juridification, with an expanding material
scope of both doctrines and an increased focus on juridical enforcement mechanisms.
All four trends (especially the last one) are not unique to privacy/data protection, but
are part of a broader development.
Chapter III will argue that the current paradigm cannot adequately address many of
the current and upcoming privacy challenges following from Big Data processes. This
chapter will take a somewhat broader view and address the legal challenges posed by
Big Data processes in general. It will furthermore be argued that in order to address
cases following from mass surveillance and Big Data processes, the European Court of
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Human Rights, which will be taken as an example, has been forced to let go of the victim
requirement, has opened up the right to petition about a violation of Article 8 ECHR to,
inter alia, class actions, has been pushed to focus on general, societal interests instead
of individual interests, and is unable to balance different interests, because neither the
individual nor the societal interests are particularly clear in these types of cases. In fact,
it seems that it needs to move beyond the parameters of the human rights framework
the ECtHR has itself developed. Finally, this chapter will analyze which alternatives to
the current privacy paradigm have been developed in scholarly literature and suggest
that virtue-type alternatives seem most promising for tackling the problems involved
with the current focus on individual interests and subjective rights.
Chapter IV will develop a virtue ethical perspective on privacy regulation. It will
assess the nature of the legal regime and discuss to what extent legal regimes can include
a focus on the character of agents, as virtue ethics proposes. It will argue that it might
be worthwhile to assess the character of the state, especially with respect to privacy
related matters in Big Data processes. Consequently, it will be argued, a virtue ethical
approach to privacy regulation could be included in the legal realm, and would have an
additional value when compared to the current privacy paradigm. Virtue ethics revolves
around three central concepts: ‘virtue’, ‘human flourishing’ and ‘prudence’ or ‘practical
wisdom’. These concepts will be explained and special attention will be paid to a number
of potential pitfalls for implementing a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation in
law. As an example, one specific author will be discussed who used the virtue ethical
paradigm to interpret the nature of the legal realm, namely Lon L. Fuller. Doing so,
building blocks for developing a virtue ethical privacy paradigm will be gathered.
Chapter V develops the minimum standards and the goals or aspirations for
virtuous states with respect to data processing. Regarding the minimum standards,
it will be argued that regulation should apply to ‘data’ independent of whether they
are personal, private or sensitive; it is suggested that there are a number of intrinsic
qualities of laws and policies that could be assessed irrespectively of whether personal
interests have been harmed; and several minimum conditions for analyzing data are
developed. Likewise, suggestions are put forwards which goals and aspirations virtuous
states might embrace in relation to data processing and what these principles might
entail in practice. It is also discussed how such an approach might be implemented in
and connected to the current legal privacy paradigm.
This book uses parts of articles and chapters that have already been published elsewhere:
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy in the Post-NSA Era: Time for a Fundamental Revision?’,
JIPITEC, 2014–1.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as human flourishing: could a shift towards virtue ethics
strengthen privacy protection in the age of Big Data?’, JIPITEC 2014–3.
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– B. van der Sloot, ‘Do data protection rules protect the individual and should they?
An assessment of the proposed General Data Protection Regulation’, International
Data Privacy Law, 2014–3.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘How to assess privacy violations in the age of Big Data? Analysing
the three different tests developed by the ECtHR and adding for a fourth one’, ICTL,
2015.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as Personality Right: Why the ECtHR’s Focus on Ulterior
Interests Might Prove Indispensable in the Age of “Big Data”’, Utrecht Journal of
International and European Law, 2015–80.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Do privacy and data protection rules apply to legal persons and
should they? A proposal for a two-tiered system’, Computer Law & Security Review,
2015–1.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Is the Human Rights Framework Still Fit for the Big Data Era?
A Discussion of the ECtHR’s Case Law on Privacy Violations Arising from
Surveillance Activities’, IN: S. Gutwirth, R. Leenes & P. De Hert (eds.), ‘Data
Protection on the Move’, Springer, Dordrecht, 2016.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘The Individual in the Big Data Era: Moving towards an AgentBased Privacy Paradigm’, in: B. van der Sloot & D. Broeders & E. Schrijvers (eds.),
‘Exploring the boundaries of Big Data’, Amsterdam University Press, Amsterdam
2016.
– B. van der Sloot & S. van Schendel, ‘International and comparative legal study on
Big Data’, WRR-rapport, working paper 20, <www.wrr.nl/publicaties/publicatie/
article/international-and-comparative-legal-study-on-big-data/ >.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘The Practical and Theoretical Problems with ‘balancing’: Delfi,
Coty and the redundancy of the human rights framework’, Maastricht Journal of
European and Comparative Law, 2016–3.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Do groups have a right to privacy and should they?’, in: L. Taylor,
L. Floridi & B. van der Sloot (eds.), ‘Group Privacy: New Challenges of Data
Technologies’, Springer, Dordrecht, 2017.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as virtue: searching for a new privacy paradigm in the age
of Big Data’, in: E. Beyvers, P. Helm, M. Hennig, C. Keckeis, I. Kreknin & F. Püschel
(eds.), ‘Räume und Kulturen des Privaten’, Springer, Heidelberg, 2016.
– B. van der Sloot, ‘Legal fundamentalism: is data protection really a fundamental
right?’, in: S. Gutwirth, R. Leenes & P. De Hert (eds.), ‘Data Protection and Privacy:
(In)visibilities and Infrastructure’, Springer, Dordrecht, 2017 (forthcoming).
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CHAPTER II
THE TR ANSFOR MATION OF
THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND
THE RIGHT TO DATA PROTECTION
1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the European approach to privacy and data protection. Two
things are important to point out from the start. First, there are differences between the
right to privacy and the right to data protection, which will be described in more detail
below. Perhaps the most prominent difference lies in the material scope. The right to
privacy usually does not extend to the collection of nonprivate and non-privacy-sensitive
data,5 whereas the term ‘personal data’, central to most data protection documents, is not
limited to private or sensitive information, but extents to any data with which someone
could potentially be identified. ‘Even ancillary information, such as “the man wearing a
black suit” may identify someone out of the passers-by standing at a traffic light.’6
Second, this study will primarily discuss the European perspective and in doing so
will refer to documents of both the European Union (EU) and the Council of Europe
(CoE). For privacy, the case law by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) on
Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) will be central and
with regard to data protection, the EU’s Data Protection Directive7 and the General
Data Protection Regulation,8 which will replace the Directive over time, will function
as the primary (though not exclusive) points of reference.
5

6
7

8

J. Kokott & C. Sobotta, ‘The Distinction between privacy and data protection in the jurisprudence of
the CJEU and the ECtHR’, in: H. Hijmans & H. Kranenborg (eds.), ‘Data Protection anno 2014: How
to Restore Trust? Contributions in honour of Peter Hustinx, European Data Protection Supervisor
(2004–2014)’, Intersentia, Cambridge, 2014. See in the same book also: C. Docksey, ‘The European
Court of Justice and the Decade of surveillance’. In: H. Hijmans & H. Kranenborg (eds.), ‘Data
Protection anno 2014: How to Restore Trust? Contributions in honour of Peter Hustinx, European
Data Protection Supervisor (2004–2014)’, Intersentia, Cambridge, 2014.
Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data’, 01248/07/EN, WP 136,
20 June 2007, Brussels, p. 13.
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data.
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).
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Article 8 ECHR grants a right to respect for private and family life, home and
correspondence:
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence.
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except
such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of national security, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country, for
the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

The right to data protection is currently protected by the Data Protection Directive,
which contains rules for data controllers such as: store data only when necessary,
store data safely, process personal data with a legitimate aim, be transparent about
the processing activities, etc. It also contains some rights for data subjects, such as
the right to have access to personal data, to correct inaccurate data and to object to
certain types of data processing. Finally, the Directive provides rules on enforcement
and territoriality. The European Court of Justice (ECJ or CoJ or CJEU) oversees the
implementation of the Directive.
The EU’s European Charter of Fundamental Rights (from 2000) contains a right to
data protection separate from the right to privacy, in contrast to the CoE’s ECHR (from
1950), which only contains a provision on the protection of privacy. Article 7 of the
Charter concerning the respect for private and family life holds: ‘Everyone has the right
to respect for his or her private and family life, home and communications.’ Article 8
regarding the protection of personal data specifies:
1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her.
2. Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent
of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has
the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right
to have it rectified.
3. Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.

The fact that there are now two articles signals a trend in which the right to data
protection is increasingly disconnected from the right to privacy.9 This trend will be
discussed in more detail in the following sections.
This chapter will introduce the notions of privacy and data protection in Europe. It
will explain the core characteristics of the legal instruments; consequently, it will focus
primarily on laws, directives and case-law and to a lesser extent on scholarly literature.
This chapter will discuss in detail how the regulation of privacy and data protection
has developed over time. It will make four arguments. First, both doctrines were first
9

12

See to the contrary: H. Hijmans, ‘The European Union as Guardian of Internet Privacy: The Story of
Art 16 TFEU’, Dordrecht, Springer International Publishing, 2016.
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primarily conceived as laying down duties of care and general obligations for states and
data controllers. Gradually, however, they have been interpreted mainly as subjective
rights of natural persons. Second, this has meant a great deal for the type of interests
that are protected by both doctrines. Although originally the prime focus was on the
protection of general and societal interests, related for example to the prevention of
the abuse of power, currently, the core interests that are protected are personal and
individual values, such as human dignity, personal autonomy and individual freedom.
Third, this has had an influence on the way judges and courts assess and address
privacy and data protection issues. The original paradigm embraced a binary necessity
test. If a privacy infringement was necessary, it was deemed legitimate. If a privacy
infringement was unnecessary, arbitrary or untimely, it was considered illegitimate.
Although this approach is still applied occasionally, it has been moved to the
background and replaced by a balancing test. Under this approach, almost all interests
are taken into account, both those of the individual and those of the state or the data
controller. In concrete cases, these interests are weighed and balanced against each
other to determine the legitimacy of the privacy/data protection infringement. Finally,
there has been a juridification of both doctrines. This is partly due to the fact that the
material scope of both the right to privacy and the right to data protection has been
broadened considerably. Also, while the original instruments were conceived only
partially as juridical doctrines and primarily as ethical guidelines and codes of conduct,
the trend has been to focus more and more on juridical rules and the enforcement of
those rules through legal means.

2.

THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY

There has always been a troubled marriage between privacy and personality rights.10
Perhaps one of the first to make a sharp distinction between these two types of
rights was Stig Strömholm in 1967 when he wrote Rights of privacy and rights of the
personality: a comparative survey.11 Since then, many have argued that the right to
privacy is a predominantly American concept, coined first by Cooley12 and made
famous by Warren and Brandeis’ article ‘The right to privacy’13 from 1890. Personality
rights, in contrast, were the key notion used in the European context, having a long
history in the legal systems of countries like Germany and France. Although a large
overlap exists between the two types of rights, scholars have also signaled important
differences. In short, the right to privacy is primarily conceived as a negative right,
10

11
12
13

Th is section is based in part on: B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as Personality Right: Why the ECtHR’s
Focus on Ulterior Interests Might Prove Indispensable in the Age of “Big Data”’, Utrecht Journal of
International and European Law, 2015–80.
S. Strömholm, ‘Right of privacy and rights of the personality: a comparative survey’, Nordic
Conference on Privacy organized by the International Commission of Jurists, Stockholm, 1967.
T. M. Cooley, ‘A Treatise on the Law of Torts’, Callaghan, Chicago, 1888.
S. D. Warren & L. D. Brandeis, ‘The Right to Privacy’, 4 Harvard Law Review No. 5, 1890.
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which protects a person’s right to be let alone, placing duties on others to restrict their
behavior, while personality rights also include a person’s interest to represent herself in
a public context and develop her identity and personality.
The supposed difference between the American and European approach has
remained a field of interest. For example, James Q. Whitman has stressed that American
privacy laws have as basic rationale the respect for (negative) liberty, while the European
approach (distilled from French and German law) focuses on the protection of dignity.14
This difference regarding the underlying rationales, he argues, also has a considerable
impact on the material scope of the respective rights, with the American privacy laws
being quite delimited and, from a European perspective, rather minimalistic and the
European privacy framework being quite broad and, from an American point of view,
almost all-encompassing.15 Another difference which is often coined is that America’s
tort law is the primary source for privacy protection, while in Europe privacy is
primarily regarded as a constitutional guarantee.16
However, in reality, this contrast does not seem so sharp. Europeans have for centuries
acknowledged the rights of citizens to be protected against arbitrary interferences by
governments with their bodily integrity, the privacy of their home and the secrecy of their
correspondence. Likewise, American scholars have often argued that there is a need for a
stronger focus on dignity as the underlying rationale of privacy protection17 and for the
introduction of personality rights in their legal discourse.18 Even Warren and Brandeis,
hailed as the founders of the American approach, formulated the right to privacy as the
right to ‘an inviolate personality’ and viewed ‘the right to privacy, as a part of the more
general right to the immunity of the person, – the right to one’s personality’. Finally, the
American Bill of Rights is becoming increasingly important in America’s legal privacy
discourse,19 while the Europeans have numerous non-constitutional frameworks for
protecting privacy in horizontal relationships. Thus, in reality, the difference between the
European and the American approach is blurry and indistinct.
Although the transatlantic divide seems not so evident, the distinction between
privacy and personality rights remains a potent one. Privacy rights protect a person
against arbitrary interference with personal matters, her private and family life, her
body, her home and the secrecy of her correspondence. In essence, privacy is about
retracting matters from the public sphere – the word comes from the Latin privare,
taking something out of the public domain, and is thus the exact opposite of publicare,
14
15
16
17
18
19
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J. Q. Whitman, ‘The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity versus Liberty’, 113 Yale Law Journal
1151, 2004.
See further: E. J. Eberle, ‘Human Dignity, Privacy, and Personality in German and American
Constitutional Law’, Utah Law Review 963, 1997.
P. M. Schwartz & K.-N. Peifer, ‘Prosser’s Privacy and the German Right of Personality: Are Four
Privacy Torts Better than One Unitary Concept?’, 98 California Law Review 1925, 2010.
E. J. Bloustein, ‘Privacy as an Aspect of Human Dignity: An Answer to Dean Prosser’, 39 New York
University Law Review 962, 1964.
See further: R. Pound, ‘Interests of Personality’, 28 Harvard Law Review No. 4, 1915.
Supreme Court of the United States, Riley v. California, No. 13–132. Argued April 29, 2014 – Decided
June 25, 2014.
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taking something from the private to the public domain.20 The core rationale underlying
the right to privacy is the protection from – it is a negative right to be free from arbitrary
interference. Such interference might be initiated by citizens, businesses and states alike
(still, this chapter will focus primarily on governmental interferences). Privacy thus
protects the negative freedom of the citizen and entails a negative obligation for the
state, i.e. to abstain from abusing its powers, such as by interfering unjustly or arbitrarily
with the privacy of its citizens. It is thus primarily conceived as a duty of the state.
Personality rights, by contrast, are not only about negative freedom, ‘because
personality both presents the self to the world and protects the self from the world. The
ambivalence is evident in the ambiguity of the term from which the word personality is
derived, the “persona”.’21 Stemming from per + sonare, or sounding through, a persona
signifies the mask worn by actors when entering the stage and thus relates to both the
act of concealing and of revealing. In addition to privacy rights, personality rights also
contain an element of control over one’s public image and over personal information.
Consequently, the protection of reputation and honor, the right to data protection and
the right to (intellectual) property often fall under the material scope of personality
rights, but the scope is often described as even wider. Reference is frequently made to
the German Constitution, in which Article 2 Paragraph 1 specifies: ‘Everyone has the
right to the free development of his personality insofar as he does not violate the rights
of others or offend against the constitutional order or the moral code.’22 This means
that potentially every aspect of one’s personal development may be protected, provided
that it does not violate the rights of others.
Whitman also explicitly refers to the notion of the development and fulfillment of
one’s personality as a core principle of the German privacy approach:
The protection of privacy in the German tradition is regarded as an aspect of the protection
of one of the most baffling of German juristic creations: “personality.” Personality is a
characteristically dense German concept, with roots in the philosophies of Kant, Humboldt,
and Hegel.23

Whitman holds that the German legal tradition is ‘most especially [focused] on the
unfettered creation of the self, on the fashioning of one’s image and the realization of
one’s potentialities.’24 The underlying rationale of personality rights is thus not only
negative freedom, as with privacy rights, but rather, or also, positive freedom; the focus is
on the capacity of the individual to develop her identity, create her persona and develop
as a unique individual (for which negative liberty may be a prerequisite). Consequently,

20
21
22
23
24

P. Aries & G. Duby, ‘A History of Private Life: Revelations of the Medieval World’, Belknap, Harvard,
1988.
J. Malkan, ‘Stolen Photographs: Personality, Publicity, and Privacy’,75 Texas Law Review 779, 1997.
Grundgesetz Article 2.1.
J. Q. Whitman, ‘The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity versus Liberty’, 113 Yale Law Journal
1151, 2004, p. 1180.
Ibid. p. 1182.
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personality rights, in contrast to privacy rights, not only entail negative obligations for
the state, but also a positive obligation, to facilitate the full development of its citizens.
This section will argue that Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights
was originally adopted as a classic privacy right, but has gradually been interpreted by
the European Court of Human Rights as a personality right. This has had a number of
consequences. Section 2.1 will argue that the right to privacy was first conceived as a
duty of the state not to abuse its powers. In contrast, under the current approach of the
ECtHR, it is viewed first and foremost as the subjective right of a natural person, which
she can invoke if her personal interests have been harmed. Section 2.2 will follow up by
explaining that originally, the right to privacy was meant to protect general and societal
interests, related to the abuse of power by governments. For example, they were only
allowed to enter a home, to wiretap telecommunications or to execute a body cavity
search if this was necessary in a democratic society. Article 8 ECHR was conceived
primarily as entailing obligations for states not to abuse their powers and to provide
negative freedom to its citizens. Currently, however, the core focus is on individual
interests and Article 8 ECHR has been interpreted to allow the individual to develop
her personality to the fullest and to develop as a unique individual.
Section 2.3 explains that the Convention as a whole was focused on laying down
minimum duties for the state. It contains a prohibition on the abuse of power, a
prohibition on torture, a prohibition on retrospective legislation, prohibition on
discrimination, etc. It also contains a number of procedural safeguards, such as the
right to petition, the right to a fair trial, the right to be deprived of one’s liberty only in
accordance with a procedure prescribed by law, etc. Finally, there are also conditional
obligations, which specify that the government may use its powers only under certain
conditions, namely if it is prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society.
Gradually, however, the Court has approached the Convention as providing a number
of relative rights to natural persons. In concrete cases, it weighs the individual against
the societal interests involved to determine the legitimacy of a privacy infringement.
Finally, Section 2.4 will briefly point out that there has been a trend of juridification of
the right to privacy. This has been both due to the expansion in the material scope of
the right to privacy and because several changes have been made in the way the rules
contained in the Convention are protected and enforced.
It has to be stressed that there are exceptions to each of the four trends. It is
impossible to discuss every nuance and detail; the points made here show the dominant
approach of the European Court of Human Rights when interpreting the European
Convention on Human Rights in general and the right to privacy in particular. It is
true that in its more recent jurisprudence, it has been forced to make exceptions to each
of these points, especially in cases revolving around Big Data and mass surveillance.
These cases and examples, and their significance, will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter of this book. That chapter deals with the question of how the current privacy
paradigm can be applied to Big Data and mass surveillance cases, which problems are
involved and which solutions or alternatives have been proposed so far to overcome
these problems.
16
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2.1. R IGHT TO COMPLAIN
When the Convention was drafted, there existed very few international courts.25
One of the most prominent examples, to which the authors of the Convention often
looked for inspiration, was the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague.
The statute of the ICJ does not allow individuals to bring forward a case, but only
provides that national governments may submit an inter-state complaint. A number of
representatives favored such a model for the European Convention. They pointed out,
first, that individuals might abuse their right to petition and submit claims which are
totally false and unfounded. Second, some representatives dreaded that communists
and communist groups would use this right for political and subversive propaganda.
If their (false) claims would be denied by the Commission or the Court, this would
give them only more ammunition in their political campaign.26 Third and finally, the
proponents of a model of inter-state complaints foresaw large numbers of complaints
being made by individuals invoking their right to individual petition, which would
paralyze the Commission and the Court. ‘I foresee shoals of applications being made
by individuals who imagine that they have a complaint of one kind or another against
the country.’27
Proponents of an individual right to petition, however, argued that, first, a
Convention without a right to petition would be a farce or worse, because it would
provide individuals with the illusion that their rights would be protected, while
in fact they remained powerless against violations of their fundamental freedoms.
Furthermore, they rejected the fear for communist propaganda, pointing out that
their claims might either be correct, in which case they rightly invoked their right to
petition, or be false, in which case the Commission would simply reject their claims
as manifestly ill-founded. Finally, they denounced the fear for shoals of complaints as
unrealistic and unfounded:
I wish to deal for one moment with the argument (…) that there would be shoals of
complaints. I have never known legislation of any kind which gave to the individual a further
change to establish his rights about which the same prophecy has not been made, and in the
30 years in which I have practiced law I have never seen that prophecy come true.28
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Th is section is partly based on: B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy in the Post-NSA Era: Time for a Fundamental
Revision?’, JIPITEC, 2014–1. B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as virtue: searching for a new privacy paradigm
in the age of Big Data’, in: E. Beyvers, P. Helm, M. Hennig, C. Keckeis, I. Kreknin & F. Püschel (eds.),
‘Räume und Kulturen des Privaten’, Springer, Heidelberg, 2016.
A. H. Robertson, ‘Collected edition of the ‘travaux prépar atoires’ of the European Convention on
Human Rights = Recueil des travaux préparatoires de la Convention Européenne des Droits de
l’Homme; Council of Europe. Vol. 2 Consultative Assembly, second session of the Committee of
Ministers, Standing Committee of the Assembly, 10 August-18 November 1949’, Nijhoff, The Hague,
1975, p. 192.
Ibid., p. 188.
Robertson, vol. 2, p. 198.
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Obviously, a compromise had to be found between these two groups. What the second
group won is that it was accepted that there were two types of complaints which could
be made: inter-state complaints and individual complaints.29 However, it must be kept in
mind that although the opponents of a system of individual petition finally surrendered
their opposition, they did so only because they hoped that the system of inter-state
complaints would be the most prominent and commonly used model of application.30 It
was accepted that the Convention supervision consisted of a two-tiered system. First, the
European Commission on Human Rights (ECmHR) would decide on the admissibility
of cases and function as a mere filtering system. It would not provide a substantial
review of cases, but would only reject cases that were clearly unfounded, submitted out
of time, fell outside the competence of the Court, etc. It was only with the Commission
that the mechanism of individual complaints exists. Even if a case was brought before
the Commission by an individual complainant and even if the Commission declared the
application admissible, the individual had no right to submit it for review to the Court.
The Court is the second tier; it deals with the cases in substance, and decides on the
question of whether the Convention has been violated or not.
Article 25 of the original ECHR held:
(1) The Commission may receive petitions addressed to the Secretary-General of the Council
of Europe from any person, non-governmental organization or group of individuals claiming
to be the victim of a violation by one of the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth
in this Convention, provided that the High Contracting Party against which the complaint
has been lodged has declared that it recognizes the competence of the Commission to receive
such petitions. Those of the High Contracting Parties who have made such a declaration
undertake not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right.

Individual complainants did not have the right to petition the European Court of Human
Rights, even if the Commission had declared their complaint admissible. The original
text of the Convention held that four bodies could bring a case before the Court: the
Commission, the state whose national is alleged to be a victim, the state which referred
the case to the Commission and the state against which the complaint has been lodged.31
The individual was explicitly excluded from this list. Consequently, the individual
applicant was always ‘represented’ before the Court by the Commission or by a state.32
Although, consequently, the Convention contains the right of a natural person to
petition, this represented but a segment of the European supervisory system as a whole.
29
30
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See article 45–46 of the original Convention.
Article 15 ECHR.
Article 48 original ECHR. <www.echr.coe.int/library/annexes/CEDH1950ENG.pdf>. Article 44
provides: ‘Only the High Contracting Parties and the Commission shall have the right to bring a case
before the Court’.
Robertson, vol. 2, p. 156. A. H. Robertson, ‘Collected edition of the ‘travaux préparatoires’ of the
European Convention on Human Rights = Recueil des travaux préparatoires de la Convention
Européenne des Droits de l’Homme; Council of Europe. Vol. 4 Committee of Experts, Committee of
Ministers, Conference of Senior Officials, 30 March-June 1950’, Nijhoff, The Hague, 1975, p. 44.
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First it must be kept in mind that there are two different systems of petition under the
Convention: individual applications and inter-state complaints.33 In this respect, it should
be noted that an inter-state complaint is not so much concerned with personal harm
suffered by one or more natural persons, but rather focuses on general governmental
policies or systematic abuse of state powers. For example, if a government invokes the
state of emergency and derogates from the rights and freedoms under the Convention,
other states may question the legitimacy or necessity of these actions before the Court.34
Second, the right to individual petition is open to three types of complainants:
individuals, non-governmental organizations and groups of individuals. Consequently,
not only can a natural person complain about a violation, a legal body may also claim to
be the victim of an interference with its rights. Such an infringement is non-subjective
in the sense that a church might, for example, complain about a violation of its freedom
of religion when it is prevented from ringing the church bells in the morning. It is not so
much that the church has suffered from harm, but that it is prevented from or hindered
in executing its statutory objectives. Moreover, although earlier drafts of the Convention
only referred to the right of natural and legal persons to petition, a third category was
added, namely any ‘group of individuals’. The right to petition of a group of individuals
was inserted to broaden the width of the right to petition and to ensure that no one
was excluded from access to the Commission.35 The term ‘group of individuals’ referred
specifically to minority groups, which must be interpreted against the background
of the Second World War, in which such groups were stigmatized, discriminated or
worse.36 Thus, the Convention authors allowed such groups as a whole or a number
of individuals member to such groups to submit a complaint before the Commission.
Again, such application is not so much concerned with their specific personal and
subjective interests, since they do not claim to have suffered themselves specifically
and individually from a certain governmental practice which is already covered by the
right of individual petition by natural persons. Rather, a group of individuals has the
opportunity to represent the common interests of the minority group as such.
The reason for granting states, legal persons, groups and individuals a right to
complaint was that the core focus of the Convention was not on individual rights (of
natural persons) but on duties of the government. The reason for only allowing states
and the Commission to pursue the complaints of individual applicants was that the
Convention was focused on general and societal interests. The human rights violations
in the fascist and communist regimes that took place at that time were not so much
focused on specific individuals. Rather, large groups in society were denied their most
basic rights and freedoms. This not only regarded groups such as Jews, gays and gypsies,
33
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Article 33 ECHR.
Article 15 ECHR.
Robertson, vol. 2, p. 270.
A.H. Robertson, ‘Collected edition of the ‘travaux préparatoires’ of the European Convention
on Human Rights = Recueil des travaux préparatoires de la Convention Européenne des Droits
de l’Homme. Vol. 1 Preparatory Commission of the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers,
Consultative Assembly, 11 May-8 September 1949’, Nijhoff, The Hague, 1975, p. 160–162.
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who were the target of abusive practices. Other human rights violations affected larger
groups in society as well. For example, the problem with secret services such as the Stasi
was not so much that the privacy of specific individuals was infringed, but rather that it
collected data on about everybody living in the DDR.37 Likewise, the freedom of speech,
association, religion, education, fair trial and property were violated on mass scale.
Consequently, the focus of the ECHR was not on preventing specific infringements on
the particular rights of individual complainants, but on large-scale abusive practices.
The authors of the Convention believed that the Commission and the state would only
pursue those complaints which transcended the individual level and had a broader
significance for a group or society as a whole.
Over time, however, the Convention has been revised on a number of points so
that, inter alia, individual complainants (individuals, groups and legal persons) have
direct access to the Court to complain about a violation of their privacy (the task of
the Commission being reassigned to a separate chamber of the Court – the two-tiered
system still exists).38 The Court has also made some major steps to revise the meaning
and interpretation of the right to privacy under the Convention. Among other matters,
it has accepted that Article 8 ECHR not only protects the negative freedom of citizens,
but also the right to develop one’s personality to the fullest, and has stressed that states
may not only have a negative duty not to abuse its powers, but also a positive duty
to use its powers to protect its citizens and to facilitate their quest for full personal
development (see in further detail Section 2.2).39
Moreover, over time, the Court has strongly emphasized individual interests and
personal harm when it assesses a case regarding a potential violation of Article 8 ECHR.
This is linked to the doctrine of ratione personae, the question whether the claimant
has individually and substantially suffered from a privacy violation, and in part to
that of ratione materiae, the question whether the interest said to be interfered with
falls under the protective scope of the right to privacy. This focus on individual harm
and individual interests brings with it that certain types of complaints are declared
inadmissible by the European Court of Human Rights, which means that the cases will
not be dealt with in substance.40
So-called in abstracto claims are as a rule inadmissible. These are claims that regard
the mere existence of a law or a policy, without them having any concrete or practical
effect on the claimant. In the words of the ECtHR:
37
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Deutsche Demokratische Republik.
Protocol No. 9 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
Rome, 6.XI.1990. Th is Protocol has been repealed as from the date of entry into force of Protocol
No. 11 (ETS No. 155) on 1 November 1998. Protocol No. 11 to the Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, restructuring the control machinery established thereby.
Strasbourg, 11.V.1994. Since its entry into force on 1 November 1998, this Protocol forms an integral
part of the Convention (ETS No. 5).
B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as human flourishing: could a shift towards virtue ethics strengthen privacy
protection in the age of Big Data?’, JIPITEC, 2014–3.
See about the focus on individual rights and individual interests with respect to data protection: B.
van der Sloot, ‘Do data protection rules protect the individual and should they? An assessment of the
proposed General Data Protection Regulation’, International Data Privacy Law, 2014–4.
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Insofar as the applicant complains in general of the legislative situation, the Commission
recalls that it must confine itself to an examination of the concrete case before it and may
not review the aforesaid law in abstracto. The Commission therefore may only examine the
applicant’s complaints insofar as the system of which he complains has been applied against
him.41

A priori claims are rejected as well, as the Court will usually only receive complaints
about injury which has already materialized. Claims about future damage will in
principle not be considered.
It can be observed from the terms ‘victim’ and ‘violation’ and from the philosophy
underlying the obligation to exhaust domestic remedies provided for in Article 26 that in
the system for the protection of human rights conceived by the authors of the Convention,
the exercise of the right of individual petition cannot be used to prevent a potential violation
of the Convention: in theory, the organs designated by Article 19 to ensure the observance
of the engagements undertaken by the Contracting Parties in the Convention cannot
examine – or, if applicable, find – a violation other than a posteriori, once that violation has
occurred. Similarly, the award of just satisfaction, i.e. compensation, under Article 50 of the
Convention is limited to cases in which the internal law allows only partial reparation to
be made, not for the violation itself, but for the consequences of the decision or measure in
question which has been held to breach the obligations laid down in the Convention.42

Hypothetical claims regard damage which might have materialized, but about which
the claimant is unsure. The Court usually rejects such claims because it is unwilling
to provide a ruling on the basis of presumed facts. The applicant must be able to
substantiate her claim with concrete facts, not with beliefs and suppositions. The ECtHR
will in principle also not receive an actio popularis, a case brought up by a claimant or a
group of claimants, not to protect their own interests, but that of others or society as a
whole. A well-known example of the actio popularis is the so-called class action:
The Court reiterates in that connection that the Convention does not allow an actio popularis
but requires as a condition for exercise of the right of individual petition that an applicant
must be able to claim on arguable grounds that he himself has been a direct or indirect victim
of a violation of the Convention resulting from an act or omission which can be attributed to
a Contracting State.43

Then there is the material scope of the right to privacy, Article 8 ECHR. In principle,
it only protects the private life, family life, correspondence and home of an applicant.
However, the Court has been willing to give a broader interpretation. For example, it
has held that it also protects the personal development of an individual, that it includes
41
42
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ECtHR, Lawlor v. The United Kingdom, application no. 12763/87, 14 July 1988.
ECmHR, Tauira and others v. France, application no. 28204/95, 04 December 1995.
ECtHR, Asselbourg and 78 others and Greenpeace Association-Luxembourg v. Luxembourg,
application no. 29121/95, 29 June 1999.
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protection from environmental pollution and that it may extend to data protection
issues. Still, what distinguishes the right to privacy, under the interpretation of the
ECtHR, from other rights under the Convention, such as the freedom of expression, is
that it in principle only provides protection to individual interests. While the freedom
of expression is linked to personal expression and development, it also connected to
societal interests, such as the search for truth through the market place of ideas and the
well-functioning of the press, a precondition for every liberal democracy.44 By contrast,
Article 8 ECHR only protects individual interests such as autonomy, dignity and
personal development. Cases that do not regard such matters are rejected by the Court.45
This focus on individual interests has also had an important effect on the types
of applicants that are able to submit a complaint about the right to privacy. The
Convention, in principle, allows natural persons, groups of persons and legal persons
to complain about an interference with their rights under the Convention. Indeed, the
Court has accepted that churches may invoke the freedom of religion (Article 9 ECHR)
and that press organizations may rely on the freedom of expression (Article 10 ECHR).
However, because Article 8 ECHR only protects individual interests, the Court has said
that in principle, only natural persons can invoke a right to privacy. For example, when
a church complained about a violation of its privacy by the police in relation to criminal
proceedings, the Commission found:
[T]he extent to which a non-governmental organization can invoke such a right must be
determined in the light of the specific nature of this right. It is true that under Article 9 of the
Convention a church is capable of possessing and exercising the right to freedom of religion
in its own capacity as a representative of its members and the entire functioning of churches
depends on respect for this right. However, unlike Article 9, Article 8 of the Convention has
more an individual than a collective character(…).46

Accordingly, the Commission declared the complaint inadmissible. This position is
still embraced by the Court; it is willing to accept legal persons as complainants only
in exceptional circumstances.47 In similar fashion, the Court has rejected the capacity
of groups to complain about a violation of human rights. Contrary to the intention
of the authors of the Convention, it has stressed that only individuals who have been
harmed personally and significantly by a specific violation or infringement can bundle
their claims. They are approached as a collective, rather than as a group. Consequently,
Article 8 ECHR has been interpreted by the Court such that it primarily aims at
protecting individual interests by granting individuals a right to complain.
44
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Media-diversity is another classic example.
See for one of the fi rst cases focusing on positive freedom and personal development: ECmHR, X.
v. Iceland, application no. 6825/74, 18 May 1976. See about the widened scope of Article 8 ECHR: B.
van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as personality right: why the ECtHR’s focus on ulterior interests might prove
indispensable in the age of Big Data’, Utrecht Journal of International and European Law, 2015.
ECmHR, Church of Scientology of Paris v. France, application no. 19509/92, 09 January 1995.
There are very few cases in which the Court is willing to relax this point. See: B. van der Sloot, ‘Do
privacy and data protection rules apply to legal persons and should they? A proposal for a two-tiered
system’, Computer Law & Security Review, 2015–1.
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Finally, the last non-individual mode of complaint under the Convention, the
possibility of inter-state complaints, has had almost no significance under the
Convention’s supervisory mechanism. In 2006, when the Court had delivered more
than 15.000 judgments,48 it was signaled that:
[A] total of 19 applications had been lodged by States. Even this very low number provides
a distorted picture. In fact only six situations in different States have been put forward in
Strasbourg by means of an inter-State application. (…) Given the number of violations that have
occurred during the more than 50 years that the Convention has been in force, it is evident that
the right of complaint of States has not proved to be a very effective supervisory tool.49

With only one inter-state complaint in 2009 and another one in 2011 regarding the
same matter, this trend seems to have continued after 2006.50 Consequently, the natural
person is in practice the only actor who invokes the right to privacy – and she can do so
only when her individual interests are at stake.

2.2. INTER ESTS
The European Convention on Human Rights was adopted in 1950 and in many respects
arose from the ashes of the Second World War.51
[The ECHR] is a product of the period shortly after the Second World War, when the issue of
international protection of human rights attracted a great deal of attention. These rights had
been crushed by the atrocities of National Socialism, and the guarantee of their protection at
the national level had proved completely inadequate.52

Like the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, to which the European Convention
makes explicit reference in its preamble53 and on which it is based to a large extent,54 the
48
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<www.echr.coe.int/NR/rdonlyres/E58E405A-71CF-4863–91EE-779C34FD18B2/0/APERCU_19592011
_EN.pdf>.
P. van Dijk, F. van Hoof, A. van Rijk & L. Zwaak (eds.), ‘Theory and Practice of the European
Convention on Human Rights’, Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2006, p. 50.
ECtHR, Georgia v. Russia (I), application no. 13255/07, 30 June 2009. ECtHR, Georgia v. Russia (II),
application no. 38263/08, 13 December 2011.
Th is section is partly based on: B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as human flourishing: could a shift towards
virtue ethics strengthen privacy protection in the age of Big Data?’, JIPITEC 2014–3. See further: G.
L. Weil, ‘The European Convention on Human Rights: background, development and prospects’,
Leyden, Sijthoff, 1963.
L. Zwaak, ‘General survey of the European Convention’, p. 3. In: P. van Dijk et al. (eds), ‘Theory and
practice of the European Convention on Human Rights’, Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2006.
It specifies: ‘Considering the Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed by the General
Assembly of the United Nations on 10th December 1948; Considering that this Declaration aims at
securing the universal and effective recognition and observance of the Rights therein declared.’
The authors of the Convention began their deliberation on the basis of a ‘short list’ of the rights and
freedoms contained in the Declaration. A. H. Robertson, ‘Collected edition of the ‘travaux préparatoires’
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Convention was primarily concerned with curtailing the powers of totalitarian states
and fascist regimes. Not surprisingly, the travaux préparatoires of both documents,
reflecting the discussions of the authors of both texts, are full of references to the
atrocities of the holocaust and the other horrors of the past decades.55
For example, when discussion arose whether or not to include a right to marry and
found a family, several delegates were outraged by the suggestion to delete this freedom
from the Convention:
[The] majority of the Committee thought that the racial restrictions on the right of marriage
made by the totalitarian regimes, as also the forced regimentation of children and young
persons organized by these regimes, should be absolutely prohibited.56

Later, when these doubts were raised once more, this line was confirmed:
The outstanding feature of the totalitarian regimes was the ruthless and savage way in which
they endeavored to wipe out the concept of the family as the natural unit of society. If we
delete paragraphs 10 and 11, I submit that we are accepting the validity of that philosophy.
We are declaring that the Nazis were justified in everything they did to prevent some human
beings from perpetuating their race and name.57

The principle concern of both the Declaration and the Convention was to protect
individuals from the arbitrary interference with their rights and freedoms by intrusive
governments. This rationale is even more prominent in the Convention than in the
Declaration, because the former document only embodies so called ‘first generation’
human rights.58 While first generation or civil and political rights require states not
to interfere with certain rights and freedoms of their citizens in an arbitrary way,
socioeconomic rights such as the right to education, to property and to a standard of
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of the European Convention on Human Rights = Recueil des travaux préparatoires de la Convention
Européenne des Droits de l’Homme. Vol. 1 Preparatory Commission of the Council of Europe
Committee of Ministers, Consultative Assembly, 11 May-8 September 1949’, Nijhoff, The Hague, 1975.
See regarding the origins of the Universal Declaration among others: M. G Johnson & J. Symonides,
‘The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: a history of its creation and implementation, 1948–
1998’, Unesco, Paris, 1998. A. Eide & T. Swinehart, ‘The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: a
commentary’, Scandinavian University Press, Oslo, 1992. A. Verdoodt, ‘Naissance et signification de la
Déclaration Universelle des droits de L’Homme’, Louvain, Warny, 1964. N. Robinson, ‘The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights: its origin, significance, application, and interpretation’, World Jewish
Congress, New York, 1958.
A. H. Robertson, ‘Collected edition of the ‘travaux préparatoires’ of the European Convention
on Human Rights = Recueil des travaux préparatoires de la Convention Européenne des Droits de
l’Homme; Council of Europe. Vol. 2 Consultative Assembly, second session of the Committee of
Ministers, Standing Committee of the Assembly, 10 August-18 November 1949’, Nijhoff, The Hague,
1975, p. 220.
Robertson, vol 2., p. 90.
K. Vasak, ‘Human Rights: A Th irty-Year Struggle: the Sustained Efforts to give Force of law to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights’, UNESCO Courier 30:11, Paris: United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, November 1977.
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living require states not to abstain from action, but to actively pursue and impose such
freedoms by adopting legal measures or by taking active steps.59
Consequently, the original rationale for the Convention as a whole was laying
down negative obligations for nation states and granting negative freedom to citizens.
Of all articles contained in the Convention, these rationales are most prominent in
the right to privacy under Article 8 ECHR. Already under the Declaration, it was
this Article that was originally plainly titled ‘Freedom from wrongful interference’.60
Likewise under the Convention, the right to privacy is only concerned with negative
liberty, contrasting with other qualified rights in which positive freedoms are implicit,
such as a person’s freedom to manifest her religion or beliefs (Article 9), the freedom
of expression (Article 10) and the freedom of association with others (Article 11).
In addition, the wording of Article 8 ECHR does not contain any explicit positive
obligation, such as is the case, for example, in Article 2, the obligation to protect the
right to life, in Article 5, to inform an arrested person of the reason for arrest and
to bring him or her promptly before a judge, in Article 6, the obligation to ensure
an impartial and effective judicial system, and in Article 3 of the First Protocol, the
obligation to hold free elections.61
The original rationale behind the right to privacy was granting the citizen negative
freedom in vertical relations; that is, the right to be free from arbitrary interferences
by the state. In this line, the Court still holds that the ‘essential object of Article 8 is to
protect the individual against arbitrary action by the public authorities’.62 However, the
Court has gradually diverged from the original approach of the Convention authors by
accepting both positive obligations for national states and granting a right to positive
freedom to individuals under the right to privacy. The element of positive liberty was
adopted quite early in a case from 1976:
For numerous anglo-saxon and French authors the right to respect for ‘private life’ is the
right to privacy, the right to live, as far as one wishes, protected from publicity. [H]owever,
the right to respect for private life does not end there. It comprises also, to a certain degree,
the right to establish and to develop relationships with other human beings, especially in the
emotional field for the development and fulfi llment of one’s own personality.63

Likewise, from very early on, the Court has broken with the strictly limited focus of
the authors of the Convention on negative obligations and has accepted that states may
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See regarding the right to property protected under the First Protocol: C. B. Schutte, ‘The European
fundamental right of property: article 1 of Protocol no. 1 to the European Convention on Human
Rights: its origins, its working and its impact on national legal orders’, Kluwer, Deventer, 2004.
UN documents: E/HR/3.
H. Tomlinson, ‘Positive obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights’, <http://bit.
ly/17U9TDa>, p. 2.
See among others: ECtHR, Arvelo Apont v. the Netherlands, application no. 28770/05, 3 November
2011, §53.
ECmHR, X. v. Iceland, application no. 6825/74, 18 May 1976.
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under certain circumstances be under a positive obligation to ensure respect for the
Convention.64
This has had an enormous impact on both the underlying rationales and the material
scope of the right to privacy under the European Convention on Human Rights. It goes
too far to discuss these matters in detail, but in general it can be established that the
underlying rationale has moved from obligations on states not to abuse their power, to
individual and subjective rights of natural persons to protect their individual autonomy,
their human dignity and their personal freedom. This has had a dual effect. On the one
hand, all matters with a non-personal/general character have generally been dismissed
by the European Court of Human Rights because it argues that Article 8 ECHR in
principle only protects personal interests. On the other hand, almost everything that is
even only remotely connected to personal interests is accepted under the material scope
of the right to privacy. This has meant that many of the other articles in the Convention
are overshadowed by Article 8 ECHR, that rights and interests explicitly left out of the
Convention have been reintroduced by the ECtHR via the right to privacy and that new
rights have been accepted under the scope of Article 8 ECHR.65
To give a few examples, the right to privacy has overshadowed a number of other
provisions in the Convention. Article 12 ECHR protects the right to marry and found
a family. However, because this provision has been interpreted very restrictively by
the Court and because Article 8 ECHR has been granted a very wide scope, most
issues relating to gay marriage, artificial insemination, adoption and other nontraditional forms of marriage and procreation are dealt with under the scope of the
right to privacy. On a similar line, the right to a fair trial is guaranteed under the
Convention by Articles 5, 6 and 13 in particular. However, the Court has decided to
deal with elements of a right to a fair process directly under Article 8 ECHR. ‘It is
true that Article 8 (art. 8) contains no explicit procedural requirements, but this is not
conclusive of the matter. The local authority’s decision-making process clearly cannot
be devoid of influence on the substance of the decision, notably by ensuring that it is
based on the relevant considerations and is not one-sided and, hence, neither is nor
appears to be arbitrary. Accordingly, the Court is entitled to have regard to that process
to determine whether it has been conducted in a manner that, in all the circumstances,
is fair and affords due respect to the interests protected by Article 8 (art. 8). (…) The
decision-making process must therefore, in the Court’s view, be such as to secure
that their views and interests are made known to and duly taken into account by the
local authority and that they are able to exercise in due time any remedies available
64
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to them.’66 A third example may be found in the protection of honor and reputation.
Article 8 ECHR is built on Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
which holds: ‘No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy,
family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation.’ All
elements have been transferred to Article 8 ECHR, except for the protection of honor
and reputation, which was referred to the second paragraph of Article 10 ECHR,
containing the grounds on the basis of which states could legitimate their decision to
curtail the right to freedom of expression, as enshrined in Article 10 ECHR. It was thus
the explicit choice of the authors of the Convention not to include a subjective right
to the protection of honor and reputation. Although for a long time, the ECtHR has
respected this choice, from 2007 onwards, it has revised its stance and stressed that
Article 8 ECHR does provide natural persons with a subjective right to the protection
of their honor and reputation.67
Similarly, the right to privacy has, over time, been used to bring back matters under
the protective scope of the Convention that were explicitly omitted by the authors of the
Convention. For example, although the UDHR contains several provisions that refer
to the protection of personality,68 the Convention does not. The Court has gradually
diverged from the intention of the authors. According to the ECtHR, states are under
an obligation, inter alia, to allow individuals to receive the information necessary to
know and to understand their childhood and early development as this is held to be of
importance because of ‘its formative implications for one’s personality’. With regard to
the development and fulfillment of one’s identity in the external sphere, among others,
the Court has not only protected (the creation of) the family sphere, it has also accepted
that Article 8 ECHR ‘protects a right to personal development, and the right to establish
and develop relationships with other human beings and the outside world’.69 As
another example, the right to property has not only been rejected from the scope of the
Convention as a whole, it has also been rejected from the right to privacy specifically.
When drafting the documents, the question was posed a number of times whether
or not Article 12 UDHR and Article 8 ECHR should include, besides the concepts
already contained therein, a reference to the inviolability of private property. Although
the authors of the Convention decided to protect the right to property in an optional
Protocol to the Convention, from the start, the European Court of Human Rights has
been willing to deal with many issues that relate primarily to the economic positions of
the claimants, such as loss or destruction of property (such as homes), family property
and inheritance matters, and demission and the right to work.70 To provide a final
66
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example, the Universal Declaration also contains a right to nationality.71 The principled
rejection of such a right under the Convention has been gradually overturned by the
Court. It has held, for example, that the concept of private life alone, without reference
to the interests of family members, can legitimise a claim for a residence permit or an
objection to being extradited if a person’s private life is so intrinsically connected to
a specific country, among others in relation to language, work, friends, other social
contacts, the possibility to develop her personality and explore her identity, the fact that
that person’s quality of life would be severely diminished by her exclusion from that
country’s territory, etc.72
Article 8 ECHR has also been one of the primary points of reference with respect
to the living instrument doctrine, which the ECtHR uses to provide protection to new
rights under the Convention. For example, data protection is not mentioned as such
in the Convention. In the beginning, the Court was willing to provide personal data
protection under the ECHR with reference to a number of provisions, such as Article 5,
6, 8, 9, 10 and 13,73 but in later years it has referred almost exclusively the right to
privacy when dealing with these cases. Likewise, the Convention contains no minority
rights. It is article 8 ECHR that is referred to by the ECtHR when dealing with matters
that revolve around these types of cases. The Court has stressed the following, for
example, in reference to an applicant:
[O]ccupation of her caravan is an integral part of her ethnic identity as a Gypsy, reflecting
the long tradition of that minority of following a travelling lifestyle. This is the case even
though, under the pressure of development and diverse policies or by their own choice, many
Gypsies no longer live a wholly nomadic existence and increasingly settle for long periods
in one place in order to facilitate, for example, the education of their children. Measures
affecting the applicant’s stationing of her caravans therefore have an impact going beyond
the right to respect for her home. They also affect her ability to maintain her identity as a
Gypsy and to lead her private and family life in accordance with that tradition.74

What is more, states may be under the positive obligation to take active measures to
respect and facilitate the development of these minority identities.75 Finally, reference
can be made to the right to a clean environment, which is also not contained in the
Convention. Yet the Court is prepared to deal with cases revolving around noise
pollution, air pollution, scent pollution and other forms of environmental damage under
71
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the scope of the right to privacy of the Convention if such pollution affects the quality
of life of the application, which the Court itself agrees is a very vague and broad term.76

2.3. ASSESSMENTS
With the shift from rights to duties and from protecting general interests to personal
interests, a shift can also be witnessed with respect to how the Court determines
the outcome of cases.77 With the focus on duties and general interests, the ECtHR
would mainly assess the quality and legitimacy of the policies and laws as such. Now,
however, the focus is on the individual interest of the claimant, which is juxtaposed
with the general interest, for example in relation to the protection of national security,
public order and the economic well-being of the country. Balancing is currently one
of the standard ways through which to determine the outcome of a case. The concept
is so omnipresent, also in other jurisdictions, that some authors have stressed that
we live in an ‘age of balancing’.78 Certainly, under the ECHR, weighing one right
or interest against the other seems to be the standard approach for dealing with
complaints:
Establishing that the measure is necessary in a democratic society involves showing that
the action taken is in response to a pressing social need, and that the interference with the
rights protected is no greater than is necessary to address that pressing social need. The
latter requirement is referred to as the test of proportionality. This test requires the Court to
balance the severity of the restriction placed on the individual against the importance of the
public interest.79

Likewise, when the rights of two individuals clash, for example the right to identity and
reputation as protected under Article 8 ECHR, and the right to freedom of expression
as guaranteed under Article 10 ECHR, the ECtHR balances the two rights against each
other to determine the outcome of the matter.
It is important to stress, however, that the idea of balancing is not contained in the
ECHR and was not in any way envisaged by the authors of the Convention. Rather, the
Convention first and foremost provided minimum rules for the conduct of states; the
focus was on duties (of care) for states, rather than individual and subjective rights. For
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example, the respect for life, except in respect of deaths resulting from lawful acts of
war (Article 2 ECHR), the commandment that no one shall be subjected to torture or
to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (Article 3 ECHR), the rule that no
one shall be held in slavery or servitude (Article 4) and the prohibition on retrospective
legislation (Article 7 ECHR), are principles which may never be violated by states,
not even in the state of emergency (Article 15 ECHR). Besides the prohibition of
retrospective legislation, the Convention lays down rules on fair trial (Article 6 ECHR),
safeguards against unlawful or arbitrary detention or arrest (Article 5 ECHR) and the
right to an effective remedy (Article 13 ECHR). These are all minimum conditions
which states need to abide by; if they do not, for example by adopting retrospective
legislation, it is not so much that individual rights have been interfered with, but that
the state is held to be abusive of its powers.
Even with the four qualified rights – the right to privacy, the freedom of religion, the
freedom of speech and the freedom of association – the prime focus of the Convention
authors was on curtailing the conduct of states. First, regard should be had of Article 18
ECHR, specifying: ‘The restrictions permitted under this Convention to the said
rights and freedoms shall not be applied for any purpose other than those for which
they have been prescribed.’ This provision was aimed at the democratic legislator, who
could only use its powers to adopt laws and policies to promote the general welfare of
the population and the country. If it used its powers, for example, to suppress certain
minority groups in society, it simply abused its powers. There is no case of balancing
different interests, rather this doctrine functions as an intrinsic test. Democratic power
should under no circumstances be used to promote exclusively the welfare of specific
groups in society. This also holds true for the prohibition of discrimination contained in
Article 14 ECHR, which provides:
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured
without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, color, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth
or other status.

The same logic can be found in the limitation clauses of Articles 8–11 ECHR. The
administrative power could only enter the private sphere, for example, if this was
prescribed by law, if it was aimed at a general interest, such as national security or the
protection of the rights and freedoms of citizens, and if it was necessary in a democratic
society. It should be noted that this is a binary test: either an infringement is prescribed
for by law or it is not, either it is aimed at one of the legitimate interests or it is not,
either it is necessary in a democratic society or it is not. Take as an example the sanctity
of one’s home, as protected under Article 8 ECHR. If the police enters a person’s
house for a legitimate reason, for example if it has reason to believe that this person
committed a murder and it wanted to search the premises for a murder weapon, this
might qualify as necessary for the protection of the public order. If the police enters a
person’s home without a legitimate reason, for example because the person is a famous
30
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football player and the police-officers were curious to know the living conditions of
that person, however, it is not. Note that no balancing of interests takes place, the test
is simply whether an infringement is necessary or not. The same holds true for the
question whether the infringement is prescribed by law – it is a binary test.
However, this approach has been moved to the background by the European Court
of Human Rights. First, the ECtHR has reshifted the focus from prohibitions for states
to abuse their power, to subjective rights by natural persons to protect their individual
interests.80 Second, it should be stressed that Article 18 ECHR, providing the first
safeguard against the abuse of power by states has been of almost no relevance. In only
5 cases has the Court found a violation of Article 18 and even in these cases, it stressed
that Article 18 cannot be invoked as a separate doctrine, but only in combination with
an individual right as protected under the Convention. Thus, it is first necessary for
a claimant to demonstrate that her individual right and personal interests have been
harmed and only then is it possible for the Court to hold that a state has abused its
powers. Holding states accountable for abuse of power as such is out of the question.81
Likewise, Article 14 ECHR, under the interpretation of the Court, can only be invoked
if an infringement with one of the subjective rights under the Convention has been
established by the Court and if individual interests of natural persons are infringed.
Finally, with regard to the four qualified rights, the common approach by the ECtHR
is to balance different rights or interests against each other, for example the general
interest in national security and the particular interest of a claimant to privacy.
The shift from a necessity test to a balancing test can be illustrated by analyzing
a relatively simple case: Delfi v. Estonia.82 In this case, an Estonian digital newspaper
published a critical article about a company that provides ferry services and about L., its
sole shareholder. The company would have planned to destroy ice roads for the benefit of
its ferry services. In itself, the article was nuanced, balanced and the author has adhered
to all journalistic principles. The site offered users the opportunity to respond to stories,
and this particular article attracts some 200 comments. After some time, L. asked Delfi
to remove twenty of those comments because he felt that they were defamatory, and to
compensate him financially for the damage caused to his reputation. Delfi granted the
former request, but denied the latter. The subsequent question was whether the site was
legally responsible for comments posted by its users. In the national legal procedure,
there was significant debate about which regime is applicable to Delfi. On the one
hand, Delfi invoked the position of passive hosting provider under Article 14 of the
80
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e-Commerce Directive, which would exempt it from liability for actions taken by its
users. On the other hand, it was also argued that Delfi could be seen as a journalistic
online medium, which would mean it should be judged under the doctrine of the
freedom of expression. Throughout the various stages of appeal, some courts applied
the first regime and ruled in favor of Delfi, whereas others applied the second regime
and held Delfi liable. At last instance, the Estonian Supreme Court chose the latter
approach and awarded a small amount of damages to L. Subsequently, the ECtHR held,
in first instance and on appeal before the Grand Chamber, that this judgment did not
violate Delfi’s freedom of expression as protected under Article 10 ECHR.
If the ECtHR had approached this case in the way intended by the authors of the
Convention, it could have done the following. First, it could have analyzed whether
the website could indeed invoke the right to freedom of expression under Article 10
ECHR. This is far from obvious, because Delfi itself argued that it was a passive internet
intermediary, having no involvement with the comments – it only provided a platform
for users to post comments on. The government highlighted this aspect before the
Court:
[The Government] pointed out that according to the applicant company it had been neither
the author nor the discloser of the defamatory comments. The Government noted that
if the Court shared that view, the application was incompatible ratione materiae with the
provisions of the Convention, as the Convention did not protect the freedom of expression of
a person who was neither the author nor the discloser.83

The question that could have been answered by the Court is: can a website that allows
users to place comments invoke a right to freedom of expression with regard to the
comments it has neither written nor disclosed, and if so, under which conditions?
Second, if the first question is answered affirmatively, the Court could have assessed
whether the limitation on Delfi’s freedom of speech was prescribed for by law and
necessary in a democratic society in relation to one of the goals enlisted in paragraph 2 of
article 10 ECHR. In this case, the government relied on ‘the protection of the reputation
or rights of others’ The Court could thus have assessed whether the comments authored
by the users can actually be qualified as defamatory. Delfi’s site contains thousands of
user comments; the specific article in question attracted some 200. Of these 200, L.
asked to remove 20. And of these 20 comments, at least half seem childish rather than
illegal, such as, ‘aha… [I] hardly believe that that happened by accident… assholes fck’,
‘rascal!!!’ and ‘I pee into [L.’s] ear and then I also shit onto his head.:)’.84
Subsequently, the Court could have assessed whether the limitation of Delfi’s
freedom of expression was prescribed by law and whether the law was accessible and
foreseeable. Delfi argues that its conviction was not reasonably foreseeable. It refers to
the fact that it is not unambiguously clear which legal regime applies to these types
of cases; the e-Commerce framework or the freedom of expression. It also points out
83
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that national courts did not agree on this point. Consequently, the ECtHR could have
determined the extent to which Delfi could and should have known that it would be
held liable under the freedom of expression for the comments written and posted by its
users, instead of being judged under the e-Commerce framework. Finally, the Court
could have assessed whether the restrictions on the freedom of expression, as provided
for in the law, were indeed necessary in a democratic society. Note that what must be
necessary in a democratic society are the restrictions as such. Paragraph 2 of Article 10
ECHR specifies:
The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be
subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and
are necessary in a democratic society (…) for the protection of the reputation or rights of
others (…).

What the Court must determine is whether it is necessary in a democratic society to
limit the freedom of expression of internet intermediaries and its users in general in
order to prevent comments such as ‘Rascal’, ‘assholes’ and ‘I pee in your ear and shit on
your head’.
In conclusion, when the ‘original test’ is applied, as envisioned by the authors of
the Convention, the focus is not on the balancing of the different interests at stake.
However, in this case in particular but also more in general, the Court has increasingly
emphasized the balancing act. It did not assess in detail whether internet intermediaries
can invoke a right to freedom of expression with regard to the comments written and
posted by their users.85 Rather, it held that Delfi was required to pay a fine in relation
to the user comments and that it was therefore unnecessary to answer this question in
detail.86 It did not assess whether and if so, which one of the comments could be seen
as defamatory; rather, it stressed that it was clear that these comments were ‘manifestly
unlawful’.87 It did not determine in any detail whether Delfi could and should have
foreseen under which regime it would be judged.88 It did not assess whether the
restrictions on the freedom of speech were as such necessary in a democratic society.
Rather, it balanced Delfi’s right to freedom of expression with L.’s right to reputation as
protected under Article 8 ECHR.89
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When examining whether there is a need for an interference with freedom of expression in
a democratic society in the interests of the “protection of the reputation or rights of others”,
the Court may be required to ascertain whether the domestic authorities have struck a fair
balance when protecting two values guaranteed by the Convention which may come into
conflict with each other in certain cases, namely on the one hand freedom of expression
protected by Article 10, and on the other hand the right to respect for private life enshrined
in Article 8. The Court has found that, as a matter of principle, the rights guaranteed under
Articles 8 and 10 deserve equal respect, and the outcome of an application should not, in
principle, vary according to whether it has been lodged with the Court under Article 10 of
the Convention by the publisher of an offending article or under Article 8 of the Convention
by the person who has been the subject of that article.90

The peculiar thing is that the case revolves around a claim of Delfi against Estonia.
Applying the original test, the core question would have been whether the Estonian
government has illegitimately or unlawfully curtailed the fundamental right of Delfi.
What the ECtHR does, however, is to bring into the equation L., who is not a party to
this legal claim, and to focus instead on balancing the interests of two private parties.
The actions of the Estonian state are only referred to on the side, when balancing the
interests of Delfi and L. This is merely one example of a more general trend in which the
ECtHR has shifted from applying a necessity test to a adopting a balancing test.91 As
will be shown in Subsection 2.3, a similar trend appears with respect to the right to data
protection.
Necessity test

Balancing act

(1) The Court discusses whether Delfi can invoke
a right to freedom of expression

(1) Delfi invokes the right to freedom of
expression, as provided under Article 10 ECHR

(2) The Court assesses whether the fi ne Delfi had
to pay is a limitation of its right

(2) L. invokes his right to reputation, as provided
under Article 8 ECHR

(3) The Court determines whether this limitation
is prescribed for by law and foreseeable

(3) The Court grants a wide scope to both
provisions and gives no principled priority of one
right over the other

(4) The Court checks whether the limitation serves
a legitimate interest

(4) The Court balances the two rights against each
other, setting out certain ad-hoc criteria

(5) The Court determines whether the limitation
in law as such is necessary in a democratic society,
for example, whether it serves a pressing social
need

(5) The Court only discusses the particularities
of the case, taking into account all relevant
circumstances
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2.4. ENFORCEMENT
The Convention in general, and its right to privacy in particular, have witnessed an
enormous expansion in scope, an exponential increase in the number of cases and
an increasing emphasis on juridical rules and enforcement measures. This follows
in part from what has already been discussed. Section 2.2 showed that the material
scope of Article 8 ECHR has grown. The ‘living instrument’ doctrine has meant
that all provisions under the Convention have been interpreted broadly. The right to
freedom of expression has been applied to the modern media environment, the right
to education has also been interpreted in the light of Article 9 ECHR, and minority
rights have been approached from the perspective of the freedom of religion as well
as the right to expression and the right to education. Still, in contrast to the right to
privacy, such ‘new’ freedoms are often directly associated with the core of those rights.
For example, the Court has accepted that minorities are provided protection under
a number of provisions under the Convention and its Protocols, such as the freedom
from discrimination (14 ECHR), from which the right not to be discriminated against
on the basis of a minority identity is derived; the right to education (Article 2(1)
(e) Protocol), from which the right to special cultural or linguistic protection for
the education of children is derived; the freedom of religion (9 ECHR), from which
it follows that minorities and adherents of minority religions have a protected status;
and the right to freedom of expression (Article 10 ECHR), in relation to which it has
been accepted that minorities have a special claim to express their minority views.92
In contrast to the right to maintain and develop one’s minority identity and life style,
which does not seem to be implicit in the respect for a person’s private life or home,
these are all matters that are either directly or indirectly linked to the core of those
Convention rights.93
Consequently, the right to privacy has seen a vast expansion of its scope, not only
because the Court has often relied on Article 8 when accepting new freedoms and third
generation rights under the scope of the Convention, but also because it has been used
to revert the exclusion of certain rights and freedoms from the ECHR and because it
has encroached on a number of other rights specified in the Convention, such as the
right to marry and found a family, the right to a fair trial, the right to reputation and
honor, the right to property, the right to legalized stay and legal identity for immigrants,
and the right to develop and express one’s identity and personality.94 There seems
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no logical end to the expansion of the realm of Article 8 ECHR since the Court is
faced with new questions and challenges on a daily basis. For example, consider the
emerging principles tentatively described as ‘fourth generation human rights’.95 As
suggested by different authors and commentators, these might include a right to
general ‘information management’,96 the ‘rights of indigenous peoples’,97 the ‘right to
sustainable development of the future generation’,98 ‘women’s rights, the rights of future
generations, rights of access to information, and the right to communicate’99 and rights
necessitated by ‘phenomena like the great developments in the area of biotechnology
(with very conflictive issues such as the cloning of and experimenting with stem
cells for therapeutic or reproductive purposes) or the Internet (and the problem of its
regulation)’.100 If accepted, most if not all of these ‘new’ fourth generation human rights,
suggested by different authors and commentators, would presumably be approached by
the Court from the angle of Article 8 ECHR.
Secondly, Section 2.1 showed that natural persons now have direct access to the
Court. Among the drafters of the Convention, the opponents of a right of individual
complainants to have direct access to the Court, among the drafters of the Convention,
feared for shoals of complaints being put forward by every person who believed
that her interests were harmed. This seems indeed to have become a reality. The fact
that individuals have direct access to the Courts, in combination with the increased
material scope, the fact that Article 8 ECHR has also been applied to horizontal
relationships (even though complaints can still only be brought against a state) and
the fact that governments are often encouraged to take positive measures, has ensured
that the amount of cases before the Court has exploded. The graphic below shows
the number of cases per year. This graphic only shows the cases that were declared
admissible, with 837 cases between 1959 and 1998 and a peak in 2009 of 1,625 a year.
In other words, there were twice as many cases before the ECtHR in one year as in the
first forty years of its existence. This graphic does not show the cases at first instance,
the stage at which cases are either declared admissible or inadmissible. By far most
cases are declared inadmissible, so the graphic only shows a minor component of the
trend. Still, it should be acknowledged that the increase in cases also has other causes,
such as that many more countries have acceded to the European Convention on
Human Rights.101
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application no. 42973/98, 27 April 2000. ECtHR, G.M.B. and K.M. v. Switzerland, application no.
36797/97, 27 September 2001. ECtHR, Tjerna v. Finland, application no. 18131/91, 25 November 1994.
<www.s-j-c.net/main/english/images/humanrightsfi nal.pdf>.
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Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 2001.
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of Pennsylvania Press, 2006, p. 26.
F. Falcón y Tella, ‘Challenges for human rights’, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden, 2007, p. 66.
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Third and finally, as has been explained in Section 2.1, when the Convention was
drafted, two camps had opposing ideas. This concerned not only the question of
whether individuals should have direct access to the Court, but also the question of
whether a Court should be installed and if so, what kind of authority it should have.
One group was hesitant to place a large emphasis on juridical solutions for human
rights violations, as they feared, inter alia, that states that engaged in the mass violations
of human rights, would not be persuaded by legal verdicts or sanctions. Consequently,
emphasized non-juridical aspects of conflict resolution; they emphasized, for example,
that, due to the moral authority of the European institutions, the publication of a report
about a certain case might be enough to persuade the state to stop violating human
rights, as it would fear damage to its national or international reputation. Besides,
they hoped that mediation by the European Commission on Human Rights would
lead to a friendly settlement by the parties. Under this model, the ECmHR was only
authorized to assess the admissibility of cases. Th is group argued that there was no need
to establish a European Court of Human Rights, as the work by the Commission would
be sufficient. At most, the non-legalist group would have accepted a two-tiered model,
with the possibility for states to pursue admissible applications before the International
Court of Justice (ICJ).
Obviously, a compromise had to be reached between these two groups. What the
legalist group won is that the European Court of Human Rights was established, so that
the cases were not referred to the ICJ, but would be dealt with by ECtHR. Furthermore,
the Court could establish a violation and impose sanctions or fines. For example,
Article 50 of the original Convention specified:
If the Court finds that a decision or a measure taken by a legal authority or any other
authority of a High Contracting Party is completely or partially in conflict with the
obligations arising from the present Convention, and if the internal law of the said Party
allows only partial reparation to be made for the consequences of this decision or measure,
the decision of the Court shall, if necessary, afford just satisfaction to the injured party.
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On the other hand, however, it was merely optional for states to accept the authority
of the Court and of the Commission.102 Moreover, there was a large emphasis on
non-legal aspects of conflict resolution in the Convention. Article 26, containing
the rule on exhaustion of domestic remedies, ensured that the ECHR was only a last
resort so that states could deal with the complaints themselves. And if an applicant
did exhaust all domestic remedies, the ECtHR would not function as a fourth instance
court, but as a court assessing whether the minimum principles for democratic states
contained in the Convention had been respected. Furthermore, Article 28 provided
that the Commission ‘shall place itself at the disposal of the parties concerned with a
view to securing a friendly settlement of the matter on the basis of respect for Human
Rights as defined in this Convention’ and Article 47 specified that the ‘Court may only
deal with a case after the Commission has acknowledged the failure of efforts for a
friendly settlement and within the period of three months provided for in Article 32.’
The approach was that juridical solutions should only be the ultimum remedium, to
be applied if all other options had failed. Finally, Article 29 provided that the judges
of the Court must be of ‘high moral character’, therewith emphasizing that the moral
authority of the CoE’s legal institutions might be of greater importance than the
specific legal competences.103
Since the adoption of the original Convention however, this focus has changed, both
through the conduct of the states, who have commonly accepted the jurisdiction of
the Court, through the interpretation of the Convention by the Court and through the
member states revising the original Convention on a number of points. For example,
there are very few friendly settlements under the Court and the Court is willing to act
(under certain circumstances) not only as court of fourth instance, which already is
against the intention of the authors of the Convention, but increasingly also as a court of
first instance, thereby circumventing the principle of exhaustion of domestic remedies
and undermining the discretion of the member states (this will be explained in more
detail in the next chapter). The number of cases has also seen an exponential growth.
This means that the reputational influence of a decision by the Court has also lessened.
Some countries, such as Russia and Turkey, are held to be in violation of the ECHR on
such a regular basis that the moral influence of these decisions is almost nil. This is
precisely as the non-legalist group among the drafters of the ECHR had feared: juridical
solutions are powerless without a moral connotation. The reference to the ‘high moral
character’ of judges has, however, been deleted from the Convention. In conclusion, the
character of the European Convention on Human Rights has changed from a largely
ethical document, with several juridical aspects, to a juridical instrument, with a few
ethical components.

102
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See article 45–46 of the original Convention.
Th is was later also included in the Convention with regard to the members of the Commission.
Protocol No. 8 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
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3.

DATA PROTECTION

The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union from 2000 entered into
force in 2009.104 It contains provision for the right to data protection (Article 8) which
is separated from the right to privacy (Article 7). A European Union wide General Data
Protection Regulation has also been adopted recently. It would seem that the still young
right to data protection has reached the point of maturity. The origins of the right to
data protection lie partially in the data protection rules of northern European countries,
which arose in several countries in the 1970s, and the Council of Europe’s Resolutions
on data processing105 and partially in the USA and the realization of so called Fair
Information Practices (FIPs), which were developed because the right to privacy was
thought to be unfit for the ‘modern’ challenges of large automated data processing.106
The increased use of large databases by (primarily) governmental organizations raised
a number of problems for the modern ‘individualized’ concept of the right to privacy,
which is aimed at protecting the private interests of citizens, inter alia by giving them
a right to control over private and sensitive data.107 First, data processing often does
not handle private or sensitive data, but public and non-sensitive data such as car
ownership, postal codes, number of children, etc.108 A US governmental report from
1973 established that ‘Dictionary definitions of privacy uniformly speak in terms of
seclusion, secrecy, and withdrawal from public view. They all denote a quality that is not
inherent in most record-keeping systems’.109
Secondly, and related to the first problem, many privacy doctrines at that time
already emphasized the right of the data subject as having a unilateral role in deciding
the nature and extent of her self-disclosure. None accommodated the observation
that records of personal data usually reflect and mediate relationships in which both
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Th is section and section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 are based on: B. van der Sloot, ‘Do data protection rules
protect the individual and should they? An assessment of the proposed General Data Protection
Regulation’, International Data Privacy Law, 2014–3.
U. Dammann, O. Mallmann & S. Simitis (eds), ‘Data Protection Legislation: An International
Documentation: Engl.–German: eine internationale Dokumentation = Die Gesetzgebung zum
Datenschutz’, Metzner, Frankfurt am Main, 1977. F. W. Hondius, ‘Emerging Data Protection
in Europe’, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1975. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), Policy issues in data protection and privacy: concepts and perspectives:
proceedings of the OECD seminar, 24–26 June 1974, 1976. H. Burkert, ‘Freedom of Information and
Data Protection’, Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung, Bonn, 1983.
See among others: Privacy Protection Study Commission, Personal Privacy in an Information Society
(1977); Federal Trade Commission, Privacy Online: A Report to Congress (1998).
See also: The Privacy Act of 1974 5 U.S.C. §552a. See further: H. Burkert, ‘Freedom of Information and
Data Protection’, Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung, Bonn, 1983.
See for the distinction between ‘private’ and ‘personal’ data: R. Wacks, ‘Personal Information:
Privacy and the Law’, Clarendon Press, Oxford; Oxford University Press, New York, 1989. See for the
distinction between ‘private’ and ‘public’ among others: S. Strömholm, ‘Right of Privacy and Rights
of the Personality’, Norstedt, Stockholm, 1967.
Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, Records, Computers and the
Rights of Citizens (1973) <https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=479784> accessed 24 June 2014.
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individuals and institutions have an interest, and are usually made for purposes that
are shared by institutions and individuals.110 Because data processing often does not
deal with private and sensitive data, the right to control by the data subject was felt
undesirable, because governments need such general data to develop, among other
things, adequate social and economic policies. It was also felt unreasonable because,
in contrast to private and sensitive data, data subjects have no or substantially less
direct and personal interest in controlling (partially) public and general information.
Consequently, instead of granting a right to control, the focus of these principles was
on the fairness and reasonableness of the data processing, for example by specifying
that data should not be collected and processed when this was not necessary for or
proportionate to the goal pursued and by laying down that the data should be correct
and kept up to date, so as to guarantee that the profi le of a person or a group of people
was accurate.111
Th is fi rst concern (that data processing often concerns non-sensitive or public
data) has remained an identifying element of data protection instruments. The
defi nition of personal data has been stretched even further to cope with the
increased possibilities of identification.112 The Council of Europe (CoE) adopted two
Resolutions for data processing in 1973 and 1974, one for the public and one for the
private sector, which defi ned ‘personal information’ simply as information relating
to individuals (physical persons).113 Here, the individual and subjective element in
the defi nition of personal data is still prominent. Already by 1981, however, in the
subsequent Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic
Processing of Personal Data, adopted by the Council of Europe, ‘personal data’ were
defi ned as any information relating to an identified or identifiable individual.114 The
explanatory report stressed that an ‘identifiable person’, an element which was new
to this defi nition, meant a person who can be easily identified; it did not cover the
identification of persons by means of very sophisticated methods.115 Still, data which
were not yet linked to an individual, but could be with relative ease, fell under the
scope of the defi nition.
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Records, Computers and the Rights of Citizens.
See further: A. F. Westin & M. A. Baker, ‘Databanks in a Free Society: Computers, Record-keeping
and Privacy’, Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Co cop., New York, 1972.
Likewise, the impossibility of owning and privatizing information may have had an influence: F. W.
Hondius, ‘Emerging Data Protection in Europe’, 1975.
Council of Europe, Committee of Ministers, Resolution (73) 22 On the Protection of the privacy
of individuals vis-à-vis electronic data banks in the private sector. (Adopted by the Committee of
Ministers on 26 September 1973 at the 224th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies). Council of Europe.
Committee of Ministers, Resolution (74) 29 On the Protection of the privacy of individuals vis-à-vis
electronic data banks in the public sector. (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 20 September
1974 at the 236th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies).
Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data,
Strasbourg, 28 January 1981, article 2 sub a.
<http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/EN/Reports/HTML/108.htm>.
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In the Data Protection Directive of the European Union (EU) of 1995,116 which has
remained up to now the most important instrument for data protection in Europe, this
concept was widened even further. The original proposal of the Commission contained
the concept of ‘depersonalisation’, which signified modifying personal data in such a
way that the information within it can no longer be associated with a specific individual
or allow the identity of an individual to be determined without excessive effort in terms
of staff, expenditure, and time.117 The Directive would not be applicable to those data.
However, the advisory report of the Economic and Social Committee suggested deleting
the reference to ‘excessive effort’, ‘for a processing task requiring an excessive effort
today may require no effort at all next year’.118 The European Parliament proposed
to further limit this concept and in the final proposal it was deleted altogether,119
although a special position has been reserved for personal data processed for statistical
purposes.120 At the same time, at the suggestion of the Parliament,121 the definition of
personal data was enlarged by specifying:
[A]n identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular
by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his physical,
physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.122

This not only introduces a very wide, non-exhaustive list of possible identifying factors,
but also the possibility of ‘indirect’ identifiable data.123 The Article 29 Data Protection
Working Party (‘the Working Party’), the advisory body installed by the Data
Protection Directive, has clarified this as follows:
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Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data.
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the protection of individuals in relation to the processing
of personal data COM(90) 314 fi nal – SYN 287 (Submitted by the Commission on 27 July 1990) (90/C
277/03).
Economic and Social Committee, opinion on: the proposal for a Council Directive concerning the
protection of individuals in relation to the processing of personal data, – the proposal for a Council
Directive concerning the protection of personal data and privacy in the context of public digital
telecommunications networks, in particular the integrated services digital network (ISDN) and
public digital mobile networks, and – the proposal for a Council Decision in the field of information
security. 17 June 1991 Official Journal of the European Communities No C 159/38–48.
No C94/176, Official Journal of the European Communities, 13 April 1992; Wednesday, 11 March
1992.
Articles 6 and 11 Directive 95/46/EC.’
No C94/176, Official Journal of the European Communities, 13 April 1992; Wednesday, 11 March
1992.
Article 2 sub a Directive 95/46/EC.
Th is was even broadened further: ECJ, Worten – Equipamentos para o Lar SA v Autoridade para as
Condições de Trabalho (ACT), Case C-342/12, 30 May 2013.
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Ancillary information, such as “the man wearing a black suit” may identify someone out of
the passers-by standing at a traffic light. So, the question of whether the individual to whom
the information relates is identified or not depends on the circumstances of the case.124

Finally, this trend of widening the scope may also be witnessed125 in the General Data
Protection Regulation, which will replace the Data Protection Directive over time, and
in which personal data are defined in a slightly broader manner.126 The reason for this,
as is acknowledged by the Working Party and is increasingly emphasized by scholars,
is that potentially all data could be personal data. Data which at one moment in time
may contain no information about specific persons whatsoever, may in the future,
through advanced techniques, be used to identify or single out a person.127 Moreover,
data that may not directly identify a person can increasingly be linked to them
through means such as interconnecting and harvesting databases, and can be used to
create profi les so that two or more non-identifying datasets may become identifying
datasets if integrated.128
It is important to note once again that the focus on ‘personal’ data means that parties
other than natural persons are in principle denied a right to invoke data protection
rules. While the Convention of 1981 explicitly allowed Member States to specify in their
national legislation ‘that it will also apply this Convention to information relating to
groups of persons, associations, foundations, companies, corporations and any other
bodies consisting directly or indirectly of individuals, whether or not such bodies
possess legal personality’,129 it is uncertain whether national authorities still have this
power now that the General Data Protection Regulation is adopted. The Directive and
the Regulation themselves are exclusively focused on natural persons.
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In conclusion, the first of the two reasons underlying the creation of the FIPs and
the early European data protection rules as separated from the right to privacy, was
that personal data are often neither private nor sensitive. Currently, this is even more so
and even non-identifiable information can be connected and harvested through the use
of advanced techniques in order to create profiles. To cope with the fact that personal
data are less and less linked to the individual subject, the definition of personal data
has been broadened over time.130 Like the right to privacy, the right to data protection
has consequently seen an enormous expansion. It is agreed by most specialists and
scholars that potentially all data can be(come) personal data and therefore that the
data protection instruments could be applied to almost every form of data processing.
Furthermore, in addition to this expansion in scope of the right to data protection, the
exceptions to this right have also eroded.
For example, the Directive exempted the police, intelligence services and other
bodies involved with national security from its scope of application.131 Instead, it
moved the rules for those institutions to a lower regulatory level, namely a Council
Decision,132 with less strict rules. Now, in the same way that the Directive has been
elevated to the level of a Regulation, the Decision has been elevated to the level of a
Directive, so that Member States have to implement the rules with respect to national
security purposes in their national legislation as well.133 Furthermore, while Article 9
of the Directive partially exempted the processing of personal data in relation to the
exercise of the freedom of speech and while the ECJ had initially given quite a wide
interpretation of this freedom in its Satamedia decision,134 in its more recent Google
Spain decision135 it seems to adopt a narrow understanding of this exception and
seems to suggest that in principle, data protection rules have priority over the freedom
of expression. The Regulation provides a full and detailed provision on this point, in
Article 85(1), but it is as of yet unsure how it should be interpreted. In any case, it
is clear that there will be European oversight as the provision explicitly states: ‘Each
Member State shall notify to the Commission the provisions of its law which it has
adopted pursuant to paragraph 2 and, without delay, any subsequent amendment law
or amendment affecting them.’136
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See also: ECJ, Tietosuojavaltuutettu v Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy, Satamedia Oy, Case C-73/07,
16 December 2008.
Article 3.1 Directive 1995.
Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on the protection of personal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters.
Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of prevention,
investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and
the free movement of such data.
ECJ, Tietosuojavaltuutettu v. Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy & Satamedia Oy, Case C-73/07,
16 December 2008.
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Finally, the Directive contains an exception for the processing of personal data by
‘a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity’.137 However,
the ECJ has adopted a very narrow understanding of this clause. Although the term
‘personal’ in this clause refers to the activity and not the sphere in which the activity
is conducted, the Court has taken the opposite view in its Lindqvist138 and it Rynes
decisions. In the latter, it held:
To the extent that video surveillance such as that at issue in the main proceedings covers,
even partially, a public space and is accordingly directed outwards from the private setting of
the person processing the data in that manner, it cannot be regarded as an activity which is a
purely ‘personal or household’ activity for the purposes of the second indent of Article 3(2) of
Directive 95/46.139

This has also narrowed the scope of this exception and has ensured that the broadened
scope of the concept of ‘personal data’ is curtailed only minimally by the various
exceptions provided in the Directive.
The second principle, and the second reason for adopting data protection rules
in addition to a right to privacy, which de-emphasized the concept of subjective
rights and the individual’s right to control over personal data in favor of general
obligations of fairness and reasonableness for the data controller, is increasingly lost.
More and more, the emphasis has been placed on (1) increasingly detailed and specific
obligations for data controllers, (2) specific subjective rights of the data subject, (3)
balancing the interests of the data subject with those of the data controller and (4)
a high level of enforcement of duties and rights. The gradual development of these
four points will be discussed in detail in the following four subsections. As an
example of early data protection legislation, this chapter focuses on the FIPs and the
CoE Resolutions, but the general conclusions reached about those rules are equally
applicable to the early data protection rules in European countries such as Sweden,
Germany (especially in the state of Hessen), France, and Austria, which are not
discussed in detail.140
Similarly, this section will focus on the CoE’s Convention from 1981, although
similar rules might be found in the Guidelines Governing the Protection of Privacy
and Transborder Flows of Personal Data from 1980 by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD).141 The table below provides an overview of
the four main arguments made in this section, plus an overview of the development
of the concept of ‘personal data’. In the left column, the data protection instruments
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(discussed in this section) are listed in chronological order: the FIPs from 1972 to
1973, the two CoE Resolutions from 1973 and 1974, the CoE Convention from 1981,
the EU Directive from 1995 and the General Data Protection Regulation from 2016.
The second column shows the broadening of the concept of ‘personal data’ over
time and with it, the expanded material scope of the data protection instruments.
The last column shows an increased emphasis on the protection of the individual,
her interests and her right to control personal data in the substantial provisions of
those instruments. Th is part is divided into four subcolumns: the development from
general duties of care to detailed and technology-specific obligations (Column 2a,
corresponding to the section ‘Obligations of the data processor’); the development
from very marginal subjective rights to quite a strong emphasis on individual
rights (Column 2b, corresponding to the section ‘Rights of the data subject’); the
development towards balancing the interests of the data subject against those of
the data controller (Column 2c, corresponding to the section ‘Assessments’); the
development from a model with a focus on soft law (with code-of-conduct-like rules)
to one which embeds strong rules on enforcement (Column 2d, corresponding to the
section entitled ‘Enforcement’).
Finally, this section will only show the dominant approach in Europe, particularly
in the European Union, to the right to data protection. It has to be stressed that there
are exceptions to each of the four trends. It is impossible to discuss every nuance and
detail and it is true that in its more recent jurisprudence, the Court of Justice has been
forced to make exceptions to each of these points, especially in cases revolving around
Big Data and mass surveillance. These cases and examples, and their significance, will
be discussed in detail in the next chapter. That chapter discusses how the current data
protection paradigm can be applied to Big Data and mass surveillance cases, which
problems are involved and which solutions or alternatives have been proposed so far in
order to overcome these problems.
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Information relating to individuals
(physical persons)

Information relating to an identified
or identifiable individual

Information relating to an identified
or identifiable natural person; an
identifiable person is one who can
be identified, directly or indirectly,
in particular by reference to an
identification number or to one or
more factors specific to his physical,
physiological, mental, economic,
cultural or social identity;

FIPs

Resolutions

Convention

Directive

(1) Material scope of the
regulations

(1) Access to and
communication of personal
data
(2) Marginal rights on
rectification and objection

(3) Marginal right against
automatic decision making

(2) Principles of fairness

(3) Grounds for legitimate
data processing

(2) Marginal rights on
rectification and erasure

(2) Principles of fairness

(1) Information to the data
subject & Notification
DPA

(1) Access to and
communication of personal
data

(1) –

(2) Principles of fairness

(1) Access right

(2) Marginal rights on
rectification and erasure

(2) Principles of fairness

(1) Transparency (Pub.
Sec)

(1) Access to personal data

(2b) Rights

(1) Transparency

(2a) Obligations

(4) Limitative grounds for
processing sensitive data,
balancing not included

(3) Limitative grounds for
processing personal data,
e.g. balancing

(2) Special rules sensitive
data

(1) Fairly and lawfully

(2) Special rules sensitive
data

(1) Fairly and lawfully

(1) Lawful, appropriate and
relevant

–

(2c) Assessments

(2) The substantive provisions of the regulations

(3) Marginal subjective right
to remedy and compensation

(2) Cooperation states &
DPAs + harmonisation
through Directive and WP 29

(1) Parties shall establish
sanctions and remedies

(3) Remedy of data subject if
data controller denies request

(2) Cooperation states &
DPAs & role CoM

(1) Parties shall establish
sanctions and remedies

Recommends governments to
take all steps necessary

Mainly a matter of good
governance

(2d) Enforcement
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Regulation

Intersentia

Any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural
person (‘data subject’); an
identifiable natural person is one
who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference
to an identifier such as a name, an
identification number, location data,
an online identifier or to one or
more factors specific to the physical,
physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity
of that natural person

(1) Material scope of the
regulations

(2) Right to data portability

(3) Rights to rectification and
objection

(4) Right to be forgotten

(2) Principles of fairness

(3) Grounds for legitimate
data processing –
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consent
(4) Accountability duty
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(5) Right to object against
profi ling

(1) Access to personal data
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(2b) Rights

(1) Notification in case of
data breach

(2a) Obligations

(4) Limitative grounds for
processing sensitive data,
balancing not included

(3) Limitative grounds for
processing personal data,
e.g. balancing

(2) Special rules sensitive
data

(1) Fairly and lawfully

(2c) Assessments

(2) The substantive provisions of the regulations

(3) Several subjective rights
to remedy and compensation

(2) Total harmonisation
trough Regulation; increased
powers Commission and
EDPB; better cooperation
DPAs

(1) High sanctions

(2d) Enforcement
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3.1. OBLIGATIONS OF THE DATA PROCESSOR
The Fair Information Practices were developed against the background of the rapid
growth and proliferation of large databases. These databases were used to process
large quantities of citizens’ data, primarily, though not exclusively, by governmental
agencies in relation to civil data such as marital status, car ownership, and number of
children; statistical data, used for socioeconomic policies; and intelligence data used
for security purposes. The principles primarily concerned the general fairness of these
processes and specified two general obligations, which may be qualified as duties of
care: to be transparent and to process data fairly and legitimately. First, agencies were
encouraged to publish an annual public notice which contained, among other items:
the name, nature and purpose of the data system, the categories and number of persons
on whom data are maintained, the categories of data maintained, the organization’s
policies and practices regarding data storage, the duration of retention of the data,
and details of the disposal thereof. This obligation of transparency was thus primarily
linked to the principle of accountability; the public had an interest in knowing which
data the government collected, for what reasons, and how they were processed. The
annual notice was consequently directed at the public as a whole and not at specific
individuals.
Secondly, the principles specified, inter alia, that personal data should not be further
processed or transferred to third parties, that controllers should appoint a person in the
organization responsible for the data processing, that reasonable precautions should be
taken against data breaches, and that a complete and accurate record of every access
to and usage of any data in the system should be maintained. Moreover, the principles
detailed that the data should be stored with such accuracy, completeness, timeliness,
and pertinence as is necessary to assure accuracy and fairness in any determination
relating to an individual’s qualifications, character, rights, opportunities, or benefits.
Furthermore, they required data be eliminated from computer-accessible files when the
data were no longer timely. These principles thus concerned very general obligations
of fair processing, which may be linked to the principle of good governance. Note,
moreover, that the requirement of keeping data correct and up to date may require
gathering and processing more, not less data.142
Around the same time, the Council of Europe adopted two Resolutions, one for
data processing in the public sector (1974) and one for the private sector (1973). They
contained quite similar obligations for controllers. The Resolution for the public
sector specified that the public should be informed regularly about the establishment,
operation, and development of large databases (the principle of transparency and
accountability),143 and that the information stored should be obtained by lawful and
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fair means, be accurate and kept up to date, be appropriate and relevant, stored safely
and processed confidentially, and that sensitive data should be processed with special
care (the principle of fairness and good governance).144 For the private sector, the
obligation of transparency and accountability did not apply.145
The Convention of the CoE was directed at the members to the Council, who were
encouraged to implement the rules with regard to the public and the private sector. The
principles of fairness were transposed to the Convention, including the rules for data
security, the additional protection of sensitive data and the quality of data. It prescribed
that data should be obtained and processed fairly and lawfully, stored for specified and
legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible with those purposes; that data
should be adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which
they are stored; and that data should be accurate, and, where necessary, kept up to
date and preserved in a form which permits identification of the data subjects for no
longer than is required for the purpose for which those data are stored.146 Remarkably,
however, as in the Resolution regarding the private sector (1973), the principle of
transparency and the obligation to inform the public was omitted, which seems to
reflect the consideration, contained in the explanatory report to the Convention, that
‘most international data traffic occurs in the private sector’.147
The Commission’s original proposal for the Data Protection Directive contained
two separate regimes: one for the public sector and one for the private sector. However,
on the suggestion of the Parliament, this distinction was deleted and the same
principles were applied to both. Still, both the original proposal and the adopted version
contain an important exemption for security-related data processing, such that a large
part of governmental data processing falls outside its scope. Instead, these activities
are regulated through a special Council Decision which contains less strict rules and
obligations.148 Thus the core framework for data protection is primarily aimed at the
private sector, reflecting the trend of the so-called ‘banalization of data processing’; that
is, that governmental agencies, private companies and individuals alike can increasingly
process large amounts of data with relative ease.149
Under the Directive, two important changes have been made. First, the transparency
principle has been reintroduced, albeit in quite a quite different form. The Directive
includes an obligation to notify the national Data Protection Authority (DPA) about the
processing of personal data, although Member States are at liberty to adopt far-reaching
exemptions. Moreover, the duty to inform the public of large scale data processing was
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transformed into a duty to notify the data subject herself. Thus, Article 10 specifies
that the controller must provide a data subject from whom data relating to himself
are collected with at least the identity of the controller, the purposes of the processing
for which the data are intended and the recipients of the data.150 Consequently, the
transparency principle is transformed from a duty to notify the public, to a duty to
notify the data subject herself.
Secondly, the obligations of fairness have been broadened. The principles transposed
into the Directive include, among others, the principles of fair and lawful data
processing, of safe and confidential processing, of data quality and of special care for
sensitive data. What is new is that the Directive stipulates six grounds for legitimate
data processing. The Commission in its original proposal suggested that processing
in the private sector without the informed consent of the data subject could only be
legitimate in specified and limited scenarios. On the suggestion of the Parliament,
however, the informed consent of the data subject was made but one among several
criteria.151 Accordingly, personal data may only be processed (a) if the data subject has
given her consent, (b) when this is necessary for the performance of a contract with the
data subject, (c) for compliance with a legal obligation, (d) for the protection of the vital
interests of the data subject, or (e) for the performance of a task carried out in the public
interest,152 or (f) when the interests of the controller to process the data outweigh those
of the data subject.153
The European Court of Justice (ECJ), remarkably, has held that the principles of data
quality and the obligation to obtain a legitimate ground for processing have direct effect,
in that they may be relied on by an individual before the national courts to oust the
application of rules of national law which are contrary to those provisions.154 Although
this does not make them a subjective right, the provisions may be invoked by the subject
directly, even though they are formulated as obligations of the data processor and not
as rights of the data subject. With the General Data Protection Regulation, a renewed
emphasis on the element of consent and the control of the subject over her personal data
(echoing the line proposed in the Commission’s original proposal for the Directive) can
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be witnessed.155 The definition of consent has been tightened,156 it has been clarified
that the controller shall bear the burden of proof for the data subject’s consent157 and
a provision has been inserted which specifies that the processing of personal data of a
child below the age of 13 years shall only be lawful if and to the extent that consent is
given by the child’s parent or custodian.158
Secondly, although the general rules on fair and lawful processing, the conditions
regarding sensitive data,159 the grounds for legal processing, and the principles of
data quality have largely been retained, they are supplemented with highly detailed
and technology-specific rules, which are designed to regulate a particular existing
technology. Not only does the controller have an obligation to verify whether personal
data of children are being processed and whether consent has been given by the child’s
parents or custodian,160 the controller also has a general ‘accountability duty’.161
This duty is used as an umbrella concept which covers a myriad of obligations, such
as keeping highly detailed and precise documentation on all processing operations,
and conducting impact assessments to evaluate the risks involved in certain types of
data processing.162 Based on such assessments, processors may be required to take
further steps including additional technical measures,163 or the appointment of a data
protection officer, etc.164
Perhaps most importantly, the principle of transparency has been lost almost
completely.165 The obligation to submit a general notification to the supervisory
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authority has been replaced by the obligation for controllers and processors to maintain
documentation of the processing operations under their responsibility.166 Furthermore,
the obligation to inform the data subject about data processing has been replaced by
the obligation to provide transparent, easily accessible and understandable information
with regard to the data processing.167 Only when a data breach has occurred does the
controller have an active obligation to inform the data protection authorities,168 and
the data subjects must be informed directly only when the breach is likely to have an
adverse effect on their interests.169

3.2. R IGHTS OF THE DATA SUBJECT
Initially, the data protection rules essentially contained one subjective right, namely
the right of the data subject to obtain information about the processing of her personal
data. For example, the US Records, Computers and the Rights of Citizens Report of
1973 specified that the controller had a duty to inform an individual, upon her request,
whether she is the subject of data processing, what use is made of her personal data, who
has access to them, and for what reason. Some additional rights were also granted, such
as that no personal data should be processed beyond the purpose of the data system,
that the data subject may contest the accuracy, completeness, and pertinence of the
personal data, and the right to request that the data be corrected or amended.
Even more narrowly, the CoE’s Resolution on the public sector, provided merely that
every individual ‘should have the right to know the information stored about him’,170
and the Resolution on the private sector provided that as a general rule, ‘the person
concerned should have the right to know the information stored about him, the purpose
for which it has been recorded, and particulars of each release of this information’.171
The Convention from 1981 expanded the list of subjective rights and specified that any
person shall be enabled to establish whether her personal data are processed and if so,
which, for what purposes, and by whom. The data subject was also granted a right to
communication to her of such data in an intelligible form and to request rectification
or erasure of such data if these had been processed contrary to the obligations of
fairness of the data controllers and to have a remedy if a request for confirmation or
communication, rectification or erasure was not complied with.172
The Data Protection Directive expanded the data subject’s rights somewhat by
specifying three subjective rights. One was the right of access to personal data; that
is, the right to request information about the processing of her personal data (which
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data, who processes them, why, etc.)173 and to receive the data undergoing processing
in an intelligible form.174 Secondly, the data subject has a right to rectification, erasure
or blocking of personal data, the processing of which does not comply with the data
protection rules175 and a right to object to the processing of her personal data.176
However, the right to rectification, erasure or blocking only applies to situations where
the data are of an incomplete or inaccurate nature, and thus violate the data quality
principle, and the right to object only where the processing is executed for direct
marketing purposes or is based on grounds (e) and (f) for legitimate data processing.
Moreover, data processors may reject such requests if overriding interests exist.
Thirdly and finally, every person has a right to object to an automatic decision-making
process. However, this rule only applies if a number of conditions are met: Firstly, the
data processing must have legal effects concerning the data subject, or significantly
affect the data subject in some other respect. Secondly, the decisions should be based
solely on the automated processing of data and should be intended to evaluate certain
personal aspects relating to her. Furthermore, the right to object to automatic decision
making does not apply if such decisions are taken in the course of the entering into or
performance of a contract or if it is authorized by a law which also lays down measures
to safeguard the data subject’s legitimate interests.177
With the General Data Protection Regulation, a radical shift seems at hand. The
right to access personal information has been broadened by stressing, among other
aspects, the right to be informed about the storage period.178 A new right is introduced,
which is partially based on the data subject’s right to obtain the personal data being
processed about him: the right to data portability. This right grants the individual the
right to transfer data from one electronic processing system to another.179 It includes
the right to obtain those data from the controller in a structured and commonly used
electronic format, for example facilitating the transfer from Facebook to another
social network.180 It is clear that the philosophy behind this rule is that personal data
should be controlled by the data subject, perhaps even owned. The Commission has
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accordingly stressed that ‘retention by data subjects of an effective control over their
own data’ is an important precondition for ensuring that individuals enjoy a high level
of data protection.181 The right to control personal data is also in line with the thought
that personal data are a modern form of currency on the internet, since they are often
exchanged for free internet services.182
The Regulation goes even by stressing not only the subject’s right to rectification,183
but also introducing a right to be forgotten.184 This right entitles the data subject
to demand erasure of personal data relating to her and the abstention from further
dissemination of such data, especially in relation to personal data which are made
available by the data subject while she was a child.185 The common fear that underlies
this right is that children could post online pictures and videos of themselves and each
other that may contain behavior or reveal aspects of their lives and may hinder them
in their development. Without a right to erasure, such videos and pictures could haunt
them for the rest of their lives. Accordingly, this right also entails an obligation for the
controller that published the personal data to inform third parties to whom the data
have been distributed of any data subjects’ request to copy, replicate, or erase links to
that personal data.186 Although some exceptions remain, most importantly in relation
to the freedom of speech, it seems that the underlying philosophy is that the data subject
has a right to control her personal data.
Finally, the rights to object and resist automatic processing have been extended quite
considerably. A data subject has the right to object to the processing of her personal
information if not based on her consent, a contract, or a legal obligation.187 Moreover,
the burden of proof is shifted; while in the Directive the data subject had to convincingly
demonstrate that the data processing should be stopped, the Regulation holds that the
processing shall be stopped unless the controller brings compelling, legitimate grounds
for the continued processing which override the interests or fundamental rights and
freedoms of the data subject.188 Moreover, the right to object to automatic decision
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making has been transformed into a right to object to profiling in general.189 Under the
Regulation, every natural person shall have the right not to be subjected to a measure
which produces legal effects or significantly affects her, and which is based solely on
automated processing intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to this
natural person or to analyze or predict in particular the natural person’s performance
at work, economic situation, location, health, personal preferences, reliability, or
behavior.190 This prohibition is lifted when the processing is based on her informed
consent, is expressly authorized by a law which also lays down suitable safeguards
or when this is done in relation to a contractual agreement with the data subject.191
However, profiling is never legitimate when based solely on sensitive data, such as data
regarding sexual orientation or health conditions.192 Thus, although some limitations
remain, this right has also been extended in scope and its level of protection has been
raised.

3.3. ASSESSMENTS
The shift from a necessity test to a balancing test is less significant with regard to
data protection than with respect to privacy (see Section 2.3).193 Still, balancing has
entered the realm of data protection and it has gained in prominence over the years
– potentially, it may over time become as important as in privacy discussions. As has
been stressed, the original data protection documents focused on obligations of data
controllers. This corresponds to a focus on the general obligations for states under the
189
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necessity test of Article 8 ECHR. The principles of data minimization, for example, can
easily be linked to this line of thought; collect data only when it is necessary, store it
only as long as is necessary for achieving of a legitimate aim and delete personal data
when it is no longer necessary to retain them, etc. Other data protection rules echoed
the focus on necessity as well. Moreover, the first data protection instruments did not
contain a balancing provision and did not even elaborate on the grounds for legitimate
data processing.
The 1973 Resolution specified in Article 2 that the information should be appropriate
and relevant with regard to the purpose for which it has been stored. In the same vein,
the 1974 Resolution held in Article 2 that the stored information should be (a) obtained
by lawful and fair means, (b) accurate and kept up to date, (c) appropriate and relevant
to the purpose for which it has been stored. The 1981 Convention did not elaborate on
this issue significantly. Article 5 specified:
Personal data undergoing automatic processing shall be
(a) obtained and processed fairly and lawfully;
(b) stored for specified and legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible with
those purposes;
(c) adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are
stored;
(d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date;
(e) preserved in a form which permits identification of the data subjects for no longer than
is required for the purpose for which those data are stored.

The explanatory report added: ‘The way in which the legitimate purpose is specified
may vary in accordance with national legislation.’194 It was thus left up to the national
authorities to specify under which circumstances the processing of personal data would
be perceived as legitimate.
Article 6 of the The Convention continued with additional protection for sensitive
data by specifying that certain data may not be processed automatically unless domestic
law provides appropriate safeguards, namely: personal data concerning health or sexual
life, personal data relating to criminal convictions and personal data revealing racial
origin, political opinions or religious or other beliefs. The explanatory report held that
while the risk of harm to persons generally depends not on the contents of the data but
on the context in which they are used, there are exceptional cases where the processing
of certain categories of data is as such likely to lead to encroachments on individual
rights and interests. It should be noted that the list laid down in this article was not
meant to be exhaustive; national authorities were granted the discretion to supplement
the list with other types of sensitive data.195
In the Directive’s drafting process, the balancing provision first entered the
discourse at a time when a distinction was still being drawn between processing in the
194
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public sector and processing in the private sector. In one of the first draft proposals of
the Directive, the lawfulness of processing in the private sector was covered by Chapter
III, containing Articles 8–11. Article 8 specified:
1. The Member States shall provide in their law that, without the consent of the data subject,
the recording in a fi le and any other processing of personal data shall be lawful only if it
is effected in accordance with this Directive and if:
(a) the processing is carried out under a contract, or in the context of a quasicontractual relationship of trust, with the data subject and is necessary for its
discharge; or
(b) the data come from sources generally accessible to the public and their processing is
intended solely for correspondence purposes; or
(c) the controller of the fi le is pursuing a legitimate interest, on condition that the
interest of the data subject does not prevail.
2. The Member States shall provide in their law that it shall be for the controller of the
fi le to ensure that no communication is incompatible with the purpose of the fi le or is
contrary to public policy. In the event of on-line consultation, the same obligations shall
be incumbent on the user.
3. Without prejudice to paragraph 1, the Member States may specify the conditions under
which the processing of personal data is lawful.

By contrast, with regard to the public sector, the draft proposal specified that the
creation of a fi le and any other processing of personal data shall be lawful insofar as
they are necessary for the performance of the tasks of the public authority in control of
the fi le.
Later in the drafting process, the Directive’s distinction between the private and the
public sector was dissolved. The grounds for legitimate data processing were merged in
Article 7:
Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:
(a) the data subject has unambiguously given her consent;
(b) or processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a
contract; or
(c) processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is
subject; or
(d) processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or
(e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or
in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or in a third party to whom
the data are disclosed; or
(f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the
controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where
such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the
data subject which require protection under Article 1 (1).
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Article 8 specified for sensitive data:
1. Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, an
d the processing of data concerning health or sex life.
2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply where:
(a) the data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing of those data, except
where the laws of the Member State provide that the prohibition referred to in
paragraph 1 may not be lifted by the data subject’s giving his consent; or
(b) processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations and specific
rights of the controller in the field of employment law in so far as it is authorized by
national law providing for adequate safeguards; or
(c) processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another
person where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his consent; or
(d) processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with appropriate
guarantees by a foundation, association or any other non-profit-seeking body with
a political, philosophical, religious or trade-union aim and on condition that the
processing relates solely to the members of the body or to persons who have regular
contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the data are not disclosed to
a third party without the consent of the data subjects; or
(e) the processing relates to data which are manifestly made public by the data subject
or is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims(…).

It should be noted that there was an attempt to change the wording of Article 7(f) to
include not only the legitimate interests of the controller or of a third party, but also
the general interest. This proposal was rejected, however, and the wording remained
unchanged. Recital 30 to the Directive clarifies:
Whereas, in order to be lawful, the processing of personal data must in addition be carried
out with the consent of the data subject or be necessary for the conclusion or performance
of a contract binding on the data subject, or as a legal requirement, or for the performance
of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority, or in the
legitimate interests of a natural or legal person, provided that the interests or the rights and
freedoms of the data subject are not overriding; whereas, in particular, in order to maintain
a balance between the interests involved while guaranteeing effective competition, Member
States may determine the circumstances in which personal data may be used or disclosed
to a third party in the context of the legitimate ordinary business activities of companies
and other bodies; whereas Member States may similarly specify the conditions under which
personal data may be disclosed to a third party for the purposes of marketing whether carried
out commercially or by a charitable organization or by any other association or foundation,
of a political nature for example, subject to the provisions allowing a data subject to object to
the processing of data regarding him, at no cost and without having to state his reasons.

It is immediately apparent that a distinction was made between the processing of
sensitive data and ordinary personal data. Although a number of the legitimation
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grounds from Article 7 reappear in Article 8, the balancing provision contained
in Article 7 (f) does not. This ground was perceived as the weakest ground which
therefore ought not to apply to more risky data processing activities. This difference
has been retained in the final Directive. Moreover, the balancing provision was often
perceived only as a matter of last resort, for when other grounds could not legitimize
the processing of personal data. The fact that the balancing provision was concerned a
weak legitimation ground is also apparent from Article 14, concerning the data subject’s
right to object, which specifies under (a): ‘at least in the cases referred to in Article 7 (e)
and (f), to object at any time on compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular
situation to the processing of data relating to him, save where otherwise provided by
national legislation. Where there is a justified objection, the processing instigated by the
controller may no longer involve those data.’
However, the relevance of the balancing provision has grown over the years. This is
emphasized in one of the first recitals to the Regulation, specifying:
The right to the protection of personal data is not an absolute right; it must be considered
in relation to its function in society and be balanced against other fundamental rights, in
accordance with the principle of proportionality.196

A number of points should be considered. First and foremost, since it concerns an act of
balancing, the data processors have a large role in the initial assessment of the question
whether the data processing is legitimate. They are the ones to determine whether
their interests outweigh the interests of the data subject. Obviously, this allows data
processors to tilt the balance in their favor; only afterwards, if the data subject does
not agree with this manner of balancing, can she object and, eventually, go to court. By
then, the practice may have existed for quite some time. Furthermore, courts are often
hesitant to substitute their opinion on the balancing of the different interests for that of
the data processor, because data processors are often better informed and equipped to
execute the balancing test and because an overly restrictive court may create a chilling
effect on data processing. Consequently, it is the balancing provision that is increasingly
invoked by data processors, as it allows them to process personal data without the
consent of the data subject, without a contract, without a societal interests being at
stake, etc.
The Article 29 Working Party has also stressed the importance of this provision.
It has emphasized that the provision entails something more than only ‘weighing’ the
different interests involved and should not be conceived as an ‘anything goes’ provision.
Still, it has acknowledged the special role of Subparagraph (f), which, in its view, must
not only be seen as a last resort (for when all other legitimation grounds fall short).
Rather, it argues that the balancing provision has an important added value and an
independent field of application. Furthermore, it has stressed:
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[If] the interest pursued by the controller is not compelling, the interests and rights of
the data subject are more likely to override the legitimate – but less significant – interests
of the controller. At the same time, this does not mean that less compelling interests of
the controller cannot sometimes override the interests and rights of the data subjects:
this typically happens when the impact of the processing on the data subjects is also less
significant.197

Consequently, even if the legitimate interests of the data controller are slim, the
processing may be conceived as legitimate. The fundamental right to data protection
contained in the European Charter of Fundamental Rights may be limited if significant
interests of the data controller are served by a data processing activity.
As has been stressed in Section 3.2, perhaps the most important change in the
conception of balancing has been initiated by the ECJ. The European Court of Justice
has held that the principles of data quality and the obligation to obtain a legitimate
ground for processing have direct effect, in that they may be relied on by an individual
before the national courts to preclude the application of rules of national law which
are contrary to those provisions.198 In a case which revolved around Spain, which had
implemented the Directive in its national legislation, but had limited the possibility of
invoking the balancing provision, the ECJ held that the provision has direct effect and
can be invoked not only by data subjects, but also by data controllers. This dovetails
with the idea that the Directive has two aims, namely protecting the interests of data
subjects, but also those of the data controllers. The ECJ held:
Article 7(f) of Directive 95/46 must be interpreted as precluding national rules which, in
the absence of the data subject’s consent, and in order to allow such processing of that data
subject’s personal data as is necessary to pursue a legitimate interest of the data controller
or of the third party or parties to whom those data are disclosed, require not only that the
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject be respected, but also that those data
should appear in public sources, thereby excluding, in a categorical and generalized way, any
processing of data not appearing in such sources.199

Thus, data processors have a subjective right to legitimize their behavior by invoking
the balancing provision.
197
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Furthermore, since the introduction of the right to data protection in the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union, the ECJ, like the ECtHR, has increasingly
adopted a balancing approach to fundamental rights cases. This is exemplified by its
decision in Coty v. Stadtsparkasse. Like Delfi v. Estonia, this was a fairly straightforward
case. Coty, a cosmetics company, held the trademark for a perfume brand. This
perfume was sold illegally by B via website C to person D. However, Person D turned
out to be Coty itself, which had been using pseudonyms to track down trademark
violations. Coty contacted the website to determine the identity of B, who was also
using a pseudonym. The website cooperated and disclosed B’s identity; Coty then wrote
to B to discuss the matter. B admitted to being the holder of the internet account, but
denied having sold the perfume. So, finally, Coty turned to Stadtsparkasse, the bank
that administered the account to which the money was deposited. It requested the bank
to check whether B was the holder of this account. The bank, however, refused with
reference to the legal principle of bank secrecy. In response, Coty sued Stadtsparkasse,
succeeding at first instance but losing on appeal. Subsequently, the German Federal
Supreme Court sent a preliminary question to the ECJ: ‘Must Article 8(3)(e) of Directive
2004/48 be interpreted as precluding a national provision which, in a case such as that
in the main proceedings, allows a banking institution to refuse, by invoking banking
secrecy, to provide information pursuant to Article 8(1)(c) of that directive concerning
the name and address of an account holder?’ The Court of Justice responded in a fairly
brief statement that Article 8(3)(e) of Directive 2004/48, which contains a provision
regarding the protection of confidentiality of information sources and the processing
of personal data, must be interpreted such that it precludes a national provision under
which a banking institution may, in an unlimited and unconditional manner, invoke its
banking secret in order to refuse to provide, pursuant to Article 8(1)(c) of the Directive,
information concerning the name and address of an account holder.
How could the European Court of Justice have determined the outcome of this case
without relying on a balancing test? First, it could have started with the observation
that what is at stake here is the banking secret. The central question here is whether
Stadtsparkasse can rely on the banking secret and, if so, to what extent. It is important
to point out that, in many ways, the banking secret is comparable to the confidentiality
between lawyer and client or between doctor and patient. Research shows that, if
patients are not able to trust that the information they disclose to their doctor will
be treated confidentially, they simply do not visit the doctor as often, and if they do,
disclose less information than they would normally.200 Essentially the same holds true
for the confidentiality between lawyer and client. Therefore, many Western democracies
have special rules for these types of relationships; there are privileges for doctors and
lawyers and they have the duty to keep the information they receive from their clients or
patients confidential. If they break this duty, they may be relieved from their profession
or be subjected to disciplinary sanctions.
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It is important to emphasize that these kinds of principles do not protect the interests
of individual patients or clients. Of course, patients and clients have an individual
right to privacy, which they can invoke if it is violated. The additional value of the
above privileges transcends these individual interests and protects the functioning of
the profession as such. Professional secrecy is a necessary condition, a prerequisite for
the functioning of the medical and legal sectors; without it they would not be able to
function adequately. Only in exceptional cases can professional secrecy be curtailed,
for example, if a client tells her lawyer in detail that and how she plans to commit a
murder. The banking secrecy is cut from the same cloth. It protects the functioning of
the banking sector as such. If citizens cannot trust that their financial situation will
remain confidential, they will avoid banks or try to mask their assets, especially in
cases of extreme wealth or poverty. Consequently, the banking secret protects a general
interest and is a precondition for the functioning of the banking sector as such.201
The second issue the Court of Justice could have discussed is whether and if so under
which circumstances the secrecy of banks can be curtailed and in particular whether
the right to information by third parties such as Coty is one of such circumstances.
Article 8 of the Directive 2004/48 holds:
1. Member States shall ensure that, in the context of proceedings concerning an
infringement of an intellectual property right and in response to a justified and
proportionate request of the claimant, the competent judicial authorities may order
that information on the origin and distribution networks of the goods or services which
infringe an intellectual property right be provided by the infringer and/or any other
person who: (…) (c) was found to be providing on a commercial scale services used in
infringing activities (…).
3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply without prejudice to other statutory provisions which:
(…) (e) govern the protection of confidentiality of information sources or the processing
of personal data.202

The ECJ could have investigated whether Coty could actually invoke the right to
information. The question is whether Article 8(1)(c) applies, i.e. whether the bank ‘was
found to be providing on a commercial scale services used in infringing activities.’ This
is questionable because it is unclear whether the bank account is an intrinsic part of the
infringing activities by B. For example, is the manufacturer of the computer that B used
to create the account through which the deal was made also providing on a commercial
scale products that are used to infringe on intellectual property? Finally, the ECJ could
have assessed whether a limitation on the secrecy of banks would be necessary at all.
It seems, for example, that Coty already knew who B was and that it had evidence to
support that B was the holder of the account through which the trademark infringement
201
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was made. Coty could have gone to court on this basis and the burden would have on
B to prove that although he was the holder of the internet account through which the
trademark infringement was made, he was not actually the person who engaged in
illegal activities.
The ECJ, however, took a different path. As with the ECtHR in Delfi, it avoided
questions of broader significance. It did not assess the value of the banking secret,
but pointed to the value of trademark protection; it did not assess whether the bank
indeed provided services on a commercial scale for trademark infringements, holding
instead that it is ‘common ground that a banking institution, such as that at issue in the
main proceedings, is capable of falling within the scope of Article 8(1)(c) of Directive
2004/48’;203 it did not assess whether the right to information of a trademark holder
can justify curtailment of the banking secret; and it did not in assess whether such a
limitation would generally be necessary. Rather, it engaged in a balancing activity. The
peculiar thing is that, as with Delfi, the interests of a third party that was not an official
party to the case were brought into the equation, namely the interests of B relating to
his privacy and data protection. Consequently, instead of analyzing the general interest
with respect to the banking secret and assessing to what extent a right to information
might limit that interest, the Court balanced the specific interests of Coty against
the specific interests of B. Interestingly, the banking secret is not even a part of this
equation.
The ECJ stressed that ‘[a]rticle 8(1)(c) of Directive 2004/48 and Article 8(3)(e)
thereof, read together, require that various rights be complied with. First, the right to
information and, second, the right to protection of personal data must be complied
with.’204 That the Court interpreted the matter under the right to protection of personal
data instead of the secrecy of banks is also evident in the following statement: ‘It is
also common ground that the communication, by such a banking institution, of the
name and address of one of its customers constitutes processing of personal data, as
defined in Article 2(a) and (b) of Directive 95/46.’205 Subsequently, it elevated the right
to information of Coty and the interests of B. to a fundamental rights discourse.
The right to information which is intended to benefit the applicant in the context of
proceedings concerning an infringement of his right to property thus seeks, in the field
concerned, to apply and implement the fundamental right to an effective remedy guaranteed
in Article 47 of the Charter, and thereby to ensure the effective exercise of the fundamental
right to property, which includes the intellectual property right protected in Article 17(2) of
the Charter. As noted by the Advocate General in point 31 of his Opinion, the first of those
fundamental rights is a necessary instrument for the purpose of protecting the second.
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The right to protection of personal data, granted to the persons referred to in Article 8(1)
of Directive 2004/48, is part of the fundamental right of every person to the protection of
personal data concerning him, as guaranteed by Article 8 of the Charter and by Directive
95/46. As regards those rights, it is clear from recital 32 in the preamble to Directive 2004/48
that the directive respects the fundamental rights and observes the principles recognized by
the Charter. In particular, that directive seeks to ensure full respect for intellectual property,
in accordance with Article 17(2) of the Charter. At the same time, as is clear from Article 2(3)
(a) of Directive 2004/48 and from recitals 2 and 15 in the preamble thereto, the protection
of intellectual property is not to hamper, inter alia, the protection of personal data, so that
Directive 2004/48 cannot, in particular, affect Directive 95/46. The present request for a
preliminary ruling thus raises the question of the need to reconcile the requirements of the
protection of different fundamental rights, namely the right to an effective remedy and the
right to intellectual property, on the one hand, and the right to protection of personal data,
on the other.206

Consequently, the ECJ transformed the case into a conflict of two private parties’
fundamental rights, namely the right to intellectual property on the one hand, as
protected by Article 17 paragraph 2 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union, and the fundamental right to data protection on the other hand, as
contained in Article 8 of the Charter. To determine the outcome of the case, according
to the European Court of Justice, the rights of two private parties, namely Coty and
B., each having a fundamental right under the Charter of the EU, neither one having
priority over the other, must be weighed and balanced against each other.
Necessity test

Balancing act

(1) The Court discusses whether Stadtsparkasse
could invoke the banking secrecy;

(1) Coty’s claim is understood as referring to the
right to intellectual property, as provided under
17.2 Charter

(2) The Court assesses whether giving the name of
a client imposes a limitation on this principle.

(2) B.’s claim is understood to be referring to the
right to intellectual property, as provided under
8 Charter

(3) The Court determines whether this limitation
was prescribed by law, more in particular whether
the bank provided on a commercial scale services
used to infringe intellectual property

(3) The Court grants a wide scope to both
provisions and gives no principled priority of one
right over the other

(4) The Court checks whether this limitation
served a legitimate aim.

(4) The Court balances the two rights against each
other, setting out certain ad hoc criteria

(5) The Court determines whether the limitation
was necessary in a democratic society, given that
Coty already had evidence against B.

(5) The Court only discusses the particularities
of the case, taking into account all relevant
circumstances
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3.4. ENFORCEMENT
Initially, the data protection rules contained no or only marginal provisions on law
enforcement. As has been stressed, the rules were primarily seen as principles of
good governance for governments. Subsequently, the two Resolutions of the Council
of Europe merely recommended member states of the CoE to adopt rules to protect
the principles contained in the Resolutions. It was at their discretion to implement
sanctions or rules regarding liability. Only in the Convention of 1981 was it explicitly
provided that ‘[e]ach Party undertakes to establish appropriate sanctions and remedies
for violations of provisions of domestic law giving effect to the basic principles for
data protection set out in this chapter.’207 The explanatory report to the Convention
stressed that this could either be done through civil, administrative, or criminal
sanctions.208 Moreover, the Convention explicitly provided a number of rules regarding
the application and enforcement of the rule on transborder data flows,209 which was
considered ‘the most vague and elusive’ of any of the data protection concerns.210 It
stimulated, inter alia, the cooperation between states and the national Data Protection
Authorities to assist each other by providing full and detailed information of their laws
and of data processing within their borders211 and it specified that states and DPAs shall
assist citizens living abroad, on the territory of another state.212 Finally, the Convention
installed a Consultative Committee,213 which could advise the Committee of Ministers
(CoM) on revising the Convention.214
The adoption of an EU-wide Directive was aimed at bringing uniformity in the
national legislations of the different countries,215 in order to provide an equal level
of protection,216 but also to facilitate the transfer of personal data in Europe.217 This
uniformity was further promoted by providing further and more detailed rules for
cross-border data processing.218 For example, personal data may only be transferred
to third countries if they have an adequate level of data protection similar to that of
the European Union.219 As was alluded to before, the Working Party was installed,
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consisting of the representatives of all national DPAs, and with a broad mandate to
give opinions on almost every aspect of the Directive – on how it should be interpreted,
implemented, and amended, etc. The Directive also specifies that the Commission shall
be assisted by a Committee composed of the representatives of the Member States when
adopting measures pursuant to the Directive.220
Furthermore, the enforcement of the rules is promoted further by providing
that each state should install an independent DPA,221 which must be endowed with
investigative powers, effective powers of intervention and the power to engage in legal
proceedings.222 The Directive further expands the role of these supervisory authorities
by specifying that they shall hear claims lodged by any person and that they may carry
out prior checks of data processing which is likely to present specific risks to the rights
and freedoms of data subjects.223 Finally, the Data Protection Directive lays down
further and more specific rules by providing the right of every person to a judicial
remedy for any breach of her rights, the right for data subjects to receive compensation
from the controller for any damage suffered as a result of processing in violation of
data protection rules, and the duty for Member States to lay down sanctions for the
infringement of data protection rules.224
Under the Regulation, again, a quite radical shift is at hand.225 The most important
change is that a Regulation, in contrast to a Directive, has direct effect and need not be
implemented in the national legal frameworks of the different countries.226 Currently,
countries have adopted a variety of different implementations and interpretations of
the data protection rules in their national legislation, which means that a number of
(American) companies choose the country with the least strict rules (e.g. Ireland) for
their European headquarters.227 The first evaluation of the Directive found:
An overly lax attitude in some Member States – in addition to being in contravention of the
Directive – risks weakening protection in the EU as a whole, because with the free movement
guaranteed by the Directive, data flows are likely to switch to the ‘least burdensome’ point of
export.228
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Consequently, besides extended rules for cross-border data processing,229 including
rules to cope with new techniques such as cloud computing,230 the Regulation grants
DPAs more and wider powers231 and introduces the concept of a lead supervisory
authority. This entails that each supervisory authority exercise shall not only exercise
its powers in the territory of its own Member State, but that, if a controller or
processor is established in more than one member state, the supervisory authority
of the main establishment of the controller or processor shall be competent for the
supervision of their processing activities in all Member States. Thus, the Regulation
not only encourages cooperation between DPAs; it also promotes uniformity of
enforcement across the European Union regarding specific practices or towards specific
companies.232
The Working Party will be replaced by a European Data Protection Board, which
is granted wider powers,233 and the Commission may adopt specific Regulations on a
number of the provisions in the Regulation to provide further clarity and detail on the
interpretation of the rights and obligations contained therein.234 Both elements ensure
that a further level of harmonization and effective protection of the data protection
rules are achieved. Finally, the fines and sanctions connected to the violation of the
provisions in the Regulation have gone up dramatically. For example, the supervisory
authority can, in certain circumstances, impose a fine of up to € 20.000.000,- or,
in case of an enterprise, up to four per cent of its annual worldwide turnover, which
for companies such as Facebook and Google would be a dramatically high figure.235
Interestingly, the enforcement of the rules is no longer seen as the primary concern and
duty of the DPAs, but increasingly as a right of the data subject to seek redress and fi le a
complaint or a law suit. Rights are introduced: to lodge a complaint with a supervisory
authority,236 to seek judicial remedy against a supervisory authority,237 to seek judicial
remedy against a controller or processor238 and to seek compensation(the latter right
was already partially contained in the Directive).239 These are all subjective rights of the
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data subject which may be directly invoked by the individual, given that the Regulation
has direct effect.
Thus, the provisions on the enforcement of the data protection instruments have
been extended quite considerably. This fits with the general trend towards an increased
focus on the individual and her interest as the core of data protection rules, since the
tightened rules on enforcement have the explicit aim of safeguarding the interests of
the data subject. For example, Recital 12 to the General Data Protection Regulation
stresses:
In order to ensure a consistent level of protection for natural persons throughout the Union
and to prevent divergences hampering the free movement of personal data within the internal
market, a Regulation is necessary to provide legal certainty and transparency for economic
operators, including micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, and to provide natural
persons in all Member States with the same level of legally enforceable rights and obligations
and responsibilities for controllers and processors, to ensure consistent monitoring of the
processing of personal data, and equivalent sanctions in all Member States as well as effective
cooperation between the supervisory authorities of different Member States.240

Secondly, there is a sharp increase in the number of subjective rights on this specific
point as well, namely to engage in legal proceedings, submit complaints and request
(financial) compensation. Thirdly, the focus on the individual and her interests in terms
of enforcement measures may also be witnessed from the structure of the Regulation’s
Article on administrative sanctions, which provides higher penalties for a violation of
provisions which have the explicit aim of protecting individual interests than when
other provisions engrained in the Regulation have been violated.241 Finally, it should
be recounted that as with the right to privacy, the material scope of data protection
instruments has grown exponentially. This trend is invigorated by the fact that the
exceptions for private use, freedom of expression and security-related data processing
have all been or will be curtailed significantly. It should also be noted that the two
Resolutions from 1973 and 1974 contained a total of 8 and 10 articles respectively.
The Convention (1981) contained 27 provisions, the Directive 34 and the proposed
Regulation 99. While the two Resolutions were one-pagers, the Regulation consists of
56 pages of rules (88 if the recitals are included).
A Regulation is also the most far-reaching instrument the EU can use to regulate
a particular legal doctrine. The right to data protection is now regulated through an
EU-wide Regulation, it is contained in the Charter of Fundamental rights, and the legal
basis for regulating data protection in the EU is not merely the regulation of the internal
market, as was the case with the Directive, but also the safeguarding of data protection
as a fundamental right. Article 16 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union reads as follows:
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1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning them.
2. The European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary
legislative procedure, shall lay down the rules relating to the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data by Union institutions, bodies, offices and
agencies, and by the Member States when carrying out activities which fall within the
scope of Union law, and the rules relating to the free movement of such data. Compliance
with these rules shall be subject to the control of independent authorities. The rules
adopted on the basis of this Article shall be without prejudice to the specific rules laid
down in Article 39 of the Treaty on European Union.

4.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has argued four points. First, both privacy and data protection were first
primarily conceived as laying down duties of care and general obligations for states
and data controllers. Gradually, however, they have come to be interpreted primarily
as the subjective rights of natural persons. Second, this has had great significance for
the type of interests that are protected by both doctrines. Although originally the focus
was on protecting general and societal interests, related for example to the prevention
of the abuse of power, currently, the core interests that are protected are personal and
individual values such as human dignity, personal autonomy, and individual freedom.
Third, this has influenced the way judges and courts assess and address privacy and
data protection issues. The original paradigm embraced a binary necessity test. If a
privacy infringement was necessary, it was deemed legitimate. If a privacy infringement
was unnecessary, arbitrary or untimely, it was deemed illegitimate. Although this
approach is still applied occasionally, it has been moved to the background and replaced
by a balancing test. Under this approach, almost all interests are taken into account,
both those of the individual and those of the state or data controller. In concrete cases,
these interests are weighed and balanced against each other to determine the legitimacy
of the privacy infringement. Finally, there has been an expansion in the scope of both
doctrines in legal terms. This is partly due to the fact that the material scope of both the
right to privacy and the right to data protection has been broadened considerably. Also,
while the original instruments were conceived only partially as juridical doctrines and
primarily as ethical guidelines and codes of conduct, the trend has been to focus more
and more on juridical rules and the enforcement of those rules through legal means.
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CHAPTER III
THE CHALLENGES FOR AND
ALTERNATIVES TO THE CURRENT
PRIVACY PAR ADIGM
1.

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter argued that both the right to privacy and the right to data
protection are (1) increasingly seen as subjective rights of natural persons instead of
duties (of care) for states and data controllers, (2) increasingly focused on individual
instead of general interests, (3) increasingly balanced by courts against other interests
instead of a necessity test being applied and (4) increasingly codified (in detail) and
enforced through legal means. As has been suggested in the introduction, in the
current technological environment with developments such as Big Data, however, the
individualized and legalized approach to privacy is becoming increasingly problematic.
This will be discussed in Section 2 of this chapter. Section 3 shows that the European
Court of Human Rights is confronted with this tension, especially in large data
processing cases but also other matters, and is subsequently faced with a principled
choice when dealing with these cases. Either it sticks to the basic pillars of the current
privacy paradigm, as discussed in detail in the previous chapter, and consequently is
unable to address those cases adequately, or it chooses to develop a new approach to
privacy in order to adequately tackle the problems involved with these types of cases.
Interestingly, it chooses the latter approach. Section 4 will analyze some of the scholarly
literature in which alternatives to the current privacy paradigm have been proposed.

2.

THE CHALLENGES BIG DATA POSES TO THE
CUR R ENT LEGAL PAR ADIGM

This section discusses the current legal framework and shows on which points Big
Data practices and mass surveillance activities may challenge the fundaments of the
legal framework.242 It would go too far to discuss all points in detail. Instead, three
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conflicts will be shown. First, Big Data conflicts with the material provisions in the
Data Protection Directive and the General Data Protection Regulation. Second, Big
Data challenges law’s focus on the individual. Third and finally, Big Data challenges
regulation based exclusively on legal means. A few examples will be given to illustrate
these three points, without aiming to be exhaustive.

2.1. BIG DATA AND DATA PROTECTION
The classic data protection principles seem to be challenged by Big Data processes. This
is confirmed by a survey conducted among all DPAs in the European Union.243 A few
examples will be provided below, namely the purpose and purpose limitation principle,
the data minimization principles, the confidentiality and security principles, the data
quality principle and the transparency principle. Finally, a brief remark will be made
with respect to discrimination and stigmatization.
– The current legal framework is based on the principles of purpose and purpose
limitation. As explained in the previous chapter, the data protection instruments in
Europe contain an exhaustive list of the legitimate grounds for processing ordinary
personal data; they do the same with regard to the processing of sensitive personal
data (e.g. about race, religion, sexual orientation, etc.). Furthermore, personal data
must be processed fairly and lawfully and must be collected for specified, explicit
and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a way that is incompatible
with those purposes. The prohibition on further processing for different purposes
is also known as the ‘purpose limitation principle’, from which it follows that
‘secondary use’ is in principle not permitted. The survey among DPAs shows that
it is this principle (along with the data minimization principle) that is cited the
most when it comes to the tension between Big Data and data protection. Big Data
processes often have no fi xed purpose – large amounts of data are simply collected
and it may only become clear what the value or potential use of that data is after it
has been collected. Moreover, in Big Data analysis, different kinds of databases with
different types of data are often linked or merged. The original purpose for which
the data were collected is then lost. For example, the Swedish DPA argues that the
concept of Big Data ‘is used for situations where large amounts of data are gathered
in order to be made available for different purposes, not always precisely determined
in advance.’
– The second principle that is often mentioned when it comes to Big Data is the
principle of data minimization. This principle requires that as little data as possible
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should be collected, and that the amount of data should in any event not be excessive
in relation to the purposes for which it is collected. Additionally, personal data must
be removed once the goal for which they were gathered has been achieved, and data
should be rendered anonymous when possible. This principle obviously clashes with
Big Data. The core idea behind Big Data is that as much data as possible is collected
and that new purposes can always be found for data already gathered. Data can
always be given a second life. This also challenges the requirement that data should
be deleted or anonymized when it is no longer needed for achieving the purpose for
which it was collected. Almost all DPAs mention this principle when it comes to
the dangers of Big Data. The Dutch DPA summarizes the tension between Big Data
and data minimization in very clear terms: ‘Big Data is all about collecting as much
information as possible.’
– Both the Data Protection Directive and the General Data Protection Regulation
espouse the principle that data should be treated confidentially and should be stored
in a secure manner. Many DPAs also mention this principle when discussing the
dangers of Big Data; this holds especially for countries and DPAs that establish a
link between Big Data and Open Data. The Slovenian DPA, argues, for example:
[P]rinciples of personal data accuracy and personal data being kept up to date may also be
under pressure in Big Data processing. Data may be processed by several entities and merged
from different sources without proper transparency and legal ground. Processing vast
quantities of personal data also brings along higher data security concerns and calls for strict
and effective technical and organizational data security measures.

– The current framework also requires that the data is accurate and kept up to date.
This is aimed at ensuring that profi les created of or applied to an individual person,
and any decisions taken on the basis of them, are appropriate and accurate. Often,
however, Big Data applications do not revolve around individual profiles, but around
group profi les; not around retrospective analyses, but around probability and
predictive applications with a certain margin of error. Moreover, it is supposedly
becoming less and less important for data processors to work with correct and
accurate data about specific individuals, as long as a high percentage of the data
on which the analysis is based provides a generally correct picture. ‘Quantity
over quality of data’, so the saying goes, as more and more organizations become
accustomed to working with ‘dirty data’. In the public sector, too, it seems that
working with contaminated data or unreliable sources is becoming more common.
Examples include the use by government agencies of open sources on the Internet,
such as Facebook, websites and discussion forums. The Dutch DPA, for example,
describes the situation in the Netherlands as follows:
[There] has been a lot of media attention for Big Data use by the Tax administration scraping
websites such as Marktplaats [an eBay-like website] to detect sales, mass collection of data
about parking and driving in leased cars, including use of ANPR data, and profiling people
to detect potentially fraudulent tax fi lings.
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– An important principle of data protection instruments is transparency. This includes
the right of the data subject to request information about whether data relating to
her are processed, how and by whom. This principle is also at odds with the rise
of Big Data, partly because data subjects often simply do not know that their data
are being collected and are therefore not likely to invoke their right to information.
This applies equally to the other side of the coin: the transparency obligation for
data controllers. For them, it is often unclear to whom the information relates,
where the information came from and how they could contact the data subjects,
especially when the processes entail the linking of different databases and the re-use
of information. The Slovenian DPA puts it as follows:
Big Data has important information privacy implications. Information on personal data
processing may not be known to the individual or poorly described for the individual,
personal data may be used for purposes previously unknown to the individual. The
individual may be profi led and decisions may be adopted in automated and non-transparent
fashion having more or less severe consequences for the individual.

– Besides privacy and data protection principles, DPAs also place a good deal of
emphasis on profi ling and the risk of discrimination, stigmatization and inequality
of power resulting from Big Data. These matters are covered in part by the provision
on automatic decision making in the Directive and the provision on profiling in the
Regulation, but in particular in the anti-discrimination laws of various countries.
The best overview of these types of dangers is provided in the Working Paper ‘Big
Data and Privacy: Privacy principles under pressure in the age of Big Data analytics’
by the International Working Group on Data Protection in Telecommunications.
Four points are made in the working paper in this respect. First, there is a risk of
power imbalance between those that gather the data (multinationals and states)
and citizens. Second, there is a risk of determinism and discrimination, because
algorithms are not neutral, but reflect choices about inter alia data, connections,
inferences, interpretations, and thresholds for inclusion that advances a specific
purpose. Big Data may, the Working Group makes clear, consolidate existing
prejudices and stereotyping, as well as reinforce social exclusion and stratification.
Third, there is the risk of chilling effects, which is the effect that people will restrict
and limit their behavior if they know or think that they might be surveilled. Fourth
and finally, the Working groups signals the chance of echo chambers, which may
result from personalized advertising, search results and news items:
The danger associated with so-called ‘echo chambers’ or ‘fi lter bubbles’ is that the population
will only be exposed to content which confirms their own attitudes and values. The exchange
of ideas and viewpoints may be curbed when individuals are more rarely exposed to
viewpoints different from their own.244
244
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2.2. FOCUS ON THE INDIVIDUAL
As shown in the previous chapter, the current privacy paradigm places much emphasis
on the individual, her interests and rights. This focus is challenged by new technological
developments such as Big Data and mass surveillance. A number of these points shall be
discussed briefly below, namely the doctrine of ratione personae, the doctrine of ratione
materiae, the concept of personal data and the balancing of rights and interests.
– The current legal framework is based on a number of principles which relate to
the scope of legal doctrines, policies and laws. The principle of ratione personae
entails that complaints about a violation of a doctrine, such as the right to privacy
or the right to data protection, shall only be declared admissible if the complainant
herself was harmed in the enjoyment of her right.245 Especially with human rights,
the premise is that juridical doctrines serve the protection of individuals and their
interests, but in a sense this applies to the entire legal regime. In Big Data processes,
the principle of ratione personae seems hard to maintain because these Big Data
processes do not focus on specific individuals, but on large groups of people
or potentially everyone. Briefly put, many Big Data processes and applications
based thereon are general, large-scale projects that have an impact on big groups
or on society as a whole, while the link to individuals and individual interests is
increasingly vague and abstract. This imparity (particular vs. general) will become
increasingly problematic.
– The principle of ratione materiae entails that complaints about the violation of a
right shall be admissible only if the nature of the complaint falls under the scope of
the relevant legal doctrine.246 For example, to invoke the right to data protection,
‘personal data’ must be processed. Personal data are data that may identify someone
directly or indirectly or that may identify a person in the future.247 To invoke the
right to privacy, there must be a breach of a person’s private life, family life, home
or correspondence. Even with more general doctrines, the material scope is often
linked to the individual. As explained in the previous chapter, the ECtHR has
suggested that Article 14 ECHR (prohibition of discrimination) and Article 18
ECHR (prohibition of abuse of power) can be invoked only if one of the individual
rights, such as the right to privacy or the freedom of expression, is also at stake.248
The material demarcation of rights and the link to the individual is also challenged
in Big Data processes, not only because it is often difficult to prove personal interests
and damage, but also because it is increasingly unclear whether a particular right is
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at all involved with a certain practice. To give an example, the application of data
protection instruments depends on whether personal data are processed. If the
data that are processed cannot be traced back to a person, processing them will in
principle fall outside their scope. However, increasingly, data is no longer stored and
processed on the individual level; rather, the trend is to work with aggregated data
and to generate general patterns and group profi les. These statistical correlations
or group profiles cannot be qualified as personal data, but can be used to change
the environment in which people live to a great extent. An individual as part
of a group or as assigned to a particular category may not be identifiable directly
herself, but can nonetheless be affected by the data processing. Of course, certain
effects can be regulated, for example, if certain practices lead to discrimination or
stigmatization. However, it will be increasingly difficult in the future to keep the
concept of ‘personal data’ as the basis for regulation. For example, is the collection of
nonpersonal data allowed if it can be used to significantly influence a person’s life or
can be reconnected to other data at a later stage so that it becomes a highly sensitive
dataset?
– The current legal framework and the policy debate often assume a balance between
interests. For example, a classic tension is often found between privacy and security.
Traditionally, these interests are balanced against each other to see which weighs
the heaviest either in general or in particular situations. There are some problems
with balancing interests specifically related to Big Data processes. This has two
causes. On the one hand it is increasingly difficult to specify individual interests
(for example in relation to privacy), on the other hand the security interest is also
becoming increasingly difficult to identify and determine.249 Moreover, Big Data
entails precisely that data are collected before a specific purpose is determined, so
that the use and usefulness of data can only be assessed at a later stage. Because
the interests on both sides are increasingly hypothetical and abstract, it becomes
increasingly difficult to weigh and balance them in a sensible manner. Second, the
dichotomy between “security = general interest” and “privacy = individual interest”
is being eroded. Many of the security issues in fact revolve around human security,
the question of whether individual citizens are safe and feel safe. Safety should
therefore also be considered an individual interest. Conversely, privacy is also linked
to general interests, as discussed earlier.

2.3. R EGULATION THROUGH LEGAL MEANS
Finally, Big Data and mass surveillance challenge the legalized approach to privacy
regulation. This is because law has traditionally focused primarily on subjective
249
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rights, and because it deals with specific categories and concepts, which are becoming
increasingly blurry and vague in the age of Big Data. Some of those developments will
be touched upon below, including a number of examples.
– The current legal system places much emphasis on subjective individual rights
and does so to an increasing degree. In response to the survey mentioned earlier,
DPAs frequently referred to the principle of informed consent. Individual rights
traditionally also come with individual responsibility, namely to protect those
rights and to invoke them if they are undermined. The question is whether this
focus can be maintained in the age of Big Data. It is often difficult for individuals
to demonstrate personal injury or an individual interest in a case; individuals are
often unaware that their rights are being violated or even that their data has been
gathered. In the Big Data era, data collection will presumably be so widespread that
it is impossible for individuals to assess each data process to determine whether it
includes their personal data, if so whether the processing is lawful, and if that is not
the case, to go to court or file a complaint. This tension also appears from the survey.
For example. the British DPA has stated the following:
[It] may be difficult to provide meaningful privacy information to data subjects, because of
the complexity of the analytics and people’s reluctance to read terms and conditions, and
because it may not be possible to identify at the outset all the purposes for which the data will
be used. It may be difficult to obtain valid consent, particularly in circumstances where data
is being collected through being observed or gathered from connected devices, rather than
being consciously provided by data subjects.

– More in general, the current system is primarily based on the legal regulation
of rights and obligations. Big Data challenges this basis in several ways. Data
processing is becoming increasingly transnational. This implies that more and
more agreements must be made between jurisdictions and states. Making these
agreements legally binding is often difficult due to the different traditions and legal
systems. Rapidly changing technology means that specific legal provisions can
easily be circumvented and that unforeseen problems and challenges arise. The legal
reality is often overtaken by events and technical developments. The fact that many
of the problems resulting from Big Data processes predominantly revolve around
more general social and societal issues, as also highlighted by a number of DPAs,
makes it difficult to address all the Big Data issues within specific legal doctrines,
which are often aimed at protecting the interests of individuals, of legal subjects.
That is why more and more national governments are looking for alternatives or
additions to traditional black letter law when regulating Big Data – for example selfregulation, codes of conduct and ethical guidelines. For example, the British DPA
has noted the following:
There is some evidence of a move towards self-regulation, in the sense that some companies
are developing what can be described as an ‘ethical’ approach to Big Data, based on
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understanding the customer’s perspective, being transparent about the processing and
building trust.

– The legal framework often depends on static concepts and divisions. These are put
under pressure by Big Data processes.
• For example, the current legal regime is based on different levels of protection
for different types of data. Article 8 of the ECHR protects private data (which
do not necessarily have to be sensitive) and sensitive data (which do not have to
be private) and provides limited protection only to personal data and metadata.
The Data Protection Directive and the General Data Protection Regulation
distinguish between ordinary personal data that may identify somebody, which
are linked to the ordinary protection regime, and sensitive personal data that
concern a person’s race, sexual orientation, health statues, criminal record,
and so on, which are linked to a stricter regime. In addition, the General Data
Protection Regulation introduces a new regime for pseudonymous data,250
and both instruments provide alternative rules for statistical data, which are
aggregated and therefore not directly linked to specific individuals. In principle,
completely anonymous data fall outside the scope of traditional privacy and
data protection frameworks. In addition, the e-Privacy Directive makes a
distinction between the protection of customer data, which may in principle be
processed, and traffic and location data (or metadata), to which different rules
apply.251 However, it is increasingly questionable whether these distinctions
are still tenable in the age of Big Data. Increasingly, these categories are merely
temporary stages, because data can almost always be linked back to an individual
or can be de-anonymized or re-identified. Overall, while the current legal system
is focused on relatively static stages of data and links to these stages a specific
protection regime, in practice, data processing is becoming a circular process:
data are linked, aggregated and anonymized and then again de-anonymized
enriched with other data in order to create sensitive profiles, etc. It is important
to stress that it will often not be known in advance what role or status a specific
datum will have, how it will be used and what it may reveal about an individual
in the future. It is therefore questionable whether it is still tenable to apply
a less stringent juridical regime to the collection of, for example, metadata or
anonymized data than to the collection of sensitive data, if these data can be
linked to other data with ease and may thus become sensitive data over time.
• The law also depends on the division of responsibilities for upholding legal rights
and obligations. This is also challenged by Big Data processes. Firstly, there is
the increasingly transnational nature of data processing activities. The problem
is that different countries have different levels of data protection. The danger is
that private parties will settle in those countries where the regulatory pressure
250
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•

is low. But public sector organizations might act in similar ways as well. For
example, in the Netherlands there is a court case pending on the cooperation
between the Dutch intelligence services and their counterparts abroad. Although
the Netherlands limits the capacities of its intelligence services to collecting
information about Dutch citizens, the US intelligence services, which are less
constrained regarding the collection of data on Dutch nationals, might collect
such data and then pass it on to the Dutch intelligence services. This might work
the other way around, too. Consequently, intelligence services might effectively
circumvent the rules that apply to them by cooperating with other international
actors that are not bound by those rules. Secondly, there is increasing cooperation
between the public and the private sectors, voluntary or otherwise. Again, the
question is which responsibilities should be borne by which party. Often, it is not
clear at first sight what role an organization has played in the value chain of the
data processing activity. Also, very different regulatory frameworks often apply to
public sector and private sector institutions, as also noted by a number of DPAs
in their response to the survey. Thirdly and finally, there is also a trend towards
sharing data and linking databases between governmental organizations. This
implies that governmental agencies that have a limited legal capacity to gather
and store data may still obtain a wealth of information from other governmental
organizations that have a greater legal capacity to gather and store such data. For
example, in the survey, the Dutch DPA refers to a lawsuit that revolves around
the tax authorities’ use of information gathered by the police. Again, the question
is which party should bear responsibility for enforcing the legal regime and
the restrictions it imposes. More generally, it should be noted that data flows
are becoming more fluid and elusive, so that more and more organizations
are involved and more and more parties share partial responsibility. This
complicates the attribution of responsibilities. Just as the lifecycle of data is
becoming increasingly circular, so the division of responsibilities is clearly
shifting away from a rather static reality, in which one party controls, collects
and processes data and should therefore enforce the relevant statutory rules and
obligations, and towards a world in which different parties collect, share and
link data; in which parties from the private and the public sectors cooperate; in
which different governmental institutions share data and databases; and in which
international data flows are becoming increasingly common.
Constitutions usually have a special regime for the so-called state of exception or
the state of emergency. This is the situation in which the existence of a country
is at stake. The classic example is an act of aggression by another country, for
example a hostile army invading another country. In such a state of emergency,
the executive power of the invaded country has the right to curtail the rule of
law and the human rights in whole or in part in order to ensure the survival
of the country. The logic is that the defense of the country against invading
armies would be almost impossible if the army and other services had to
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respect, inter alia, everyone’s right to property, privacy and freedom to the
fullest extent. Traditionally, security and intelligence agencies fall under the
same or a similar exceptionalist discourse, as they were installed to protect the
stability of the country against foreign spies, insurrection and other aggressive
intensions. Currently, the focus with respect to the state of emergency is almost
exclusively on potential terrorist attacks. On the one hand, this entails a change
in the nature of the relevant danger. However terrible a terrorist attack on, for
example, a subway may be, it does not put the existence of a country at risk.252
On the other hand, the nature of the aggressor has also changed significantly. In
a war of aggression, it is relatively clear who the aggressor is, what she will attack
and often when she will attack or at least when the danger of such an attack is
over. With terrorism, the point is precisely that it is unknown who will carry
out an attack (especially with lone wolves or small cells), what the target will be,
and when the attack will take place. There is therefore a strong need to gather
information on increasingly large groups of people and over an increasingly
long period of time.253 Another difference is that the danger no longer comes
primarily from outside, but that potential aggressors may be among the
population of a country. The question therefore arises how to deal with threats
such as cyber wars and international terrorism in the future, as the classic
dichotomy between war and peace, between the state of emergency and the rule
of law is crumbling.254 This is important because many of the Big Data and mass
surveillance processes are initiated by intelligence agencies which partially fall
under the exceptionalist discourse. In practice, there exists a hybrid between
the two extremes of war and peace.255 The threat of terrorism or a cyberwar
has a distinctly different character than a war of aggression, but is also clearly
distinguished from peacetime and traditional crime, like robbery or murder.
On the one hand, it seems logical to place the exceptionalist legal framework for
intelligence agencies under constitutional and democratic control. On the other
hand, the question is whether it can still be asked of these services to operate
only in cases where concrete and direct danger exists.
A final example of how Big Data puts pressure on legal distinctions can be found
in the notion of technology-neutral law. Many constitutions around the world
contain a provision on the secrecy of correspondence, the protection of the home
and of the physical body. Internet communications, privacy in the public sphere
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and digital identities are protected to a lesser extent. The rights of citizens are
not always defined in technology-neutral terms, nor are the powers of the police
and the intelligence and security services. For instance, many police services
face uncertainty regarding the extent of their investigative powers in the digital
environment. How should the criterion of ‘reasonable suspicion’ as a condition
for surveilling citizens, be interpreted on the internet; are police officers allowed
to surveil public internet domains the same way as they are authorized to surveil
public spaces in the physical realm; are they allowed to screen private social
media pages and discussion fora, etc.? The distinction made between the various
techniques and particularly between the online and offline world is becoming
less and less clear. In fact, the online and offline environment are increasingly
intertwined, especially with developments such as ambient technologies, smart
robotics and the internet of things, where objects are equipped with a sensor and
will be connected to the Internet and communicate with one another.256

3.

HOW THE ECTHR IS GR ADUALLY MOVING BEYOND
THE INDIVIDUALIZED PRIVACY PAR ADIGM

Chapter II discussed the dominant privacy paradigm underpinning the European
Court of Human Right’s the interpretation of the right to privacy.257 This approach is
increasingly focused on individual interests and rights. However, ever since the late
seventies, the Court has been struggling with its own approach. Some cases, especially
those revolving around (bulk) data collection, seem to affect privacy without clearly
violating individual rights and interests. At an early stage, the ECtHR already made
exceptions to its own rules on in abstracto claims, on individual harm and on class
actions. For a long time, it did so without explicitly acknowledging that it did so. In
recent jurisprudence, namely the Zhakarov and Szabó & Vissy cases, the Court has
finally made it clear that in exceptional cases, it will let go of its individualized approach
to privacy in order to be able to address cases revolving around, in particular, mass
surveillance by states.
This section will briefly explain the history of this development. It will discuss cases
in which the Court was faced with the choice between sticking to its strict interpretation
of the victim requirement and declaring the cases inadmissible, or derogating from
this focus on individual harm and accepting jurisdiction to hear the case. The Court
256
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typically chooses the latter option in three instances: (1) when there is a reasonable
chance that the applicant has been harmed, (2) when it is likely that the applicant will be
affected by the practice in the future and (3) when the mere existence of a law or policy
as such leads to a violation of Article 8 ECHR. These three approaches will be briefly
discussed in the following three paragraphs. Finally, the last subsection will discuss the
recent Zakharov and Szabó cases, and explain what this implies for the protection of
human rights in the age of Big Data.

3.1. R EASONABLE LIKELIHOOD (HYPOTHETICAL HAR M)
A discussion about the victim requirement under the European Convention on Human
Rights, especially in relation to surveillance activities by the state, has to start with
Klass and others v. Germany.258 This case revolved around the applicants’ claim that
the contested German legislation permitted surveillance measures without obliging
the authorities to notify the persons concerned after the event. They also complained
about the lack of judicial remedies against the ordering and execution of such measures.
According to them, this led to a situation of potentially unchecked and uncontrolled
surveillance, as those affected by the measures were kept unaware and were consequently
not able to challenge them in a legal procedure. In essence, the case revolved around
hypothetical harm, as the applicants claimed that they could potentially have been the
victims of surveillance activities employed by the German government, but could not
be certain since the governmental services remained silent on this point. The claimants
were judges and lawyers, professions which cannot function without respect for secrecy
of deliberations and of contacts with clients. Moreover, by virtue of their profession,
they are more likely to be affected by the measures than ordinary citizens, at least so
the applicants claimed. The government, to the contrary, argued that the applicants
could not substantiate their claim that they were victims of the contested surveillance
activities and consequently, that they were bringing forth an in abstracto claim.
The Commission, deciding on the admissibility of the case, referred to Article 25
ECHR, the current Article 34 ECHR, which reads as follows:
The Court may receive applications from any person, nongovernmental organisation or
group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of the High Contracting
Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the Protocols thereto. The High
Contracting Parties undertake not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right.

On this basis, the Commission argued:
[O]nly the victim of an alleged violation may bring an application. The applicants, however,
state that they may be or may have been subject to secret surveillance, for example, in course
of legal representation of clients who were themselves subject to surveillance, and that
258
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persons having been the subject of secret surveillance are not always subsequently informed
of the measures taken against them. In view of this particularity of the case the applicants
have to be considered as victims for purposes of Art. 25.259

Before the Court, which heard the case on its merits, the Delegates of the Commission
argued that the government was setting too rigid a standard for the notion of ‘victim’.
They submitted that, in order to be able to claim to be the victim of an interference with
the exercise of the right to privacy, ‘it should suffice that a person is in a situation where
there is a reasonable risk of his being subjected to secret surveillance.’260 The Court
took this reasoning a step further: ‘an individual may, under certain conditions, claim
to be the victim of a violation occasioned by the mere existence of secret measures or
of legislation permitting secret measures, without having to allege that such measures
were in fact applied to him.’261 In this case, the Court thus accepted an in abstracto
claim, instead of a hypothetical claim, as the ‘mere existence’ of a law may lead to
an interference with Article 8 ECHR.262 This contrasts with the test proposed by the
Delegates, namely whether there is a ‘reasonable likelihood’ that the applicants were
affected by the measures complained of. In the latter test, the requirement of personal
harm remains, though it is not made dependent on actual and concrete proof, but
on a reasonable suspicion; in the abstract test, the requirement of personal harm is
abandoned, as the laws and policies are assessed as such.
Both approaches have played an important role in the Court’s subsequent case
law.263 The abstract test was adopted in Malone v. the UK264 and in P.G. and J.H. v.
the UK,265 among other cases. In Mersch and others v. Luxembourg, the Commission
carefully distinguished between the two tests, applying them to two different types of
complaints. The case was declared incompatible with the provisions of the Convention
insofar as it regarded a violation of the Convention’s provisions on account of measures
taken under a legal instrument, as the claimants had not been subjected to surveillance
measures. Likewise, the Commission stressed that legal persons, one of the applicants
being a legal person, could not complain about such matters as they could not be
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subjected to monitoring or surveillance ordered in the course of criminal proceedings
because legal persons had no criminal responsibility. However, it continued to point
out that another part of the claim concerned laws as such, namely the provisions
allowing for surveillance not confined to persons who may be suspected of committing
the criminal offences referred to therein. With regard to this abstract claim, the
Commission accepted all applicants in their claim and declared the case admissible.266
Conversely, in Hilton v. the UK, the Commission argued as follows:
‘[T]he Klass case falls to be distinguished from the present case in that there existed a
legislative framework in that case which governed the use of secret measures and that this
legislation potentially affected all users of postal and telecommunications services. In the
present case the category of persons likely to be affected by the measures in question is
significantly narrower. On the other hand, the Commission considers that it should be
possible in certain cases to raise a complaint such as is made by the applicant without the
necessity of proving the existence of a fi le of personal information. To fall into the latter
category the Commission is of the opinion that applicants must be able to show that there
is, at least, a reasonable likelihood that the Security Service has compiled and continues to
retain personal information about them.267

Subsection 3.3 will explore the use of the abstract test by the Court in more detail. What
is important to note with regard to the reasonable likelihood test268 is that two aspects
can lead to the establishment of a reasonable likelihood.269 First, the Court takes
into account whether the applicant falls under a group or category that is specifically
mentioned in the law on which the surveillance activities are based. In these types of
cases, the Court is willing to accept that applicants who fall under these categories
can demonstrate a reasonable likelihood that they had been affected by the matters
complained of. Second, the Court takes into account specific actions by the applicants
which make them more likely to be affected by surveillance measures. In Matthews v.
the UK, for example, the Commission decided that the assumption of the applicants
that they were wiretapped was not substantiated by their argument that they heard
266
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mysterious clicking noises during telephone calls. That being said, the Commission was
prepared to accept this assumption on other grounds:
[I]n view of the fact that the applicant was active in the campaign against Cruise (nuclear)
missiles in the United Kingdom, the Commission will assume for the purposes of this
decision that the applicant has established a reasonable possibility that her telephone
conversations were intercepted pursuant to a warrant for the purposes of national security.270

3.2. CHILLING EFFECT (FUTUR E HAR M)
The chilling effect principle is mostly connected to the freedom of speech and the Court
uses it to explain that certain actions by the government, although not directly limiting
the freedom of speech of its citizens, may lead to self-restraint: a chilling effect in the
lawful use of a right. The chilling effect is the effect which exists when people know that
they are being watched or know that they might be watched. Afraid of the potential
consequences, people will restrain their behavior and abstain from certain acts which
they perceive as possibly inciting negative consequences.271 However, the Court is also
willing to accept this doctrine in certain cases relating to Article 8 ECHR, primarily
when they regard surveillance measures, but also in relation to laws that discriminate or
stigmatize certain groups in society. Here, the Court is willing to accept that although
no harm has been done yet to an applicant, she may still be received in her (a priori)
claim if it is likely that she will suffer from harm in the future, either because she is
curtailed in her right to privacy by the government or because she will resort to selfrestraint in the use of her right.
An example may be the case of Michaud v. France, in which the applicant, a
lawyer, complained that because lawyers were under an obligation to report suspicious
operations, he was required, subject to disciplinary action, to report people who came to
her for advice. He considered this system to be incompatible with the principles of lawyerclient privilege and professional confidentiality. The government maintained, however,
that the applicant could not claim to be a ‘victim’ as his rights had not actually been
affected in practice, highlighting that he did not claim that the legislation in question
had been applied to her detriment, but simply that he had been obliged to organize his
practice accordingly and introduce special internal procedures. This would qualify as an
in abstracto claim, according to the government. It continued to stress that if the Court
accepted her status as a ‘potential victim’, this would open the door for class actions.
The Court pointed out that, indeed, in order to be able to lodge an application
in pursuance of Article 34 of the Convention, a person must be able to claim to be a
‘victim’ of a violation of the rights enshrined in the Convention: to claim to be a victim
270
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of a violation, a person must be directly affected by the impugned measure. The Court
continued by holding that the ECHR does not envisage an actio popularis for the
interpretation of the rights set out therein, or permit individuals to complain about a
provision of national law simply because they consider – without having been directly
affected by that law – that it may contravene the Convention. Referring to Marckx
v. Belgium, Johnston and others v. Ireland, Norris v. Ireland and Burden v. the UK, it
stressed, however:
[It is] open to a person to contend that a law violates his rights, in the absence of an individual
measure of implementation, and therefore to claim to be a ‘victim’ within the meaning of
Article 34 of the Convention, if he is required to either modify his conduct or risk being
prosecuted, or if he is a member of a class of people who risk being directly affected by the
legislation.272

The Court pointed out that if the applicant failed to report suspicious activities as
required, he would expose herself by virtue of the law to disciplinary sanctions up to
and including being struck off. The Court also accepted the applicant’s suggestion that,
as a lawyer specializing in financial and tax law, he was even more concerned by these
obligations than many of his colleagues and exposed to the consequences of failure to
comply. In fact, he faced a dilemma comparable, mutatis mutandis, to that which the
Court already identified in Dudgeon v. the UK and Norris: either he applies the rules
and relinquishes his idea of the principle of lawyer-client privilege, or he decides not
to apply them and exposes herself to disciplinary sanctions and even being struck off.
Therefore, the Court accepted that the applicant was directly affected by the impugned
provisions and could therefore claim to be a ‘victim’ of the alleged violation of Article 8.
In conclusion, the Court accepted the applicant’s status as victim, not because he had
actually suffered from any concrete harm, but because he was likely to be affected by
it in the future, either because he would restrict or limit her behavior or because she
would not and would face a legal sanction.
The references to the cases of Marckx, Dudgeon and Norris, amongst others, are
particularly telling. It appears that the Court is also willing to relax its strict focus on
individual harm in cases regarding potential discrimination and stigmatization of
weaker groups in society. For example, it has accepted that where the national legislator
had adopted a prohibition on abortion, a complainant could still be received even if she
was not pregnant, had not been refused an abortion procedure, nor had been prosecuted
for unlawful abortion.273 Likewise, in Marckx, the inheritance laws complained of
had not yet been applied to the applicants and presumably would not be applied for a
certain period of time. Nonetheless, the Court argued that they had a legitimate interest
in challenging a legal position, that of an unmarried mother and of children born out
of wedlock, which affected them – according to the Court – personally.274 Dudgeon
272
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and Norris both involved claims by an applicant about the regulation of homosexual
conduct. The Court held that the applicant could be received even without the law being
applied to him and without there being any reason to believe that it might be:
The very existence of this legislation continuously and directly affects his private life: either
he respects the law and refrains from engaging – even in private with consenting male
partners – in prohibited sexual acts to which he is disposed by reason of his homosexual
tendencies, or he commits such acts and thereby becomes liable to criminal prosecution.275

This approach is becoming increasingly important in cases revolving around
surveillance activities by the state, in which the Court is also willing to accept potential
future harm and chilling effects. A good example may be the case of Colon v. the
Netherlands, in which the applicant complained that the designation of a security risk
area by the Burgomaster of Amsterdam violated his right to respect for privacy as it
enabled a public prosecutor to conduct random searches of people over an extensive
period in a large area without this mandate being subject to any judicial review. The
government, to the contrary, argued that the designation of a security risk area or the
issuing of a stop-and-search order had not in itself constituted an interference with the
applicant’s private life or liberty of movement. Since the event complained of, several
preventive search operations had been conducted; in none of them had the applicant
been subjected to further attempts to search him. According to the government, this
was enough to show that the likelihood of an interference with the applicant’s rights
was so minimal that this deprived him of the status of victim.
The Court stressed again that, in principle, it did not accept in abstracto claims or an
actio popularis:
In principle, it is not sufficient for individual applicants to claim that the mere existence
of the legislation violates their rights under the Convention; it is necessary that the law
should have been applied to their detriment. Nevertheless, Article 34 entitles individuals to
contend that legislation violates their rights by itself, in the absence of an individual measure
of implementation, if they run the risk of being directly affected by it; that is, if they are
required either to modify their conduct or risk being prosecuted, or if they are members of a
class of people who risk being directly affected by the legislation.276

The Court went on to conclude that the applicant satisfied the victim requirement:
The Court is not disposed to doubt that the applicant was engaged in lawful pursuits for
which she might reasonably wish to visit the part of Amsterdam city centre designated
as a security risk area. This made her liable to be subjected to search orders should these
275
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happen to coincide with her visits there. The events of 19 February 2004, followed by the
criminal prosecution occasioned by the applicant’s refusal to submit to a search, leave no
room for doubt on this point. It follows that the applicant can claim to be a “victim” within
the meaning of Article 34 of the Convention and the Government’s alternative preliminary
objection must be rejected also.277

As with the laws prohibiting homosexual conduct, the applicant was left a choice
between two evils: either he avoided traveling to the capital city of the Netherlands
or he risked being subjected to surveillance activities. This is enough for the Court
to accept a victim status, which it has reaffirmed in later jurisprudence.278 Currently
pending before the Court is a case regarding mass surveillance activities by the British
government and its intelligence services.279 It will be interesting to see whether in
future, the Court will take a similar approach to practices such as data retention
practices280 or mass wiretapping of telecommunications. By analogy to Colon, it could
be argued that such are left only with the choice either to abstain from legitimately
using the internet or other common (electronic) communication channels, or face the
risk of being subjected to surveillance activities.

3.3. IN ABSTR ACTO CLAIMS (NO INDIVIDUAL HAR M)
Although in the cases discussed above involve a relaxation of the victim requirement,
the Court still holds on to this principle. There are, however, cases, which have been
briefly touched upon in Subsection 3.1, in which the Court allows in abstracto claims,
regarding laws or policies as such without them having been applied to the claimant or
otherwise having had a direct effect on her.281 Sometimes, the Court, rather artificially,
holds on to the victim requirement by holding that everyone living in a certain
country is affected by a certain law. For example, in Weber and Saravia v. Germany,
the applicants claimed that certain provisions of the Fight against Crime Act violated
Article 8 ECHR. The Court reiterated that the mere existence of legislation which allows
a system for the secret monitoring of communications entails a threat of surveillance
for all those to whom the legislation may be applied:
This threat necessarily strikes at freedom of communication between users of the
telecommunications services and thereby amounts in itself to an interference with the
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exercise of the applicants’ rights under Article 8, irrespective of any measures actually taken
against them.282

In a similar fashion, the Court recalled in Liberty and others v. the UK its earlier case
law:
In previous cases to the effect that the mere existence of legislation which allows a system
for the secret monitoring of communications entails a threat of surveillance for all those
to whom the legislation may be applied. This threat necessarily strikes at freedom of
communication between users of the telecommunications services and thereby amounts in
itself to an interference with the exercise of the applicants’ rights under Article 8, irrespective
of any measures actually taken against them.283

The fact that everyone may claim to be a victim means that everyone may submit a
claim before the Court, a situation which it had earlier hoped to prevent by introducing
the prohibition on class actions.
Although in these cases, the Court still held on to the victim requirement, in
most cases revolving around in abstracto claims, such as Klass, Malone, P.G. and J.H.
and Mersch, the victim requirement is simply abandoned. This shift has had a large
influence on the admissibility of cases and complainants more in general. While
typical cases under Article 8 ECHR revolve around individual interests such as human
dignity, individual autonomy and personal freedom, cases in which the Court accepts
in abstracto claims revolve around societal interests, such as the abuse of power by
the government. Abandoning the victim requirement means that other hurdles for
invoking Article 8 ECHR are also minimized. This passage will briefly touch on three
examples. First, the rejection of the Court of legal persons invoking the right to privacy;
second, the obligation to exhaust all domestic remedies before submitting a claim under
the system of supranational supervision; and third, the requirement that a case must be
brought before the European Court of Human Rights within six months after the final
decision has been made at the national level.
As has been discussed, in Mersch and others v. Luxembourg, the Court was
willing to accept a legal person in its claim for the part of the case that regarded the
mere existence of laws or policies as such. Besides Mersch, the Court has accepted the
complaint of a legal person in Liberty and in Association for European Integration and
Human Rights and Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgaria. The latter case regarded the authorities’ wide
discretion to gather and use information obtained through secret surveillance. The
applicants suggested that, by failing to provide sufficient safeguards against abuse, by its
very existence, the laws were in violation of Article 8 ECHR. The government disputed
that the applicants could be considered victims (as they did not claim to be specifically
harmed by the matter) and that legal persons should not be allowed to claim a right
to privacy in general and in particular in this case because the legal person could not
282
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have been harmed itself. The Court, however, pointed to the statutory objectives of the
association and found to the contrary:
The rights in issue in the present case are those of the applicant association, not of its
members. There is therefore a sufficiently direct link between the association as such and
the alleged breaches of the Convention. It follows that it can claim to be a victim within the
meaning of Article 34 of the Convention.284

Essentially the same was held in Iordachi and others v. Moldova.285 This means that
legal persons who have statutes that incorporate references to the general protection of
privacy and other human rights may have direct access to the court in the future when
cases regard mass surveillance activities by the state.
As a second example, reference can be made to the requirement to exhaust all
domestic remedies before submitting a claim before the ECtHR. This requirement is
also relaxed with in abstracto claims. The admissibility criteria laid down in Article 35
ECHR specify that the Court may only deal with a matter after all domestic remedies
have been exhausted, according to the general recognized rules of international law.
This is connected to the principle that the Court dismisses cases in which the national
authorities have acknowledged their mistake and have remedied their misconduct,
either by providing compensation and/or by revoking the law or policy on which
the abusive practices were based. If the national courts would be passed over by the
claimant, national states would be denied this chance. However, the problem with in
abstracto claims is that, especially when linked to mass surveillance by secret services,
national oversight is often quite limited. More specifically, in abstracto claims can often
not be brought forward by citizens or legal persons on the domestic level. Moreover,
courts and tribunals often simply lack the power to annul laws or policies and can
only assess specific individual cases. That is why the ECtHR is often willing to accept
claimants which have not exhausted all domestic remedies if the claim regards the mere
existence of laws or policies as such.
For example, the Court in Kennedy v. the UK concluded that the applicant had
failed to raise his objections to the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA)
before the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT). However, it also stressed that where the
government claims non-exhaustion it must satisfy the Court that the remedy proposed
was an effective one, available in theory and in practice at the relevant time; that is to
say, that it was accessible, was capable of providing redress in respect of the applicant’s
complaints and offered reasonable prospects of success. However, it found:
‘[I]f the applicant had made a general complaint to the IPT, and if that complaint been
upheld, the tribunal did not have the power to annul any of the RIPA provisions or to find
any interception arising under RIPA to be unlawful as a result of the incompatibility of the
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provisions themselves with the Convention. (…) Accordingly, the Court considers that the
applicant was not required to advance his complaint regarding the general compliance of the
RIPA regime for internal communications with Article 8 §2 before the IPT in order to satisfy
the requirement under Article 35 §1 that he exhaust domestic remedies.’286

The Court held essentially the same in M. M. v. the UK.287 This means for in abstracto
claims that the ECtHR is willing to rule as a court of first instance.
To offer a final example, the Convention specifies certain time-restrictive principles,
which are also put under pressure with in abstracto claims, as these do not revolve
around specific violations but the existence of laws or policies as such, and are thus
not linked to a specific moment in time. The principle of ratione temporis signifies that
the provisions of the Convention do not bind a national state in relation to any act or
fact which took place or any situation which ceased to exist before the date of the entry
into force of the Convention or the accession of a state to the ECHR. This means that,
for example, if the right to privacy of an individual had been violated by a state before
that state entered the Convention, this case will be declared inadmissible by the Court.
Obviously, this principle does not apply to in abstracto claims, as the infringement
continues to exist. The Convention, Article 35, also requires applicants to submit their
application within a period of six months from the date on which the final decision on
the national level was taken. This principle is also very difficult to maintain with regard
to in abstracto claims, and the ECtHR has often adopted a flexible approach with this
respect.
For example, in Lenev v. Bulgaria, the Court made a sharp distinction between the
complaint regarding individual harm and the part of the application revolving around
the mere existence of the law. Regarding the timeliness of the applicant’s complaint,
which occurred more than six months after he learned about the secret taping of his
interrogation, the Court reasoned as follows:
The fact that he did not have knowledge of the exact content of the recording is immaterial
because the lack of such knowledge could not prevent him from formulating a complaint
under Article 8 of the Convention in relation to the secret taping of his interrogation. Nor
can the Court accept that the criminal proceedings against the applicant constituted an
obstacle to his raising grievances in this respect. It follows that the complaints concerning
the secret taping of the applicant’s interrogation have been introduced out of time and
must be rejected in accordance with Article 35 §§1 and 4 of the Convention. By contrast,
the concomitant complaints concerning the mere existence in Bulgaria of laws and practices
which have established a system for secret surveillance relate to a continuing situation – in as
much as the applicant may at any time be placed under such surveillance without his being
aware of it. It follows that his complaints in that respect cannot be regarded as having been
raised out of time.’288
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Consequently, claims revolving around the mere existence of laws or policies are not
bound by the time limits specified by the Convention. In conclusion, abandoning the
victim requirement has the effect of dissolving many of the thresholds for invoking a
right under the Convention.

3.4. CONVENTIONALITY
To summarize briefly, the following has been shown. The Court focuses on individual
harm by natural persons when assessing the admissibility of cases under Article 8
ECHR, as discussed in the previous chapter. According to the Court, this provision
guarantees protection only to individual interests such as human dignity, individual
autonomy and personal freedom. Cases are declared inadmissible if they do not
revolve around individual harm. Examples are: in abstracto claims, a priori claims,
hypothetical complaints, class actions, claims about minimal harm, claims about harm
which has been remedied, claims by legal persons and claims that do not regard strictly
personal interests. However, it has also been explained that in certain types of cases, the
Court is willing to relax its standards. It is sometimes willing to allow for hypothetical
complaints if a reasonable likelihood exists that the applicant has been harmed; it is
occasionally willing to accept a priori claims, when the applicant is forced to restrict its
legitimate use of her right to privacy in order to avoid legal sanctions; and in exceptional
cases, it is even willing to accept claims that revolve around the mere existence of laws
and policies as such.
The reason why the Court is willing to relax its stance in cases revolving around
(mass) surveillance activities specifically is clear. The citizen is mostly unaware of the fact
that she is being followed or that her data are being gathered, why this is done, by whom,
to what extent, etc. Likewise, especially with regard to laws allowing for mass surveillance
and data retention, the fact is that the potential violations do not revolve around a specific
person, but affect everyone living under that regime or at least very large numbers of
people. Mostly, the issue is simply the presumed abuse of power by national authorities.
This is a societal interest, related to the legitimacy and legality of the state.
The reason for discussing these matters in such detail is that these characteristics
are shared to a large extent by privacy infringements following from Big Data initiatives
in general. All notions connected to the victim requirement, such as the de minimis
rule, the prohibition on hypothetical, future and abstract harm, the prohibition of
class actions and of legal persons instituting a complaint, and the focus on individual
interests, seem to be challenged by the developments known as Big Data. Some of the
most salient privacy-related claims regarding mass surveillance and Big Data practices
include claims about the potential chilling effect (e.g. users being afraid to use certain
forms of communication), about hypothetical harm, and even abstract assessments of
the policies and practices as such. Not the individual, but civil society groups and legal
persons seem to be best equipped to fi le such complaints. Not individual interests are
at stake in these types of processes, but general and societal interests. Thus, in order
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to retain the relevance of the rights to privacy and data protection in the modern
technological era, the victim requirement and all its subrequirements should be relaxed.
And this is exactly what the ECtHR is willing to do in cases that revolve around
surveillance activities. It does accept claims about future harm, potential chilling
effects and about hypothetical harm; it does receive class actions, abstract claims and
claims from legal persons; and it does take into account abstract and societal interests.
Although the Court has done so for years without explicitly acknowledging the fact
that, in exceptional cases, it is prepared to relax its individualized approach to privacy,
it has finally made this unequivocally clear in in two recent cases, namely Szabó &
Vissy 289 and especially Zakharov.290 In Zakharov, the ECtHR argued as follows:
[T]he Court accepts that an applicant can claim to be the victim of a violation occasioned
by the mere existence of secret surveillance measures, or legislation permitting secret
surveillance measures, if the following conditions are satisfied. Firstly, the Court will
take into account the scope of the legislation permitting secret surveillance measures by
examining whether the applicant can possibly be affected by it, either because he or she
belongs to a group of persons targeted by the contested legislation or because the legislation
directly affects all users of communication services by instituting a system where any
person can have his or her communications intercepted. Secondly, the Court will take into
account the availability of remedies at the national level and will adjust the degree of scrutiny
depending on the effectiveness of such remedies. As the Court underlined in Kennedy,
where the domestic system does not afford an effective remedy to the person who suspects
that he or she was subjected to secret surveillance, widespread suspicion and concern
among the general public that secret surveillance powers are being abused cannot be said
to be unjustified. In such circumstances the menace of surveillance can be claimed in itself
to restrict free communication through the postal and telecommunication services, thereby
constituting for all users or potential users a direct interference with the right guaranteed
by Article 8. There is therefore a greater need for scrutiny by the Court and an exception to
the rule, which denies individuals the right to challenge a law in abstracto, is justified. In
such cases the individual does not need to demonstrate the existence of any risk that secret
surveillance measures were applied to her. By contrast, if the national system provides for
effective remedies, a widespread suspicion of abuse is more difficult to justify. In such cases,
the individual may claim to be a victim of a violation occasioned by the mere existence of
secret measures or of legislation permitting secret measures only if he is able to show that,
due to his personal situation, he is potentially at risk of being subjected to such measures.291

Although this development seems laudable in terms of concrete protection, the question
is at what price this comes. What is left for the Court to assess in these types of cases,
particularly with in abstracto claims, is the mere quality of laws and policies as such
and the question is whether this narrow assessment is still properly addressed under
a human rights framework. The normal assessment of the Court revolves around,
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roughly, three questions, as discussed in the previous chapter: (1) has there been an
infringement of the right to privacy of the claimant, (2) is the infringement prescribed
by law and (3) is the infringement necessary in a democratic society in terms of, inter
alia, national security – that is, does the societal interest in this particular case outweigh
the individual interest (balancing test). Obviously, the first question does not apply to in
abstracto claims because there has been no infringement with the right of the claimant.
The third question is also left untouched by the Court, because it is impossible, in the
absence of an individual interest, to weigh the different interests involved. This means
of course that another of the Court’s principles, namely that it only decides on the
particular case before it, is also overturned.
Even the second question – whether the infringement is prescribed by law – is not
applicable as such since there is no infringement that is or is not prescribed by law.
Although the Court regularly determines in cases, inter alia, whether the laws are
accessible, whether sanctions are foreseeable and whether the infringement at stake is
based on a legal provision, this does not apply to in abstracto claims. There is often a law
permitting mass surveillance (that is exactly the problem) and these laws are accessible
and the consequences are foreseeable (in the sense that everyone will be affected by it).
Rather, it is the mere quality of the policy as such that is assessed; the content of the
law, the use of power as such, may be deemed inappropriate. The question of abuse of
power can of course be addressed by the Court, though not under Article 8 ECHR, but
under Article 18 of the Convention, which specifies: ‘The restrictions permitted under
this Convention to the said rights and freedoms shall not be applied for any purpose
other than those for which they have been prescribed.’ But, as the Court has stressed,
this provision can only be invoked if one of the other Convention rights are at stake.
Reprehensible as the abuse of power may be, there are arguments for saying that it is
only proper to address this question under a human rights framework if one of the
human rights contained therein will be or has been violated by the abuse. The Court
cannot assess the abuse of power as such (a doctrine which it also applies to, inter alia,
Article 14 ECHR, the prohibition of discrimination).
However, what is assessed in cases in which in abstracto claims regarding
surveillance activities have been accepted is precisely the use of power by the
government as such, without a specific individual interest being at stake. This is a test of
legality and legitimacy, which is well known to countries that have a constitutional court
or body, such as France and Germany. These courts can assess the ‘constitutionality’
of national laws in abstract terms. Not surprisingly, the term ‘conventionality’ (or
‘conventionalité’ in French) has been introduced in the cases discussed.292 For example,
in Michaud, the government argued that with a previous in abstracto decision, the
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Court had ‘issued the Community human rights protection system with a “certificate
of conventionality”, in terms of both its substantive and its procedural guarantees.’293
Referring to the Michaud judgment, among other cases, in his partly concurring, partly
dissenting opinion in Vallianatos and others v. Greece, justice Pinto De Albuquerque
explained: ‘The abstract review of “conventionality” is the review of the compatibility of
a national law with the Convention independently of a specific case where this law has
been applied.’294
He argued that the case of Vallianatos and others, which revolved around the
fact that the civil unions introduced by a specific law were designed only for couples
composed of different-sex adults, is particulary interesting in that the Grand Chamber
performs an abstract review of the “conventionality” of a Greek law, while acting as a
court of first instance:
The Grand Chamber not only reviews the Convention compliance of a law which has not
been applied to the applicants, but furthermore does it without the benefit of prior scrutiny
of that same legislation by the national courts. In other words, the Grand Chamber invests
itself with the power to examine in abstracto the Convention compliance of laws without any
prior national judicial review.295

As explained earlier, when discussing Lenev v. Bulgaria, the Court is likewise willing
to pass over the domestic legal system and act as court of first instance in cases
revolving around mass surveillance. Subsequent to Michaud and Vallianatos, the
term ‘conventionality’ has been used more often,296 as well as the term ‘Conventioncompatibility’, for example in the case of Kennedy v. the UK discussed earlier,297 and
most likely will only gain in dominance as the Court opens up the Convention for
abstract reviews of laws and policies.
What is left in these types of cases is thus the abstract assessment of laws and
policies as such, without a Convention right necessarily being at stake. Furthermore, the
Court is willing to assess the ‘conventionality’ of these laws as court of first instance.298
293
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As stressed before, in the Big Data era, what is needed is not more individual rights
protecting individual interests, but general duties to protect general interests.299
Accepting in abstracto claims and assessing the legality and legitimacy of laws and (Big
Data) practices as such fits this purpose. But it seems to diverge in essence from the
approach the ECtHR has taken to the right to privacy for a long time. Not individual
interests of natural persons are the core of these types of cases, but general interests
in relation to the legitimacy and legality of laws. When the Court does so, it seems to
interpret the nature of the ECHR yet again. The first chapter of this book showed that
it changed the Convention as a whole, and the right to privacy in particular, from a
framework laying down duties of states not to abuse their power to a document
protecting the specific interests of natural persons. Now, it is once more changing the
nature of the Convention, namely from a human rights instrument which provides
protection to the minimum principles of human life in last instance, to a document
resembling a constitution, and its position from a supranational court overseeing
severe human rights violations in last instance, to a first instance court for assessing the
legality and legitimacy of laws and policies as such.

4.

ALTER NATIVES FOR THE CUR R ENT PRIVACY
PAR ADIGM IN THE SCHOLAR LY LITER ATUR E

Section 2 showed that many of the aspects of the current legal paradigm are put
under pressure by Big Data-related developments. Section 3 showed that in order to
deal with these types of cases, the ECtHR is forced to move beyond the pillars of the
individualized privacy paradigm. Section 4 will provide an overview of alternatives to
the individualized privacy paradigm that have been proposed in scholarly literature.
Subsection 4.1 will focus on theories that argue that privacy is constitutive for societal
institutions, such as the healthcare sector, the legal system and journalism. Subsection
4.2 will discuss the aggregated, group and collective interests that relate to privacy
protection. Subsection 4.3 will discuss theories that focus on potential and future harm,
including the chilling effect. Subsection 4.4 will discuss theories that revolve around the
(ethical) evaluation of agents, or potential privacy violators.300
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4.1. CONSTITUTIVE INTER ESTS
Many authors have struggled to find an exact definition and description of privacy.
Most authors agree that the value and meaning of privacy differs between cultures,
periods and persons. Still, the right to privacy is generally linked to underlying values
such as human dignity,301 individual autonomy302 or personal freedom.303 This
means that in contrast to those values, the right to privacy is commonly viewed as an
instrumental and not an intrinsic value. Solove, for example, holds that the problem
with theories that ascribe to privacy an intrinsic value is that they tend to sidestep the
difficult task of articulating why privacy is valued. ‘The difficulty with intrinsic value
is that it is often hard to describe it beyond being a mere taste. Vanilla ice cream has
intrinsic value for many people, but reasons cannot readily be given to explain why.
Individuals like vanilla ice cream, and that is about all that can be said. Privacy’s
value is often more complex than a mere taste, and it can be explained and articulated.
Although it is possible that some forms of privacy may have intrinsic value, many
forms of privacy are valuable primarily because of the ends they further’.304 Privacy
is thus generally described as an instrumental value, as a relative value (contrasting
with absolute values such as the prohibition on torture) and a personal value. On this
last point there is a contrast with, inter alia, the freedom of speech, which is generally
said to be instrumental to individual expression and the possibility of personal
development, but also to the search for truth through the market place of ideas and to
the well-functioning of the press, which at its turn may be described as a precondition
of a vital democracy.
Because of the points discussed earlier, scholars have increasingly argued that
privacy is not only instrumental towards personal values, but also constitutive
for general institutions. Constitutiveness, in contrast to instrumentality, signals a
necessary relationship – privacy is described as a necessary precondition of societal
institutions. One example is Spiros Simitis, who argued that privacy should be seen as
a constitutive element of a democratic society.305 Ruth Gavison, in similar vein, held:
‘In the absence of consensus concerning many limitations of liberty, and in view of
the limits on our capacity to encourage tolerance and acceptance and to overcome
prejudice, privacy must be part of our commitment to individual freedom and to a
society that is committed to the protection of such freedom. Privacy is also essential
to democratic government because it fosters and encourages the moral autonomy of
the citizen, a central requirement of a democracy’.306 Of course, reference can also
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be made to Habermas, who argues that democracy and human rights are mutually
constitutive.307 For these types of theories, privacy is a necessary precondition for
democracy, the rule of law or a free and equal society.
Similarly, a connection is often made between privacy and specific institutions.
Many of the court cases revolving around mass surveillance by secret services, for
example, are initiated not only by civil society organizations protecting the right
to privacy in general, but also by professional organizations protecting the specific
interests of lawyers and journalists. Those organizations point to the fact that both
professions can only function properly when a degree of secrecy and confidentially is
guaranteed. Without the possibility for secrecy between lawyer and client, the client
might not feel free to speak about sensitive issues, which leaves the lawyers only
partially informed and unable to defend the case of their client. This might undermine
the right to a fair trial and ultimately the rule of law as such. Similarly, the argument
is made that journalists cannot function without a form of secrecy of sources being
guaranteed. Sources will not feel free to discuss sensitive matters with journalists or
leak secret documents, which might ultimately undermine the position of the press as
watchdog or fourth estate. The same might apply to the secrecy of ballot, an essential
element of democratic elections.308
Finally, a similar argument has been made with regard to the confidentiality
between patient and doctor. Anita Allen, for example, writes: ‘First, confidentiality
encourages seeking medical care. Individuals will be more inclined to seek medical
attention if they believe they can do so on a confidential basis. It is reassuring to believe
others will not be told without permission that one is unwell or declining, has abused
illegal drugs, been unfaithful to one’s partner, obtained an abortion, or enlarged one’s
breasts. [] Second, confidentiality contributes to full and frank disclosures. Individuals
seeking care will be more open and honest if they believe the facts and impressions
reported to health providers will remain confidential. It may be easier to speak freely
about embarrassing symptoms if one believes the content of what one says will not be
broadcast to the world at large’.309 The fear is that surveillance in general and certain
IT-projects in the health-care sector in particular might undermine the confidentially
required for a well-functioning health care sector. Reference is sometimes made
to underdeveloped countries, where the fear of others finding out about a certain
disease or condition is often higher than the wish to be cured, but also to the United
States, where patients may be skeptical about the influence of commercial parties and
insurers.
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4.2. GROUP AND COLLECTIVE INTER ESTS
There are also theories that focus on the connection between individual harm and harm
to others. The loss of privacy for one individual may have an impact on the privacy
of others, but also on other important interests. It is stressed by some that a loss of
privacy may undermine social relationships between individuals, which often consist
of the very fact that certain information is disclosed between them and not to others.
This is sometimes referred to as the social value of privacy.310 But the loss of privacy
for one individual may also have an impact on the privacy of others. This is commonly
referred to as the network effect. A classic example is a photograph taken at a rather
wild party. Although the central figure in the photograph may consent to the posting
of their image on Facebook, it may also reveal others that attended the party. This is
the case with much information – a person’s living condition and the value of her home
does not only disclose something about her, but also about her spouse and possibly their
children. Perhaps the most poignant example is that of hereditary diseases. Data about
this fact might reveal sensitive information not only about a specific person, but also
about their direct relatives.
Alternative theories look not only to one specific individual, but to all individuals
affected by a specific violation. These theories focus on aggregated harm and primarily
aim against the common practice in the legal domain to focus on the specificities of a
case, in combination with the fact that only individual victims can successfully file a
complaint. What follows from this approach, according to some scholars, is a situation
in which the effects of a certain law or policy are only measured and assessed with
regard to its effects on the situation of the specific claimant. In reality, however, the law
or policy has an effect on many people, sometimes millions. In contrast to the individual
interest at stake, the countervailing general interest, for example national security, is
often assessed at a general and societal level. The question is not how the monitoring
of a specific individual (the claimant) has benefited the fight against terrorism, for
example, but how the mass surveillance system as such aids this goal. Consequently, it
might be worthwhile to assess the negative consequences of a particular law or policy in
terms of privacy on a collective level as well.
These theories still focus on individual harm, though they broaden the scope of
individuals being affected. More recent theories have proposed to transcend the focus
on the individual when it comes to assessing privacy violations. Generally speaking,
this might be done either by focusing on the privacy of a group or on the privacy of
larger collectives and the value of privacy for society as a whole. With regard to group
privacy,311 two general lines of thinking exist. First, in accordance with the ideas
of social privacy, it might be said that groups depend for their existence on a form of
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privacy or secrecy. Consequently, if the right to privacy is undermined, this might have
an effect on the group and its existence. Second, there is an increasing trend to use
group profi les, not only with regard to crime fighting and the war against terrorism,
but also when banks use risk profi les when deciding about loans, or health insurers
when deciding whom to insure and against what price, etc. The fact is that decisions are
increasingly made on the basis of these profi les, which might lead to discrimination and
stigmatization as well as a loss of privacy. Because the problem is not so much that this
or that specific individual is affected by being put in a certain category (whether rightly
or wrongly), but the very fact that policies are based on stigmatizing or discriminating
group profi les as such, the suggestion is that it might be worthwhile to look into
the possibility of granting groups a right as such. Finally, as to the rights of future
generations, not only a healthy living environment may be in their best interest. A good
privacy environment may possibly be included in those interests too.
Others have argued that privacy should be regarded as a public good312 or a societal
interest,313 rather than or in addition to an individual interest. For example, many of
the current privacy violations are taking place at such a large scale and are affecting
so many people that this might be qualified simply as abuse of power, undermining
the trust of the citizen in the government and democratic institutions. Others have
stressed, in reference to the Panopticon, that the fear following from mass surveillance
hinders people in unfettered experimentation and in their development, which is not
only detrimental to those specific individuals, but also to society as a whole.314 When
discussing privacy and the common good, Priscilla Regan distinguishes between three
types of values. ‘Privacy has value beyond its usefulness in helping the individual
maintain his or her dignity or develop personal relationships. Most privacy scholars
emphasize that the individual is better off if privacy exists; I argue that society is
better off as well when privacy exists. I maintain that privacy serves not just individual
interests but also common, public, and collective purposes. If privacy became less
important to one individual in one particular contexts, or even to serval individuals
in several contexts, it would still be important as a value because it serves other
crucial functions beyond those that it performs for a particular individual. Even if the
individual interests in privacy became less compelling, social interests in privacy might
remain. (…) I suggest that three concepts provide bases for discussing a more explicitly
social importance for privacy – privacy as a common value, privacy as a public value,
and privacy as a collective value. The first two concepts are derived from normative
theory, while the latter is derived from economic theory; the styles of analysis, therefore,
are different, with the first two being conceptual and the third more technical’.315
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There is a common interest in privacy, Regan suggests, because individuals who have
privacy not only become more valuable to themselves, but also become more valuable to
society as a whole. Privacy as public value is the idea that privacy is not just valuable
in itself, but is also instrumental towards other values, such as freedom of speech.
Finally, the idea of privacy as a collective value is derived from the economists’ concept
of collective or public goods, which are those goods defined as indivisible or nonexcludable; no one member of society can enjoy the benefit of a collective good without
others also benefiting. Clean air and national defense, she suggests, are examples of
public or collective goods. ‘Currently a number of policies and policy proposals treat
privacy as a “private good” and allow people to buy back or establish the level of privacy
that they wish. For example, when you subscribe to a magazine, you can indicate that
you do not want your name and information about you incorporated in a mailing list
and sold for direct-mail purposes. Similarly, one policy proposal concerning Caller ID
is that individuals be given the ability to “block” the display of their numbers. Such
examples suggest that you can indeed “divide” privacy into components and allow
people to establish their own privacy level. But three factors limit the effectiveness of
this individual or market-based solution for privacy: the interests of third-party record
holders; the nonvoluntary nature of many record-keeping relationships; and computer
and telecommunication technologies’.316

4.3. POTENTIAL HAR M
There is a third branch of privacy theories that focuses not on actual and concrete harm
at the individual level, but on potential harm. This might be either hypothetical harm
or potential future harm – these concepts have already been introduced in the previous
section. Hypothetical harm can exist when a person might be affected by a given privacy
violation, but cannot be certain. The classic example is the potential privacy violation
following from the mass surveillance activities of secret services. As those services
usually remain silent about their practices, the victim is often unaware of the fact that
she might be affected by these practices. Normally, a person who cannot substantiate
her claim that she has been harmed by a certain practice will not be able to successfully
submit a complaint. However, as explained in the previous section, the European Court
of Human Rights has stressed that it will make an exception in these types of cases
because it will not accept a situation where mere fact that someone is kept unaware of
her victimhood renders her powerless to challenge those practices and policies. It has
stressed that if a person fits a category specifically mentioned in a law or policy or if a
person engages in certain activities which gives her reason to believe that she might be
subjected to surveillance activities, this might be enough to accept her status as victim.
Besides hypothetical harm, there is also increased attention for future harm. This
again may be divided in two lines of thought: those focusing on potential future harm
316
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and those focusing on the harm following from self-restraint, also known as the chilling
effect. The first category focuses on the possibility that certain harm might occur in
the future. Although currently, for example, data, power or techniques may not be
abused, they may in the future, especially if there are insufficient safeguards. In ultima
forma, the Second World War hypothesis is applied, which posits a situation in which
a Nazi-like regime takes power. If such a regime had access to all the data gathered and
stored right now, including racial data, would it not be, so the argument goes, rather
straightforward for it to execute its evil policies? The same argument may be applied to
companies such as Facebook and Google, which might currently do no evil but could
nevertheless do so in the future if their owners or board-members change.
Future harm is also receiving increased attention in the legal domain, for example in
the General Data Protection Regulation. Inter alia, it contains rules on data protection
impact assessments, which specify that where processing operations present specific
risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects by virtue of their nature, their scope
or their purposes, the controller shall carry out an assessment of the impact of the
envisaged processing operations on the protection of personal data.317 Among other
situations, this is the case when data controllers process privacy sensitive data. The idea
of data protection impact assessments is borrowed from the domain of environmental
law, where such assessments have already been introduced. Such impact assessments
may focus on potential future harm on an individual level or on a societal level and on
juridical, social or ethical consequences alike. There is a slight difference with regard
to the type of harm that is at the heart of these types of assessments. While the Second
World War argument stresses the fact that although there may be no reason now to
believe that harm may take place or that power is abused, you never know for sure. By
contrast, impact assessments focus on types of harm that are reasonably foreseeable, but
ignore the unknown unknowns.
Second, future harm might lie in self-restricting behavior – when people know that
they might be surveilled and possibly punished for their behavior or face other negative
consequences. If people know that confidential information may fall in the hands of
third parties, people may be discouraged from experimenting freely since they know
that they might be confronted with their ‘mistakes’ in the future. Obviously, this fear
also underlies the introduction of the hotly debated right to be forgotten. Proponents
of this concept argue that children and adolescents may want to experiment freely
with e.g. hairstyles, alcohol, or sex, without them being haunted for the rest of their
lives by an unfortunate Facebook tag, Instagram photo or Youtube video. Not only
would this limit their future social, societal and financial perspectives, the fear is that
children may choose not to experiment altogether as they know that it is impossible to
keep those experiments a secret. The latter is known in legal terms as the chilling effect,
which is also increasingly accepted by the European Court of Human Rights when it
considers data processing. A good example may be the case of Colon v. the Netherlands,
as discussed previously.
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4.4. AGENT-BASED THEOR IES
There is a fourth and final branch of privacy theories that proposes to abandon
the focus on harm altogether. Increasingly, scholars have suggested to move away
from classic liberal theories focusing on (individual) harm, because this paradigm
increasingly forces the notion of harm to be stretched so far as to appear far-fetched
and unconvincing. A Second World War scenario is perhaps the most poignant target
of such critiques, but the focus on hypothetical and future harm serves the point all the
same. The problem with Big Data programs does not seem to be related directly to its
impact on individuals and their interests, but rather to the fact as such that it enables
companies, states or even individuals to obtain certain powers, have access to certain
techniques, to possess certain types of data. The fourth branch of theories suggests not
to focus on the ‘patient’, the individual being acted upon and potentially violated in her
privacy, but on the ‘agent’, the one acting upon the individual and potentially violating
her privacy. These types of theories are called agent-based theories. They focus on the
behavior and the character of agents and evaluate them on the basis of either juridical
or ethical principles. Theories that have been proposed focus, for example, on the
existence of power, rather than its abuse (real or potential), on the possession of certain
data, rather than the question of whether it can be linked to specific individuals, and on
the access to certain techniques, instead of their actual use or application.
First, with regard to the abuse of power, it should be noted that there are certain
doctrines in the legal realm that seek to prevent such abuse. For example, Article 18
ECHR specifies: ‘The restrictions permitted under this Convention to the said rights
and freedoms shall not be applied for any purpose other than those for which they have
been prescribed.’ This is a restriction on the abuse of power by states. Although the
European Court of Human Rights has said that this doctrine can only be invoked by
an individual claimant if she is curtailed in exercising in one or more of her individual
rights, the Court accepts in abstracto claims in exceptional cases that revolve around
the conduct of states as such, without any harm needing to be demonstrated. In a
similar vein, it has been argued that not only the possession of power as such requires
certain safeguards, but also the possession of certain types of data. In principle, legal
instruments currently only provide protection to private, privacy-sensitive and personal
data. The reason is that these types of data have a direct link to the individual and can
be used to directly affect her. Sensitive data, regarding e.g. health and sexual or political
preferences, are protected to a greater extent because they can be used in a way that
has an even greater impact on the individual. However, in the current technological
environment, the direct connection of data to the individual is becoming less evident.
Increasingly, data have a circular life cycle, as has been explained in Section 2 of this
chapter. They may begin as individual data, then be linked to other data so that they
become sensitive data, then aggregated and anonymized in a group profi le and finally,
a specific individual may be linked again to the group profile. Consequently, the status
of the data and the question of whether they can be linked at one specific moment to
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the individual is becoming less important. More important becomes the quality of
the data as such, without it necessarily being linked to specific individuals. Thus it
has been suggested that the sensitivity of the data or dataset itself should be the main
determinant for data regulation. This has been discussed briefly in Section 2 of this
Chapter and will be explored in further detail in Chapter V of this book.
Secondly, a similar argument has been made with regard to the technology. It has,
for example, been argued that the capacity of a specific technology is most important,
rather than how it is used in practice. Gray and Citron seem to hint at such an approach,
when they argue that the core question should be
whether an investigative technique or technology has the capacity to facilitate broad
programs of indiscriminate surveillance that raise the specter of a surveillance state if
deployment and use of that technology is left to the unfettered discretion of government.
We think that the Fourth Amendment and the privacy issues at stake, as we have described
them here, suggest taking a different tack. There are a number of ways that the Fourth
Amendment status of a surveillance technique or technology could be determined. The most
obvious would be for anyone who knows that he or she has been subject to surveillance by a
novel technology, or dramatically improved existing technology, to fi le a civil suit seeking
equitable relief or even damages. In such an action, a court would first need to determine
whether the technology at issue should be subject to Fourth Amendment regulation. Among
the important factors that a court would need to consider are: (1) the inherent scope of a
technology’s surveillance capabilities, be they narrow or broad; (2) the technology’s scale and
scalability; and (3) the costs associated with deploying and using the technology. If a court
finds that a challenged technology is capable of broad and indiscriminate surveillance by its
nature, or is sufficiently inexpensive and scalable so as to present no practical barrier against
its broad and indiscriminate use, then granting law enforcement unfettered access to that
technology would violate reasonable expectations of quantitative privacy.318

Following this line of thought, the main focus point for a regulatory approach could
be access to the technique and the scope and reach of the technique or technical
infrastructure.
Two theories have been put forward that try to give such privacy theories an ethical
foundation, namely the republican theory and the virtue ethical theory. Both are
agent-based theories that focus on the capacities or the character of the agent as such.
Republicanism, in contrast to liberalism, views matters not as problematic if they affect
a specific individual, but if an agent possesses power without there being sufficient
checks and balances. Roberts, for example, notes that ‘republicans are concerned about
interference, but not interference per se. Concern is reserved for others’ capacity to
interfere in an agent’s choices on an arbitrary basis. The individual who suffers such
interference is at the mercy of the agent or agency that has power to interfere. But while
such interference will always constitute domination – to a greater or lesser extent,
depending on the nature of the interference – a person need not interfere with another’s
318
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choices in order to exercise dominating control. If an agent or agency has the power to
interfere arbitrarily in an individual’s choices, freedom is diminished even if the power
is never exercised’.319 The core here is the idea that others should never have the capacity
to interfere arbitrarily with another person’s choices. This is wrong even without power
being actually abused.320
Virtue theory also proposes to evaluate the ethical conduct of agents such as states,
but it goes a step further. It not only stresses that states should not abuse their powers
or have sufficient safeguards in place against abuse, it provides that states must use their
powers in such a way that the lives of citizens are facilitated in their potential to grow on
a personal, social or professional level. There is not only a negative obligation to abstain
from harming individuals or a positive obligation to prevent harm, but also a positive
obligation to help individuals to flourish to the optimal extent.321 This will be explained
in more detail in the next chapter.

5.

ANALYSIS

As explained in the previous Chapter, the original privacy paradigm was only partially
focused on the individual, her interests and the subjective rights of natural persons.
The current privacy paradigm, however, is almost exclusively focused on protecting
individual interests; it grants subjective rights to individuals and the outcome of cases
is determined by balancing the individual with the societal interest at stake. This
paradigm is wavering because Big Data processes do not revolve around individuals,
but affect large groups and potentially society as a whole. It is increasingly difficult to
link the effects of such processes back to individual interests, it is increasingly difficult
for individuals to claim their subjective right in a world where data processing is so
endemic, and the balancing of interests is difficult to maintain because both the
individual and the societal interests at stake are increasingly difficult to capture.
Section 2 has argued that the core fundaments of the current legal paradigm are
challenged by Big Data and mass surveillance activities. This holds true for the various
substantive data protection provisions, the focus on the individual and the focus on legal
regulation in the current privacy paradigm. Section 3 showed that the European Court
of Human Rights, in exceptional cases mostly revolving around surveillance activities
by states, is willing to relax its individualized approach to privacy. Finally, Section 4
discussed a number of scholars that have proposed alternatives to a privacy approach
319
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that is solely or primarily focused on individual interests and subjective rights. Each of
these theories has appealing facets, but they also have specific downsides.
With theories focusing on the constitutionality of privacy towards societal institutions,
the downsides are twofold. First, the value of privacy is primarily explained in relation to
the value of societal institutions – the value of privacy itself is moved to the background.
Second, these theories do not focus on privacy as such but rather on confidentiality. There
is an obvious overlap between the two concepts, but privacy is far broader than merely a
right to keep things secret. Theories focusing on group rights and societal interests have a
number of practical problems in terms of granting rights: who should protect the interests
at stake and invoke, for example, a group right to privacy? This is problematic because a
group formed through group profiles is generally unstable; the group is mostly unaware of
the very fact that it is a group, there is no hierarchy or leadership nor a legal representative
of the group, and no way to determine what is in the interest of the group since interests
may differ amongst its member. Theories focusing on hypothetical and potential future
harm have the problem that they tend to become to hypothetical, unrealistic and farfetched – particularly, the Second World War scenario faces this criticism. But also the
chilling effect and future and hypothetical harm are in some sense forced attempts to
stay within the liberal paradigm focusing on (individual) harm, while the strength of this
approach is waning. Finally, with agent-based theories, the concept of privacy is moved to
the background and is replaced by a focus on power and the safeguards against abuse and/
or the obligation to use power in the best way. It thus runs the risk of no longer being a
theory on privacy, but rather a theory on the rule of law.
Still, the latter type of theories may provide the most fruitful ground for future
privacy regulation. Using agent-based theories, the focus is no longer on concrete
individual interests, but on the general interest of being protected against the
abuse of power and on the positive obligation of states to use their power in order to
facilitate human flourishing. No balancing of interests takes place. Rather, an intrinsic
assessment is applied to evaluate the behavior, power and actions of states, companies
or even citizens, which requires checks and balances in place against abuse of power.
An intrinsic assessment could address many of the current privacy and data protection
issues, without having to link it to individual interests. Under an agent-based privacy
paradigm, there is no need to attribute privacy claims to natural persons. Rather, it
facilitates claims in the general interest (class actions) and in abstracto claims. This
model has the further advantage that it lends itself to non-juridical forms of regulation,
such as codes of conduct. This will be explained in further detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPING AN ALTERNATIVE PRIVACY
PAR ADIGM THROUGH VIRTUE ETHICS
1.

INTRODUCTION

Chapter II showed that both the privacy and the data protection paradigm have
transformed of the years. These doctrines are (1) increasingly seen as subjective rights of
natural persons instead of duties (of care) for states and data controllers, (2) increasingly
focused on individual instead of general interests, (3) increasingly balanced by courts
against other interests instead of a necessity test being applied and (4) increasingly
codified (in detail) and enforced through legal means. Chapter III showed that these
four characteristics are put under pressure by developments known as Big Data and
mass surveillance. In particular, it argued that most of the material provisions in the
Data Protection Directive and the General Data Protection Regulation are undermined
and that the almost exclusive focus on the individual (rights, interests and balancing)
and legal regulation are difficult to maintain.
Chapter III also showed that in jurisprudence, in the law and in the literature, there
is an increasing awareness of these tensions. The European Court of Human Rights has
been willing to let go of its individualized interpretation of privacy in exceptional cases,
the General Data Protection Regulation has introduced the concept of Data Protection
Impact Assessments in the realm of data protection, and in the literature scholars
have suggested a focus on group privacy, relational privacy and collective interests.
The chapter concluded by suggesting that it might be worthwhile to take a closer look
at agent-based theories. Those theories focus on the agent of an action, instead of the
patient of an action (the one being acted upon). One such theory is virtue ethics. This
chapter will discuss what virtue ethics entails and how it could be implemented in the
legal realm. The next chapter will suggest what such an approach to privacy regulation
might look like and how it could be implemented in practice.
This chapter endeavors to do two things. First, Section 2 will discuss the notion of
virtue ethics. Second, Section 2 will analyze some of the most prominent arguments
against adopting a virtue ethical approach to (privacy) regulation. It will consist of 3
subsections. First, it will provide the general contours of virtue ethics. Second, it will
discuss in some further detail what a virtue ethical approach to the legal regime in
general might entail. It will do so by analyzing the work of Lon L. Fuller. Third and
finally, it will briefly point out how such an approach might help to overcome the
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difficulties involved in applying the current privacy paradigm to Big Data and mass
surveillance practices. Section 3 will analyze a number of arguments against adopting a
virtue ethical approach to (privacy) regulation.

2.

VIRTUE ETHICS AND LEGAL R EGULATION

This section will discuss three matters. First, Subsection 2.1 will provide the general
contours of virtue ethics. Second, Subsection 2.2 will discuss in some further detail
what a virtue ethical approach to the legal regime in general might entail; it will do
so by analyzing the work of Lon L. Fuller. Third and finally, Subsection 2.3 will briefly
point out how such an approach might help to overcome the difficulties involved with
applying the current privacy paradigm to Big Data and mass surveillance practices.

2.1. VIRTUE ETHICS
Three ethical theories are generally distinguished in scholarly literature, namely
consequentialism, deontology and virtue ethics. The first has its roots in English
utilitarian philosophers such as Bentham and Mill. The second takes as key reference
Kantian thought and the idea of a categorical imperative. The third is both older and
younger than the other two. It goes back to the work of Plato and especially Aristotle’s
Ethica Nicomachea, which significantly influenced, among others, stoicism, medieval
Christian thought and even the early Enlightenment philosophy. However, roughly
since the Enlightenment, virtue ethics lost its prominence and played only a minor role
in philosophical discourse. It was only in the second half of the 20th century that virtue
ethics was rediscovered and revived, most notably through the works of Anscombe322
and MacIntyre.323 These contributions inspired a number of books and articles
defending virtue ethics as a viable alternative to deontology and consequentialism in
the nineties and first decennium of the 21st century.
Consequentialism focuses on the consequences of actions, although a distinction
is sometimes made between actual consequences, foreseen consequences and intended
consequences. As such, consequentialism does not specify the ultimate good; however,
most theories take as principle determinant the greatest happiness of the greatest
number of people. In its most basic form, consequentialism holds that actions are good
if the consequences are good, or if the benefits outweigh the costs. In contrast, actions
are said to be bad if the consequences are bad, or if the costs outweigh the benefits.
A distinction is often made between act consequentialism and rule consequentialism.
According to the former, an act is good if and only if that act maximizes the good, while
the latter holds that such an assessment must be made on the basis of a generalized rule
322
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of that act. For example, although theft might, in a particular situation, be morally good
(i.e. the benefits outweigh the costs), it would have a mostly negative effect on human
happiness if everyone, as a rule, would steal.
Deontology, deriving from duty (deon), prescribes what we ought to do, while
aretaic (virtue) theories focus principally on how a good person should be, among
others in terms of states of character. In contrast to consequentialism, deontology does
not focus on the states of affairs choices and actions bring about, but on the question
of whether those choices and actions accord to the duties of every person. Thus, the
positive consequences of an act cannot lead (automatically) to the conclusion that
it is morally good. Conversely, the negative consequences of an action cannot lead
(automatically) to the conclusion that an agent should not perform it. Even if torturing
a terrorist suspected of placing a time bomb could prevent thousands of fatal casualties,
it would, in any case, be a wrongful act, as torturing a human being is wrong, period.
Like consequentialism, deontology as such does not specify which actions are right and
which actions are wrong, but mostly they derive from basic moral principles such as: do
not lie, do not steal, do not kill, etc.
Virtue ethics places emphasis on the virtuous character of an agent, instead of the
consequences of actions or the accordance of actions to pre-established moral norms.
Still, it must be stressed that the outcome of applying the three different branches
of ethics may actually be the same, even though their approaches might differ. A
utilitarian, for example, could claim that being nice to your children is good because
those children tend to flourish to a greater extent, which is to the benefit of society as
a whole. A deontologist might simply stress that it is the duty of every parent to treat
children with extra care. A virtue ethicists might say that virtuous parents should be
nice to their children, because that is a benevolent thing to do, or perhaps even more
precise, that parents should be nice to their children, because that is what a virtuous
parent would do. Among the core concepts of virtue ethics are ‘virtue’, ‘practical
wisdom’ (phronesis) and ‘human flourishing’ (eudaimonia).
A virtue is not merely a temporal or accidental habit or tendency to perform a
certain act (or abstain from it). It is a more structural disposition – a character trait.
Aristotle, for example, poses the question whether virtue is a passion, a faculty or a state
of character. It is not a passion, such as anger, fear or joy, he argues, because ‘we become
angry or afraid without rational choice, while the virtues are rational choices or at any
rate involve rational choice’.324 Neither is it a faculty, he says, for ‘we are neither called
good or bad, nor are we praised or blamed, through being capable of experiencing
things, without qualification. Again, while we have this capacity by nature, we do not
become good or bad by nature (…).’325 Thus, Aristotle concludes, it must be a state of
character. It is important to note that although virtue ethics does not exclude moral
judgments on the level of acts, these are not its principle focus. What makes a person
good or bad is not based on the evaluation of one act, it is based on the character and
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inclinations of a person to do good as a rule. More importantly however, the classic line
of reasoning is not: ‘If act Y is considered good and X performs that act, X is good’.
Rather, it argues the other way around: ‘If X is a good person and performs Y, then
Y must be a good act’. Often, a hypothetical situation is invoked and the question is
posed: ‘what would a perfect human, shoemaker, doctor or lawyer do in such a case?’
To effectuate such a thought experiment, Aristotle has for example introduced the
megalopsychos or the ‘god-among-man’.326 Other virtue ethical theories have often
worked with similar constructions, for example by discussing the lives and works of
heroes. These theories describe the ideal – it is for mortals to strive towards that ideal.
As with the other two ethical theories, there is no exhaustive list of what the virtues
are. Aristotle specifies, among others, courage, temperance, generosity and intellectual
virtue. More in general, a difference can be made between philosophers that emphasize
virtues that are directed at self-centered interests, such as power, health and strength.
Machiavelli and Nietzsche are among the most well-known proponents of this branch
of virtue ethics. There is also a branch, particularly defended by Christian philosophers,
such as Thomas Aquinas, who emphasize the virtues of self-denial and self-sacrifice in
the common interest. Hume mockingly called the latter ‘monkish virtue’:
Celibacy, fasting, penance, mortification, self-denial, humility, silence, solitude, and the
whole train of monkish virtues; for what reason are they everywhere rejected by men of
sense, but because they serve to no manner of purpose; neither advance a man’s fortune in
the world, nor render him a more valuable member of society; neither qualify him for the
entertainment of company, nor increase his power of self-enjoyment? We observe, on the
contrary, that they cross all these desirable ends; stupify the understanding and harden
the heart, obscure the fancy and sour the temper. We justly, therefore, transfer them to the
opposite column, and place them in the catalogue of vices…327

Theories also differ as to the question whether virtues can conflict with each other,
whether there is an objective test to determine the outcome of such potential conflicts
and whether there is really one ‘master virtue’ among the different virtues, which must
be taken as the guiding principle in such decision-making processes. Another open
question is whether it is possible to be a fully virtuous person. Although most virtue
ethicists (particularly the pre-modern philosophers) describe a ‘heroic figure’ who is fully
in accordance with every virtue, mostly she is seen as a fictional character and it is held
that only a divine being could be fully virtuous. As a final example, discussion exists
about how to determine a particular virtue, such as, for example, courage. One of the
common methods used is the Aristotelian mean – Aristotle holds that every virtue must
be described as the mean between two vices. For example, courage is the mean between
cowardice and recklessness. This is also known as the doctrine of the golden mean.
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Another important aspect of virtue ethics is ‘practical wisdom’. Virtue ethics hails
(theoretical) wisdom as an important aspect of a virtuous life: not only knowing what
things are, but also what, as a general principle, one should do or not do. However, such
general principles only have limited value, according to virtue ethics. They need to be
applied in concrete situations. For example, Thomas Aquinas, answered the question
‘whether prudence takes cognizance of singulars’ as follows:
[T]o prudence belongs not only the consideration of the reason, but also the application to
action, which is the end of the practical reason. But no man can conveniently apply one thing
to another, unless he knows both the thing to be applied, and the thing to which it has to
be applied. Now actions are in singular matters: and so it is necessary for the prudent man
to know both the universal principles of reason, and the singulars about which actions are
concerned.328

With this principle, virtue ethics diverges from classical deontology and
consequentialism. Practical wisdom is largely dependent on experience; thus, even
children may possess a virtuous disposition of some kind, but they lack any experience
as to how to act in different situations and apply their virtuous dispositions in real life
situations.
The practical wise know above all what makes their actions worthwhile and morally
good: they have a true grasp of human flourishing, the key concept of virtue ethics.
What this concept entails and how it should be determined who flourishes and to what
extent, is, however, relatively vague and subject to extensive discussion. It is quite clear
that it is not equal to personal happiness. Aristotle already distinguished between
three types of live: the political life, the contemplative life and the life of pleasure. He
denounces the life that most men and those of ‘vulgar type’ lead by seeking the good in
pleasure and enjoyment.329 Not only is the problem with a focus on personal happiness
that it leads to a form of hedonism – more importantly, happiness is a subjective
concept, which only the individual herself can determine. Mostly, however, human
flourishing is said to have an objective quality as well, which can be determined not
only by the subject itself.
But how to determine objectively which life is worth living? One part of virtue ethics
embraces a form of naturalism, which, going against the Humean is-ought fallacy,
derives an ‘ought’ from an ‘is’, from the nature of a being or a thing. For example, a
duck that cannot fly and has a fear of water, we would normally call a bad or defective
specimen of the species because we know that ducks normally tend to fly and swim.
The same holds for a tree that does not grow and has no leaves or roots. We know from
nature what it is for a tree to flourish and for a duck to prosper; similarly, according to
the naturalistic presumption, we could distil from the nature of the human being how
people ought to be. Many virtue ethicists apply a form of teleological thinking to ‘lower
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life forms’. The end (telos) of a creature is that which it strives towards by nature; for
example, the telos of a tree is to have a solid trunk, roots deep in the earth and many
leaves to catch the sunlight.
The problems with such an assertion are multiple.330 For one, there seems no clear
and uniform answer to the question of how, as a fact, humans live, as the answer to this
question differs over time, over culture and possibly, gender. What is natural and what
is cultural in this respect is often hard to determine. Secondly, according to the doctrine
of virtue ethics, there is a tripartite (or sometimes a dual) distinction in the different
faculties possessed by humans. While plants are capable of living (eating, drinking,
growing, reproduction, etc.) and animals are capable of living and having emotions
(fear, joy, anger, etc.), humans have a capacity for living, emotions, and intellect. Thus,
in order to flourish, humans must develop their intellect to the highest extent. But our
intellectual capacity also allows us to reflect upon what it is for us to flourish, what goals
we want to pursue, what makes life worth living for us. It follows that the interpretation
of human flourishing becomes dependent upon each individual’s personal reflections
and thus remains highly subjective.
Connected to this issue is the question whether living a life in accordance with
virtues is necessary and/or sufficient for human flourishing. For example, while
Aristotle and Seneca agreed on the fact that the possession of a virtuous character is
necessary for us to flourish, they disagree on the question as to whether possessing a
virtuous character could ever be sufficient for a happy and rewarding life:
Aristotle argues that human flourishing is ideally the flourishing of our whole natures –
rational, emotional, social, and purely physical – so he concluded that a certain amount of luck
in the material and social circumstances of life is also necessary for happiness. Seneca and other
stoics disagreed, arguing that a conception of human flourishing should focus more narrowly
on dispositions uniquely distinctive of human beings. While we may welcome gifts of fortune
that permit the satisfaction of desires or impulses that we share with lower animals, such as the
desire for physical pleasure, these are by no means necessary for human flourishing.331

One of the answers to this problem is that human flourishing has both an objective
(universal) quality and a subjective (individual) quality:
The happiness of a human being is not (…) a state of sensory pleasure, although such
pleasures are also necessary for a successful human life, since man is not only a rational
being but an animal with the biological capacity and need for sensory experiences as well.
Instead the happiness or successful life of a person must involve considerations that depend
upon his conceptual capacities. Man must be a success as a rational animal. He must live in
such a way that he achieves goals that are rational for him individually but also as a human
being. The former will vary depending on who he is. The latter are uniform and pertain to
330
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what he is; to his humanity – his goal as human being must be to do best what is his unique
capacity: live rational.332

Another argument may be that, in Aristotelian fashion, man is qualified as a political
animal, an animal that lives and thrives in social structures, in groups. Thus we could
qualify a person that undermines the social cement of the group or that uses the group for
purely selfish reasons as a morally wicked person, which may be compared to a free rider:
And it will surely not be denied that there is something wrong with a free-riding wolf that
feeds but does not take part in the hunt, as with a member of the species of dancing bees
who finds a source of nectar but whose behavior does not let other bees know of its location.
These free-riding individuals of a species whose members work together are just as defective
as those who have defective hearing, sight, or powers of locomotion.333

Consequently, benevolence, altruism and charity would qualify as core virtues.
In the 18th century, partially as a reaction to this problem, a new ‘sentimentalist’
movement arose, with as main proponents Hutcheson and Hume.
Instead of asking which characteristics any member of the human species ought to have to
be a good example of humanity, they ask what dispositions do we in general find preferable
based on our subjective experience of how different dispositions do, or do not, contribute to a
happy and flourishing life.334

However, Hume and Hutcheson, differed as to what dispositions we generally find
agreeable. For Hutcheson, the general sentiment we as humans have is a special feeling
and approval for dispositions such as benevolence, which are directed at caring for
others and their welfare.335 Dispositions aimed at personal welfare are only of value if
and to the extent that they are instrumental to altruistic virtues. Hume, by contrast,
argues that we also value egocentric virtues valuable for their own sake, whether they
promote their possessors’ or others’ welfare or not.336
To conclude, the sentimentalist view serves as the foundation for the theories
of some modern virtue ethicists, such as Michael Slote, who tries to develop a neoAristotelian virtue ethics based on sentimentalism and bases his theory predominantly
on the motives of the agent. It should be noted that both consequentialist and deontic
theories exist that focus on the intention of the agent, i.e. whether the agent intended
332
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to procedure positive consequences or intended to accord her behavior to universal
duties. Still, virtue ethics seems to provide a more obvious candidate, as focusing on the
character of a person takes account of both the agent’s actions and her intentions, the
consequences and the motives. It has to be stressed that although virtue ethics focuses on
the character of the person, the intentions and motives of a person are certainly not the
only thing that is taken into account. Consequences and actions are just as important. If
a person attempts, for example, to help her handicapped neighbor by mowing the lawn
and, though genuine and thoughtful in her efforts, fails and ruins the lawn, a virtue
ethical theory would not judge that agent culpable (in contrast to a basic consequentialist
theory). However, if she does not learn from her mistakes and ruins the lawn a second
time, she may be culpable, because ‘in an important sense agent-based moralities do
take consequences in account because they insist on or recommend an overall state of
motivation that worries about and tries to produce good consequences.’337
Consequently, in such an interpretation of virtue ethics, the agent needs to improve
herself if she is genuinely concerned with producing good results; it may even be so that
a particular clumsy person or a person particularly bad at a certain task (e.g. mowing
the lawn) needs to abstain from acting, even though her intentions are good. Likewise,
a person should obtain sufficient information to be able to make a careful and reasoned
judgment. If an agent acts without making a reasonable effort to gather relevant facts,
she is not acting as a virtuous agent would act. This is obviously linked to the notion of
practical wisdom. Finally, although most virtue theories refer primarily to individuals,
they are also applicable to states, or in any case, to parliamentarians and those working
at the executive branch. Slote, for example, refers to the introduction of the then recent
‘Three Strikes, You’re Out’ policy in the USA and asks:
But what about the motives of those who pass(ed) such legislation? Are they really trying
to do the most good they can for society or the country or are they not, rather, pandering
politically to the prejudices, fears and resentments of their own constituents (or subject to
such irrational attitudes themselves)? It is not entirely implausible to suppose that those who
are clamoring for or instituting such laws are motivated by desires and attitudes that are a
far cry from anything like concern for the good of the country. Of course, legislators may,
to relieve cognitive dissonance, convince themselves that such legislation is good for the
country, but if this is self-deception and they really know better, then they are not really, or at
the deepest level, concerned with that they tell themselves is their public-spirited objective.338

2.2. VIRTUE ETHICAL APPROACH TO THE LEGAL R EALM
The best-known philosopher who has applied a virtue ethical thought to the legal
regime is Lon L. Fuller. Although he never advertised himself as such, he was clearly
inspired by virtue ethical and especially Aristotelian though. This is apparent from his
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teleological approach to states, in addition to living creatures as virtue ethicists have
commonly done. He also applied a form of professional ethics, which is rooted in virtue
ethics, to the state and its employees. To provide a final example, Fuller believed that
states not only have the obligation to abstain from curtailing the individual autonomy of
its citizens, but also a positive obligation to promote their flourishing to the maximum.
These are but a few examples from which it may become clear that Fuller endeavored to
apply a virtue ethical way of thinking to the state and the legal order. Those and other
examples will be further discussed below. This subsection will introduce some of his
main ideas and theories. Obviously, this book does not attempt to adopt a ‘Fullerian’
approach to privacy regulation as such; there have been many critical reflections
published about his work and some flaws in his thinking are irreparable. Still, his
philosophy might provide useful building blocks for developing a novel approach to
privacy regulation, which will be the focus of next chapter.
Fuller is most remembered for his debate with H.L.A. Hart about the possibility of
separating law and morality. Although for decades the general sentiment was that Hart
‘won’ the debate, in recent years there has been renewed interest in the work of Fuller
and attention for the arguments he made.339 Though on many accounts, Fuller remains
Hart’s inferior in analytical clarity and philosophical rigor, the general outline of his
legal philosophy and his skeptical view on legal positivism have gained many followers
and have remained a great source of inspiration for modern legal philosophers.340 It
is not necessary to discuss in depth Hart’s position as a legal positivist, as its general
assumptions are well known. Hart, building on the utilitarian doctrine of Bentham and
Austin, suggested that laws and morals are separable. It is important to note that Hart
did not suggest that legal orders and morality, as a matter of fact, are detached or that
they should be separated.341 Hart’s position could be best described as a separability
thesis, which is the claim ‘that there exists at least one conceivable rule of recognition
(and therefore on possible legal system) that does not specify truth as a moral principle
among the truth conditions for any proposition of law.’342 The thesis that law and
morals are separable, at least in theory, is mainly targeted at defenders of the natural
law doctrine, who suppose that there is a pre-legal morality, either installed by nature
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or by God, to which the (positive) legal order must commit itself.343 Law, under this
doctrine, can only be called law if it accords to the pre-legal moral principles. Hart
fervently opposed this view.
Fuller, against Hart, argued that there are minimum qualities which laws must
abide by. However, these are not pre-legal moral norms, such as natural rights, but
what he called standards of the ‘inner morality’ of law.344 These were in fact elements
of the state of law (rechtsstaat), such as the requirement that laws must be clear, general,
non-contradictory and non-retroactive.345 Fuller argued that legal orders must not be
approached merely as factual objects, which might be studied as phenomena, such as
Hart proposed. Rather, they should be viewed as purposive enterprises (teleological
approach). Legal orders are made by men for a purpose, namely first to ensure order
and second to achieve certain general, common goals. As an end in itself and as an
instrument to reach these societal goals, legal orders must abide by the minimum
standards of the rule of law, Fuller believed. Respect for the ‘inner morality’ of law,
among others, ensures that citizens are able to take into account the norms the laws
provide. If this ‘inner morality’ is violated, neither can the legal order bring order nor
can the societal goals be adequately promoted.346
One of the matters at the center of the Hart-Fuller debate was the case of the
grudge informer. This case builds on a famous example used by Gustav Radbruch,347
which regarded a German woman who, during the Nazi period, had notified the local
authorities about the anti-Nazi remarks her husband had made to her when returned
home from the battlefront, who was then sentenced by a Nazi court.348 After the war,
the woman was charged with the illegal deprivation of her husband’s liberty, while
she argued that she had been obliged to act the way she did under Nazi laws. However,
the post-war court rejected her claim and held that the statue on which she based the
legitimacy of her actions ‘was contrary to the sound conscience and sense of justice of
all decent human beings.’349
Hart, to the contrary, believed that a law might be a law, even though it is a bad or
immoral law. He did not so much oppose the punishment of the woman for her actions,
but thought that it should not be a matter of judiciary discretion, resorting to personal
moral sentiments, to decide on the quality of laws, and argued that such a conviction
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should have been based on a law. Although a retroactive law to this course was clearly
an evil, as retroactive punishment lacks basic legitimacy, it could be called the lesser of
two evils.
Odious as retrospective criminal legislation and punishment may be, to have pursued it
openly in this case would at least have had the merits of candor. It would have made plain
that in punishing the woman a choice had to be made between two evils, that of leaving her
unpunished and that of sacrificing a very precious principle of morality endorsed by most
legal systems.350

Fuller, although agreeing with Hart that the best solution might have been to enact a
retroactive law, argued that in truth, it was dubious whether the Nazi laws on which the
woman based the legitimacy of her actions, could properly be called laws and could be
considered binding. He referred to the existence of secret laws, which were oftentimes
not published and vague in formulation.351 According to Fuller, the fact that the laws
violated the principles that he had coined the ‘inner morality’ of the law, meant that
they could not be called laws or only partially so.
Building on this suggestion, Fuller spelled out eight routes for failure for a fictional
ruler, named Rex:
The first and most obvious lies in a failure to achieve rules at all, so that every issue must
be decided on an ad hoc basis. The other routes are: (2) a failure to publicize, or at least to
make available to the affected party, the rules he is expected to observe; (3) the abuse of
retroactive legislation, which not only cannot itself guide action, but undercuts the integrity
of rules prospective in effect, since it puts them under the threat of retrospective change; (4)
a failure to make rules understandable; (5) the enactment of contradictory rules or (6) rules
that require conduct beyond the powers of the affected party; (7) introducing such frequent
changes in the rules that the subject cannot orient his action by them; and, finally, (8) a
failure of congruence between the rules as announced and their actual administration.352

From these routes for failure, eight positive principles might be derived which form part
of what Fuller saw as law’s ‘inner morality’. Abiding by these principles is a duty for the
legislator and the ruler, not a right of the citizen.
Fuller relates this to the principle of reciprocity, namely between citizen and state.
Citizens are generally held to obey and respect the rules and, at least most of the time
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and with regard to most of the rules, follow them. States, in turn, must respect the basic
dignity and autonomy of the citizens. The eight routes for failure and the rules following
therefrom may all be seen as guarantees for respecting the autonomous citizen. If
citizens do not know the rules, are unable to adept their behavior to them or do not
understand the rules, they cannot follow them. If they are then prosecuted or punished
for violating the rules, the state is not only showing disrespect for the citizen and her
dignity, but is also ignoring the basic human capacity to choose and to be responsible
and accountable for her actions.
Every departure from the principles of the law’s inner morality is an affront to man’s dignity
as a responsible agent. To judge his actions by unpublished or retrospective laws, or to order
him to do an act that is impossible, is to convey to him your indifference to his powers of selfdetermination. Conversely, when the view is accepted that man is incapable of responsible
action, legal morality loses its reason for being.353

Fuller suggests that if the state structurally ignores these eight principles and the related
principle of mens rea, it is not showing proper respect for its citizens and is thus not
fulfi lling its side of the reciprocal relationship; in turn, the citizens are not, or only to a
limited extent, held to obey the laws.354
It is good to note at this point that Fuller distinguished between two kinds of
morality, namely the morality of duty and that of aspiration. He explained the morality
of aspiration as the striving for the Good Life and for excellence, in whatever form it
might be thought best described. This morality is aimed at the ideal, the maximum
achievable. The morality of duty, in contrast, starts at the bottom, at the minimum rules
which need to be respected and without which ordered societies cannot exist. In terms
of language, he compared it to the difference between the rules of aesthetics and that of
grammar; in economic terms, it relates to the difference between the rules of marginal
utility, regarding the most efficient use of scarce resources, and the rules of the economy
of exchange, facilitating the exchange of goods as such.
In default of some highest moral or economic good, we resort ultimately, both in the morality
of aspiration and in marginal utility economics, to the notion of balance – not too much, not
too little. (…) It is a characteristic of normal human beings that they pursue a plurality of
ends; an obsessive concern for some single end can in fact be taken as a symptom of mental
disease.355

The morality of aspiration should be conceived as an ideal which can never be attained
to the fullest. Likewise, there are always a multitude of different aspirations working
at the same time; the attempt should be here to find the right balance between those
different ideals, as the pursuit of one may block or hinder the pursuit of the others.
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The morality of duty, to which the minimum standards of legal orders are related,
is not something which aims at high standards, but ensures the preconditions of legal
orders, or in economic terms, rules of exchange. Both the morality of duty and the rules
of exchange are characterized by the relationship of reciprocity; to provide for social,
legal or economic interactions, there must be minimal procedural standards to facilitate
the interaction and both interacting partners must show a minimum of basic respect
for each other. Fuller believes that the morality of duty and the minimum standards it
provides can be derived in large part from that simple saying, the golden rule: Do not
do to others what you do not want others to do to you.
Although the respect of the rulers and lawgivers for the basic dignity and autonomy
of the citizens is part of the morality of duty, the eight principles of legality are in
themselves best characterized as matters of aspiration. Only in a utopia can all eight
elements be respected to a maximum; as the example provided by Radbruch shows,
some situations may necessitate deviation from those principles and moreover, in a
number of cases the different principles may conflict with each other. As it is, according
to Fuller, with the morality of aspiration in general, a balance should be found between
the different aspirations. He refers anecdotally to the efforts of Communist Poland
to make the laws so clear that they would be intelligible even to the workers and the
peasants. It appeared, however, that this clarity could only be achieved at the cost of legal
consistency and the overall coherence of the system. Similarly, although legal orders and
laws must be relatively stable over time, rules cannot and should not be written in stone.
Laws and legal orders should thus strive or aspire to abide by all the principles of
legality. What is ‘internal’ about these principles is that Fuller believes that they are
intrinsically connected to the essence of laws. We may, to use an example, compare legal
orders to a chair, which is also man made, and the art of law making to the craft of
carpentry.356 A legal order must respect the ‘inner morality’ of laws, as just provided,
in order to be called a legal order proper, like a chair must have legs and a seating to be
called a chair. If a chair has one uneven leg, we might call it dysfunctional, if it lacks one
leg altogether we might call it defect or broken and if it has no legs whatsoever, we might
call it a cushion instead of a chair. So too, it is for a legal order. It exists in gradations; if
it respects all principles of the ‘inner morality’ of law to an absolute extent, it is a utopia.
If, however, it respects none of those elements, it cannot be called a legal order.
Finally, it should be noted that the principles of ‘inner morality’ are in themselves
neutral to the societal goals which legal orders aim at.357 Thus, in principle, a Nazi-like
regime could aim at morally corrupted goals and at the same time respect the principles
of legality. Still, Fuller believed that there is a close affi nity between legality and justice
and he believed that in fact, morally corrupted regimes are inclined to ignore the rules
of legality.358 Even the most corrupted regimes, in his opinion, are afraid to explicitly
and openly acknowledge the horrors they (want to) commit. Often, the worst atrocities
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are based on ad hoc decisions, without any explicit legal basis and without those
decisions being communicated openly to the public.359
It is thus clear that respecting the principles of ‘inner morality’ of the law is the
duty of the state and is not formulated as a right of the individual. There is a duty for a
minimum level of respect, on the one hand, and an obligation to aspire to a maximum
level of respect, on the other hand. It is important to consider what values are at stake
with respecting the principles of legality. These principles should be respected, according
to Fuller, for two reasons, which relate to the two functions of legal orders; namely, as
a goal in itself, to provide order; and as an instrument to reach societal goals. IT also
relates to to the distinction between the morality of duty and the morality of aspiration.
As an end in itself, legal orders must respect the basic principles of legality to ensure and
facilitate the principle of reciprocity and basic legitimacy of the state. As an instrument,
legal orders must respect them as a matter of efficiency and effectiveness. Without
abiding by the ‘inner morality’ of laws, legal orders will not be effective, Fuller believed.
To start with the later point, Fuller, at a number of occasions, provided the example
of an extreme brute, though rational, tyrant who is only concerned with his own
interest. Even to achieve only his own private interests, Fuller suggested, the tyrant
will understand that he needs to abide by the principles of legality. First, Fuller argued,
this tyrant will understand that he has to limit his own freedom to a certain extent. He
cannot do whatever he feels like, at any time, if he wants to be successful in steering
and influencing the population according to his desires. He will comprehend that there
must be some consistency in his behavior and the demands he poses on the people for
them to understand his demands and take them into account when planning certain
actions. Thus, the tyrant will acknowledge that he cannot decide on ad hoc basis, but
must limit his freedom to ensure a basic sense of consistency and clarity.
‘With this consideration in mind, our intelligent tyrant now proceeds to plan how
to employ his subjects as tools for the realization of his purposes. A little reflection
will remind him that he cannot effectively use another human being as a tool without
according to him some power of choice, some opportunity to use his own discretion.
When I hire the neighbor’s boy to mow my lawn I do not begin by imposing on him a
long and abstruse definition of what I mean by “lawn”; I assume he will have the good
sense not to push the mower into my tulip bed just because he sees a few blades of grass
growing up among the tulips. Simply from the standpoint of engineering efficiency in
achieving a goal, some discretion and choice must, then, be accorded the human agent.
This conclusion is reinforced when we recall that a favored and often successful mode of
revolt is to carry out instructions with a wooden literalness; many a domineering parent
has had his inclinations toward tyranny curbed by the retort, “But I did just what you
told me to do!”360
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The tyrant, Fuller continued, then discovers that citizens will obey him more
effectively if they are happy and satisfied with the role they play in his system. But to
be happy and satisfied, as a minimum, citizens need to feel that they are not merely
means to the tyrant’s ends; they must be approached as though they were ends in
themselves. Finally, Fuller suggested, the tyrant will understand that the citizens need
not only to develop capacities and skills that directly relate to their immediate assigned
tasks, they must be able to fully explore their capacities and fully flourish as a human
being in order to be happy and satisfied. This will also maximize, in the long run, their
‘usefulness’ for the tyrant. In conclusion, the rational tyrant will come to respect the
principles of the rule of law even out of self-interest. What is more, he understands that
he must aspire for his citizens to flourish as humans to the highest and fullest extent. If
this extremely selfish tyrant will come understand to understand these lessons, so will
every (rational) legislator and ruler.361
Not only is the respect for human beings an essential necessity to achieve effectively
and efficiently the societal goals of legal orders, it is also a minimum quality of basic
legitimacy. This is the second fundamental value at stake with respect to the principles
of the ‘inner morality’ of the law. Human interaction and reciprocity are the basis on
which all legal forms, according to Fuller, are built. Human interaction, as a minimum,
requires respect for individual autonomy and human dignity. In this respect, it is
important to stress that much if not most of Fuller’s work is concerned with the nonlegal elements in legal orders and the limits of legal orders, which always go back to
human interaction.
Reciprocity is not only the key factor in the relationship between citizen and ruler,
as explained earlier, Fuller also suggested that it is a key factor for the position of the
judge. Fuller argued that a judge must always take into account the expectations of
the lawgiver regarding the purpose and the application of the rules, and those of the
citizens regarding what the rules mean and how they might be applied to them. Fuller
stressed that the judiciary often takes:
into account what effect a given interpretation would have on the interactional expectancies
that have developed tacitly in the world beyond courts and statutes. If these expectancies are
innocent and beneficial, a judge familiar with them will incline, often unconsciously, toward
an interpretation of legislative intent that will not needlessly disturb them. Second, in the
field of statutory law a practical realization of legislative intent through judicial action cannot
be obtained without some stabilization of expectations between the legislature and the courts
charged with interpreting and applying its enactments. If the courts of a given state have
habitually adopted a severely restrictive and letter-bound attitude in interpreting statues, the
legislature will take this practice into account in its craftsmanship. But if the courts make
a sudden and unexpected shift toward a more expansive and liberal interpretation, the
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legislature will obviously not attain its objective or, perhaps, will attain objectives it had no
intention of achieving.362

Moreover, Fuller thought that all law was based on customary law (sometimes called
implicit law), which is in its turn based on human interaction (customs).363 It is here in
particular that Fuller emphasized his proposed openness of the legal system:
Customary law can be viewed as being implicit law in a double sense. In the first place, the
rules of customary law are not first brought into being and then projected upon the conduct
they are intended to regulate. They find their implicit expression in the conduct itself. In the
second place, the purpose of such rules never comes to explicit expression.364

Customs are pre-legal; the patterns they create in human conduct bring forth implicit
rules, rights and obligations, which are based on the supposition and reasonable
expectation that under similar conditions, similar conduct will be adopted. Customs
are based in this sense on reciprocity and interrelational expectancies.365
Fuller believed that positive law is built on these customs and pre-legal norms;
for example, a rule prohibiting vehicles in the park presupposes some general
understanding of what a park and a vehicle are, why the rule was adopted and in which
contexts it should be applied.366
In reality, a modern system of written statutory law depends for its successful functioning
on what may be called a form of customary law, in the sense of a system of stabilized
interactional expectancies. Statutes are put into textual form by legislatures; their meaning
and application to specific situations of fact are authoritatively determined by the judiciary.
When a legislator drafts a statute, he takes into account, tacitly or explicitly, the established
attitudes that courts have displayed toward the task of interpreting legislative enactments.367

Contract law, to Fuller, is a hybrid between customary law and made law, containing
both implicit and statutory rules. ‘Customary law may, indeed, be described as the
inarticulate older brother of contract.’368 Contract law, like customary law, is based on
the rational capacity of individuals and their reciprocal interaction. This is what Fuller
called the interactional foundations of contract law.369 Contract law’s basic function is
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to facilitate the interaction between citizens and to support their autonomy; contract
law, in contrast to for example criminal law, does not so much restrict human choices
and actions, but provides legal and procedural forms.370 Different from customary law
though, contract law lays down procedural rules through which the parties can interact
and some minimum limits on what parties can agree upon.
However, Fuller went further and suggested that criminal law, international law
and basic administrative law could all be best understood as based on reciprocity and
human interaction. First, international law does not contain (or only partially so)
positive law nor is there a supernational authority to enforce those rules; consequently,
Fuller argued, international law is mostly a matter of interstate relationships and
agreements. These agreements and the attitude of different nations are based on their
reciprocal relationship. Second, Fuller believed that human interaction is also the
key element of administrative law. Traffic rules, for example, are meant to guide and
facilitate human interaction, rather than at corrective behavior.
Finally, even criminal law is best explained in terms of reciprocity, according to
Fuller, as it is installed to ensure freedom, not curtail it, and to facilitate and encourage
inter-human relationships. The prohibition on murder, for example, not only prohibits
the type of action which denies someone a basic sense of dignity and respect, it also
breaks the vicious circle of eye-for-an-eye, in which interhuman relations are annulled
rather than promoted.371 To Fuller, criminal law should not be seen as an instrument
of social control but as a way to facilitate human interaction. To the argument that
the origins of criminal law might lie in the attempt to put a stop to the lex talionis, he
submitted two more arguments in support of the claim that criminal law is also based
on human interaction.
Fuller started with the example in which A threatens B with his fist and appears
to be reaching for something in his pocket and B at once draws a revolver, kills A
and pleads that his act was done in self-defense. A judge is faced with the difficulty in
determining as to just what happened and in judging the reasonableness of the actions
in the circumstances confronting him. ‘As in other interactional situations, we are here
concerned with interpreting the meanings reciprocally conveyed by the behavior of
men in interaction with one another.’372 Secondly, Fuller continued:
[A] rule against murder, effectively enforced, serves to enlarge the scope of the individual’s
interactions with others. In many of our cities are areas that strangers cannot enter without
some risk to their physical safety. Here a failure of legal control results in a restriction on
interaction, an interaction that in the long run might promote reciprocal understanding and,
with it, a reduction in the risks that now aggravate distrust.373
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In conclusion, according to Fuller, reciprocity plays a dual role in legal systems. First, it
ensures the basic effectiveness in realizing social goals and aspirations. As the example
of the brute tyrant already indicated, facilitating reciprocity and human interaction is or
should be the goal of legal orders in terms of aspiration. Second, as the basis for all rules
and the legal order as such, reciprocity forms an intrinsic limit. This then, is the second
value at stake with respecting the intrinsic limits of the law. Violating the principles of
reciprocity is more than merely undesirable; it undermines the very foundations of legal
orders. If the legal order violates these principles, it undermines its own foundation and
lacks basic legitimacy.
To understand on the basis of what criteria and how, according to Fuller,
governmental policies may be evaluated, the term eunomics (potentially inspired by
the virtue ethical term eudaimonia, the good life) should be introduced. Eunomics
again plays a dual role, relating to the morality of duty and the morality of aspiration,
the guarantee of order and the aim for societal goals and the basic legitimacy and the
effectiveness of legal systems. This has to do with finding the right balance between
means and ends and negative and positive freedom. The term was first coined by
Fuller in a review article on Edwin W. Patterson’s ‘Jurisprudence, Men and Ideas of the
Law’.374 Fuller comes back at his favorite subject, his attack on legal positivism and his
defense, at least in some sort, of natural or implicit law. Fuller proposed two important
additions to Patterson’s treatment of the natural law philosophy.
First, with a reference to Plato and Aristotle, he challenges the is-ought/fact-value
distinction on the basis of, what he called, the ‘Direction-giving Quality of purposive
facts’. Purposes, Fuller argues, can properly be regarded as facts, namely as facts that set
a target or direction. If we want to interpret a text, for example, we have to know what
the writer wanted to convey and it should best be read by someone who is aware of this
purpose. If a mechanic with poor English were to write an instruction on how to build
a machine, Fuller illustrates, and two persons were to read his instructions, an English
professor English and another mechanic, Fuller argues that the latter would not get lost
in the ‘literal or factual’ interpretation of the text, but try to find its essence and would
thus understand the instructions better than the English professor. Facts and literal
meaning, in conclusion, cannot be separated from value and purpose.
As for the application of the dichotomy of is and ought to the law, it is fairly clear that with
legal precepts, as with the instructions for assembling a machine, what a direction is can be
understood only by seeing toward what end result it is aimed. The essential meaning of a legal
rule lies in a purpose, or more commonly, in a congeries of purposes. Within the framework
of this purpose, or set of related purposes, the sharp dichotomy between fact and evaluation
cannot be maintained; the “fact” involved is not a static datum but something that reaches
toward an objective and that can be understood only in terms of that reaching.375
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Secondly, Fuller introduces the term eunomics to discuss the ‘natural laws of social
order’, which he describes as ‘a neglected branch of jurisprudence’. Fuller here refers to
welfare economics, political science and business administration which, according to
him, all assume (1) that men can choose to adopt one form of social order or another
and (2) that the achievement of particular ends may require the choice of particular
forms of order, the available forms being limited in number. ‘All of these studies are
directed towards discovering and utilizing what may be called the “laws” of social
order. These “laws” are in turn “natural” in the sense that they represent compulsions
necessarily contained in certain ways of organizing men’s relations with one another.’376
For example, he suggests that it is commonly agreed that if the goal is to maximize
the satisfaction of diverse wants while there is a situation of scarce resources, then
the instrument of choice is something similar to a market mechanism. A certain goal
thus leads to a certain type of social order and, in turn, a certain type of social order
determines the boundaries between and forms in which human interaction is casted.
Fuller then turns to legal science and distinguishes between the draft ing and
implementation of constitutions and laws, on the one hand, and the study of the
implemented rules, on the other. He suggests that the latter has been almost the
exclusive focus of legal scholars. Eunomics, the new jurisprudential branch Fuller tries
to introduce, is to the contrary defined as the science, theory or study of good order and
workable arrangements. It involves no commitment to ultimate ends, although it may
be that there are ends which seem in the abstract desirable, but for the attainment of
which no social form can be devised that will not involve an obviously disproportionate
cost. ‘But the primary concern of eunomics is with the means aspect of the means-end
relation, and its contribution to the clarification of ends will lie in its analysis of the
available means for achieving particular ends.’377
Fuller, never tired of analogies, compares it to devising a not yet existing game.
Suppose, he suggests, that one would propose to first decide on what kind of enjoyment
the projected game should serve and only afterwards decide on the rules of the game
itself, the means to accomplish this end.
The pleasures derived from any form of play are always complex, and the enjoyment yielded
by any particular game is the unique product of its own peculiar nature. If we are to invent
a game, we shall have to start with ends vaguely perceived and held in suspension while we
explore the problem of devising a workable system of play.378

The point is that means and ends can never be fully separated. Setting the goals has
an impact on the choice of instruments and likewise, the choice of instruments has an
impact on which goals might be pursued.
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This rudimentary idea proposed in a book review was never fully explored by
Fuller.379 At the time of his death, he had the plan to write a book on eunomics, but
only the first chapter, entitled ‘Means and Ends’, was finished.380 In this piece, Fuller
suggests, inter alia, that means, such as institutions, procedures and rules, are not only
necessary evils to achieve the social ends, but are also valuable in and of themselves. It
is important that the evaluation of the good arrangement of society and the legal order
is thus not measured on the basis of its capacity to reach certain societal goals, but is
primarily linked to an intrinsic assessment of the quality of the institutions and the
laws themselves.
Fuller suggested that the touchstone of good governance, or eunomics, is human
freedom:
The only permissible form of legislation is the sort that lets individuals plan their own
lives. Simply put, legislative enactments are baselines for self-directed conduct by citizens,
providing the minimal restraints necessary for continuing interaction. Legislation properly
conceived permits citizens to order their own affairs, to pursue their own good in their own
way (in the words of John Stuart Mill).381

However, freedom is always experienced in relation to others. Fuller stressed
that freedom as a form of social ordering, and order, as essential to freedom, are
interrelated.382
Society is, of course, impossible without some limits on individual freedom, that is, without
some form of constraint. If freedom means the absence of constraint, the problem then
becomes that of avoiding constraints at particular points and for particular reasons – or,
reversing the emphasis, of assigning sound reasons for imposing constraint at particular
points. The respective functions of freedom and constraints are, therefore, two aspects of the
same question. The pattern of freedom is the reversed image of the pattern of constraint. The
two form the structure of society as a whole.383

Freedom can thus not be unbound, which is further emphasized by the fact that our
options are not unlimited. Here, Fuller compared law to language, which are both
necessary to facilitate reciprocity and human relations, but also structure our options.
Fuller argued that although language is often unsuitable to precisely say what we mean
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(he provides the example of the difficulty of choosing between how we should address
someone we just met, feeling that it should be somewhere between the formal and the
informal tense), these limits in choice are necessary if we want to communicate at all.
‘Language imposes on us a sometimes unwelcome allocation of choice; if it did not,
we would be unable to talk.’384 Fuller believed that there should always be a balance
between positive and negative freedom. Both were equally important, he argued, and
moreover, he stressed that the one cannot do without the other. As an example, he
described the freedom to vote:
[The freedom] to cast one’s ballot loses its point where the voter is not also free from
restraints that prevent him from voting as he decides he should. The ridiculous ‘elections’
held under the Nazi regime are an extreme case in point. A ‘freedom from’ certain kinds of
interference must, then, be presupposed in every ‘freedom to.’385

2.3. BUILDING BLOCKS FOR AN ALTER NATIVE PR IVACY
PAR ADIGM
The previous two subsections can provide building blocks for the development of a
new approach to privacy that can overcome the four tensions between the current
privacy paradigm and the developments known as Big Data and mass surveillance can
be overcome. The following chapter will look at this aspect in further detail, but this
subsection will already provide some of the more general ways in which virtue ethics
can help to overcome the four tensions.
(1) As has been stressed, privacy was originally conceptualized as a responsibility
of the state not to abuse its powers, for example, by entering the home of a person
without any clear or legitimate reason. Gradually, however, it has been rephrased into
a subjective right of the natural person to protect its interests. This has worked well for
decades, because most privacy infringements where aimed at specific individuals or
small numbers of people. Now, however, in the age of Big Data, data collection is often
aimed at large groups with an undefined number of members. The effects of such data
processes are often difficult to specify on an individual level. That is why last chapter
suggested that it might be worthwhile to go beyond the model of individual rights.
Virtue ethics, in a way, combines the ‘original’ with the ‘current’ approach to privacy
regulation. It lays down obligations (to be virtuous), while those obligations do not
correlate with any specific rights of others. For Fuller, the state has certain obligations
to respect the minimum conditions of the legal order. If it does not, it runs the risk of
no longer being a proper legal order. Likewise, the legal order is, according to Fuller, a
purposive enterprise. It is by nature directed towards a certain end (telos), namely to
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promote order and human flourishing. Again, this is not something that citizens have
a subjective right to; it is an obligation of the state in itself. How such a disconnection
of rights and duties could be applied to privacy regulation will be discussed in further
detail in the next chapter.
(2) As has been stressed, privacy was originally primarily linked to protecting
general or societal interests, for example related to the prevention of the abuse of
power. Gradually, however, in the wake of privacy becoming an individual right, the
main focus was directed at individual interests. As has been stressed in the previous
chapter, however, in the age of Big Data, privacy infringements are often problematic
because they undermine general and societal interests, instead of individual and
particular interests. Virtue ethics proposes to move beyond the mere concept of
individual interests. As has been stressed, flourishing as a human being means striving
towards being the most perfect self, not towards individual pleasure or happiness. The
state should strive towards the most perfect legal order, in which general and societal
interests are warranted, such as the basic legitimacy and legality of laws. It is important
to point out again that Fuller focused on the idea of eunomics. For Fuller, the legal
order is not only an instrument in reaching certain ends (aspirations), such as societal
interests; the quality of the instrument itself is essential, as means and ends are to a
large extent interdependent. Upholding the quality of the legal order is thus not only
important in order to promote general interests, such as human flourishing, but it is an
end in itself. How such an addition to individual interests could be applied to privacy
regulation will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter.
(3) As has been discussed, the original privacy paradigm focused primarily on the
intrinsic qualities of governmental actions. Potential privacy violations were assessed
on the basis of whether they were prescribed by law, served a legitimate interest and
were necessary in a democratic society. Gradually, however, a different approach was
adopted by courts, namely one in which the societal goal promoted through a certain
law, measure or action was weighed and balanced against the private interest of a
natural person harmed by that law, measure or action. The previous chapter argued
that this approach is often difficult to apply to Big Data processes, both because the
individual interest at stake is often difficult to substantiate and because the societal
interests are increasingly abstract, not in the last place because data are often gathered
without a specific and predetermined goal. As discussed above, neither virtue ethics nor
Fuller reject the idea of balancing altogether, but there are two important limits. First,
Fuller differentiates between the ‘morality of duty’ and the ‘morality of aspiration’. The
morality of duty regard minimum requirements; they must be respected at all times.
Balancing is not a part of this part of morality.
With aspirations, however, balancing does take place. If a person strives to be, for
example, both the perfect father and the perfect employee, some middle ground has to
be found in terms of time management. It is important to stress that finding a middle
ground is exactly what virtue ethics proposes. A virtuous agent, in general, would not
spend all her time to be with her child, and fully neglect her work, nor the other way
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around. Thus, it is generally not the case that one interest outweighs or outbalances the
other interests. Rather, an equilibrium must be found. Moreover, although virtue ethics
is not blind to the consequences of actions, its main focus is on the character of the
agent. Consequently, the potential benefits of a certain law or measure are not balanced
and weighed against the potential negative effects, as consequentialist theories would
propose. How such an alternative approach to determining the outcome of cases can be
applied to privacy infringements will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter.
(4) Finally, as explained previously in this book, the original privacy paradigm
was only partly focused on juridical doctrines and legal sanctions for violating those
doctrines. Rather, early privacy and data protection instruments could be seen as codes
of conduct and ethical guidelines, containing many open norms and depending mostly
on reputational enforcement mechanisms. It was shown, however, that gradually, more
and more focus has been placed on legal instruments with very broad and detailed legal
provisions and severe sanctions for violation. The previous chapter showed that many
of the current data processing efforts challenge this focus, inter alia because the fi xed
categories which laws are by necessity based upon are often ill-suited to address Big
Data initiatives, and because of the transborder nature of many data processes. Virtue
ethics and Fuller place much emphasis on open norms, as they regard human behavior
and customs as the basis of the legal order. This does not mean that virtue ethics do not
or cannot come up with concrete and hard rules, but it does mean that this branch of
ethics is more prone towards providing open norms that could be used for soft law and
code-of-conduct-like instruments, much like the ‘original’ privacy paradigm. How such
an alternative approach can be used for regulating privacy will be discussed in further
detail in the next chapter.

3.

COUNTER ARGUMENTS AGAINST ADOPTING A
VIRTUE ETHICAL APPROACH TO PRIVACY

Before explaining in detail what a virtue ethical approach could mean for privacy
regulation in practice, which shall be the main goal of the next chapter, this section will
discuss in further detail which elements of virtue ethics and Fuller’s interpretation of the
legal regime will be adopted. This will be done by discussing several counterarguments
against adopting a virtue ethical approach to (privacy) regulation. The three most
dominant critiques will be discussed, while others remain largely untouched, such as
the critique that virtue ethics embraces a form of perfectionism (for the state in the case
of Fuller), which undermines the neutrality of the state and, potentially, democratic
rule. The three points of critique that will be discussed are, first, that law supposes a
correlation between rights and duties, while virtue ethics does not (Section 3.1); second,
that law separates is from ought, while virtue ethics does not (Section 3.2) and; finally,
that law provides action guidance, while virtue ethics does not (Section 3.3).
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3.1. THE COR R ELATION OF R IGHTS AND DUTIES
Immanuel Kant is commonly seen as the founding father of the human rights
framework; similarly, deontology is often regarded as the theoretical foundation of the
modern legal regime as such. Kant is well-known for his belief that in the legal realm,
as opposed to the moral realm, rights and duties correlate. Kant sees the fundamental
distinction between the legal realm and the moral realm, or what is called the doctrine
of right and the doctrine of virtue (virtue in fact refers to ethica, while right refers to
ius), in the fact that legal obligations may be coercively enforced from outside the agent,
while ethical duties should not be externally enforced, as those are dependent on the
agent’s inner life.386
In consequence, Kant thought virtues to be an important part of a moral theory, but
he thought they could not be codified in law because they have no corresponding right
on the other side. This is still an often-heard critique. Virtue ethics lays down many
obligations for virtuous agents (do what is honest, brave, temperate, etc.) without a clear
correlative right of another. It is a duty to oneself or sometimes to others or mankind
as such, without a corresponding legal claim. However, law and the legal regime, so it
is said, are based on the correlativity of rights and duties.387 This thesis has been made
especially famous by Hohfeld.388 In its strong variant, there is a double correlativity: a
right of A implies a duty of B and a duty of B implies a right of A.
Remarkably, the examples given to illustrate such a supposed double correlativity
are almost without exception taken from private/civil law, which regulates the
relationships between private parties. For example, if A borrows B’s bicycle for 10 euros
a month, B has a right to get 10 euro a month from A and A has a duty to pay 10 euro
to B; A has a right to use B’s bicycle and B has a duty to lend A her bicycle for a month.
The thesis of double correlativity indeed works well to explain private law, in particular
contract law, but it is difficult to uphold when applied to criminal, administrative and
constitutional law. For example, the obligation of A to stop for a red traffic light has no
direct correlative right of another person. Perhaps, it could be argued that A has a duty
towards all other participants in the traffic, but this is already a weaker correlativity
386
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than in contract law. Moreover, it seems that this argument is false as A is also under
such a duty when there are no people on the road. Potentially, it could be argued that
this duty is directed toward the hypothetical traffic participant, but this seems again
much less convincing then the examples take from private law. The hypothetical
participant has no correlative claim-right.
A similar problem is often faced when trying to apply the double correlativity thesis
to constitutional law, as can be derived, inter alia, from H.L.A. Hart’s discussion of
natural rights. He pointed out first that there seem to exist rights of persons that do
not correlate with duties of others. Suppose, he argued, that two persons went into the
dessert and found a ten dollar bill which did not seem to belong to anyone. Both of
them would have a right to pick it up, while there is no corresponding duty (of course
both have many rights and duties to one another, but not in relation to picking up the
10 dollar). He then continued to distinguish between what he called special rights and
general rights. Special rights are those that a person has against one or several clearly
distinguishable others, while general rights are those one has against everyone. He also
discussed the meaning of the sentence ‘I have a right’ and argues:
It is I think the case that this form of words is used in two main types of situations: (A) when
the claimant has some special justification for interference with another’s freedom which
other persons do not have (“I have a right to be paid what you promised for my services”); (B)
when the claimant is concerned to resist or object to some interference by another person as
having no justification (“I have a right to say what I think”). (A) Special rights. When rights
arise out of special transactions between individuals or out of some special relationship in
which they stand to each other, both the persons who have the right and those who have the
corresponding obligation are limited to the parties to the special transaction or relationship.
I call such rights special rights to distinguish them from those moral rights which are
thought of as rights against (i.e., as imposing obligations upon) everyone, such as those that
are asserted when some unjustified interference is made or threatened as in (B) above.’389

There are two things that might be interesting in this respect. First, Hart refers to general
rights as ‘moral rights’. Second, while special rights are (again) mostly exemplified by
discussions about private law, general rights seem to equate with constitutional rights:
(B) General rights. In contrast with special rights, which constitute a justification peculiar to
the holder of the right for interfering with another’s freedom, are general rights, which are
asserted defensively, when some unjustified interference is anticipated or threatened, in order
to point out that the interference is unjustified. ‘I have the right to say what I think.’ ‘I have
the right to worship as I please.’390

Hart stresses that special rights and general rights are similar in that, to have them is
to have a moral justification for determining how another shall act, namely that that
389
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person shall not interfere. Also, the moral justification does not arise from the character
of the particular action to the performance of which the claimant has a right; what
justifies the claim is simply that this is a particular exemplification of the equal right to
be free. However, there are also some important differences. Most importantly:
‘[General rights] have as correlatives obligations not to interfere to which everyone else is
subject and not merely the parties to some special relationship or transaction, though of
course they will often be asserted when some particular persons threaten to interfere as a
moral objection to that interference. To assert a general right is to claim in relation to some
particular action the equal right of all men to be free in the absence of any of those special
conditions which constitute a special right to limit another’s freedom; to assert a special right
is to assert in relation to some particular action a right constituted by such special conditions
to limit another’s freedom.391

Consequently, it seems that in any case, there is a big difference between private
(contract) law and public (criminal, administrative, constitutional) law. While for
contract law, the correlation between rights and duties seems quite natural, this seems
so to a lesser extent for other branches of law. And even for private law, it seems difficult
to explain all doctrines in terms of rights and duties, which can be exemplified by Kant’s
oft-discussed description of marriage as a contractual agreement to use on another’s
reproduction organs.392 Framing such ‘moral’ agreements in law in terms of hard legal
rights and correlative duties seems rather uncomfortable to the modern reader. But
more importantly, the duty of A to stop for a red traffic light seems not directed at B
or several Bs. That this also holds for more extreme examples, such as murder, can be
shown by pointing out that A is under the duty not to kill B, even if B permits A to kill
him. In contrast with a right, for example, to lend a bicycle, A cannot normally defeat
her right to life in this way.393 Likewise, the correlation between a constitutional right
seems not with the duty of another to respect it, but rather with the state not to (ab)use
its power in certain ways.
The latter point is made in length by several authors, among others by David Lyons
in his article ‘The correlativity of rights and duties’.394 He takes as example the freedom
of speech. Does the right of A to say something correlate to the duty of B to listen to
what A has to say? Obviously not. Rather, it could entail a duty for B not to actively
disturb A in his freedom of expression. Suppose that A is atop a soap box speaking to
a crowd against the state’s military involvement in the Iraq war. ‘His act is perfectly
lawful, but he is assaulted by some private citizens, driven from the box and silenced.
391
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Their behavior is unlawful and constitutes unwarranted and prohibited interference
with the exercise of his legal rights. In saying this we may refer to his general right of
free speech or to a specific right to stand there addressing the crowd. In either case the
right might be construed as a right to do something. How is that to be understood?’395
The problem, of course, is that the described behavior is illegitimate as such. Whether
someone is using their freedom of speech or not, it is never allowed for other individuals
to assault a person. Rather, having a right to freedom of expression means, Lyons
suggests, that congress and other governmental agencies with legislative power to enact
laws are limited and curtailed in their freedom to make certain laws.
It is important, Lyons stresses, that A’s material right to say certain things or not
does not correlate with parliament’s duty not to enact certain laws.
To see this, imagine the First Amendment repealed: then Congress would acquire the
“power” to enact legally binding laws restricting speech now unrestrictable. But Congress
could have this power without exercising it, and thus it could happen that speech was no
more restricted than it is right now and that one’s speaking and remaining silent were equally
lawful and protected against interference even though we could no longer truly say that we
have Constitutional rights of free speech.396

Consequently, there is no correlative ‘duty’ of parliament with A’s right; A’s right is in fact
a legislative disability, namely that parliament is not empowered to enact certain laws.397
As a result, most commentators agree that there are both rights that have no
correlative duty and duties that have no correlative right. ‘The non-correlative duty is
owed to the state alone, and the rationale for imposing that duty is either disconnected
from any right or is broader ranging than ensuring the protection of an individual
right. An example of a non-correlative duty disconnected from any right is contained
in article 29(2) of the African Charter, which states that an individual must ‘serve his
national community by placing his physical and intellectual abilities at its service.’398
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Similarly, Joel Feinberg has discussed a variety of rights and duties without an obvious
counterpart. He has referred, among others, to ‘manifesto rights’,399 of which an
example may be article 24 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which holds:
‘Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working
hours and periodic holidays with pay.’400
Consequently, the critique is that law supposes correlativity between rights and
duties, while virtue ethics also accepts duties without correlative rights. This critique
is false, because the legal realm contains quite some doctrines that do not reflect the
supposed correlativity. It can thus be concluded that the supposed correlativity cannot
be brought as an argument again applying a virtue ethical approach to legal regulation.
What is more, there are already concepts in law that seem to reflect a virtue ethical way
of thinking. An example might be the duty of care. The classic reference here is to the
obligation to act as a bon père de famille. In most jurisdictions, parents are under the
legal obligation to take good care of their children and act as ‘a good parent’ or ‘good
father’ would do. Similarly, doctors are under a legal obligation to act as ‘a good doctor’,
that is, to act just like a hypothetical virtuous doctor would act. The education of
medical students is also mostly focused on this aspect. Duties of care are quite similar
to v-rules or virtue-rules, which will be explained in more detail below. A virtue ethical
rule could be ‘do as the most virtuous person would do’; the duty of care in relation
to caring for children, for example, currently already embedded in many Civil Codes
around the world, could be framed as ‘do as a virtuous father/parent would do’.
Second, one could also refer to professional ethics, which is often inspired by a
virtue ethical way of thinking. For example, in the legal regime, there are obligations for
private parties to prevent damage to others, even if there exists no contractual or other
legal relationship. For example, internet intermediaries have a duty of care to prevent
damage to third parties, inter alia if users violate the intellectual property of third
parties, damage their reputation or violate their right to privacy or data protection.401
They should do what is reasonable to prevent such damage and act as a ‘diligent
economic operator’ would.402 In a similar vein, criminal law often takes as a standard
the reasonable foreseeability test, i.e. that which the reasonable man would foresee.403
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As in contract law, the doctrine of the reasonable man is sometimes substituted in
professional environments from which an extra duty of care may arise. A restaurant
owner may have an extra duty to inquire whether costumers have certain allergies
and to double check whether the information provided about the ingredients on the
packaging is actually correct; the owner of a boxing school may be required to provide
her students with extra protection against possible head injury; etc. Consequently,
certain positions may entail extra obligations.
Third and finally, it should be taken into account that, as discussed in Chapter II
of this book, both privacy and data protection law were originally focused on the
character of the state and the data controller. Both doctrines specified primarily how
a good state or good data controller would behave. It should be noted that virtue ethics
does not spell out hard rules on what a person should or should not do, but rather what
a person ought to strive for, in order to be, for example, a good father or a good data
controller. A good example may be the obligation for data controllers to take technical
measures to protect the personal data of data subjects. The General Data Protection
Regulation specifies that the data controller must implement appropriate technical and
organizational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk, taking into
account the state of the art, the costs of implementation and the nature, scope, context
and purposes of processing as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the
rights and freedoms of natural persons.404 This is a rather open norm, the core of which
is that data controllers should behave as a good or virtuous data controller would,
namely by doing everything reasonably possible to secure the data in their possession.
Consequently, it seems that law does contain rules that are inspired by or consistent
with a virtue ethical approach to regulation. Like v-rule, duties of care specify, for
example, ‘act as the most virtuous doctor would act’ or ‘do as the most virtuous parent
would do’. Furthermore, these types of rules are applicable to legal persons. Most
professional ethics and many legal doctrines revolving around diligent economic
operators and professional and responsible behavior embody a virtue ethical approach.
Finally, it was stressed that the original privacy and data protection paradigm, and even
some of the doctrines engrained in the current privacy and data protection paradigm, can
be related to a virtue ethical way of thinking. This is not to argue that the regulators and
lawmakers were thinking of Aristotle when they designed these rules, but it is to say that
there is no immediate problem adopting a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation.

3.2. IS-OUGHT FALLACY
One of the classic moral principles is that ‘is’ and ‘ought’ should be separated. This thesis
was made famous by David Hume in A treatise of Human Nature, in which he argued
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that an ‘ought’ may never be derived from an ‘is’.405 The is-ought fallacy has remained
one of the fundamental pillars of ethics. One cannot derive moral obligations from facts.
One should provide reasons for accepting an ‘ought’, there must be convincing moral
arguments for doing so. The fact that the sun rises in the east, wolves eat rabbits and
humans have the capacity for sexual reproduction does not imply an ‘ought’. It would
be absurd to say that it follows from these factual observations that the sun should rise
in the east, that wolfs should eat rabbits and that humans should sexually reproduce or
that humans should have the capacity to do so. ‘Is’ and ‘ought’ can coincide, but it is not
because something ‘is’ that something ‘ought’ to be. Yet, this is exactly what some virtue
ethical scholars do. They do derive ‘oughts’ from ‘isses’ and they do make moral claims
about specimens who do not follow the normal or natural path of their species. This is
because virtue ethics places much emphasis on the natural ends (telos) of creatures. ‘The
telos is not the point at which the process of growth happens to finish, it is that point
which the whole process was for’.406
Virtue ethics looks at animate creatures and observes their nature. One could
study trees and find that most trees have roots, branches and leaves. Similarly, we can
see that wolves eat rabbits and other little creatures, can sexually reproduce and have
a fur. Virtue ethics could hold that if one comes across a mature wolf that grows no
fur, has undeveloped sexual reproduction organs and eats grass, one might (under usual
circumstances) call it a defective wolf or a bad specimen of the category wolf. Similarly,
if a tree has no roots, leaves or branches, one would normally call this a degenerate tree.
In extreme cases, one might not even be able to call it a tree or a wolf at all, because it
does not fit its definition. Because virtue ethics looks to aspirations and ends, it will
stress that a tree does not have roots for the looks of it or as a superfluous show piece,;
it has roots in order to absorb water, which it needs for survival and for producing
leaves, seeds and nuts. A peacock has its plumage to attract females or to show its
superiority over other males, a wolf has fur to keep it warm, etc. Virtue ethics generally
holds that species have the aspiration to survive and that certain elements aid them in
this aspiration. That is why virtue ethics would not derive a moral claim from every
‘is’; many aspects of ducks, wolfs and trees are not essential to these aims. If a duck
has green instead of yellow legs, this would normally not be called a defective duck.
However, as has been stressed, the application of these types of arguments to human
beings is not uncontroversial. This is because humans can reflect on their behavior and
can decide that an ‘is’ should not be an ‘ought’. An obvious example may be the fact that
throughout history, mankind has eaten meat; still, given the fact that we can by now
get the nutrition we need without killing animals, it might be argued that we need to
change how we behave.
Consequently, along with Fuller, most contemporary virtue ethicists reject this
thesis when it comes to humans, as does as this book. Still, the separation of ‘is’ from
405
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‘ought’ is important because their separability is also an important part of the HartFuller debate, as stressed earlier. Hart, introduced the topic of his article ‘Positivism and
the Separation of Law and Morals’ by stating the following:
[J]urisprudence trembles so uncertainly on the margin of many subjects that there will
al-ways be need for someone, in Bentham’s phrase, “to pluck the mask of Mystery” from
its face. Th is is true, to a pre-eminent degree, of the subject of this article. Contemporary
voices tell us we must recognize something obscured by the legal “positivists” whose day
is now over: that there is a “point of intersection between law and morals,” or that what is
and what ought to be are somehow indissolubly fused or inseparable, though the positivists
denied it.407

Hart did defend the legal philosophy known as legal positivism. Legal positivism can
be seen as a response to classic natural law theories. It is not necessary to give a full
overview of the discussion, but insofar as relevant here, legal positivism defends two
theses. First, the origins of law cannot be found in (human) nature or in God, but in an
act of a sovereign or parliament. Austin’s command theory classically proposed that all
positive law is man-made and that laws can simply be defined as the commands of the
sovereign. He also described the position of the sovereign in de facto terms, namely as
the person (or body) whose rules are followed in general by the bulk of the population
most of the time and who himself does not habitually obey others. Rules, Austin
continued, are general commands applying to a class (people have a freedom of speech)
and not to individuals (Sarah has freedom of speech). Finally, it is important to point out
that for Austin and for most legal positivist, positive law does not include laws of honor,
international law, customary law and constitutional law. For example, Austin argued:
The admirers of customary law love to trick out their idol with mysterious and imposing
attributes. But to those who can see the difference between positive law and morality, there
is nothing of mystery about it. Considered as rules of positive morality, customary laws arise
from the consent of the governed, and not from the position or establishment of political
superiors. But, considered as moral rules turned into positive laws, customary laws are
established by the state: established by the state directly, when the customs are promulgated
in its statutes; established by the state circuitously, when the customs are adopted by its
tribunals.408

The second point legal positivists make is that law and morals can be separated and that
laws are laws, even if they are unjust. Hart, for example, made reference to the case of
the grudge informer discussed earlier. The post-war court held that the statue on which
she based the legitimacy of her actions ‘was contrary to the sound conscience and sense
407
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of justice of all decent human beings.’409 The Court thus relied on supralegal morality to
judge the legitimacy of laws. Hart, and many legal positivists, however, hold that the law
is a law, even if it is immoral, even if it does not promote the common good, even if it is
unclear, etc. Lon L. Fuller, in the Hart-Fuller debate, disagreed on both points, not by
taking a natural law perspective, but by adopting a novel approach which is very much
inspired by virtue ethics.
What is important here is to note that virtue ethics has difficulty accepting both
arguments made by legal positivism. First, it does regard customs and human behavior
as the basis of law. This is perhaps due to a historical coincidence, because in the
Ancient Greece of Plato and Aristotle, the word for law (nomoi) also signified customs.
Laws, customs and culture can all be considered legitimate translations of nomos. It has
been pointed out, for example, that by Herodotus’ time:
‘[N]omos could mean a law formally enacted at a known date and recorded in writings; it
could refer to aspects of human behavior observed to vary from one culture to another, in
opposition to physis; and it had also been used by the Presocratics to denote regularities in
the working of the cosmos – what we might call ‘laws of nature.’410

Later, in the Socratic writings and from then onwards, nomoi (customary, human
laws) were contrasted with the physis (natural laws). While the former were man-made
and relative, the latter were natural and absolute. Most early virtue ethicists strongly
emphasized the added value of customary law and customs. For example, Aristotle
emphasized:
[I]t is evident that in seeking for justice men seek for the mean, for the law is the mean. Again,
customary laws have more weight, and relate to more important matters, than written laws,
and a man may be a safer ruler than the written law, but no safer than the customary law.411

Consequently, it is true that virtue ethics does not wholeheartedly embrace the
separability thesis proposed by legal positivism. First of all, it senses that the separation
between customary law and written law is not particularly clear and in any case, that
customary law is the basis of written law rather than the other way around.412 This
should be linked to the doctrine of phronesis or practical wisdom. As has been stressed,
a child may be ‘good’ and may follow moral principles, but it lacks practical wisdom;
it does not know how to interpret and apply moral principles in practice or in difficult
situations. Such a practical wisdom can only be gained from experience, on which
customs are based. Aristotle, for example, explains this by referring to a doctor. It is not
409
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optimal if a doctor only acts on its own insights, but it is also not optimal if he merely
follows and applies written rules or protocols. Rather, if in doubt he should call upon a
more experienced doctor, who has gained practical wisdom and knows what to do in
these types of situations.413
Second, virtue ethics does not subscribe to the idea that everything the ruler or the
sovereign commands should be called law. Both Plato and Aristotle discussed whether
‘the best men’ or ‘the best laws’ should rule the polis. Plato, in his republic, seemed to
suggest that the ideal city would be ruled by a philosopher-king. Such a person would
not be bound by the laws of the polis. However, later on, Plato developed a new political
philosophy, which contrasted sharply with his prior work. The last work he wrote was
entitled Nomoi (the Laws) and described a society regulated in detail through law:
Not only is the person of the philosopher-ruler split in two (into the philosopher-lawgiver
and the virtuous Young tyrant), but neither of these persons simply rules. The tyrant is
a means to the establishment of the Legal code devised by the philosopher-legislator.414
(emphasis added)

Mostly the same applied for Aristotle:
There may indeed be cases which the law seems unable to determine, but such cases a man
could not determine either. But the law trains officers for this express purpose, and appoints
them to determine matters which are left undecided by it, to the best of their judgment.
Further, it permits them to make any amendment of the existing laws which experience
suggests. Therefore he who bids the law rule may be deemed to bid God and Reason alone
rule, but he who bids man rule adds an element of the best; for desire is a wild beast, and
passion perverts the minds of rulers, even when they are the best of men. The law is reason
unaffected by desire.415

Consequently, Aristotle holds that it is in fact the ruler or the sovereign who should be
bound by the rule of law, the only exception being when the hypothetical god-amongmen would actually come into existence.416
In light of the above, virtue ethics views things as having a natural end (telos),
which might also, be applied to states and legal orders, as discussed previously when
introducing the work of Lon L. Fuller. In general, the state and the law, in virtue ethical
thinking, have as aim ‘justice’ and ‘human flourishing’.417 If laws are devoid of justice,
it is doubtful whether under a virtue ethical paradigm they would be called laws at all.
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If a state does not provide citizens with the bare necessities of life and if it does not help
citizens to strive for maximum flourishing, it is questionable whether it would be called
a state. It is important to stress that for both Plato and Aristotle, the state is regarded
as having a telos itself, namely on the one hand providing the minimum necessities
of life for its citizens (minimum requirements) and on the other hand helping and
encouraging them to become perfect virtuous beings (aspirations). Legal orders are thus
in themselves purposive enterprises, is and ought are to a certain extent intertwined.
So, to conclude, it is true that virtue ethics defies the separation between ‘is’ and
‘ought’ in both the moral and in the legal realm, but this cannot lead to the conclusion
that virtue ethics cannot serve as the basis for (legal) regulation. Virtue ethics in no
way opposes written law, but it does hold that written law is often a codification of
human behaviour and subjected and dependent on customs. It is important to stress
that it is perfectly possible to base a juridical system to a large extent on customs and
unwritten rules, as is evidenced by the legal systems of common law countries. Also,
it is important that in civil law jurisdictions, written laws are often interpreted on the
basis of customs and there are open juridical doctrines in civil law jurisdictions which
are interpreted on the basis of customs.
For example, the tort law in the Netherlands places a large emphasis on unwritten
law and common accepted principles of morality:
1. A person who commits a tortious act (unlawful act) against another person that can be
attributed to him, must repair the damage that this other person has suffered as a result
thereof.
2. As a tortious act is regarded a violation of someone else’s right (entitlement) and an act
or omission in violation of a duty imposed by law or of what according to unwritten law
has to be regarded as proper social conduct, insofar as there was no justification for this
behavior.
3. A tortious act can be attributed to the tortfeasor [the person committing the tortious act]
if it results from his fault or from a cause for which he is accountable by virtue of law or
generally accepted principles (common opinion).418

In conclusion, although the argument that virtue ethics does not perfectly separate ‘is’
and ‘ought’ is correct, it does not mean that virtue ethics cannot be used for (privacy)
regulation or that virtue ethical principles cannot be embedded in law.

3.3. ACTION GUIDANCE
Another critique against virtue ethics is that it is unable to produce hard and stable
rules. In contrast to deontology and utilitarianism, so it is argued, virtue ethics cannot
give clear action guidance to agents. The critique from utilitarians and deontologists
is that law should try to come up with a code providing universal rules. For example,
418
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it is said that while in utilitarianism and deontology, it is clear what an agent should
do, virtue ethics can only provide that a person must do what is virtuous or what the
most virtuous person would do, but is in itself empty. This critique, however, is false,
as Rosalind Hursthouse argues. She explains that all three ethical theories actually
work according to the same scheme. Each has a moral premise and each takes a
second step, in which this moral principle is provided with substance. The moral
premise for utilitarianism could be framed as: ‘an action is right if it promotes the
best consequences’. The moral premise for deontology could be framed as: ‘an action
is right if it is in accordance with a correct moral rule or principle’. And the moral
premise for virtue ethics could be: ‘an action is right if it is what a virtuous agent would
characteristically (i.e. acting in character) do in the circumstances’. Neither of these
three premises gives actual guidance, it only provides how a particular branch of ethics
would approach the question of right and wrong.419
It is only with the second step that material rules can be produced. Utilitarians must
decide on what they view as the best consequences, deontologists must decide on what
they view as moral rules or principles and virtue ethicists must decide on what they
regard as virtuous or what they think a virtuous agent would do. About each of these
decisions, there is considerable discussion among scholars. Although most utilitarians
hold that the guiding principle should be ‘achieving the maximum happiness for
the maximum number of people’, a utilitarian goal could as well be ‘getting as many
sheep in Scotland as possible’. The point of utilitarianism is that actions are judged on
their utility, on the consequences they produce. In principle, this branch of ethics is
neutral to the end goal that is picked. Likewise, although most deontologists agree on
a basic set of moral principle, such as ‘do not lie’, ‘do not steal’ and ‘do not kill’, there
is considerable discussion about defining the broader set of duties. Likewise, although
most virtue ethicists agree on a basic set of virtues, such as ‘do what is honest’, ‘do what
is just’ and ‘do what is brave’, there is a debate about the scope and definition of the
virtues. So, it can be concluded that the basic premise of the three branches of ethics are
all empty and that virtue ethics is not exceptional in that respect.
A similar attack directed at virtue ethics is that the only moral principle it provides
is ‘do what a virtuous agent would do’, and that it cannot produce any substantial insight
on what a virtuous agent would do concretely in certain circumstances. Clearly, virtue
ethicists have pointed out, this critique is based on a misunderstanding. ‘Blinkered by
slogans that described virtue ethics as “concerned with Being rather than Doing”, as
addressing “What sort of person should I be?” but not “What should I do?” as being
“agent-centred rather than act-centred”, its critics maintained that it was unable to
provide action guidance and hence, rather than being a normative rival to utilitarian
and deontological ethics, could claim to be no more than a valuable supplement to
them. The rather odd idea was that all virtue ethics could offer was “Identify a moral
exemplar and do what he would do” as though the raped fifteen year old trying to decide
whether or not to have an abortion was supposed to ask herself “Would Socrates have
419
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had an abortion if he were in my circumstances?”’420 This would be absurd to virtue
ethics; there are many virtue ethicists who have engaged in specific debates on difficult
topics such as abortion and euthanasia.
But, it is objected, deciding on what virtues are and what a virtuous person would
do, is highly subjective. Consequently, virtue ethics cannot produce stable and objective
rules. However, as has been stressed, deciding on the question what the moral principles
in deontology or the goal for utilitarianism should be is just as subjective. Moreover,
virtue ethicists believe that in common circumstances, what is right and wrong for an
agent to do can be derived from common knowledge and understanding. But, a further
critical argument goes, a non-virtuous being cannot understand or estimate what a
virtuous being would do. While deontology is clear on what the guiding principles are,
for example, ‘do not lie’, virtue ethics asks an agent to imagine what a most virtuous
agent would do. The question is, can, for example, a criminal imagine what it would
be like to be a fully virtuous being? Mostly, the answer is yes, maybe with an exception
of pathological liars, thieves, etc., if a set of virtues such as honesty, charitableness,
truthfulness and bravery are provided.
So, given such an enumeration of the virtues, I may well have a perfectly good idea of what
the virtuous person would do in my circumstances, despite my own imperfection. Would she
lie in her teeth to acquire an unmerited advantage? No, for that would be both dishonest and
unjust. Would she help the wounded stranger by the roadside even though he had no right to
her help, or pass by on the other side? The former, for that is charitable and the latter callous.
Might she keep a death-bed promise even though living people would benefit from its being
broken? Yes, for she is true to her word. And so on.421

Still, it is argued, virtue ethics cannot produce any rules, such as ‘do not steal’, ‘do
not lie’ and ‘do not kill’. However, virtue ethicists would argue that virtue ethics can
provide so-called ‘v-rules’.422 These are rules that stress ‘do what is honest’, ‘do what is
charitable’, ‘do what is brave’, or negatively formulated, ‘do not do what is dishonest’,
‘do not do what is uncharitable’ and ‘do not do what is un-brave’. However, it is often
said that these rules are less absolute than the rules provided by deontology. This may
be the case, although even in the moral realm it can be questioned whether modern
deontologists would actually feel that one should never kill a person, or that, for
example, killing out of self-defense is not immoral. In any case, as the attack discussed
here is particularly on its codifiability, it is important to stress that the legal realm
knows (almost) no absolute rules, perhaps with the exception of the prohibition of
torture in the European Convention on Human Rights.423 In the legal domain, it is
legitimate to kill someone in self-defense, or potentially as an act of war, and certain
420
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states still have the death penalty as an ultimate form of punishment. Every other
legal principle is similarly non-absolute. So, although it is true that virtue ethics does
not produce absolute rules, this does not in any way mean that it is uncodifiable. The
fact that virtue ethics turns more to open norms and soft rules could actually be an
advantage, as discussed in Chapter III of this book.

4.

CONCLUSION

This chapter provided a brief introduction into virtue ethics and discussed the work
of one legal philosopher, namely Lon L. Fuller, to see how a virtue ethical approach
could be adopted in the legal regime. It sketched some initial ideas about how such
an approach might complement the current privacy paradigm; the next chapter will
develop this in further detail. In addition, this chapter has discussed and rebutted a
number of arguments against adopting a virtue ethical approach to (privacy) regulation.
These regarded the correlativity between rights and duties, the separability of is and
ought and the codifiability of virtue rules. It was shown that law can adopt a virtue
ethical approach to (privacy) regulation and that there are already doctrines engrained
in the legal domain that lend themselves for such an approach. How such an approach
might be applied to privacy regulation will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
EMBEDDING A VIRTUE-BASED
APPROACH IN PRIVACY REGULATION
1.

INTRODUCTION

Chapter II has discussed both the current and the original privacy and data protection
paradigm. In broad strokes, it signaled a shift on four points, by contrasting the
‘original’ with the ‘current’ approach – both were presented in idealized form. First,
there has been a shift away from protecting privacy through duties of care and doctrines
based on the abuse of power, and towards granting subjective rights to natural persons.
Second, there has been a shift away from the protection of general and societal interests
and towards an, almost exclusive, focus on the protection of personal interests of natural
persons. Third, there has been a shift away from a more fundamental, rule-of-law-based
perspective when determining the outcome of privacy cases and towards adopting the
method of balancing as a standard approach. Fourth and finally, there has been a shift
away from an approach which combined legal and ethical forms of regulation, and
towards a paradigm which almost exclusively focuses on legal regulation and black
letter law.
Chapter III showed how the current privacy paradigm conflicts with new
technological developments, such as, for example, Big Data processes. First, it showed
that claiming individual rights is increasingly difficult for natural persons in the age
of Big Data. Second, it stressed that these types of processes increasingly go beyond
individual interests, and instead tend to affect general and societal interests. Third, it
pointed out that the method of balancing is often difficult to apply in cases concerning
Big Data processes. Fourth, it argued that solely relying on black letter law does not
allow for an adequate regulation of Big Data processes. Chapter III also showed that
alternatives to the current privacy paradigm have been developed, both in the literature
and in case law. Although some of these alternatives are insightful and provide useful
building blocks, they do not lay down a fully developed and theoretically grounded
alternative privacy paradigm that overcomes the difficulties faced by the current privacy
paradigm.
Chapter IV argued that such a foundation may be found by turning to virtue ethics,
especially through its reinterpretation by Lon L. Fuller. This chapter demonstrated that
a virtue-based approach may provide alternatives to each of the four points mentioned.
Virtue ethics does not focus on the rights of the patient, the data subject, but on the
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obligation on the agent to be virtuous, in this case the state. Virtue ethics does not
focus on particular individual interests of specific natural persons; it focuses on the
duty of the agent to perfect herself. The core obligation of the state is to promote the
human flourishing of its citizens. This means that by virtue of its very existence, the
state is or should be directed at aspiring human autonomy and freedom for its subjects.
As a prerequisite, the legal order should abide by certain minimum conditions to
ensure effectiveness and efficiency as an instrument in promoting human freedom.
These minimum conditions are part of the duty of morality. Since they are minimum
standards, no balancing takes place; they must be respected at all times. With respect to
aspirations, it should be taken into account that different goals might conflict. Here, an
equilibrium must be found, a middle ground between the different aspirations. Finally,
it should be taken into account that the legal order and the state are limited not only
because they are directed at human freedom, but also because they are based on human
behavior. Both virtue ethics and Lon L. Fuller place a large emphasis on customs,
customary law and open norms in legal systems.
This chapter will analyze how such an approach could be applied to privacy
regulation. Obviously, this is an argumentative rather than a descriptive task. And
the argument is limited, as it is impossible to rewrite the entire corpus of privacy and
data protection legislation in such a way that it incorporates virtue ethical elements,
or in such a way that an entirely new legal regime is constructed that complements the
current one. Rather, a few examples will be provided of how such an approach might
complement what is currently in place and how those rules might be able to address
problems that current rules are unable to address. The commonality between the
examples provided is that they lay down obligations for the state, which one might call
v-rules, and that these obligations are not linked to the individual rights or interests of
natural persons.
The examples will be divided in two categories. First, minimum requirements,
which are obligations that states must always take into account. They can be seen as
prerequisites for a legitimate state and a democratic legal order. They correspond to
what Fuller has called the ‘morality of duty’. Second, aspirations, i.e. obligations for
states to strive towards their telos or end, which is promoting human flourishing and
freedom. These aspirations are formulated as open norms and can conflict with each
other. While minimum requirements could be called obligations aimed at results,
aspirations could be seen as obligations aimed at best efforts.
The minimum requirements are deeply rooted in considerations regarding the
rule of law. There are certain minimum requirements that laws and democratic states
must always respect. These rules and conditions focus predominantly on curtailing
governmental power and laying down checks and balances to prevent abuse of power.
The principles of the rule of law apply independent of any subjective, individual right;
they are the preconditions for the legal order, the foundations on which the state is
built. The aspirations are based on the fact that virtue ethics embraces the idea of a
teleological regulatory framework, or as Fuller put it: the state is not a neutral object,
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it is designed for a certain purpose. Such a focus provides a theoretical framework for
building non-rights-based policies, such as those directed at duties of care, codes of
conduct and best practices.
Section 2 of this chapter will specify which minimum requirements related to the
principles of the rule of law can be applied to privacy regulation. It will use the building
blocks discussed in Chapter II and III in order to craft a fully developed theoretical and
normative foundation for this additional privacy approach. Section 3 will demonstrate
how a focus on goals and aspiration could be applied in practice with respect to privacy
regulation. It will use the building blocks developed in Chapter IV, and relate them back
to some elements of the ‘original’ privacy paradigm, as discussed in Chapter II. Finally,
Section 4 will briefly analyze the previous points and discuss how these rules can be
enforced through legal and other means.

2.

MINIMUM R EQUIR EMENTS

This section will provide three examples of potential minimum requirements under a
virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation. Such obligations are directed at the state
and do not correlate with subjective rights of natural persons. The obligations have
the goal of protecting the legitimacy and legality of the legal order; they are linked
to the rule of law and provide safeguards for the abuse of power. The examples will
suggest how such an approach might be of added value when compared to the current
regulatory privacy and data protection framework.
The first example, as described in Subsection 2.1, goes as follows. First, the current
legal paradigm distinguishes between quite a number of different types and categories
of data, each with a particular level of protection. In general, the closer a datum is
linked to the individual, the higher the level of protection. Second, this model is under
pressure for two reasons in particular: One reason is that data re being processed in an
increasingly hybrid fashion; their type and status may change in a split second. Sticking
to fi xed and static categories of data will prove increasingly difficult in this constellation.
The other reason is that the use of ordinary, nonpersonal, aggregated and metadata can
have a significant impact on individuals, even if they are not identified or identifiable
on an individual level. Third, and consequently, it may prove fruitful to regulate
‘data’. A virtue ethical model of privacy regulation could provide the basis for such an
approach, as it is not linked to the protection of individual interests, but to the virtuous
behavior of the agent. Although a number of individual rights contained in the current
privacy and data protection instruments cannot be upheld with regard to processing
nonpersonal data, other principles could be applied as minimum requirements when
states process ‘data’.
The second example, provided in Subsection 2.2, can be described as follows. First,
it suggested that under the dominant European privacy paradigm, as described in
Chapter II, it is difficult to invoke rule of law principles for natural or legal persons that
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have not been directly and personally affected by the matter complained of. Second, as
shown in Chapter III, in Big Data and mass surveillance cases, rule of law principles
are often undermined without specific individuals being harmed. Third, as discussed in
Chapter III, the European Court of Human Rights has in recent jurisprudence stressed
that in specific circumstances it is willing to abandon its strict focus on individual harm
and will assess rule of law principles in abstracto. Fourth, it is nevertheless unclear how
this exception could be reconciled on a theoretical level with the dominant paradigm,
which focuses on individual rights and individual interests. Fift h, a virtue ethical
approach could provide a theoretical framework by explaining why it is important to
uphold rule of law principles even without individuals being directly affected.
The third and final example, which was provided in Subsection 2.3, picks up on
an idea mentioned in the introduction to this book. First, the current regulatory
framework is mostly focused on gathering and using data, not on the phases in between,
in which the data are analyzed, aggregated and turned into categories, patterns and
group profi les. Second, the reason for this focus, related to the argument discussed
in Subsection 2.1, is that the gathering of data and the application of data profiles in
practice may have an impact on individuals, whereas the analysis of data as such rarely
does. Third, the phase in which the analysis is conducted is increasingly important
and the choices made in that stage do in fact have a large impact on society as a whole
and on individuals in particular, albeit in indirect ways. Fourth, certain minimum
requirements for analyzing data could be enshrined in law when adopting a virtue
ethical approach to privacy regulation.

2.1. R EGULATING ‘DATA’
Currently, there are many different types of data and categories of data distinguished in
the legal paradigm, each having their own regime and level of protection. For example,
in the General Data Protection Regulation, a distinction is made between non-personal
data, statistical data, personal data and sensitive data. Nonpersonal and anonymized
data, in principle, fall outside the scope of the data protection principles,424 which only
apply to cases in which data related to identifiable natural persons are processed.425
The Regulation defines personal data as any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person and explains that ‘an identifiable natural person is one who
can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such
as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or
more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural
or social identity of that natural person’.426 The many data protection principles, such
as the data minimization requirement, the purpose and purpose limitation principle,
424
425
426
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the transparency principle and the duty to provide for adequate technical and
organizational standards, apply only to the processing of personal data. Nonpersonal
data are mostly left unregulated.
There is a special regime under the Regulation for ‘sensitive data’. Sensitive data
are data that have a special status because they have a particularly close link to the
individual or reveal particularly sensitive information about that person. The Regulation
specifies that the processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the
processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a
natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life
or sexual orientation, shall in principle be prohibited.427 The Regulation does specify a
number of exceptions to that rule, but it is clear that the data qualified as sensitive enjoy
a higher level of protection. This is also clear from the fact that the grounds on which
the processing of sensitive data can be legitimized are stricter in comparison to the
grounds that can be used for legitimizing the processing of non-sensitive personal data.
Then there is the category of statistical data. These are data that may have been
personal data or even sensitive personal data, but have been aggregated to serve as the
building blocks for group profi les and statistical patterns. For example, a group profi le
may be that of the people living in neighborhood Y, 70% of the males drive a red car. It
is unlikely that such a profile itself will be qualified as a personal datum, because it does
not relate to one or a number of specific individuals. Consequently, many of the data
protection principles will not apply, even although the profile was based on personal
data. The Regulation contains a specific provision on the processing of personal data,
holding that many of the classic data protection principles should be respected in these
circumstances.428 However, it is unclear whether this will also be the case with respect
to the processing of non-personal or aggregated data for statistical purposes. Given the
explicit delineation in the scope of the Regulation, it must be presumed that this is not
the case.
Finally, the Regulation introduces even more categories and types of data:
– There are special rules for pseudonymized data, pseudonymization meaning the
processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no longer
be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information,
provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to
technical and organizational measures to ensure that the personal data are not
attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person.429
– There are rules new on ‘genetic data’, which are personal data relating to the
inherited or acquired genetic characteristics of a natural person which give unique
information about the physiology or the health of that natural person and which
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result, in particular, from an analysis of a biological sample from the natural person
in question.430
– There are rules on ‘biometric data’, meaning personal data resulting from
specific technical processing relating to the physical, physiological or behavioral
characteristics of a natural person, which allow or confirm the unique identification
of that natural person, such as facial images or dactyloscopic data.431
– And there are so called ‘data concerning health’, meaning personal data related to
the physical or mental health of a natural person, including the provision of health
care services, which reveal information about his or her health status.432
Each of these data have a special regime and level of protection, because they have a
special relation to the individual.
A similar structure may be found in the e-Privacy Directive.433 This Directive
contains specific rules on the processing of personal data in the electronic environment,
for example with respect to directories of subscribers.434 It applies to the processing
of personal data in connection with the provisioning of publicly available electronic
communications services in public communications networks.435 It also is intended to
harmonize the provisions of the Member States required to ensure an equivalent level of
protection of fundamental rights and freedoms, and in particular the right to privacy,
with respect to the processing of personal data in the electronic communication
sector and to ensure the free movement of such data and of electronic communication
equipment and services.436
However, there are also a number of rules that apply to other types of data, such as
location data and traffic data – sometimes referred to as metadata:
– Traffic data are defined by the e-Privacy Directive as any data processed for the
purpose of the conveyance of a communication on an electronic communications
network or for the billing thereof. Location data, within the meaning of the
Directive are any data indicating the geographic position of the terminal equipment
of a user of a publicly available electronic communications service.437 The Directive
specifies, inter alia, that traffic data relating to subscribers and users processed and
stored by the provider of a public communications network must be erased or made
anonymous when it is no longer needed for the purpose of the transmission of a
communication.438
430
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– Regarding location data other than traffic data, the e-Privacy Directive specifies,
inter alia, that data relating to users or subscribers of public communications
networks, may only be processed when they are made anonymous, or with the
consent of the users or subscribers to the extent and for the duration necessary for
the provision of a value added service. The service provider must, prior to obtaining
their consent, inform the users or subscribers, of the type of location data other
than traffic data which will be processed, of the purposes and duration of the
processing and whether the data will be transmitted to a third party for the purpose
of providing the value added service.439
– The e-Privacy Directive also contains rules protecting the secrecy of communication
and the integrity of communication devices. For example, it is stressed that the
provider of a publicly available electronic communications service must take
appropriate technical and organizational measures to safeguard the security of its
services, if necessary in conjunction with the provider of the public communications
network with respect to network security.440 To conclude, the Directive stresses that
Member States must also ensure that the use of electronic communications networks
to store information in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user, or to access
to the information stored therein, is only allowed on condition that the subscriber or
user concerned is provided with clear and comprehensive information.441
To give a final example, as discussed at length in Chapters II and III, under the right
to privacy laid down in Article 8 of European Convention on Human Rights, different
types of data and communications are also distinguished by the European Court
of Human Rights. Most of them have already been explained in Chapter II and III.
In general, it has been shown that the ECtHR in principle rejects cases that revolve
around the processing of ordinary data in what could be considered day-to-day
processing activities. It also provides less protection to metadata than to the content
of communications and provides a higher level of protection for certain categories
of data, for example those related to health, sexual preferences and criminal records.
Consequently, under this regime too, distinctions are made as regards types and
categories of data and the level of protection afforded.
However, as discussed in Chapter III, it is questionable whether these distinctions
are still tenable in the age of Big Data. Ordinary data and metadata are increasingly
collected and the information that can be distilled from them can provide a very
detailed picture of a person’s life. Also, these data, particularly if linked and connected
to other information, can be used to determine the content of communication.
Possible inferences from metadata can invade a user’s privacy in the same way as sensitive
personal information obtained from posted content. This includes identifying information
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(directly or indirectly), general descriptive data (interests, political attitudes, health
condition, etc.) as well as more SNS-specific information such as social relationship data
(number of friends, nature of relations, etc.), or behavioral data (activity, location, etc.).442

It is generally also agreed upon that ordinary ‘data’ can increasingly be used to influence
the behavior and lives of natural persons, even without knowing their precise identity.
In this sense, the distinction between ordinary data and metadata on the one hand and
personal and sensitive data on the other hand seems to be crumbling.
In addition, insensitive personal data are increasingly linked to other insensitive
data and general statistical profi les, for example through merging databases, so that
sensitive and very significant profi les may be created. The general profi le “in district
X, 80% of people have disease Y” (which is not a personal datum) may be linked to an
insensitive datum “person Z lives in district X”, in order to create a very sensitive profi le.
This fact also challenges the distinction between personal data and sensitive personal
data, engrained in the current regulatory approach to privacy and data protection
regulation. The same applies to aggregate data and anonymous data. Increasingly, these
categories are merely temporary stages, because data can almost always be linked back
to an individual or can be de-anonymized or re-identified.443
Overall, while the current legal system is focused on relatively static stages of
data and links to these a specific protection regime, in practice, data processing is
becoming a circular process: data are linked, aggregated and anonymized and then
again de-anonymized enriched with other data, in order to create sensitive profiles,
etc. It is important to point out that it will often prove impossible to assess beforehand
what status or role a specific datum will play, how it will be used and what it may tell
about an individual in the future. It is therefore questionable whether it is still tenable
to apply a less stringent juridical regime to the collection of, for example, metadata or
anonymized data than to the collection of sensitive data, if these data can be linked to
other data with ease and, as a result, may become sensitive data all the same.
Both trends (the fact that nonsensitive data can be used for means that have a high
impact on the individual and the fact that it becomes increasingly difficult to apply
static categories of data to an increasingly circular and volatile data life-cycle) beg
the question: why not regulate plain ‘data’? This would apply in particular to digital
data. Doing so might also have a practical advantage, because both data subjects and
data controllers are increasingly unaware of whether certain data bases and data
processing activities include personal data or sensitive personal data, and if so, to whom
the data can be linked. Determining these facts with care might demand significant
442
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organizational efforts and costs, if at all successful, which could be avoided if legal
regulation simply turned to ‘data’ instead of creating numerous different categories and
types of data.
It is also important to point out that stretching the concept of personal data in
data protection regimes is not a novelty; as shown in Chapter II, the concept ‘personal
data’ has been broadened and widened time and again. One of the reasons was that
companies and governments became capable of having an effect on people and their
lives with data that was ever less directly connected to the individual. In order to ensure
that the data protection rules would still apply to these data uses, the definition of
‘personal data’ was broadened in every subsequent data protection instrument. In this
sense, because it is now possible to influence people’s lives on the basis of non-personal
data, applying the data protection principles to ‘data’ as such seems only the next logical
step.
A final practical advantage would be that there are currently many discussions over
what should be considered personal data and what not, such as IP addresses, cookies,
group profi les and human tissue samples. In a recent opinion addressing the question
whether IP addresses are personal data, the advocate general of the Court of Justice
stressed:
Conformément à l’article 2, sous a), de la directive 95/46/CE du Parlement européen et du
Conseil, du 24 octobre 1995, relative à la protection des personnes physiques à l’égard du
traitement des données à caractère personnel et à la libre circulation de ces données, une
adresse IP dynamique par laquelle un utilisateur a accédé au site Internet d’un fournisseur
de médias électroniques constitue pour celui-ci une donnée à caractère personnel, dans la
mesure où un fournisseur d’accès au réseau possède des informations supplémentaires qui,
combinées à l’adresse IP dynamique, permettraient d’identifier l’utilisateur.444

Even if the ECJ would follow this advice, there will be many other difficult dilemmas
regarding the scope of personal data, which may take years before they will be resolved
and, in the meantime, may be used by companies and governmental institutions to
collect and process large quantities of data, as they may claim the data do not qualify as
‘personal data’. Regulating ‘data’ would avoid these and similar discussions.
The question is whether the data protection principles contained in the various
data protection instruments could be applied to ‘data’ instead of ‘personal data’. Under
a virtue ethical approach to privacy, many of them arguably could, because the core
question is how states should behave; how they should process data and under which
conditions. Obviously, this does not count for the rules and principles under the current
framework that are directly linked to the individual, her rights and her interests. These
are the principles that lay down the rights of individual data subjects, for example the
right of a data subject to access her data, the right to correct them, to right to object to
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the processing of her data, the right to be forgotten and the right to data portability.445
The underlying reason for granting individuals a right to access and control personal
data is because the data relate to them specifically – these are ‘their’ data. When the
focus of data protection instruments turns to plain ‘data’, this underlying rationale no
longer applies. Consequently, if data protection instruments would indeed take ‘data’ as
their core concept and if one would want to preserve the subjective access and control
rights, a separate rule should be introduced stressing that these rights only apply to
cases in which personal data are processed.
It seems that the other principles in the current data protection instruments could also
be applied to ‘data’ in general, and it could be argued that they should if the underlying
rationale for these rules is the prevention of abuse of power and laying down checks
and balances. As stressed in Chapter II, the origins of the data protection instruments
were grounded in providing duties for data controllers. The underlying reason was
that processing personal data granted the data controller power over the data subjects.
The data controller could influence the behavior of individuals or base decisions and
policies on the data processes, and in doing so, positively or negatively affect the interests
of these individuals. That is why a number of duties of care were laid down in order to
ensure checks and balances that could mitigate potential risks. As stressed above, in the
current technological reality, the same argument can be applied to the processing of
‘data’. Through the use of statistical correlations, algorithmic patterns and group profiles,
people’s lives can be affected significantly. It is no longer essential whether the data that
are processed are personal or aggregated, ordinary or sensitive, private or public; all
data can be used in ways that have a large impact on individuals and society as a whole.
Consequently, it seems logical apply the duties of care to the processors of ‘data’ in general.
To provide an example, the current data protection principles specify that personal
data must be stored safely and confidentially. Data controllers should take all reasonable
technical measures to prevent data leaks and to minimize harm when data leaks occur.
Data controllers should also ensure that access is limited to those persons within their
organization that actually need it. Given the fact that nonpersonal, nonsensitive and
anonymized data can often be linked back to individuals and be de-anonymized, and
can be used to affect people even without knowing their identity, it seems that there is
no guarantee that these types of data will not be abused in a way that negatively affects
individuals or society as a whole when they fall into the wrong hands. That is why is
seems pivotal to apply the requirement of safe and confidential data processing to ‘data’
in general.
A similar reasoning could be applied to the requirement of a legitimate aim and the
requirements of necessity and proportionality. The current data protection principles
specify that data controllers may only gather, store and process personal data when the
processing serves one of various (enumerated) legitimate purposes. Data controllers
may only gather data insofar as they are necessary for achieving that legitimate goal
and if gathering those data is proportionate to the aim pursued. It seems that, especially
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in relation to governmental institutions, the requirement that the state may only use
its power (in this case for gathering and processing data) if that serves a legitimate aim
and is necessary in a democratic society, seems to be a minimum condition for every
legitimate state. Random exercises of power without any clear or concrete purpose
conflict with the basic principles of the rule of law. There seems to be no reason why a
state or governmental institution should be allowed to use its power (to process data)
without there being a clear need, without there being a legitimate aim, and without the
use of power being proportionate.
Current data protection instruments also include the principle of data quality, which
prescribes that; the data should be correct and that they must be kept up to date. The
underlying reason for such rules is that incorrect or outdated personal data may lead
to incorrect decisions and to negative or unfair results for individuals. The same logic
seems to apply to the processing of nonpersonal data. Suppose, for example, that the
profi le ‘70% of the people living in neighborhood Y have disease Z’ is based on outdated
information, and suppose that the relevant data were gathered 20 years ago. It would
be wrong for either the government or an insurance company to use this database to
develop a general policy. Again, it seems expedient to apply this principle not merely to
‘personal data’, but to ‘data’ in general.
To provide a final example, the current data protection instruments also include the
principle of transparency. Although the current General Data Protection Regulation
links this transparency principle exclusively to the individual and her individual
interest, this was not the case originally, as explained in detail in Chapter II. In earlier
documents, a distinction was made between, on the one hand, the right of the individual
to request access to her personal data and to receive information about the specific data
processing activities, and on the other hand the general transparency obligation of the
data controller. While the data controller incurred a correlative duty with respect to the
rights of the data subject, namely to grant access to the personal data and/or to provide
further information about the processing activities, it is important to stress that the
transparency duty did not correlate with any individual right. It was a duty as such of
the data controller to provide clarity about her activities. For example, the first article
of the Resolution of the Council of Europe from 1974 on the processing of personal
data in the public sector specified: ‘As a general rule the public should be kept regularly
informed about the establishment, operation and development of electronic data
banks in the public sector.’446 Note that this duty is directed at the public in general.
The underlying reason for this principle can be found in the need for transparency of
governmental power, among other reasons to ensure control over the exercise of that
power. In light of the previous discussion on the processing of nonpersonal data, it
might be pertinent to apply such a transparency rule to ‘data’ in general.
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the current regulatory framework
is based on a number of different categories and types of data and that each of them
446
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receives a different level of protection. It has been shown that in Big Data processes,
the underlying reason for these differentiations no longer holds, because nonpersonal,
aggregate and metadata can be used to impact individuals just as well as personal and
sensitive personal data, and because the nature of data is increasingly circular and
volatile. That is why it seems expedient to regulate ‘data’. A good starting point for
finding principles for the regulation of ‘data’ might be the rules provided by the General
Data Protection Regulation. Some of these rules are only applicable to ‘personal data’,
namely the rules granting individuals subjective rights, but the basic principles of fair
and adequate data processing seem to be applicable to the processing of ‘data’ in genera
l– and especially to data kept in digital formats. There may also be other principles that
could be applied to data processing in general, when the core rationale is no longer
protecting the rights and interests of individuals, but laying down safeguards against
the abuse of power by states. These will need to be developed further; one particular set
of rules that might be applied to the analysis of data will be discussed in Subsection 2.3.

2.2. APPLYING THE RULE OF LAW TEST IN ABSTR ACTO
Chapter II showed that the original privacy paradigm under the European Convention
of Human Rights, as contained in Article 8 ECHR, was primarily focused on providing
protection to general and societal interests, and only marginally relied on individual,
subjective rights to protect personal interests. It was also shown that over time, this
focus has shifted quite a bit. The Convention has been revised on a number of points
and the European Court of Human Rights in particular has radically reinterpreted
the meaning and function of the Convention. It has focused almost exclusively on
granting subjective rights to natural persons and on the protection of personal interests
of individuals. This has meant that in principle, only natural persons can submit a
complaint if they have suffered from the law or practice complained of personally
and directly. Conversely, claims from individuals, groups or legal persons who have
not suffered individually and directly have generally been declared inadmissible. An
example of such an application is a so-called in abstracto claim, in which a claimant
asks the Court to assess the quality of a law or policy as such.
Chapter III showed that in Big Data and mass surveillance cases, it is increasingly
difficult to prove or substantiate individual harm. It raised questions such as: how
did the data gathering by the NSA affect an ordinary American or European citizen?
Similarly, it referred to cities such as London in which there are apparently more
CCTV camera’s than people. Again, it is very difficult to prove how this affects an
individual personally. The problem, it seems, with these types of processes is not that
one specific individual is fi lmed or surveilled, but rather that everyone is or might be –
indiscriminately and without a pre-established reason. Rather than affecting individual
and personal interests, such practices have an impact on general and societal interests.
In particular, they put pressure on the classic principles of the rule of law, which limit
governmental power and mitigate risks related to its abuse.
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Chapter III also showed that since the Klass judgement, the ECtHR has struggled
with its own approach centered on individual rights and individual interests, especially
in cases revolving around large data gathering and surveillance practices. Ever since
that judgment in 1978, the Court has been willing to occasionally allow in abstracto
claims through the backdoor, without explicitly acknowledging that it did so. Rather,
it used terms that obscured its relaxed position on individual rights and individual
interests, e.g. by emphasizing that certain practices affected everyone residing in a
certain country. This has changed in the more recent case of Szabó & Vissy v. Hungary
and especially in Zakharov v. Russia. With these decisions, the European Court of
Human Rights has finally accepted unequivocally that in exceptional cases, it will
allow in abstracto claims and that it will assess as such the basic principles of the rule
of law, relating inter alia to the basic legality and legitimacy of the laws and practices
underlying the mass surveillance practices. These are minimum standards that the state
needs to abide by, even when no individual rights have been infringed or individual
interests have been harmed.
To reiterate, in Zakharov the ECtHR specified the following:
[T]he Court accepts that an applicant can claim to be the victim of a violation occasioned
by the mere existence of secret surveillance measures, or legislation permitting secret
surveillance measures, if the following conditions are satisfied. Firstly, the Court will
take into account the scope of the legislation permitting secret surveillance measures by
examining whether the applicant can possibly be affected by it, either because he or she
belongs to a group of persons targeted by the contested legislation or because the legislation
directly affects all users of communication services by instituting a system where any
person can have his or her communications intercepted. Secondly, the Court will take
into account the availability of remedies at the national level and will adjust the degree
of scrutiny depending on the effectiveness of such remedies. As the Court underlined in
Kennedy, where the domestic system does not afford an effective remedy to the person
who suspects that he or she was subjected to secret surveillance, widespread suspicion and
concern among the general public that secret surveillance powers are being abused cannot
be said to be unjustified. In such circumstances the menace of surveillance can be claimed
in itself to restrict free communication through the postal and telecommunication services,
thereby constituting for all users or potential users a direct interference with the right
guaranteed by Article 8. There is therefore a greater need for scrutiny by the Court and an
exception to the rule, which denies individuals the right to challenge a law in abstracto, is
justified. In such cases the individual does not need to demonstrate the existence of any
risk that secret surveillance measures were applied to him. By contrast, if the national
system provides for effective remedies, a widespread suspicion of abuse is more difficult to
justify. In such cases, the individual may claim to be a victim of a violation occasioned by
the mere existence of secret measures or of legislation permitting secret measures only if he
is able to show that, due to his personal situation, he is potentially at risk of being subjected
to such measures.447
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In this case, the Court assessed in general terms whether a law allowing for mass
surveillance practices abided by the minimum principles of the rule of law. Inter
alia, it assessed the accessibility of the domestic law and the scope and duration of
the secret surveillance measures. It also assessed the procedures for authorization,
supervision and notification of these measures, and for storing, accessing, examining,
using, communicating and destroying the intercepted data, as well as the available
remedies. The ECtHR concluded that Russian legal provisions governing interceptions
of communications did not provide for adequate and effective guarantees against the
risk of arbitrariness and abuse, which it considered inherent in any system of secret
surveillance, especially in a system where the secret services and the police have direct
access, by technical means, to all mobile telephone communications.
In particular, the Court stressed that the circumstances in which public authorities
are empowered to resort to secret surveillance measures were not defined with sufficient
clarity; the provisions on discontinuation of secret surveillance measures did not
provide adequate guarantees against arbitrary interference; the domestic law permitted
automatic storage of clearly irrelevant data and was not sufficiently clear as to the
circumstances in which the intercepted material would be stored and destroyed after
the end of a trial; the authorization procedures were not capable of ensuring that secret
surveillance measures would be ordered only when ‘necessary in a democratic society’;
the supervision of interceptions did not comply with the requirements of independence,
powers and competence which are sufficient to ensure effective and continuous control,
public scrutiny and effectiveness in practice; and the effectiveness of the remedies was
undermined by the lack of notification at any point of interceptions, or adequate access
to documents relating to interceptions.
In conclusion, the European Court of Human Rights held as follows:
It is significant that the shortcomings in the legal framework as identified above appear to
have an impact on the actual operation of the system of secret surveillance which exists in
Russia. The Court is not convinced by the Government’s assertion that all interceptions in
Russia are performed lawfully on the basis of a proper judicial authorisation. The examples
submitted by the applicant in the domestic proceedings and in the proceedings before the
Court indicate the existence of arbitrary and abusive surveillance practices, which appear to
be due to the inadequate safeguards provided by law. In view of the shortcomings identified
above, the Court finds that Russian law does not meet the “quality of law” requirement and is
incapable of keeping the “interference” to what is “necessary in a democratic society”. There
has accordingly been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.448

Chapter III ended by lauding this turn by the ECtHR; in fact, one of the main arguments
of this book is that courts should apply a rule of law test independently of the question
of whether a specific individual has been harmed. The principles of the rule of law are
the minimum conditions for legal orders; these principles should always be respected
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because they are the foundation of the state. If the principles of the rule of law are
disrespected, the state will undermine its own legitimacy and legality. The European
Court of Human Rights now seems to fully acknowledge this fact. However, as Chapter
III concluded, it remains unclear how this approach relates to or can be reconciled with
the Court’s dominant approach, which is focused strongly on subjective rights and
individual interests. If it is true, as seems to be the premise of the Court, that human
rights protect humans and their interests, it remains unclear how this can be reconciled
with an approach in which in abstracto claims are declared admissible. In cases such as
Zakharov, not human rights are undermined, but the principles of the rule of law.
Obviously, on a practical level, it is laudable that the European Court of Human
Rights has signaled that its dominant approach does not provide an adequate level
of protection in cases concerning Big Data and mass surveillance practices. It is also
laudable that it tries to find new ways to afford protection to principles that it considers
important. However, since an abstract test of legality and legitimacy of laws is so
diametrically opposed to its focus on subjective rights and individual interests, such
a novel approach seems to require a theoretical and ethical foundation. This helps to
understand and explain what the ECtHR actually does when it accepts in abstracto
claims, and it can grant legitimacy to such an approach.
Chapter IV provided such an ethical foundation by turning to virtue ethics. Virtue
ethics, as has been explained, is a third branch of ethics, next to consequentialism and
deontology. It does not rely on the maximization of the general wellfare nor does it build
on a set of categorical duties. Rather, it assesses the virtuousness of agents. An agent has
an ethical duty to act in the most virtuous manner; such a duty applies irrespective of
any correlative rights of other persons or institutions. The state is approached as a manmade artifact and compared to other objects. A chair is designed by man with a certain
goal; typically a chair is designed to sit on. We might call a chair optimal if it allows us
to relax, or, depending on the context in which it is used, to work behind our desk. The
virtuous furniture maker should always aim to design a chair that is the most perfect
given the circumstances. There are also a number of minimum conditions. A chair that
has no legs, no back and no surface to sit on, might no longer be called a proper chair.
A similar logic may be applied to other man-made objects, such as the legal order –
though this argument is of course more abstract since the legal order was not designed
at one moment, by one person, with one specific purpose.
Still, Chapter IV proposed to apply the same reasoning to the state. Lon L. Fuller
stressed that, like a chair, the legal order is man-made; it is designed with a certain
purpose and goal. Its goal is to protect and promote human autonomy and freedom.
Choosing a legal order as the way to regulate the state is nontrivial, because laws, as
opposed to e.g. monarchical orders and dictates, are designed to give the citizen
guidance. The essential difference between laws and orders by dictators is precisely
that the latter are often unstable, directed at specific persons or situations and are
often unintelligible to the ordinary citizen. Laws are relatively stable, general and
transparent, such that citizens know the rules applicable to them and can take those
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rules into account when making decisions. The very essence of the legal order is thus
that it is based on human autonomy. The legal order is based on the idea that humans
can access the law, can understand the law and can modify their conduct accordingly. If
laws lose these essential characters or when the executive order is left unrestrained and
thus has the capacity to issue ad hoc and unintelligible decrees, the very essence of the
legal regime is undermined. Arguably, this is precisely what is central to cases such as
Zakharov.
Just like a chair without legs or seat would normally not be called a chair, there are
certain minimum conditions for legal orders to be called a legal order. This is the case
when the legal order in general no longer functions as a vehicle for ordering human life
in such a way that human autonomy is respected. This is the case, for example, with
retroactive, unclear, unstable and intransparent legislation. It is precisely these types
of principles that are put under pressure in cases concerning mass surveillance. In the
case of Zakharov, for example, the problem at issue was the broad and unrestricted
attribution of power to organizations within the state, without a minimum level of
transparency and checks and balances being in place. As described in Chapter IV,
respecting these minimum principles of the rule of law is a duty of the state without
a correlative subjective right of citizens. This is precisely what happens in in abstracto
claims; states are held to obligations that need to be respected even if no concrete
subjective rights have been violated. Consequently, while a rights-based approach to
privacy regulation cannot explain or provide a theoretical basis for such in abstracto
claims, virtue ethics can.

2.3. R EGULATING THE ANALYSIS PHASE
The introduction to this book signaled the fact that the current regulatory regime is
mostly focused on the phase in which data are gathered and stored. Just to recall
a number of relevant data principles: data may only be gathered as far as they are
necessary and proportionate to the goal pursued; the goal must be legitimate and clear;
data may subsequently not be processed for other purposes; and data must be stored
confidentially and safely. Data usage is also regulated to a certain extent, in particular
when the use has a direct effect on the individual, for example through direct or indirect
discriminatory practices. The reason that these two phases (the collection and the usage
of data) are prominent in the current regulatory framework is that in these phases, a
link can be made between the data processing activities and the individual.
The phase in between, however, where data are aggregated, analyzed and turned
into valuable knowledge, is mostly left unregulated. In this phase, databases are
merged, data are selected for aggregation, algorithms are deployed, factors and their
relative weight are determined, statistical correlations are found and interpreted, and
group profi les, patterns and general policies are developed. The reason that this phase
is mostly left unregulated is, as already pointed out in Subsection 2.1, that the data
are often not directly connected to specific individuals. To find general patterns and
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statistical correlations, increasingly large datasets are harvested and combined on an
aggregated level. The data analyzed may no longer have a direct link to any particular
individual, which also holds true for the patterns and profi les produced. A statistical
correlation could be, for example, that 70% of the people who attend classical music
concerts also like expensive red wine. Such a profile in itself is not a personal datum,
nor does it, in itself, have any impact on individuals; it is only when it is applied in
practice, for example by showing advertisements of red wine to particular individuals,
that the current regulatory regime might come into play.
Aanlysed through the use of algorithms, merged databases,
statistical correlations, group profiles, general policies, etc.

Applied in practice
Aggregated

Personal data

Effect on individual

Although the phase in which the data are analyzed has no direct effect on specific
individuals, it may still be important to regulate it for a number of reasons. Three of
those will be discussed briefly. The first ground for regulation is that the quality of the
data analysis process has enormous relevance for the eventual outcome and the further
application of the results in practice. It is therefore essential to adopt rules to ensure the
quality of the phase in between of the collection and usage of data. The second point is
that the same might be said about the choices that are made in designing the analytics
process, for example which data are taken into account, how they are analyzed and how
the various factors are weighed. Third and finally, the general patterns and statistical
correlations found should always be assessed on their quality and societal acceptability,
for example in relation to precluding false or potentially discriminatory results.449
First is the quality of the process. Subsection 2.1 already pointed to the rule of data
quality, engrained in many data protection instruments, which entails that data must
be reliable and kept up to date. For example, Article 5, Paragraph 1, Subparagraph d of
the General Data Protection Regulation specifies that personal data must be ‘accurate
and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure
that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they
are processed, are erased or rectified without delay’.450 As stressed in Subsection 2.1, it
is important to apply this principle to the processing of ‘data’ in general, because data
analysis currently relies mainly on aggregated data that do not qualify as ‘personal data’.
449
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The same applies to the quality of the categorization of data and the merging of
different databases. Although there is much talk about analyzing so-called unstructured
data, often these data are often nevertheless labeled and categorized. Designing and
selecting those data in a logical and transparent manner, in a way that allows for reliable,
scientific data analysis, is pivotal. The same applies to the merging of databases. Often,
databases are integrated though they are essentially incomparable due to inherent
differences in the types of data, and in the methods applied for their collection, selection
and organisation. Even if two databases contain similar categories, for example the
category ‘young white males’, the criteria for including a person in this group may differ
between these databases. In one database, people might be qualified as ‘young’ if they are
younger than 35, whereas the other database may use 30 as its criterion and only contain
data on people who have reached the age of 18. The same goes for the category of ‘white’
and ‘male’. The results found with respect to the group ‘young white males’ by merging
and harvesting the two databases may thus turn out to be corrupt.
As a final example of the importance of the quality of the data analysis process,
reference can be made to algorithm design and research methods. Obviously, the
algorithm used to analyze the data must itself be adequately designed to yield reliable
and valuable results. However, few legal standards currently guarantee the minimum
reliability of such tools, or of research methods in general. One of the terms now often
used is ‘data-driven’ research, which is defined by some as ‘letting the data do the work’.
The essential thought is that it would be possible to do data analysis without a proper
research plan or question, because algorithms and data analysis will produce valuable
results by themselves. One proponent of this belief is Anderson, who developed a similar
argument in his article ‘The End of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes the Scientific
Method Obsolete’.451 Although this is a provocative claim, the general consensus is that
it is untrue. To provide anecdotal evidence, some Dutch municipalities are now merging
several databases in their position to scan for ‘irregularities’, without having specified
what type of ‘irregularity’ they are looking at, on the basis of which factors it will be
determined what an irregularity is, and which purpose such analysis would serve. Data
analysts at those municipalities have indicated that such a broad research question
and defunct research method will result in finding everything and thus nothing.
Consequentially, inadequate research methods will lead to corrupt or invaluable results.
In essence, it is simply untrue that data-driven research will lead to valuable results
all by itself. Although such research is often presented as objective and neutral, it is not.
Even this type of research depends on a number of human choices – important ones.
This leads to the second point made in this subsection, namely that there must be more
clarity about the decision-making process in the phase in which data are analyzed.
Currently, this stage of the data processing activities is often referred to as the ‘black
box’, a metaphor developed by Frank Pasquale, among other scholars, in his book The
451
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Black Box Society: the Secret Algorithms that Control Money and Information. He holds
that this metaphor is useful for understanding the current status quo:
The term ‘black box’ is a useful metaphor for doing so, given its own dual meaning. It can
refer to a recording device, like the data-monitoring systems in planes, trains, and cars. Or
it can mean a system whose workings are mysterious; we can observe its inputs and outputs,
but we cannot tell how one becomes the other. We face these two meanings daily: tracked
ever more closely by firms and governments, we have no clear idea of just how far much of
this information can travel, how it is used, or its consequences.452

It is important to know more about this black box because choices are made in the
analysis-phase that influence the final outcomes and results. These decisions often
contain a certain bias in that they prioritize one approach over the other. For example,
when data are gathered or selected from an already existing database, it should be
assessed where the data were gathered and by what means. A classic example is that
databases from the police contain an important bias, for example towards race. It
may be so that in a certain neighborhoods, more criminal activities take place. Given
this fact, it is logical that the police would surveil more in such areas. Such areas may
have an overrepresentation of citizens with a migrant background. As a consequence,
the database created by the police is primarily the result of the surveillance activities
in certain neighborhoods, while others neighborhoods are surveilled to a lesser extent
and are thus only marginally represented in the data. From a data-analytics perspective,
this is in itself not an insuperable problem, but the bias in the database towards certain
neighborhoods, and people living therein, should be acknowledged. Thus, when
analyzing the data, information must be included on where the data were gathered and
what the average background of the inhabitants of those neighborhoods is, in order to
be able to correct the bias. However, current databases often lack such metadata.
The foregoing example is based on location, on where the data were gathered.
But the same counts for the collection method, i.e. by whom the data were gathered
and how. As is known in academia, the choices with respect to all these factors are
determinative for finding reliable and valuable outcomes. Yet it seems that the standard
of research methodology is underdeveloped in the governmental sector. Consequently,
although data-based research may be perceived as factual, neutral and objective, in fact
its results are often corrupt, outdated and unreliable. Because governmental agencies
are relying more on data analytics by the day, it might be valuable when employees
working with the data would be trained for those tasks. Also, the government should
structurally monitor and store data on how databases are created, in what way data
are collected, in which ways databases are merged or linked, which data are selected
for a certain research project, which algorithm was deployed, how this algorithm was
designed, which factors were taken into account and which weight were attributed to
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them, etc. This allows third parties to assess the reliability of the data analysis process
and potentially, to reproduce the research when necessary. It must be pointed out
that such a requirement may be too burdensome for companies that may use biased
databases or unreliable analytics to produce profi les for personalized advertising. For
the government, however, a higher standard applies.
Consequently, there should be rules guaranteeing the quality of the data, the database
and the research methods deployed, and there should be transparency about the various
choices that are made in the data analysis process. Even if these principles are taken into
account, it is important to assess the outcomes of the data analysis process – the patterns,
statistical correlations and (group) profiles – for a number of reasons. The first is that
profiles are always both under- and over-inclusive. Not all people in a certain profile will
like the chocolate cookie they are advertised and there are people not included in the
profile that do in fact appreciate chocolate cookies; similarly, not all people included in
the profile of a potential terrorist are actually terrorists and there are people not included
in the profile who are potential terrorists. Although this under- and over-inclusion is a
natural element of predictive group profiling, more standards should be adopted with
regard to which margin of error is allowed for certain practices. The two factors that
should be taken into account are on the one hand, the impact of being profiled on the
group of individuals, and on the other hand, the interests served by profiling.
The two examples provided above are two extremes. Advertising chocolate cookies
to the wrong group of people has a relatively low impact on those people and the interest
served by the profi ling activity is, broadly speaking, unimportant. Being profi led as a
potential terrorist, however, may have a severe impact and even lead to death when used
for drone strikes. Furthermore, profiling for this purpose serves a significant interest,
namely national security. For many other applications, the equation is different. It would
be valuable if governmental organizations were to specify per profile what percentage of
false positives and what percentage of false negatives they find acceptable. This allows
for an assessment by a third party of whether those objectives are met in reality. If, for
example, there are structurally too many false positives and/or false negatives, this may
be a reason to start redesigning the data profi le.
It should also be determined whether, and if so to what extent, unconnected
elements and factors can be used to create profiles and determine policies. Potentially,
a statistical correlation might be found between driving a red car and being a potential
terrorist, or between people having felt pads under their chair legs and those who
repay their loans on time. Although there may be a statistically reliable correlation,
such correlations might still be applied hesitantly by governmental authorities, because
the decompartmentalization of society and different aspects of citizens’ lives might be
perceived as unfair, because there is no causal relationship. This might in time undermine
the perceived legitimacy of those policies and the trust of citizens in the government.
Similarly, it is important to stress, as has been stressed by many, that statistical
correlations are not always reliable since they do not necessarily indicate causal
relationships. An example often referred to is the fact that in airplanes crash landing at
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sea, more people die while wearing a life jacket than without wearing one. Obviously,
the conclusion is not that wearing a life jacket is dangerous, but that most passengers
involved in a crash landing at sea tend to wear their life jacket. Another example is
the book plan project of the State of Illinois. Research had shown a strong correlation
between the number of books at home and the performance of children at school. The
State, so the story goes, almost decided to acquire and distribute additional books, but
after second analysis it was shown that there was no causal relationship between the
number of books at home and the school results. Rather, the environment in which
children grew up had a positive effect on their learning curves; parents that stimulated
children’s learning activities owned a higher number of books on average than parents
that did not. Merely distributing additional books would not address the underlying
problem.
This ties in with a more general point which builds on what has been signaled above,
namely that there is a tendency to regard the outcomes of data analytics as neutral and
objective. As has been argued, this is not the case. Perhaps more importantly, these
outcomes are often general and context-blind, while the specific situation in which a
profi le is applied is often of great importance. There is a prohibition on automatic
decision making processes in the General Data Protection Regulation, but, as is
generally the case, this rule only applies when the decision making process has a direct
effect on the individual interests of a specific person. ‘The data subject shall have the
right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including
profi ling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly
affects him or her.’453 Given all that has been said in this Subsection and Subsection
2.1, it might be valuable to apply a similar rule to the use of profiles and statistical
correlations in general. It is a valuable asset in general to take into account the specific
context when a natural person applies a general profile.
Finally, there has always been fear for discriminatory processing activities. Using
profi les based on racial information, on sexual or religious preferences and on health
care data is generally considered dangerous. That is why many countries, for example
the Netherlands, used to have a codified prohibition on collecting and storing certain
types of data about their population, such as race. Now, however, such rules have mostly
disappeared and gathering such data is a common practice around the globe. The
difficulty is that condemning such practices is problematic, because gathering such data
may also be used to enhance the position of certain groups. If it is known that there is
a higher crime rate among people of Moroccan descent, the government might invest
more in terms of education and coaching for this group. If it is known that there is a
high number of violent incidents against the LGBT community, the police might want
to invest more in protecting certain nightlife areas.
The difficulty is that indirect sensitive data can also be used to discriminate against
groups. The most well-known example being the so-called redlining practice, in which
American banks did not outright discriminate against Afro-American citizens, but did
453
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take into account postal codes. It so happened that postal code areas in which there
was a high percentage of Afro-Americans living were treated in an unfavorable manner
when compared to the areas in which people with a different background lived. As
stressed previously, this might be a reason to process more data when in designing a
profi le or policy; for example, if policies are based on postal code areas, a data controller
could be under a duty to assess whether the population living in certain areas has a
specific ethnic background.454
In conclusion, it has been argued that it might be worthwhile to regulate the phase
in between of the collection and use of data, namely the stage in which the data are
analyzed, harvested, aggregated, mined, in which profi les are made and statistical
correlations are found. Three points have been made. First, that the quality of the data
and the research methods should be guaranteed. Second, that the choices made in the
analysis phase should be transparent and auditable. Th ird, that the outcomes of the data
analysis process, the correlations, patterns and profi les, should be assessed on the basis
of reliability, usefulness and unforeseen negative consequences. One of the reasons why
the current regulatory approach is incapable of providing such rules, it was argued, is
because it is primarily focused on providing protection to individual interests, while
the analysis phase in itself has no impact on such interests. Complementing the current
rights-based approach with a virtue ethical understanding of privacy regulation, under
which the data processor is under a general obligation to ensure good and qualitatively
correct data analysis processes, has additional benefits as well.
A first advantage is that a rights-based approach only allows individuals to invoke
their rights when their interests are harmed. A virtue-based approach would make it
possible to intervene much earlier, namely when the policies and profiles are designed.
A second advantage is that a rights-based approach, in many cases, seems to miss
the point. If a health insurer designs a profi le that refuses coverage to people with a
handicap, the problem is not that this or that specific person is denied insurance because
she has a handicap. The problem is the design of the health insurers’ policy as such. A
third advantage is related, namely that rights-based models tend to focus on providing
relief to individuals whose interests are harmed or rights are violated – for example,
providing relief to the handicapped person that was denied health insurance. The
policy, however, may remain intact if a governmental organization or company decides
that it is willing to occasionally pay damages to victims. A virtue ethical approach to
privacy regulation has the advantage of being able to tackle the underlying problem.
A fourth advantage is that it is often difficult to specify the concrete and direct
harm that has been done, which is problematic under a rights-based regulatory model.
Suppose the police would decide to analyze all governmental databases for suspicious
patterns and focus its activities only on people of Moroccan descent. It would then
take action, e.g. by wire-tapping the communications or surveilling the behavior of
454
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individuals, only against those people against which there is a concrete suspicion. It
will be difficult for suspects to submit a complaint about this procedure because the
police has concrete grounds to believe that they are involved with criminal behavior.
Furthermore, it will be difficult for the group of ‘innocent Moroccans’ to submit a
complaint, both because they are mostly unaware of the fact that their data have been
analyzed and because there are no concrete negative effects on their interests. A virtue
ethical approach has the advantage that it allows for a legal and ethical evaluation of the
research methods used by the police as such.
A final advantage may be that the rights-based model is unfit for addressing
problematic forms of positive discrimination. If the police should decide to concentrate
its surveillance activities to 6 of the 10 districts in a certain city, lightly monitoring 3
districts, and mostly leaving 1 district unsurveilled because this is a wealthy area
with mostly well-educated, white inhabitants. A rights-based model could potentially
address the negative discrimination of certain groups or inhabitants, but it cannot
address the fact that the police structurally decides not to gather information and create
databases about suspicious behavior in white and wealthy neighborhoods. Obviously,
however, these forms of positive discrimination are equally important and signal a form
of structural and social injustice. A virtue ethical approach can evaluate such policies
and intervene at an early stage.

3.

ASPIR ATIONS

The previous section explained the added value of a virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation in terms of legal obligations. In short, its added benefit is that it does not
hinge on subjective rights and correlative duties to respect those rights, but rather
embraces duties that agents should respect independent of whether they protect a
particular individual interest. These duties are related to the principles of the rule of
law, which should always be respected by states and governmental organizations. This
section analyzes the other side of the coin, namely the aspirations and goals of the
state and its governmental agencies. Again, these are not related to specific rights and
interests of subjects. Rather, the state has a general obligation to strive towards policies
and laws that promote human freedom to the largest extent possible. These aspirations
are best-effort obligations and can only be embedded in the legal regime in open terms;
also, the different aspirations can conflict with each other. That is why an equilibrium,
a golden mean, must be found between the different aspirations. Three points will be
made in particular in this section.
First, it is often suggested that in the current political and juridical environment,
national security interests often outweigh the interests related to privacy, according to
some even almost completely overriding the latter interests. Obviously, it does not lie
within the scope of this project to verify or falsify this claim, even if it were possible
to do so. Rather, what will be suggested is that if this claim in true, in whole or in part,
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virtue ethics might be used to reflect on the fact why this might be problematic. In
general, it can be said that in order to be truly free as a human being, one needs both
privacy and safety. These are equally important interests which must be respected to
the maximum extent possible. If choices have to be made, either on a legal, policy or
practical level, an equilibrium must be found. The state should strive for neither total
security nor total privacy, if promoting the one means structurally sacrificing the other.
Virtue ethics, especially in the interpretation of Lon L. Fuller, places natural limitations
to the state’s aspirations and the means it deploys to achieve them. This argument and
the various examples of potential limitations on policies, goals and aspirations will be
discussed in Subsection 3.1.
Second, as has been stressed in the previous chapter, the legal order and the state
should aim at the promotion of human freedom and autonomy. This means, inter alia,
that the state should adopt policy that aims at promoting privacy related interests. These
are positive obligations that a state might have, not to refrain from abusing its powers,
but to actively use its powers in a good, or better, perfect manner. The state, under a
virtue ethical model, should strive to perfect itself, not only by respecting minimum
requirements, but also by using its power in a way that it optimally promotes human
freedom. Just as with the minimum requirements discussed in Section 2 of this chapter,
it is not for this book to specify exhaustively or determinatively what this might mean in
practice. Rather, as with Section 2, three examples will be provided to give an idea about
in what direction a virtue ethical approach to the use of governmental power might
hint. These are combatting social stratification, promoting diversity and promoting
individual autonomy. This argument, and the three examples, will be discussed in
further detail in Subsection 3.2.
Third, the question is discussed how such positive obligations might be embedded in
a legal discourse. With minimum requirements, there are already quite a few examples
and legal instruments to build on. With the aspiration, this might be more difficult,
inter alia because they are often formulated as an open norm or a best-effort obligation,
and embedded in code-of-conduct-like instruments. The question is if and how such
open norms can be embedded in the current legal and regulatory framework. This will
be discussed in Subsection 3.3. This subsection will for the most part recapitulate what
has been shown in Chapters II, III and IV of this book and tie those arguments together.

3.1. THE LIMITS OF ASPIR ATIONS OVER R IDING PR IVACY
INTER ESTS
From a virtue ethical perspective to privacy regulation, it is important that agents
search for the mean with respect to their actions. This means that there are natural
limits to setting aspirations and goals for states as well. The exact limits of such goal
setting are by necessity difficult to pinpoint precisely, but a few examples from virtue
ethics in general and the work of Lon L. Fuller in particular will be provided to illustrate
this argument. A first example may be that an agent must strive for an equilibrium
168
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between its goals or aspirations and the procedural or legal safeguards. Fuller, for
example, distinguished between two types of association, or forms of living: on the one
hand, the association that is based on a shared commitment, and on the other hand, the
association that is based on the legal principle. An association that is primarily focused
on a shared commitment is focused on an end or a goal that it wants to achieve; an
association that is focused on the legal principle is focused primarily on the means or
instruments of getting there. A book club is typically more aligned to the first form of
association, although even such clubs have certain procedural rules (even though they
may be unwritten), such as on who decides what the next book will be that the members
of the club will read. Consequently, Fuller stressed that existing organizations will
always contain both elements.
The goal is something that is shared by most of the members of the organization, or
that dominates its operations. The legal principle ensures that each individual has some
level of protection against the group and the shared commitment. The danger of too
much focus on the shared commitment is obviously that it tends to override individual
interests and might undermine procedural fairness. The danger of too great a focus on
legal principles is that of ‘creeping legalism’. Kenneth Winston, discussing Fuller’s texts,
describes it as follows:
[The trend of creeping legalism] shows itself in three ways: (1) a greater reliance on rules
to define members’ duties and entitlements, (2) a concordant shift in accountability
based on tangible harms or benefits which flow from specific acts rather than on more
judgmental assessments of character and motive, and (3) the articulation of strict procedural
requirements for distributing benefits and burdens.455

Consequently, an equilibrium should be found between legal principles and shared
commitments.
A second and related principle is that there should be a balance between striving
for common interests and individual interests. Because the legal order is aimed at
promoting individual autonomy and freedom, there should always be an equilibrium
in democratic states between the common and the individual interest and, perhaps
more importantly, the common interests may never structurally override the individual
interests of the citizens. ‘In order to grasp the force of Fuller’s argument, one has to
understand that the “internal morality” is an enumeration of the moral duties that
attach to the role of legislator, and underlying the definition of that role is a special
conception of the legislator’s task. In Fuller’s view, the only permissible form of
legislation is the sort that lets individuals plan their own lives. Simply put, legislative
enactments are baselines for self-directed conduct by citizens, providing the minimal
restraints necessary for continuing interaction. Legislation properly conceived permits
citizens to order their own affairs, to pursue their own good in their own way (in the
words of John Stuart Mill). In this respect legislation differs fundamentally from what
455
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Fuller calls managerial direction, which provides detailed regulations for accomplishing
objectives set by a political superior. To the contrary, legislation involves complete
deference to citizen’s powers of self-determination and so can be said to promote
their autonomy. Thus, Rex’s failure to make “laws” is a special affront to the dignity of
citizens as autonomous agents’.456 Consequently, the state should find an equilibrium
between common and individual interests.
A third essential principle that black letter law, according to virtue ethics, is mostly
based on implicit or customary law, that is, on human behavior and individual autonomy.
These principles should, according to Fuller, be used to interpret laws and legal actions
and serve as the natural limits of the legal order. ‘The prevailing tendency to regard all
social order as imposed from above has led to a general neglect of the phenomenon of
customary law in modern legal scholarship. (…) The fact is that the operation of a system
of state-made law is itself permeated with internal customary practices that enable it to
function effectively by facilitating a collaboration among its constituent elements.’457
That is also why Fuller placed so much emphasis on the role of the judiciary, as opposed
to the lawmaker. The judicial branch, in his opinion, bridges the gap between customs
and black letter law and vice versa. Consequently, the state should find an equilibrium
between written and customary, black letter and open norms.
The fourth limit that Fuller describes relates to the practical limits of laws. One of
the principles of the rule of law, Fuller described, is that laws should not require the
impossible of citizens. One of the conclusions that follow from this principle is that
there are natural limits to the width and scope of laws and regulatory policies. In
principle, Fuller stressed, these should be primarily aimed at the public and the public
domain and not at the private and the private domain. There are two reasons for
this. On the one hand, it will often prove difficult to enforce laws and policies in the
private domain. Although the law should of course not be silent and leave this domain
unregulated, it should not strive to fully regulate it either. ‘The result is that though an
aloof justice is bound at times to be harsh, an intimate justice, seeking to explore and
grasp the boundaries of a private world, cannot in the nature of things be evenhanded.
The law knows no magic that will enable it to transcend this antinomy.’458
On the other hand, there is certain behavior that the state can simply not banish.
An example, which was still very prominent at the time of Fuller’s writing, was that of
states prohibiting homosexual conduct, even in the private sphere. Fuller rejected this
endeavor outright:
The conception underlying John Stuart Mill’s Essay is essentially a negative one: liberty
consists in leaving a man alone, in not imposing restraints on him. It is no accident, I believe,
that modern discussions drawing on the thought of Mill relate chiefly to the wisdom of legal
456
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restraints on sexual activity. In this arena of human concern, the negative conception of
liberty is quite at home. It is not necessary to make arrangements for the sexual freedom of a
man; nature has seen to that. The problem is how far to go in placing social restraints on that
freedom.459

Consequently, the state should find an equilibrium between subjecting the private
domain and private conduct in full to the norms of general justice and leaving part of it
beyond its reach.
A fift h and final principle is that states should adopt an equilibrium between certain
aspirations. Fuller, for example, referred to the principles of the rule of law and stressed
that states should not only ensure a minimum level of respect for those principles, but
that they should also endeavor to promote those principles to the maximum extent
possible. For example, states should not only strive to make laws reasonably legible for
the common man, but also easily legible for people with very few knowledge of laws
and a poor understanding of the language. However, Fuller stressed, achieving one
aspiration might conflict with achieving another aspiration. He provides an example:
During a visit to Poland in May of 1961 I had a conversation with a former Minister of Justice
that is relevant here. She told how in the early days of the communist regime an earnest
and sustained effort was made to draft the laws so clearly that they would be intelligible to
the worker and peasant. It was soon discovered, however, that this kind of clarity could be
attained only at the cost of those systematic elements in a legal system that shape its rules
into a coherent whole and render them capable of consistent application by the courts. It
was discovered, in other words, that making the laws readily understandable to the citizen
carried a hidden cost in that it rendered their application by the courts more capricious and
less predictable. Some retreat to a more balanced view therefore become unavoidable.460

Consequently, the state should find an equilibrium between its different aspirations.
The limits that are suggested above are of obvious relevance to the current
regulatory approach to privacy and data protection. It is often said, for example, that
there is too much emphasis on one policy goal, namely national security and public
order. Other policy goals are often subordinate to this goal. Moreover, it is said that
this common interest (national security) often overrules the personal interests of private
individuals. Also, the private domain is entered more and more by the state, and the
reach of the legal domain has grown quite significantly over time. The fear that such
an application of the legal order on the private domain is often not effective, which was
discussed above, is also voiced with regard to mass surveillance activities. Moreover,
although human autonomy and freedom are the basis of the law and the legal order as
such, it is often put under pressure by far-reaching surveillance and profi ling activities.
Finally, secret services often operate in an extra-legal domain, in which the promotion
of shared goals is not or only marginally limited by procedural and legal requirements.
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These are but a few examples of how a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation
may be used to impose limits on aspirations and policy goals that override potential
privacy interests. The next section will give a few examples of how such an approach
might produce positive obligations for states in relation to data processing activities.

3.2. ASPIR ATIONS DIR ECTED AT PROMOTING HUMAN
FR EEDOM
If it is accepted that the legal order is aimed at promoting human autonomy and
freedom, the state has a positive obligation to promote this goals. What this means
in practice is difficult to specify in general, and depends on the circumstances of the
case. Still, three tentative examples will be provided to illustrate the policy goals states
may embrace, for example in a code–of-conduct-like document. These examples are
merely intended to illustrate the type of reasoning and the type of obligations that
could be derived from a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation. The examples
are neither exhaustive nor fully developed. It will be mainly up to states themselves
and the democratic process to decide on the actual rules and obligations. The examples
provided below relate to combatting social stratification, promoting diversity and
promoting individual autonomy. What promoting those positive aspirations might
mean in practice for virtuous states will be suggested below.
First, an aspiration could be not only to design algorithms, patterns and data-based
profi les that do not discriminate, but also to combat social injustice. There is much
discussion about the role of computer programs and algorithms that produce biased
and even discriminatory results. If this is due to the design of the computer program
or the algorithm, obviously, this may and should be tackled. But if the bias is due to
the fact that the algorithm is programmed to copy or learn from human behavior, the
problem is less easy to tackle. An example is the computer trained to learn from human
discussion forums on the internet in order to join the discussions as if it were a human.
It had to be taken down because it turned into a racist commentator, not, so the story
goes, due to the design of the computer bot, but because real humans on discussion fora
often say dubious things. An even more obvious example might be the fact that search
engines learn from search queries in order to provide useful suggestions and results.
However, the word ‘Jew’ is apparently often searched in combination with negative
qualifications. This begs the question, should companies and states actively counter
existing biases or racism that exist in society?
Omer Tene and Jules Polenetsky have raised this question in a paper still in draft,
which will be cited here nevertheless because it is one of the best on this topic. They are
hesitant about such a positive obligation for a number of reasons:
Implementing editorial discretion and social engineering raises a broad array of ethical
dilemmas. Are all companies well placed to identify societal consensus and norms or should
they be trailblazers adopting progressive agendas? An approach requiring companies to
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“tame the Golem,” bringing algorithmic decisions to heel by instilling them with liberal
values, is based on rickety grounds. First, it could incentivize companies to sweep socially
fraught issues under the carpet, sanitizing decisions to present users with a Shallow Hal view
of the world. If Google suppressed hateful search results for the word “Jew”, the underlying
social problems would not be solved but rather concealed from public view. Second, it
places business entities, which are undemocratic bureaucracies with little transparency, due
process and accountability, in an unenviable position as final arbiters of ethical dilemmas
and social norms. Corporations are legal constructs intended to maximize profit and
shareholder value. Many do not have ethics review processes, chief privacy officers or other
mechanisms for arbitrating social values and norms. A case in point is the European Court
of Justice’s decision establishing a “right to be forgotten,” which effectively charged Google
with balancing delicate values, norms and fundamental rights including freedom of speech,
freedom of information and the right to privacy, and doing so in a variety of cultural and
legal environments all over the world. Although privacy advocates claimed victory, critics
argued that at the end of the day, the decision endowed the company with tremendous
discretion with little legal guidance. Third, when viewed by users from other countries
and cultures in Asia, Africa and beyond, resolution of these issues under Silicon Valley
ethics could be viewed as American-centric socio-technological colonialism, presuming to
impose Western liberal values on societies that have broadly divergent views about gender
and family, religion and politics. Even within the U.S., advocates of proactive corporate
editorializing should bear in mind that this approach could cut both ways. For example, in
the recent debate over North Carolina’s legislation prescribing transgenders’ access to public
bathrooms, companies such as Target and Bank of America led the charge for more liberal
laws. But in other cases, companies have promoted a conservative agenda out of sync with
those arguing for additional involvement.461

From the perspective of privacy as virtue, another line of reasoning may be put
forward, at least in the case of the state using computer programs and algorithms to
make decisions. As discussed in Subsection 2.3 of this chapter, there may be biases
and differences in terms of socioeconomic background and crime rate with respect
to different neighborhoods, groups with different ethnic backgrounds and between
other social strata. Subsection 2.3 suggested that the state has an obligation to be
aware of potential biases and existing differences and an obligation not to reinforce
such differences. However, a positive approach to data use may go further. If it is
accepted that the legal order is or should be directed at promoting human autonomy
and freedom, it might be suggested that the state should aim at correcting existing
biases and differences and should impose, in this sense, ‘liberal values’, such as human
autonomy and equality, and implement them in algorithms and computer decision
making programs.
A second example may be provided by discussing some of the ideas about filter
bubbles.462 A common fear is that once a person is profi led in a certain group, for
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example ‘conservative, male, sports lover’, he will only or primarily get news items,
search results and personalized advertising that fits that profi le. That might have an
enormous impact on his life, because there would be a high chance of him staying in or
being substantially influenced by that profi le. Thus, room for serendipity and personal
development is minimized and the fear is that society will become more and more onedimensional over time. This undermines the individual autonomy and capacity human
flourishing of citizens in a society in general. The question is in how far the government
can and should enter this domain, promoting or requiring of private parties to offer
more diverse media content to users or allowing more choice. It has to be stressed that
traditionally, promoting media diversity by the state has always been an explicit goal in
policy making. For example, public radio and television channels often have the goal to
promote social, cultural and regional diversity. Even in the digital media environment,
certain provisions have been adopted that promote diversity, for example Electronic
Programme Guides that by law need to prioritize programs by public broadcasters,
because public broadcasters have an obligation to promote diversity.463 Still, there has
been relatively few active governmental policies in this field.
Natali Helberger, for example, stresses that it is surprising ‘that at least in Europe
the possible contribution of choice intermediaries to the realization of media diversity
(and here particularly the exposure to diverse media content) is still a topic that has
hardly been discussed seriously in media law and policy. This can be partly explained
by the uncertainty of policymakers about the permissibility of interference in an area
that is as politically and legally sensitive as is individual information consumption.
This uncertainty, moreover, has stood in the way of a more fundamental debate about
the possible contribution of choice intermediaries to the realization of media diversity
policies. To have such a debate would require tackling a number of difficult and yet open
questions. First, what are “diverse choices” and for what reasons would it be a concern
for media law and policy that people choose diversely? This question is closely related
to another open question. Namely, how can we conceptualize exposure diversity as a
possible policy goal? What is the possible role of choice intermediaries in promoting
exposure diversity, and what is the role of the government, if any?’464
Helberger indeed suggests a number of ways to promote diversity, choice freedom
and serendipity by implementing certain principles in the technical infrastructure
and design of platforms and choice intermediaries, such as search engines and
Electronic Programme Guides. One of the questions remains how far a state should go
in embracing such far reaching policy goals. It seems difficult to distill such a policy
goal from a rights-based perspective, because the impact of personalized news content,
search results and advertising is difficult to measure, because individuals are often
unaware of the fact that they are offered personalized content and because if they are
aware of this fact, they generally accept or even welcome content that is tailored to
their profi le. Embracing a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation might provide
463
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a theoretical basis for and legitimation of such choices. If it is accepted that the state and
the legal order are in their very essence directed at promoting human autonomy and
freedom and that the legal order is based on human autonomy and freedom, promoting
human autonomy and freedom of its citizens by the state is not only its raison d’être, it
is also a condition for the legal order to stay vital.
A final example may be provided by discussing the work of Rosamunde van
Brakel.465 She discusses the use of Big Data practices for predictive policing and other
security-related purposes by the government. Van Brakel has studied the use of Big
Data in relation to predictive policing. She signals both potentially disempowering
and empowering effects that the use of Big Data may have on citizens. With regard to
the disempowering effects, she suggests that it is possible that in the future, it will no
longer be a human who makes the assessments and decisions, but a computer, or rather
the technology, which mayhave serious consequences for questions of accountability.
Moreover, these types of algorithms and computer programs are often not transparent,
which may have a disempowering effect on the position of citizens. The use of
algorithms may also lead to algorithmic discrimination if the algorithms or the data
on which they are based are biased. Furthermore, there is also the danger of both false
positives and false negatives, which may lead to stigmatization and may have serious
consequences for citizens’ well-being and life chances. The cumulative surveillance
effect signals that predictive policing and Big Data may have a cumulative disadvantage
effect, and groups such as Amish, Roma, and Luddites may be socially excluded. Van
Brakel concludes by suggesting that Big Data may also have an empowering effect on
citizens, but that Big Data is rarely applied in such a way at present. Still, Big Data could
potentially be used to provide more and more detailed information to citizens, about
crime rates, for example, so they are better able to protect themselves against crime, or
to use profi ling to provide more protection to the weak.
In this context, Van Brakel writes:
To give a concrete illustration in the context of crime prevention, there are two ways in which
you can think of using predictive Big Data policing for preventing people from committing
crime in the future. The first response is the pre-emptive repressive response: to develop
soft ware that will analyze Big Data to predict what people are at risk of committing crime
so the police can intervene before the crime is committed by them. An example here is
the beware soft ware. The second response is the positive criminology response: similar
to the abovementioned Cedar Grove initiative, a consortium of police, social workers,
neighbourhood workers, schools, civil society organizations, and city planners could work
together and use Big Data applications to identify what areas in a city need more attention
(areas where, for example, an increasing number of young people are more at risk of
465
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radicalizing) and identify what specific problems in that area need to be addressed. Data
could include school quality measures, percentage of neighbourhood green, crime rates,
mean income, percentage of unemployment, etc. If you have areas that are run down, lacking
green spaces, with a concentration of people who are disadvantaged or unemployed with
no future prospects, crime figures will be higher than in other areas. A caring intervention
here might be to improve schooling and urban space, to invest in community policing, to
invest in parenting and family support programmes, public health, building up trust with
the community, empowering victims of crime, etcetera (for knowledge and evidence-based
crime prevention policy). It is a more positive long-term strategy to change the conditions in
society so as to prevent people from embarking on crime. A repressive intervention will only
take place if it is really necessary, but budgets are divided equally over both controlling and
caring measures.466

Again, embracing a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation might provide a
normative basis for such an approach. The state does not only have a negative obligation
not to violate the rights of its citizens, but also an active duty to promote the human
freedom and autonomy of its citizens, without them having any explicit correlative right
to it. This might mean, as Van Brakel has suggested, that data processing by the police
and other security-related agencies must not only be aimed at control, surveillance and
punishment, but also at helping people that might be pushed towards criminality due to,
for example, their socioeconomic background. This might help them in their personal
development and be an important tool in preventing criminal behavior. Also, it might
help to ensure that people support such data use by the government. In a similar vein,
an oft-mentioned example is that data processing by Tax Authorities should not only be
aimed at detecting fraud and errors in tax forms, but also to actively inform people if
they forget to ask for certain deductions or tax benefits that they have a right to.
In conclusion, the legal order and the state should aim at the promotion of human
freedom and autonomy to the maximum extent. What this means precisely in privacy
and data protection contexts cannot be determined here, both because this is dependent
on the context and the particulars of the case and because goal setting is something
that is primarily up to the democratic process and the state itself, although obviously,
viewing the legal order in a teleological manner sets limits to the democratic process.
Still, three examples have been provided of how a positive approach to data use
might play a role in privacy regulation when it is accepted that the state is or should
be aimed at promoting human autonomy and freedom in a general. These examples
were: combatting social stratification, promoting diversity, and promoting individual
autonomy. These examples are not meant to be exhaustive or determinative in any way,
but merely serve to illustrate what a positive duty to data processing might mean for a
state in a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation.
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3.3. HOW TO EMBED ASPIR ATIONS IN A JUR IDICAL
FR AMEWOR K
The question is how such rules could be implemented in a juridical framework. It seems
that their nature is quite different from the standard rules and doctrines engrained in
privacy and data protection law. To argue that, and in what ways, such open norms
and duties of care could be used to complement the current regulatory framework,
four steps will be taken in this Subsection. First, it will briefly be recapitulated how
and on which points the current privacy and data protection have been transformed
over time. It will be clear that these trends are diametrically opposed to accepting open
norms. Second, the arguments provided in Chapter III, regarding the need for soft law
standards and open norms will be recapitulated. Third, it will be pointed out that there
are already open norms and duties of care engrained in the current legal frameworks.
Consequently, it is not impossible to rely on such standards in the legal realm. Fourth
and finally, two arguments against relying on open norms, that have been discussed in
Chapter IV, will be recalled, as will the counter-arguments presented in that chapter.
As shown in Chapter II, the privacy and data protection paradigm has been
transformed quite significantly. Over time, it has increasingly emphasized individual
rights. Although originally, there were only one or two subjective rights contained in
data protection instruments, namely the right to access personal data and, sometimes,
the right to rectify or delete outdated information, this list has grown substantially.
Under the General Data Protection Regulation, the individual has a right to resist
profiling, a right to be forgotten, a right to data portability, a right to access personal
data, a right to remedy, and many more rights. A typical example of this trend may be
transparency principle. Originally, this was a duty of care imposed on the data controller
as such, as recalled in the previous section. The first article of the Resolution of the
Council of Europe from 1974 on the processing of personal data in the public sector
specified: ‘As a general rule the public should be kept regularly informed about the
establishment, operation and development of electronic data banks in the public sector.’
Under the General Data Protection Regulation, even this general duty of care is
linked to the data subject and her interests directly. Article 12 provides:
The controller shall take appropriate measures to provide any information referred to
in Articles 13 and 14 and any communication under Articles 15 to 22 and 34 relating to
processing to the data subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible
form, using clear and plain language, in particular for any information addressed specifically
to a child. The information shall be provided in writing, or by other means, including, where
appropriate, by electronic means. When requested by the data subject, the information may
be provided orally, provided that the identity of the data subject is proven by other means.

There is also an increased focus on black letter law and more elaborate juridical rules.
Rights-based doctrines have the regulatory advantage of transferring the primary
responsibility for the protection of rights and interests to the natural person, as the holder
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of a subjective right. If her interests are violated, she should complain to the organization
or person who allegedly violates her rights and interfere with her interests and if that is to
no avail, a legal procedure is open to her. Black letter law too seems to have several assets
that regulators look upon as favorable. Data protection in particular is often called the
procedural branch of privacy regulation, which provides for a set of rules in a quasi-neutral,
-technical and -objective fashion. The newly adopted General Data Protection Regulation
certainly continues this trend and imposes many specific rules on data controllers and
describes in an almost cookbook-like fashion how they should act and what measures
they should adopt when processing personal data. While the original data protection
instruments were literally one-pagers, embedding open norms like ‘be transparent’, ‘do
not collect more data than necessary’ and ‘store data safely and confidentially’, the General
Data Protection Regulation consist of no less than eighty-eight pages, containing many
very detailed rules, principles, exceptions and exceptions to the exceptions.
The document has the character of market regulation, rather than a fundamental
rights framework. Instead of containing a dozen rules as was originally the case, or the
thirty-four articles of the Directive, the Regulation contains ninety-nine provisions and
one hundred and seventy-three recitals. These norms have not only changed in type, but
that they are also looked upon differently. While the original data protection frameworks
contained rules that were regarded as guidelines rather than absolute standards, the
General Data Protection Regulation not only harmonizes the rules within the European
Union, it also lays down very high sanctions for data controllers that do not abide by the
data protection principle. Data controllers such as Google, Microsoft and Apple, may be
levied with a fine, if they do not live up to European standards on data protection, of as
much as € 20 million or 4% of the company’s worldwide revenue.467
A final trend that has been signaled is that quite ordinary principles are increasingly
transferred to higher regulatory levels. In data protection, there has been a move from
adopting code-of-conduct-like documents, to a Directive, and finally to a EU-wide
Regulation, which has direct effect. The right to data protection has also been included
as a separate doctrine in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union,
independent of the right to privacy. To give a final example, within the Council of
Europe, the European Convention on Human Rights in general and the right to privacy
under Article 8 ECHR in particular, has expanded their scope grown significantly over
time. Many relatively inconsequential personal interests are now protected under the
right to privacy and consequently, treated as a human right.
Given these trends, it seems clear that embracing more open and ethics-based
norms in privacy and data protection instruments would go against the grain. Yet, there
are many arguments that seem to point in that direction. Chapter III concluded that
it is increasingly questionable whether and to what extent black letter law and rightsbased models of regulation are still tenable in the Big Data era. This is because data
processes are becoming ever more transnational, technologies change rapidly so that
legal provisions become outdated quickly and the many general and societal interests at
467
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stake are difficult to regulate in concrete juridical provisions. Future regulation, Chapter
III suggested, may need to focus to a greater extent on other types of regulation, such
as on soft law, codes of conducts, best practices and duties of care, to allow for more
flexibility while maintaining and protecting the underlying core values of the legal
regime. Finally, it stressed that it may be necessary to rely on more open norms because
these can adapt more easily to the constant technological changes.
Open norms are also easier to use in transnational contexts, because it is easier
to agree upon a core rule or basic ethical principle than it is to agree on specific legal
provisions. More in general, it has been suggested that Big Data processes have an effect
on a more general and societal level, which rights-based models cannot adequately
address but a virtue-based regulatory model can. Open norms may also have the
additional benefit that they are not directed at one particular player, but rather at data
controllers in general. One of the problems faced under the current regulatory regime
is that it is often unclear where the responsibilities lie, because data are shared between
many different organizations, and subsequently combined, harvested and used. In this
reality, it is often unclear who, for example, is under the obligation to ensure that the
data being processed are correct and kept up to data. A virtue-based model will have an
advantage in this respect, because open norms and duties of care do not rely on specific
legal positions of ‘data controller’, ‘data processor’, ‘third party’, or any other status.
Furthermore, it has the advantage that black letter law and rights based models tend
to produce very specific, detailed regulatory frameworks. This potential disadvantage
of black letter law was already signaled clearly by Lon L. Fuller, as discussed in Chapter
3 and Sub-section 3.1 of this Chapter. A virtue-based model to privacy and data
protection regulation might have an advantage on this point, because it focuses in
part on aspirations and goals, on general policies and societal interests. Among others,
Wibren van der Burg has pointed to this possible advantage when discussing the work
of Lon L. Fuller. To this end, he used the medical context as source of inspiration:
One of the leading legal ideals in Western culture is the ideal of respect for the autonomous
person. This is a very broad ideal, which can give rise to many more specific norms.
A more concrete way to formulate a part of the ideal is to say that we should protect and
enhance autonomous decision-making with respect to medical treatment. A deontological
interpretation of this ideal might lead to a principle holding that the patient’s informed
consent should be obtained before performing any treatment. A teleological interpretation of
the ideal might lead to policies that foster conditions for autonomous decision-making such
as easy access to information and counseling services. Both could give rise to concrete rules.
A principle-based rule would be that a doctor must always obtain the informed consent
from her patient, unless the patient is unconscious or there is some other kind of emergency.
A policy-based rule would be that every hospital must have leaflets available containing
information about common diseases and treatments, in every language that is frequently
spoken in the hospital’s area.468
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Both policies can obviously complement each other, but Van der Burg also warns
for too much focus on patient rights and hard rules. ‘The recognition of patients’
rights is clearly a matter of principle. To a certain extent, we can formulate them as
rules, as strict rights, but beyond a certain point, we may go too far, which may be
counterproductive. Many health-care professionals claim that legislation aimed at
protecting patients’ rights has indeed gone too far. In the Netherlands, even patients
organizations now admit that strict regulations stating that only if psychiatric patients
constitute a real danger to themselves or to others it legally permitted to give them
involuntary treatment, frustrate the good care for some categories of schizophrenic
patients. Legal recognition of patients’ rights with the purpose of protecting patients
might lead to more defensive and bureaucratic medicine, and would thus, in the end,
go against patients’ interests.’469 Van der Burg thus contrasts ‘the strict rules of the
morality of duty and the general principles and policies of the morality of aspiration,’
and points out that it might be worthwhile to rely to a greater extent on self-regulation
and open norms. It is not difficult to see the similarities between healthcare and privacy
regulation on this point.
Consequently, it seems that a greater emphasis on aspirations and open norms
might be beneficial, given the current regulatory approach. It should be pointed out
that it seems possible to incorporate such norms in the legal regime, because there
are already a number of doctrines and rules engrained in law that rely on such rules.
Chapter IV pointed out that the general structure of so called v-rules (virtue-rules) is:
‘do what is most virtuous’ or ‘do not what is unvirtuous’. It also suggested that there
are a number of doctrines engrained in law that seem to reflect that structure. Perhaps
the most prominent is the notion of the duty of care, already engrained in a number of
juridical doctrines. Such a rule specifies, for example, ‘act like the most virtuous/best
parent would act’ or ‘act like the most virtuous/perfect doctor would act’.
Also, more in general, there seems to be a renewed interest in open norms and soft law
in Europe and beyond. The European Union has, for example, embraced the idea of soft
law with respect to environmental challenges, which is praised by many scholars: ‘Soft
law instruments are often the most effective means for governments to change behavior
in a policy environment where uncertainties are high and their authority is limited. In
these cases, the alternative to soft law may be no law at all.’470 Other authors, looking at
the financial sector, have precisely called for combining the two regulatory approaches
(soft law and black letter law) and for cementing the open norms in legal instruments:
We argue that dominant perspectives’ view of the role of soft law in global finance is
misguided, as soft law in global finance cannot be understood in isolation from domestic
law. We advocate viewing the role of soft law through the prism of multilevel governance and
argue that European integration in particular promotes soft law diff usion. Across multiple
issues in global finance, the European Union (EU) acts as a legalization mechanism that
469
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transforms soft law from informal transnational best practice into embedded rules backed by
domestic law.471

The European Union and other international organizations have turned to open norms
and ethical principles in their legislative approach when that is regarded opportune.472
This trend is also reflected in the private sector, in which hard commitments are
increasingly combined and supplemented with general aspirations and best practices.473
A company endorsing the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility will, for example,
not only look at profits, margins and revenue, but will also commit itself to reducing
environmental pollution, promoting the conditions of the workers they rely on in
third world countries and support projects in those countries that promote education,
healthcare infrastructure and women’s rights. These aspirations are not duties that
correlate with subjective rights of others; rather, they are the goals that an organization
commits itself to. Reference can also be made to the European Court of Human Rights’
use of the concept of ‘positive obligations’ and to the fact that the original privacy and
data protection frameworks primarily relied on duties of care.

4.

ANALYSIS

This chapter has discussed a number of rules that may be produced by a virtue ethical
approach to privacy regulation. These can be used to complement the current rightsbased approach. In essence, it’s goal is to sandwich doctrines that focus on subjective
rights and individual interests between, on the one hand, minimum requirements that
are related to the rule of law, and, on the other hand, goals and aspirations. The first
are preconditions for the state and the exercise of governmental power, which must be
respected even if no individual interests or subjective rights are at stake. The second are
goals that will mostly focus on general and societal interests, even though policies that
promote human freedom and diversity have an obvious impact on the citizens living
in a country. The previous sections and it subsections discussed which rules might be
produced by a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation, but left largely undiscussed
how such rules could be applied and enforced in practice. Providing such a discussion is
what this final section shall endeavor to do.
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First, it has been suggested that it would be worthwhile to regulate not just personal
data or sensitive personal data, but ‘data’ in general. Most general rules contained in the
current data protection instruments could be applied to data in general; examples that
have been given are the transparency requirement, the purpose and purpose limitation
principle, the requirement to keep data correct and up to date and the obligation to
store data safely and confidentially. It has been suggested that the same does not apply
to the subjective rights engrained in data protection instruments. Conversely, the rules
that can be applied to ‘data’ in general cannot be enforced through subjective rights,
precisely because there is not direct link between the individual and the data. There is,
however, no problem in granting Data Protection Authorities the power to enforce these
rules; they are equipped to do so and have both the knowledge and expertise needed.
Given what has been said in Subsection 2.1, it seems both logical and desirable for DPAs
to extend their audits and enforcement activities to data processing in general.
Second, it has been suggested that it would be valuable to assess laws and policies on
the basis of whether they respect the basic principles of the rule of law. These minimum
principles must be taken into account even if an infringement does not result in direct
individual harm or a violation of subjective rights. It was suggested that although the
main focus in the current privacy paradigm is on individual rights and personal
interests, in recent times the European Court of Human Rights has accepted so-called
in abstracto claims that focus on assessing the legality and legitimacy of the laws as
such. It was also stressed that although such claims are currently declared admissible
(though only in exceptional circumstances), they seem incompatible with a rights-based
approach to privacy regulation. It was suggested that addressing such claims by a human
rights court seems out of place, because the very essence of in abstracto claims is precisely
that no human rights have been violated. Finally, it has been suggested that a virtue
ethical approach to privacy regulation provides a better understanding of and theoretical
foundation for such claims. Rather than a human rights court, it would seem logical if
constitutional courts would accept and assess class actions and in abstracto claims.
Third, it has been suggested that it would be valuable if the analysis phase were to be
regulated. The current regulatory regime focuses primarily on the phase in which data
are gathered, and to some extent on the phase in which the data are used. The phase in
between, however, is mostly left unregulated. One of the reasons is that, although a link
can be made to particular individuals when gathering and using the data, this is mostly
impossible with respect to modern data analytics. It would nevertheless be expedient if
the regulatory framework would incorporate rules on the analysis of the data, such as to
guarantee the quality of the data analysis process, making the many decisions that are
furnished during this phase transparent and auditable and allowing for an assessment
of the outcomes of the process sas to their reliability and social desirability. It was
suggested that a virtue-based approach to privacy and data protection regulation could
produce such rules. Obviously, not all companies and governmental authorities can
be fully transparent; there are legitimate reasons for some level of opacity, such as that
the algorithm, the selection, weighing and categorization of data can be an important
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business secret for many companies, giving them a competitive advantage over other
businesses. For governmental authorities, especially in the field of law enforcement, such
reasons may be found in the fact that full transparency might allow criminals to adjust
their behavior and calculate the risks of being caught and punished for illegal conduct.
However, it must be stressed that this logic does not apply to all governmental
organizations and businesses. For example, when the government gathers and
analyzes data for developing general socioeconomic policies, full transparency might
be promoted. For other organizations, such as those involved with law enforcement,
a form of multilevel transparency could be promoted. Under such a model, DPAs or
similar agencies would have access to the black box, and would be able to audit the
quality of the data, the decisions made and the outcomes of the analysis process. These
organizations could then report to their superiors, for example the parliament. Such a
report would not contain any details on, for example, the exact design of algorithms,
but the authority could present the results of the audits on an annual basis.474
One of the aspects of such audits may be an assessment of whether the governmental
organization has achieved the goals it wanted to achieve through the data processing
activities. One the one hand, this might regard an evaluation of the percentage of false
positives and negatives indicated as acceptable. One the other hand, this might imply
an evaluation of the goals which the data processing activities were intended to further.
For example, when an intelligence agency starts a mass surveillance project for the fight
against terrorism, it would be for the intelligence agency to specify beforehand which
specific goals it wants to achieve through the use of the data processing activities. It
would be for that agency to prove that the data processing activities actually achieved
those goals and to demonstrate that the same results would not have been reached if
the time and money would have been invested in other means. When a governmental
agency cannot prove such effectiveness, or when the original reasons for starting the
data processing activities no longer hold, such activities would need to be stopped or
fundamentally redesigned.
Another option might be to require that governmental organizations install a
data commission. The task of such a commission would be to assess the quality and
the presumed effectiveness of the plans of the organization to gather, analyze and use
large quantities of data. Such a commission might exist of lawyers, ethicists, informatics
experts, specialists in scientifically reliable data analytics, and experts in other fields
that might be of relevance. In the medical realm, an ethical commission or board
usually assesses the necessity, design and potential use of a research plan that uses or
relies on personal healthcare data and tissue samples. Such a model could be taken
as a best practice and implemented with respect to data analysis processes within the
public sector in general. Such a commission would need to be consulted before a data
processing initiative is deployed; it would have the power to authorize or forbid such
plans.
474
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Fourth, it has been suggested that, from a virtue ethical approach, there are a
number of natural limits on the aspiration of governmental organizations. Democratic
states cannot focus blindly on aspiration, but must also take into account procedural
justice; they must be concerned with promoting human autonomy; they must take
into account the practical limits of laws and policies; they must find a balance
between different aspirations; and they must find a balance between different means
of promoting those aspirations. The problem is obviously that these are mostly extralegal limits. Yet it is not impossible to embed those limits in a regulatory regime; rather,
it seems that there are already a number of building block in the current legal realm
that could be used to cement such limits. With respect to finding a balance between
law and policy, procedural justice and shared aspirations, it seems that this is precisely
one of the aims of the European Convention on Human Rights, holding inter alia that
whenever a policy has an effect on a human rights, it should be ‘prescribed by law’.
The principle of proportionality requires states to strike a balance between different
aspiration and the ECtHR has stressed a number of times that governments can only
go so far in regulating the private sphere, for example in relation to sexual conduct.
By example, reference can also be made to a Dutch case in which a judge annulled a
law which prohibited fishing on Sunday, because the law was formulated too broadly. It
also prohibited fishing in one’s private pond; this, the judge stressed, went beyond the
legitimate reach of the legal order.475
Fift h and finally, this chapter has suggested that agents processing large amounts
of data can also adopt certain positive aspirations. Which aspirations an organization
embraces should be left largely to its own discretion. With respect to democratic states,
choosing and setting goals and aspirations is the raison d’être of the democratic process
par excellence. Still, if it is accepted that the essence of the legal order is that it is aimed at
promoting human autonomy and freedom, a few examples of natural aspirations might
be provided, namely combatting social injustice, promoting diversity and strengthening
human autonomy. Obviously, other examples might also apply. An organization that
commits itself to certain aspirations might also choose to install a disciplinary court
which could have the power to assess whether and in how far the professional ethics
within an organization is maintained at a sufficiently high level.
It should also be recalled that, as discussed in Chapter II of this book, the European
Convention on Human Rights originally did focus only marginally on juridical means
of enforcement. Rather, it relied to a large extent on a form of reputational enforcement.
The belief was that if a Commission would determine that a state might be in violation
of the Convention’s provisions, a state would curtail or change its behavior out of fear
for damage to its national and international reputation. Although this model has been
underused, it might be valuable to rely on such forms of enforcement to a greater extent
in the future. If organizations publicly commit themselves to certain aspirations, but
do little to promote them, pressure through social media and outrage on Twitter might
force such organizations to adapt their policies.
475
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To conclude, there are also juridical ways to enforce self-ascribed goals and
aspirations. In certain cases, it might be possible to submit an actio polularis claim
before a court of law. An example may be a recent decision in the Netherlands,
commonly known as the Urgenda-case.476 The Dutch government has committed
itself to certain environmental goals in a document that did not contain any subjective
rights. Still, the applicants in this case claimed that it was clear that the government
had not done enough to achieve those goals. More importantly, it was clear that if the
government did not change its policy, the objectives, which were agreed upon under
a certain time frame, would not be met. The court agreed with the applicants and
imposed on the Dutch government the obligation to develop a policy that enabled it to
meet the goals it had committed itself to.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
1.

MAIN ARGUMENT

The core question of this book is whether a rights-based approach to privacy regulation
still suffices to address the challenges triggered by new data processing techniques
such as Big Data and mass surveillance. A rights-based approach generally grants
subjective rights to individuals to protect their personal interests. However, large-scale
data processing techniques often transcend the individual and her interests; they may
affect broader and more general values. To provide an example, it is very difficult to
specify whether and if so, to what extent the large-scale data gathering activities of the
NSA have negatively affected the personal interests of an ordinary U.S. or E.U. citizen,
which holds true even for broader values such as human dignity, individual autonomy
and personal freedom. Similarly, although specific individuals may be fi lmed by the
thousands of CCTV camera’s surveilling some European cities, the problem is not
so much that these camera’s fi lm specific individuals; the problem is that everyone
or almost everyone living in these cities is fi lmed almost constantly and everywhere.
Consequently, rather than affecting specific personal interests, such data processing
initiatives seem to revolve around general and societal interests.
On a practical level, the problem is that people are often simply unaware that their
personal data are gathered by either fellow citizens (e.g., through the use of smart
phones), by companies (e.g., through tracking cookies) or by governments (e.g., through
covert surveillance). Obviously, people who are unaware of their data being gathered
will not invoke their right to privacy in court. But even if people were aware of these
data collections, given the fact that data gathering and processing is currently so
widespread and omnipresent and will become even more so in the future, it will quite
likely be impossible for them to keep track of every data processing initiative involving
(or potentially involving) their data, to assess whether the data controller abides by
the legal standards applicable, and if not, to file a legal complaint. Consequently, it is
increasingly the question whether individuals are able to effectively exercise their rights.
It is important to stress, however, that a rights-based approach to privacy regulation
will need to be preserved to address issues in which individual interests are at stake.
For example, when the government enters the private home of an individual or when
a data controller collects sensitive personal data about a specific subject, it makes sense
to grant that individual a subjective right to protect her personal interests. The effects
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of such matters are limited to one person or a small group of persons, they generally
know that they have been affected by the privacy infringement and such infringements
are usually temporal and incidental. In these circumstances, individuals are generally
capable of invoking their rights in order to protect their personal interests. The question
is, however, whether a broader conception of privacy regulation can be introduced,
which aims not only at protecting the subjective rights of private individuals, but also
the interests at stake that cannot be (directly) linked to a specific individual. This book
has developed such an approach by turning to virtue ethics.
Virtue ethics is seen as a third approach in ethics, next to consequentialism
and deontology. Virtue ethics argues that an action is good if a virtuous person
would perform that action, while consequentialism holds that an action is good if it
promotes the maximum amount of happiness for the maximum number of people,
and deontology argues that an action is good if it accords to the categorical imperative.
Human rights and even the legal framework as such are commonly held to be based
on a deontological framework, even though the current human rights framework is
often critiqued for being overly consequentialist. This book proposes to base privacy
protection not only on the question of respect for the (human) rights of citizens,
but also on the broader question of whether the actions of an agent are the actions a
virtuous agent would perform.
Leaving the rights-based focus intact, the virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation can be used to tackle the broader implications of Big Data and mass
surveillance initiatives. A virtuous agent not only respects the rights and interests of
others; a virtuous agent has a broader duty to act in the most careful, just and temperate
way possible. The type of agent that is central to this book is the state, although the
conclusions reached are potentially also applicable to other agents, such as large data
companies like Apple, Facebook and Google. This book has developed two sets of
virtues that states must take into account when gathering, analyzing and using data,
even if no individual interests or subjective rights are at stake: on the one hand a set of
‘minimum requirements’ and on the other hand a set of ‘maximum requirements’ or
aspirations. The minimum requirements are procedural conditions, related to the rule
of law, which must always be respected, the maximum goals or aspirations, which can
never be reached in full.
Virtue ethics produces these two sets of requirements by using the idea of telos
(purpose or goal). Things, objects and beings have a natural goal towards which they
strive, so virtue ethics holds. A tree strives to flourish to the maximum extent and
needs roots, branches and leaves to do so. This also applies to man-made instruments.
A hammer or a chair, for example, is a non-neutral object – a hammer is designed for
hitting other objects such as nails; a chair is designed to sit on. The intrinsic purpose of
these tools follows from their design, their embedded aspiration. The best hammer is
the hammer that is optimally capable of hitting other objects such as nails and the best
chair is the one in which it is best to sit. Two things must be kept in mind. First, that
the optimal hammer or chair will never exist – it is a utopian idea. Second, that what is
conceived as the best hammer or chair may differ from person to person and from time
188
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to time. One person may want to sit comfortably in a chair, another person may want a
chair which is good for working in, etc.
Still, it is important that there is a correlation between means and ends. If one
chooses a certain goal, for example ‘sitting’, there are a number of means suited to this
goal (chairs, beer crates, cushions, etc.), but most objects, such as plants, umbrellas and
lamps, are intrinsically unfit for this purpose. Likewise, a cotton swab is unsuited for
hitting other objects. The other way around, instruments are only suitable for certain
goals and not for others; a hammer, for example, may be used for hitting other objects
and, perhaps, for opening a bottle of beer, but it is unsuitable for the goal of playing
rugby or baking bread. This leads to the point that from the aspirations, not only may
the maximum goals be derived, but also a set of minimum conditions. A hammer that
is made out of cotton instead of wood and steel is a bad hammer, or not a hammer at all;
a chair that has no legs, no back and no seat is a deficient chair, or no chair at all.
The same type of logic is often used in professional ethics. A doctor should not
only strive to be a decent doctor; she has a professional duty to be the best doctor. A
parent should not only strive to be a decent parent; she has a social duty to strive to be
the best parent – and so forth. Again, two types of duties or requirements may follow
from this. First, a doctor that does not cure any patient and even expedites their sudden
death is generally seen as a bad doctor not worthy of her profession; a parent that hits or
sexually molests her children, leaves them underfed or does not care for their hygiene
is generally seen as such a bad parent that she should be relieved from her parental
authority. Second, the doctor has a duty to strive to be the best doctor and the parent
has a duty to strive to be the best parent. These are aspirations, the exact definition and
scope of which may be a matter of debate. Still, we have a general idea of what a good
doctor is and what good parents are. A good doctor, for example, is not only someone
who cures the diseases suffered by her patients, but also provides optimal information
to her patients, is empathetic towards them and their family, etc.
It is important to stress that although minimum requirements (‘do not assault or
molest your children’, ‘do not expedite the death of your patients’, etc.) make up the
larger part of the law, aspirations are not absent from the legal realm. For example, most
legal regimes around the world embed both a duty of care for doctors and for parents,
specifying ‘act as a good doctor would act’ or ‘do as a good parent would do’. These
are open norms, which are interpreted according to the prevailing societal norms. It is
mostly left to courts of law or disciplinary councils to decide whether in concrete cases,
parents, doctors and others acting under a duty of care have done enough to be the best
possible parent, doctor or otherwise. Moreover, most professional standards and codes
of conduct are based on aspirations and goals, rather than on minimum requirements.
To provide a final example, some human rights courts have stressed that states are not
only under the negative obligation not to abuse their power by violating human rights,
but also under a positive obligation to promote human freedom and autonomy, create a
healthy living environment and to promote minority identities and life styles. They have
a duty to use their power to strive for ‘the good’ and to use their power in the best way.
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This book suggests that the idea of professional ethics may also be applied to the
state and the legal order as such. It is argued that these are non-neutral institutions.
Why live in a legal order rather than a tyranny? Because legal orders tend to have
stable and accessible rules that enable humans to take them into account when making
certain choices. Tyrannies, in general, are more prone to ask the impossible of people
and to punish them retroactively, because punishment is dependent on the will of the
tyrant only. The nature of a legal order is thus that it is aimed at preserving human
autonomy and individual freedom to the greatest extent possible. This is the essence,
the intrinsic quality, of a legal order. Thus, its aspiration or telos, its natural direction
is aimed at promoting human autonomy and freedom to the maximum extent. In
addition, as Fuller specified, there are minimum requirements; if the state or legal
order flagrantly ignores or disrespects human autonomy, for example by structurally
adopting retroactive laws, by not making them public, by relying on unstable and ad
hoc decisions, it can no longer be called a state or a legal order proper. Rather, it would
constitute a form of tyranny. In addition to these minimum requirements, the state
and its legal order are, or should be, striving towards promoting human autonomy and
freedom to the optimal extent.
The introduction of minimum and maximum requirements to privacy regulation
could address the problems faced by the current paradigm. The main problem is that
there is currently a tension between, on the one hand, a technical reality (Big Data and
other large data processing operations) which affects general and societal interests, and
on the other hand a legal realm that is focused on the individual, her rights and her
interests. A virtue ethical approach to (privacy) regulation is, by contrast, not uniquely
focused on individual interests. For example, the virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation does not depend on the question of whether personal data are processed or
whether the private life of an individual is at stake. This is because virtue ethics looks at
the virtuousness of the agent’s behavior as such, without individual interests and rights
of others necessarily being at stake. As has been stressed, it goes further than merely
respecting the rights or interests of others. Thus, a virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation can specify rules for the gathering, analysis and use of ‘data’ as such. This
solves two tensions under the current regulatory framework that become increasingly
evident. First, the fact that data processes are increasingly based on nonpersonal data,
such as metadata, statistical data and aggregated data. The processing of such data is
difficult to assess under the current regulatory framework, because these data often
do not directly or indirectly identify a person. Second, as stressed, the effects of such
processes often transcend the individual and her interests. This is problematic because
courts often only accept cases by applicants who can demonstrate that they have been
or will be affected by the acts or laws complained of. Regulating the processing of data
as such might provide a solution for both of these two problems. The gathering, analysis
and use of ‘data’ by states might be regulated as such, irrespective of whether they are
linked to specific individuals, and legal complaints could be assessed without it being
necessary that the claimants can demonstrate that they have been harmed significantly
by the practices complained of.
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A virtue ethical approach applies minimum requirements to data processing
techniques. Data processing should accord to some, though not all, of the principles
currently linked to the processing of ‘personal data’, such as purpose limitation,
data security and data quality. It proposes, second, that the laws and data processing
programs they facilitate must always abide by the minimum requirements of legality,
legitimacy, transparency and accountability. It proposes, third, as a minimum
requirement, that a number of additional duties should be applied in the phase between
gathering and using data, when data are combined, harvested through the use of
algorithms, analyzed and aggregated in group or statistical profi les. These include the
duty that data controllers must ensure that the datasets are not biased, that the data
that are combined actually entail the same types of data, that the algorithms used are
not biased and that metadata are kept on the data analysis process. These are merely
three examples of minimum requirements that a virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation might produce. Others may be derived from such an approach as well. A
virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation also proposes maximum goals. The exact
content of these aspirations cannot be written in stone. Still, some examples of policies
promoting human autonomy and freedom have been provided in the realm of privacy
and data protection, namely promoting diversity, autonomy and combatting social
stigmas. Moreover, it has been stressed that there are natural limits to these and other
aspirations, meaning that an equilibrium has to be found by the state.
Finally, it is important to stress that both these minimum and maximum
requirements have already been sporadically suggested, both in the literature and in the
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights. For example, starting with the
Klass judgement and culminating in the Zakharov, the Court has gradually accepted
that focusing solely on individual rights and individual interests does not do justice
to the complexity of cases addressing large scale data processing techniques. It has
stressed that in exceptional cases, it is willing to accept in abstracto claims and assess
the legitimacy and legality of laws and policies as such, without requiring that the laws
and policies have had a direct impact on the rights and interests of specific individuals.
On the other hand, the ECtHR also uses the concept of positive obligations. Essentially,
these are obligations for states to use their power in the optimal way for the promotion
of human happiness and the well-being of the country. Similarly, some scholars have
suggested that courts and lawmakers should focus on general and societal interests in
addition to individual privacy interests.
On a practical level, a virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation might facilitate
this move and bring the alternatives suggested to a higher and more consistent level.
On a theoretical level, the problem is that the suggestions that have been made so far
remain mostly without ethical/theoretical foundation – they are mainly practical
solutions to concrete problems. Virtue ethics could provide a solid basis. More
importantly, it seems that the alternatives in the case law and literature seem to diverge
from and even conflict with the dominant approach to human rights in general and
privacy regulation in particular. It is mostly unclear how the alternative approaches
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relate to the fundamental premises of the current human rights framework, namely
that human rights are designed to protect humans by granting them subjective rights to
protect their individual interests. For example, when the ECtHR assesses the legitimacy
and legality of laws as such, without any harm having been done, it is acting as a
constitutional court rather than a human rights court. Similarly, some commentators
have critiqued the notion of positive obligations for states, because in effect it allows
judges to decide which aspirations and goals states should ascribe to, while this should
be left to the democratic legislator. Consequently, more thought is needed on how an
alternative approach to (privacy) regulation could be reconciled with the current
privacy paradigm.

2.

OUTLINE OF THIS BOOK

The first chapter of this book identified two approaches to the regulation of privacy and
data protection. The original approach was only marginally based on the protection
of the individual and her interests and focused primarily on laying down obligations
for states and data controllers. Gradually, the focus of privacy and data protection
has shifted towards granting subjective rights to natural persons and protecting their
personal interests. It has to be stressed that although many legal provisions and cases
were discussed in this chapter, they were presented in an idealized way. The original
paradigm did not disregard individual rights and interests absolutely, nor does the
current paradigm focus exclusively on personal interests and subjective rights. Still,
showing this gradual transformation from an approach which focused primarily on
societal interests and general duties, to an approach in which the individual is central,
serves two purposes. First, it shows that it is not true that by definition, privacy
regulation must focus on private interests and subjective rights. Second, contrasting the
current with the original approach to privacy and data protection regulation offers the
reader a better understanding of some of the core characteristics of the current legal
paradigm.
The second chapter discussed the development of privacy and data protection
rules over time. It primarily discussed the instruments developed on a European
level, though the American Fair Information Practices, the OECD’s guidelines for the
protection of personal data and some national European laws and case law were also
referred to occasionally. For privacy regulation, the main objects of study were the
Council of Europe’s European Convention on Human Rights and the jurisprudence of
the European Court of Human Rights. For data protection regulation, the main focuses
were the European Union’s Data Protection Directive and the upcoming General
Data Protection Regulation. It has to be stressed that the Directive is to a large extent
inspired by the Council of Europe’s Convention for the Protection of Individuals with
regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data and that the ECtHR often refers to the
EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights when delivering its decision. The instruments of
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both organizations are increasingly intertwined and interrelated and can (and perhaps
need to) be studied in connection to each other. Furthermore, it is important to stress
that although privacy and data protection are discussed separately, it is by no means the
intention of this book to enter into the discussion whether privacy and data protection
are two strictly separated rights or in fact two sides of the same coin.
The second chapter was divided in an introduction (Section 1), a description of the
development of privacy regulation (Section 2) and data protection regulation (Section
3) over time and a conclusion (Section 4). Section 2 started by showing in general how
privacy has transformed from a classic negative right into a personality right, and
then made four specific points. Though the right to complain was originally not or
only marginally granted to individuals, it is now solely or almost exclusively granted
to natural persons (Section 2.1); though the ECHR as a whole and the right to privacy
in particular were originally primarily concerned with the protection of societal and
general interests, Article 8 ECHR is now predominantly concerned with the protection
of the private and individual interests (Section 2.2); although originally, laws and policies
by the states were judged primarily on their intrinsic qualities, such as their effectiveness,
legitimacy and legality, the preferred methodology of the ECtHR to determine the
outcome of cases is currently the balancing of interests (Section 2.3); although originally,
the protection of privacy was only partially done through juridical means, currently,
legal regulation is the dominant approach (Section 2.4). Section 3 started off by showing
that the term ‘personal data’ has broadened over time, which means that like the right to
privacy, the material scope of the data protection instruments has widened significantly.
Subsequently, four arguments were made. Over time, the duties of data controllers have
become more and more elaborate and less and less like general duties of care (Section
3.1); there has been an increased focus on the interests and rights of individuals,
inter alia, to control their data and to submit complaints about a violation of the data
protection rules (Section 3.2); like with the right to privacy, though to a lesser extent,
there has been an increased focus on balancing the rights and interests of the different
parties involved (Section 3.3); the instruments have changed from code-of-conduct-like
documents to almost market-regulation-like, full-fledged juridical regimes with high
fines and penalties in case of a violation (Section 3.4).
While Chapter II showed how privacy and data protection regulation became
increasingly individualized and legalized, Chapter III analyzed the problems of the
current privacy paradigm when applied to Big Data and mass surveillance. These
problems were explained and analyzed on the four points featuring in chapter II, namely
the focus on individual rights, on individual interests, on the balancing of interests to
determine the outcome of a case and on legal forms of regulation. Also, a number of
the material provisions in the European Data Protection instruments were discussed.
The goal of this chapter was not to provide an exhaustive list of the questions raised
by modern data processing initiatives, but to show that Big Data and mass surveillance
challenge some of the fundaments of the current regulatory framework as such and of
the privacy and data protection paradigm in particular. The core argument made here
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is that Big Data and mass surveillance often transcend the rights of individuals and
instead affect general and societal interests. Obviously, this tension has been signaled
by others already, both in jurisprudence and in the literature. That is why alternatives to
the focus on subjective rights and personal interests developed by others, were discussed
in detail in this chapter.
With respect to jurisprudential alternatives, the case law of the European Court of
Human Rights with respect to the application of Article 8 ECHR, especially in (mass)
surveillance cases, served as an example. Although in Klass and others v. Germany
from 1978, the ECtHR already made an exception to its rejection of in abstracto
claims, and has been willing to do so in a handful of cases since then, it was only in
the Zakharov case from 2015 that it explicitly acknowledged that, in exceptional cases
revolving around mass surveillance activities by the state, it is willing to abandon its
victim requirement and assess laws and policies on their intrinsic qualities, such as on
effectiveness, legitimacy and legality, without any individual interests or personal rights
needing to be affected. This jurisprudential precedence serves as a building block for
developing an alternative to the rights-based approach to privacy regulation.
Such building blocks have also been found in the literature, where many authors
have tried to develop alternatives to an exclusive focus on individual rights and interests.
It has to be stressed that although the legal regulation of and case law on privacy
discussed in this book are almost exclusively European, the literature is predominantly
American. This is unproblematic because these theories are not used to reflect on or
interpret the European laws or cases as such, but to find alternatives to the focus on
individual rights and interests in privacy regulation, which is as dominant in the U.S.A.
as it is in Europe, perhaps even more so. Again, the goal of this discussion was not to
provide a full and exhaustive list of theories and proposals, but to give a brief overview
of some of the most appealing suggestions made so far. It was suggested that one branch
of these theories, namely the agent-based theories, might be used to further develop a
virtue ethical approach to privacy regulation.
Chapter III started with an introduction (Section 1) and then discussed the problems
of the current regulatory framework in general and the privacy and data protection
rules in particular when applied to Big Data and mass surveillance processes (Section
2). To illustrate this argument, the tensions were shown on three aspects, namely the
material data protection principles (Section 2.1), the focus on individual rights and
interests (Section 2.2) and the focus on legal regulation (Section 2.3). Subsequently,
the cases in which the ECtHR has struggled with the focus on subjective rights and
individual interests were discussed (Section 3). It appeared that, in exceptional cases, the
court has in fact been willing to relax the victim requirement when there is a reasonable
likelihood that a person is harmed by a specific law or policy (Section 3.1), when it is
likely that harm will result from specific laws or policies (Section 3.2) and in exceptional
circumstances, it is even willing to assess cases in abstracto (Section 3.3). Finally,
the Zakharov case was briefly discussed and it was argued that in in abstracto cases,
the ECtHR acts as a quasi-constitutional court (Section 3.4). Subsequently, Section 4
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discussed some of the most prominent theories proposed in scholarly literature that
try to develop alternatives to the approach based on individual rights and interests,
namely theories that focus on the constitutive value of privacy (Section 4.1), group and
collective interests (Section 4.2), potential harm (Section 4.3) and agent-based theories
(Section 4.4). Finally, the analysis suggests that the focus on in abstracto claims and
the agent based theories developed in the literature could be used as building block for
developing an alternative approach to privacy regulation (Section 5).
Chapter IV developed the fundaments of a virtue ethical approach to privacy
regulation. It did so by explaining the core characteristics of virtue ethics, such as
human flourishing, virtue and practical wisdom. The work of Lon L. Fuller was
discussed. He believes states and legal orders are in fact teleological (purposive)
institutions, aimed at promoting justice and human autonomy and freedom. These
goals provide the ‘inner morality’ of states, from which both minimum and maximum
requirements may be derived. It was also briefly pointed out that such an approach
might provide alternatives to the four aspects of the current privacy paradigm as
discussed. First, virtue ethics does not believe that duties necessarily correlate with
the rights of others; the state may have certain duties that transcend the mere respect
for the (human) rights of its citizens. Second, the duties of states may transcend the
protection or promotion of mere individual interests; virtue ethics focuses on more
general and societal interests, on the society as such and the environment people live
in. Third, virtue ethics does not merely focus on external moral concepts or on a clash
of different interests; it focuses on the ‘inner morality’ of law and the character of the
state. Fourth and finally, virtue ethics lays down minimum requirements for states and
suggests positive obligations through the use of data.
Chapter 3 started with an introduction (Section 1) and discussed the notion of
virtue ethics (Section 2). First, Subsection 2.1 provided the general contours of virtue
ethics. Second, Subsection 2.2 discussed in further detail what a virtue ethical approach
to the legal regime in general might entail; it did so by analyzing the work of Lon L.
Fuller. Third and finally, Subsection 2.3 briefly pointed out how such an approach
might help to overcome the difficulties involved with applying the current privacy
paradigm to Big Data and mass surveillance practices. Section 3 analyzed some of the
most prominent arguments against adopting a virtue ethical approach to (privacy)
regulation. The counter-arguments that have been discussed are: virtue duties do not
correlate with rights of subjects, while law supposes a correlation between rights and
duties (Subsection 3.1); the legal regime separates is from ought and thus an ‘inner
morality’ of law must be rejected (Subsection 3.2); law must provide action guidance,
while virtue ethics is unable to do so (Subsection 3.3).
Chapter V picked up where chapter IV left off. It started with an introduction
(Section 1) and subsequently developed the minimum and the maximum requirements
for virtuous states with respect to data processing. First, regarding the minimum
requirements (Section 2), three examples were provided. It was argued that regulation
should apply to ‘data’ independent of whether they are personal, private or sensitive or
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not (Section 2.1). Second, it was suggested that there are a number of intrinsic qualities
of laws and policies that could be assessed irrespective of whether personal interests
have been harmed (Section 2.2) Third, several minimum conditions for analyzing data
were developed (Section 2.2). Then, the maximum requirements were developed with
respect to data processing (Section 3). It was argued that an equilibrium must be found
between the different means and ends of the state (Section 3.1); that states, when using
data processing techniques, should strive towards promoting the flourishing of its
citizens (Section 3.2); and that there are good reasons for adopting more open, ethicsinspired doctrines in privacy regulation (Section 3.3). The chapter concluded with a
brief analysis of the possibility of embedding minimum and maximum requirements in
the current legal paradigm (Section 4).

3.

CONCLUSIONS

(1)

LETTING GO OF THE FOCUS ON INDIVIDUAL R IGHTS

a.

Allow in abstracto claims

The current legal regime primarily focuses on in concreto judgements. It requires that
the applicants must be harmed individually by the law or policy complained of. Courts
then assess matters on a case by case basis, that is, on the particular circumstances
of the case. However, it is often difficult to substantiate individual harm in Big Data
processes. Moreover, it is increasingly difficult for individuals to uphold their individual
rights in a world where data processing is so omnipresent. That is why it may be
valuable to accept in abstracto claims. In such cases, laws or policies are assessed on
their own merits, without it being necessary that they have been applied in practice of
that they have or will have potential negative effects on the interests of the individual
when applied in practice. Rather, the laws and policies are assessed in abstract terms,
for example by assessing their intrinsic qualities.
b.

Allow class actions (actio popularis)

The current privacy regime grants rights specifically to individuals, that is, natural
persons. This also holds true for the right to data protection, because ‘personal data’
are commonly defined as data that identify a ‘natural person’. The difficulty with
this approach is twofold. First, people are often simply unaware that their personal
data are gathered. Secondly, there is often an inequality of arms. Big Data processes
are often initiated by large multinationals such as Google, Apple and Facebook or by
states’ intelligence services, police or tax authorities. Individual citizens are mostly illequipped and underfinanced to engage in long and difficult legal proceedings regarding
highly complex, sophisticated technologies. That is why it may be valuable to allow for
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class actions (actio popularis). In such claims, civil society organizations and groups are
allowed to submit complaints about a privacy violation. Allowing these types of claims
in European case law might mean that over time, specialized organizations may be
created that have as primary goal engaging in these types of class actions.

(2)

LETTING GO OF THE FOCUS ON INDIVIDUAL INTER ESTS

a.

Focus on societal interests

The current privacy paradigm is primarily, though not exclusively, focused on
protecting personal interests. This is increasingly problematic in the age of Big Data,
because large scale data processing practices often transcend the individual and her
interests. That is why it might be valuable to also take into account general and societal
interests when assessing cases regarding large data processing initiatives. Such societal
interests may be linked, inter alia, to the prevention of abuse of power by states, but
also to the question of whether the state is using its power optimally, for example, by
creating a (technological) environment that allows for diversity, for human flourishing
and for citizen empowerment.
b.

Regulate data

The current legal regime differentiates between, inter alia, private and public data,
content and metadata, anonymous and personal data, statistical and sensitive personal
data, etc. Their protection depends on the question of whether the data can be linked to
the individual, can be used to identify a person or has an impact on a natural person.
There are generally two problems with this approach. First, as was stressed previously,
the link to a specific individual and her interests is increasingly insufficient to address
all the relevant aspects of data gathering, processing and usage. Second, distinguishing
between different types and categories of data, and linking to them a specific regime of
protection and of powers for data controllers, is outdated because data are increasingly
going through a circular life cycle. That is why it may be valuable to introduce additional
regulation of the processing of data as such, independently of whether these data can be
qualified as personal, private or sensitive data. Similarly, rules could be developed for
the analysis of data by computerized means.

(3)

LETTING GO OF THE FOCUS ON BALANCING INTER ESTS

a.

Focus on intrinsic qualities of laws and policies

The current regulatory regime is primarily concerned with determining the outcome of
cases and assessing the quality of laws and policies on the basis of their potential positive
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and negative effects. A privacy violation is primarily seen as a negative effect that may
result from data processing activities, while efficiency, security or transparency are
the positive effects that may result from them; while the negative effects are primarily
focused on the individual level, the positive effects are mostly formulated on a societal
level. The negative and positive consequences are weighed and balanced against each
other. However, because both individual and societal interests in Big Data processes
are increasingly abstract and vague, balancing those interests becomes increasingly
difficult. That is why it may be worthwhile to focus on the minimum requirements of
the law. These rule-of-law-based principles, guaranteeing the basic legitimacy and
legality of laws and policies, should be respected even when no individual rights or
interests are at stake. As these are minimum requirements, they should be respected at
all times; no balancing exercise takes place.
b.

Focus on the aspirations of laws and policies

The current legal (privacy) paradigm is primarily focused on laying down duties and
minimum requirements. Because technological developments are so rapid and because
the interests at stake are often abstract and societal in nature, it might be worthwhile to
focus more on the aspirations of laws and policies. Seeing the legal order as a purposive
enterprise allows for such an approach, as the legal order is created and designed in such
a way that human freedom is respected. The natural end of a legal order is promoting
human freedom to the maximum extent possible. Such aspirations could be, inter alia,
promoting a society with maximum diversity, autonomy and freedom.

(4)

LETTING GO OF THE FOCUS ON BLACK LETTER LAW

a.

Focus on ethical rules

The current paradigm places its bets mainly on the legal regulation of rights and
obligations – black letter law. Yet it is increasingly questionable whether and to what
extent this form of regulation still suffices in the Big Data era. That has to do with a
number of issues. First, data processing is increasingly transnational. This implies that
more and more agreements need to be made between different states and organizations
in different jurisdictions. Hard legal rules are often difficult to agree upon due to the
difference in traditions and legal systems. Furthermore, rapidly changing technology
has the effect that specific legal provisions can easily be circumvented and that
unforeseen problems and challenges may arise. And, as discussed, many of the problems
arising from Big Data practices are social and societal. It is questionable whether those
concerns should be dealt in full within the juridical discourse. It could be promising
to regulate Big Data processes additionally through forms of soft law and ethical
standards, such as duties of care and codes of conduct. The underlying normative
principles and values to be guaranteed in Big Data processes remain relatively stable.
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One could also look to other sectors for inspiration, for example the idea of installing
ethical oversight committees, such as is a common practice in the medical sector.
An interdisciplinary group of experts, consisting for instance of lawyers, ethicists,
engineers and practitioners, could assess specific plans, policies and experiments.
b.

Adopt a more hybrid approach

The current regulatory regime is based on numerous categorizations, labels and
distinctions. For example, distinctions can be made between the offline and online,
between the analog and digital environment, between the protection of privacy in the
private and in the public domain, between different nations and jurisdictions, between
times of war and times of peace, between the powers and capacities of organizations in
the private sector and in the public sector, and between different organizations in the
public sector (for example in relation to which data they may gather, how they might use
them and for what purposes; the intelligence agencies have broader powers to process
data than the police, and the police has broader powers than the social services). In the
Big Data era, however, the world is becoming increasingly fluid. Although the rights of
citizens are currently linked mainly to physical objects such as the body and the home,
and certain forms of communication such as the secrecy of correspondence, the Big
Data era requires that one’s digital identity, internet communications and privacy in
the public domain be protected equally. Likewise, in Big Data processes, data streams
increasingly circulate between the private and the public sector and between different
governmental agencies. Future regulation will need to standardize the rules applicable
to those different sectors.

4.

THESES

1.

The current privacy paradigm has the following characteristics: (1) It is focused on
subjective rights of natural persons (2) to protect their private interests, (3) these
interests are balanced against other interests such as national security and this
balancing takes place in concrete cases, and (4) rules and obligations are primarily
regulated and enforced through legal means.
In the Big Data era, each of these four aspects will be problematic because (1)
claiming subjective rights will be increasingly unfeasible, (2) because the individual
and her interests are mostly incidental to these processes, (3) because both the
individual interests affected and the societal interests served by these processes are
increasingly vague and abstract, and (4) because these processes challenge many of
the fi xed categories and differentiations on which the legal paradigm is based.
Courts should not only execute in concreto judgments, but also accept in abstracto
cases, and not only assess claims by victims, but also allow for actio popularis.

2.

3.
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4.

Legal orders should accept minimum requirements – such as that data processing
should be regulated even when the data are not linked to specific individuals, and
that the principles of the rule of law should be respected even when no correlative
subjective rights are at stake – and maximum aspirations – positive obligations to
promote human freedom to the maximum extent possible.
5. The minimum requirements of states should not be included in balancing
exercises. With respect to the positive aspirations of states, finding an equilibrium
is essential, although this is limited by the fact that the ultimate goal of states is to
promote human freedom.
6. The legislator should rely less on legal and juridical means of regulation and
enforcement and more on ethics-based rules and open norms.
7. Rights are like ice cream, they are sweet but having too much is pointless.
8. Balancing is like the tango, it takes two, but then what?
9. If God couldn’t keep up with Vestdijk, he is going to face a hard time.
10. Deadlines are seldom deadly.

5.

NEDER LANDSE SAMENVATTING

Het is steeds moeilijker om privacy adequaat te beschermen in een wereld waarin de
datastromen steeds groter worden en de data-analyse steeds sneller. Het individu heeft
een recht om zijn privacy te claimen, maar is zich vaak onbewust van het feit dat zijn
data worden verwerkt en onmachtig om, in het geval hij hier wel wetenschap van heeft,
het op te nemen tegen grote multinationals of overheidsorganisaties. Ook is het steeds
lastiger om te bepalen hoe grote dataverwerkingsprocessen een individu precies raken.
Welk negatief effect heeft de gegevensverzameling van de NSA bijvoorbeeld gehad op de
gemiddelde Amerikaanse of Europese burger? Welke schade ondervindt het individu
van het feit dat in sommige steden op vrijwel elke straathoek camera’s hangen? Het
is dan ook de vraag of privacy nog wel uitsluitend als individueel recht moet worden
gezien, of dat het op een andere manier moet worden benaderd, en bijvoorbeeld
moet worden geformuleerd als (zorg)plicht van de dataverwerker. Dit boek geeft een
mogelijke benadering van privacy regulering waarin dit kan worden ingebed, die is
gebaseerd op de deugdethiek.
Hoofdstuk II van dit boek bespreekt hoe het privacy- en gegevensbeschermingsregime is veranderd door de tijd op vier specifieke punten. Ten eerste is er een
verschuiving waar te nemen van een nadruk op de plichten van de dataverwerker,
naar de rechten van het data subject; ten tweede van een nadruk op de bescherming
van algemene en maatschappelijke belangen naar de bescherming van de particuliere
belangen van de rechthebbende; ten derde werden zaken aanvankelijk voornamelijk
beoordeeld op basis van een aantal intrinsieke kwaliteiten, zoals de noodzakelijkheid,
effectiviteit en proportionaliteit van maatregelen, terwijl nu doorgaans een
belangenafweging centraal staat; ten vierde en tot slot was de regulering aanvankelijk
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slechts ten dele gebaseerd op juridische regels en vormen van handhaving, terwijl dat nu
vrijwel uitsluitend het geval is.
Hoofdstuk III laat zien hoe elk van deze punten onder druk komt te staan door Big
Data-ontwikkelingen, onder meer omdat er zoveel data over data-subjecten wordt en
zal worden verzameld dat het voor individuen ondoenlijk zal zijn om steeds hun recht
te claimen, omdat Big Data processen vaak de individuele belangen ontstijgen, omdat
zowel de privacy-belangen als de belangen aan de andere kant van het spectrum, zoals
nationale veiligheid, steeds vager en dus moeilijker tegen elkaar te wegen zijn en omdat
Big Data processen vaak de juridische categorieën en grenzen overschrijden. Daarnaast
bespreekt dit hoofdstuk een aantal alternatieven die in de literatuur en de jurisprudentie
zijn gedaan om het huidige privacy- en gegevensbeschermingsparagdigma aan te vullen.
Hoofdstuk IV introduceert de fi losofische stroming die bekend staat als
deugdethiek. Deugdethiek benadrukt de plichten van personen en instituten om naar
perfectie te streven. Actoren hebben niet alleen negatieve verplichtingen, bijvoorbeeld
om geen kwaad te doen, maar ook positieve verplichtingen om goed te doen, en
sterker nog, om alles in het werk te stellen om het beste resultaat te bewerkstelligen.
Het werk van Lon L. Fuller wordt besproken, aangezien hij een dergelijke benadering
ook op staten toepast. Hij stelt dat staten zowel een set minimum als een set maximum
verplichtingen hebben; beide zijn niet direct gerelateerd aan de rechten of belangen
van het individu. De minimum verplichtingen van de staat zijn verbonden aan de
rechtstatelijke principes van transparantie en duidelijkheid van de wet, het verbod op
retroactieve toepassing en het vereiste dat de wet niet het onmogelijk van burgers mag
verlangen. De maximum verplichtingen van de staat zijn om de vrijheid van burgers
maximaal te vergroten. De minimum voorwaarden moeten altijd worden gerespecteerd,
te vergelijken met resultaatsverplichtingen, de maximum verplichtingen kunnen het
best worden begrepen als inspanningsverplichtingen. Ook bespreekt en weerlegt dit
hoofdstuk een aantal tegenargumenten ten aanzien van het gebruik van de deugdethiek
voor reguleringsdoeleinden.
Hoofdstuk V, tot slot, bespreekt hoe een dergelijke benadering kan worden toegepast
op privacy- en gegevensbeschermingsregulering en hoe deze benadering het huidige
paradigma zou kunnen aanvullen. Ten aanzien van de minimum vereisten die staten
ten alle tijden moeten vervullen geeft het hoofdstuk drie voorbeelden, namelijk dat
de verwerking van data altijd aan een set minimum vereisten moet voldoen, ook al
betreffen dit geen persoonsgegevens, dat de (surveillance) regulering altijd aan de
minimum voorwaarden van legitimiteit en legaliteit moeten voldoen en dat ook de
analyse van data, en dus niet alleen het verzamelen en het gebruik daarvan, aan banden
moet worden gelegd. Ten aanzien van de maximum verplichtingen geeft het hoofdstuk
tevens drie voorbeelden, namelijk dat staten een plicht hebben om de autonomie van
burgers te vergroten, diversiteit in de samenleving te stimuleren en sociale stratificatie
tegen te gaan. Ook wordt aangestipt dat er altijd een balans moet zijn tussen de
verschillende doeleinden van de staat.
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